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i. Abstract 

The following thesis is an explanation of a lore and culture informed perspective of 

worker wellbeing for the Aboriginal health and community workforce derived from the 

lived experiences of such workers.  The entirety of this perspective required the furthering 

of current understandings or explanations of social and emotional wellbeing that were 

further removed from western understandings of being, particularly organisational 

wellbeing and more inclusive of notions of lore and culture.  For the modelling to 

blossom a bricolage Indigenist methodology was required.   

 A qualitative methodology incorporating elements of Indigenous standpoint theory, 

grounded theory, critical theory, autobiographical ethnicity and yarning was used to form 

a bricolage for this study.  This bricolage was developed after acknowledging that none of 

the above-mentioned approaches on their own quite fit the purposes of the current study 

however elements of each were considered integral.  For the purposes of this study, this 

bricolage was labelled: Critical Aboriginal Bricolage (CAB). 

Critical Aboriginal Bricolage (CAB) offers a culturally responsive research 

methodology that fits with the need to protect Aboriginal knowledge production and to 

meet academic rigour.  It is an approach that promotes the active search for pieces of 

methodology that most fit the situation under investigation and for those for whom the 

investigation is occurring.  The aim of CAB is to empower the voice of the subject from 

the culturally informed and involved perspective of the investigator. 

For the knowledge produced to be most relevant to those it was produced for and 

from whom the knowledge came, the importance of Aboriginal ways of sharing 

knowledge had to be respected and used.  This leads to more weight being applied to 

knowledge transfer through story rather than strict Western academic expectation. The 

author of this thesis is unforgiving in this pursuit and considers relevance to the target 

audience and acceptance of the themes from Aboriginal Elders to be of more value than 



Western academic ‘excellence’.  The author questions the status of power and authority of 

and over knowledge by western institutions and the legitimacy of such claims particularly 

with reference to Indigenist knowledges. 

Australia has both an internationally recognised (through being a signatory to the 

United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP)) and a moral 

obligation to ensure the wellbeing of Australia’s Aboriginal populations is improved as a 

national priority.  Improvements in health outcomes and well–being are dependent on 

providing self-determination and sovereignty for Aboriginal peoples. This requires 

allowing Aboriginal people to utilise their own ontologies and epistemologies at all levels 

of the lived experience, be those education, work, healing, policy, child rearing, living 

and even dying.  It also requires opportunity for Aboriginal peoples to know and to 

practice their own law as law is intrinsically linked to self–determination.  Lore and 

culture have always provided Aboriginal peoples with the frameworks required to live 

well with each other and with place on the Australian continent.  Looking at lore and 

culture to inform future policy and procedure is likely to lead to positive outcomes for 

Aboriginal peoples. 

Aboriginal people as a population group experience far greater burden of disease than 

other Australians.  This is the case across all physical and mental health indicators.  There 

is therefore a greater need for service provision for Aboriginal peoples and communities 

yet engagement and adherence remain low.  Access to culturally informed and 

appropriate health provision is often mentioned as a barrier to Aboriginal health.  One 

identified effective strategy for increasing engagement with health and community 

services and further improving adherence to health and community service interventions 

has been to increase the number of Aboriginal workers within the fields of health and 

community service work.    

Increasing the workforce is only a viable strategy if the workforce is stable.  

Aboriginal health and community service workers experience high levels of stress driven 

by multiple and at times unique stressors associated with the work they undertake and the 

communities in which they live or are from.  This culminative stress impacts on the 

overall wellbeing of workers.  Negatively impacted wellbeing is likely to be a factor 

influencing the high turnover and burnout rates experienced by Aboriginal people 

employed in health and community service work. Given the unique mix of cultural, 



historical, professional and social influences of wellbeing present for Aboriginal health 

and community service providers it is unlikely that western explanations of workplace 

stress and worker wellbeing such as those offered around burnout or compassion fatigue 

for instance will be a true and complete fit for this workforce.  Currently there is little 

work investigating the wellbeing of this particular workforce from a culturally rooted 

standpoint.  As Aboriginal workers are themselves Aboriginal people and community 

members, if we are to be guided by the UN Declaration then culturally informed and 

appropriate strategies should be developed to assist with the maintenance of their 

wellbeing.  It is therefore pertinent that strategies are developed to better maintain the 

wellbeing of Aboriginal workers that are developed from Aboriginal ontologies and 

epistemologies.  

The theories offered in this thesis have come from the knowledge and experience of 

the workers themselves and may support this important work force in staying strong, 

supported, resilient and empowered in their work.  Notions of lore and culture are 

prominent and are the basis for the theories offered as they have since the beginning of 

time kept us strong while caring for each other and caring for country. 

A new model of holistic being, highlighting the importance of spirit is offered.  This 

model incorporates lore as paramount in the wellbeing experience for Aboriginal people.  

It is further suggested that this model could be utilised with any population group as 

humans, in our great diversity of understandings of well-being and healthcare, all share 

the same basic structure of being.  This involves spirit as core; mind, body and soul (as 

genetic memory) as a basic framework; and multiple connections influencing our story of 

self and other.  This is all surrounded by a constant flow of positive and negative 

experiences that influence the choices we make and the expressions of being we create at 

any given time. 
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v. Glossary of terms

This glossary contains words, phrases and themes from the thesis that may be foreign to 

some readers.  Throughout the thesis there is a significant amount of Gamilaraay 

terminology used.  These words and phrases have not been included in this glossary as they 

are explained in detail where present in the thesis. 

• Aboriginal – is used in reference to the collective First Nations people of the

continental mainland of Australia

• Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisation (ACCHO) – is a primary

health service owned and run by the Aboriginal community in which it is situated.

• Aboriginal Medical Service – is a primary health care service that has a focus on

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health but is not necessarily owned or run by the

local Aboriginal community.  Many AMS are state government facilities.

• Black – For Aboriginal people in Australia the term ‘Black” is commonly

interchanged with that of Aboriginal.  It does not refer to skin colour today in most

cases but rather to groups of peoples who until colonization did have ‘black’ skin.

• Black Magic – A phrase commonly used when describing Aboriginal methods of

healing or negatively impacting others that are not understood or to a large extent

even accepted as real by Western sciences.

• Bricoleur – Some one that undertakes bricolage.  In research, A Bricoleur researcher

is one who constructs a methodology from many parts of other methodologies and by

creating ‘new’ parts to fit where required.

• Bricolage – A process of construction from many different things.  Often a term used

in quilting and has been a term used with in academia to discuss particular

methodological practices.

• Bulk-billing – is an initiative of the Australian Commonwealth government that

through Medicare allows for the billing of many primary health services to be direct

billed to the Government.  It is not compulsory for Privately owned health

organizations to offer bulk–billing to their patients/clients.

• Cadetship – A system of work based paid training program (typically 12–24 months)

available in Australia across many professions for later stage university students.



• Country – A common term used by Aboriginal people to describe where their heritage

lies and to where they feel spiritually connected.  Also used at times to speak of the

natural environment in general.

• Deadly – A slang based positive affect or experience term used by many Aboriginal

people.  For example, “That feed was deadly”.  Meaning ‘that feed was really good’.

• Drive–In–Drive–Out (DIDO) – refers to services or workers that temporarily work in

Aboriginal communities who access the communities through land transport.

• Fly–in–Fly–Out (FIFO) – refers to services or workers that temporarily work in

Aboriginal communities who access the communities through air transport.

• Gamilaraay/Gamilaroi/Kamilaroi/Gomeroi – Aboriginal language group and nation

that stretched from St. George and Goondiwindi in the North and past Tamworth in

the South.  From Inverell in the East through Walgett to the West.  The terms above

are used interchangeably by Gamilaraay people as there is no exact English

translation and the common English alphabet does not allow for the exact

pronunciation of the term.  The above terms are used interchangeably throughout this

document purposefully to highlight this issue.

• GP Network (GPNs) – A system of regionalizing General practice service, support

and provision set up by the Australian federal Government.  GPN organisations were

non-government organizations that used to be responsible for the service, support and

training of the General Practice’s within a given GPN.  These networks have evolved

in role and name over the past decade and are currently recognized as Primary Health

Networks (PHNs)

• Haudenosaunee – A collective term used by First Nations people who identify as

members of the lands of the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. The confederacy is made

up of the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas and Senecas nations.

• Health and community service workers – a term used throughout this thesis to refer to

all Aboriginal people working in the space of health or community work.  This was

the target audience for this thesis.

• Health Workers/ Aboriginal Health Workers (AHW’s) – provide primary health care

and education for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.  The qualifications for

AHWs vary significantly although national standardization is currently being

attempted.



• Holistic being – The term preferred and used in the presentation of the theory of the

current thesis to describe a very complex and holistic understanding of health,

wellbeing and living

• Indigenist – Is used as a term to describe common philosophy of being shared by

many Indigenous or First Nations peoples internationally.  In social research the term

refers to a form of enquiry based on the principles and philosophies of Indigenous

peoples and societies.

• Indigenous – Is a term not preferred by the author of this thesis.  It is used only in

places where it has been specifically used by participants of the study, has been used

by organisations in titles of the organisation or programs of the organization.

Indigenous is also used in an international as a means of referring to multiple groups

of First nations societies around the world.

• Law/Lore/Customary lore (Aboriginal) – The words law and lore are used

interchangeably throughout this document when discussing notions of Aboriginal

ways of knowing and being that are to do with order, rules, obligations,

responsibilities, societal structure and relationships.  This is done to highlight that for

many Aboriginal people, including the author, what is commonly phrased lore is not

akin to folk lore and is regarded as more influential, guiding and beneficial than

Australian western law.  Lore is explained as the essence of ‘what is’ in this thesis

also.

• Maori – The recognized First Nations peoples of Aotearoa (New Zealand)

• Medicare – is a taxpayer funded public health care scheme in Australia that allows

primary health care to be more readily available and affordable for Australians.

• Men’s business – Aboriginal men have certain lore, ceremony, topics, place and spirit

that is particular to that of men and must be respected in Aboriginal culture.  Often

men will only talk about health-related topics with other men, particularly when to do

with sexual health, masculinity or the roles of men in Aboriginal families or society.

• Mob – Is used as a term used by many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to

refer to a group of Aboriginal peoples.  This may be a group that a person is directly

linked to such as family or a more general term used such as in “All the mob”,

meaning “all the group” (whatever that group may be).



• Murri – An identity and connection term used by many Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Islander people living in Qld and Northern NSW, particularly if their country sits

within the borders of what is now called Queensland.

• Non-Government Organisation (NGO) – in Australia these are generally non-profit

organisations that are independent of government however they do source the

majority of their funding from government commonly.

• Pacifika – A term used to describe the collective peoples and cultures of Pacific

groups (peoples from the Islands that lie in the Pacific Ocean) now living in New

Zealand. It has gathered momentum in recent years as a term in an attempt to

acknowledge that there are many other Pacific groups living in Aotearoa today who

do not identify as Maori, such as Tongan’s, Cook Islander’s.

• Polynesian – Used commonly as a term to collectively speak of the original peoples

from anywhere within Polynesia.  There are more than a thousand islands scattered

throughout the central and southern Pacific Ocean.

• Pov – A slang term used by many people in Australia in reference to ‘living in or with

the experience of poverty’

• Primary Health Network – Similar structures to those of GPN’s however the

boundaries have shifted.  PHN organisations also hold a broader scope to service,

support and coordinate professional development for a wider range of primary health

services across each PHN.

• Red Tape – Slang term commonly used to refer to excessive or obstructive

bureaucracy and to strict adherence to process, official rules and formalities.

• Reiki – A well established and researched form of ‘hands–on’ energy healing for

which at present accredited Practitioners can bill and access payments through

Medicare

• Social and Emotional Wellbeing (SEWB) – A term used by many Aboriginal people to

explain a more holistic concept of health than can be accounted for by

biopsychosocial explanations.

• Sorry Business – Is a term used by many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

when referring to processes of loss and grief such as that which occurs with the

passing of a loved one.



• TAFE – Institutions in Australia that provide predominately vocational courses and

training.  In recent years more TAFE institutions have been offering degree–based

programs also.

• The Declaration – In 2007 the United Nations launched the Declaration of the Rights

of Indigenous Peoples.  It is commonly termed ‘The Declaration’ and is referred to as

such at times in this thesis.

• Torres Strait Islander – is used as a collective term of reference for the first nations

peoples of the Islands of the Torres Strait which lie between the northern tip of

Queensland in Australia and the southern Coast of Papua New Guinea

• Traditional Healers – A person who practices healing techniques and traditions that

are based on traditional knowledge and practice rather than that of western institution

and science.  In Australia, a common term used for Aboriginal traditional healers is

Ngangkari.  Ngangkari is originally a word used for these healers by only a select few

Aboriginal language groups.

• Two–world space – Aboriginal people for a long time only had to live in their own

‘world’ abiding by their own lore.  Today many Aboriginal people are expected to

uphold the lore and customs of their world as well as abide by the laws and customs

of the colonising society.  This is called the two–world space.  Living across both is

often referred to as “walking in two worlds”

• Wellbeing workers – Is a term used in the current work to refer to any worker working

in the spaces of health and wellbeing

• White – As with the term ‘Black”, the term ‘White’ has less to do with actual skin

colour today and more so in reference to those in society who come from colonizer

back grounds.  It can also be used to refer to a set of attitudes, beliefs and behaviours

that are perceived to mirror those of colonisers.

• Women’s business – Aboriginal women have certain lore, ceremony, topics, place and

spirit that is particular to that of women and must be respected in Aboriginal culture.

Often women will only talk about health-related topics with other women, particularly

when to do with sexual health, femininity or the roles of women in Aboriginal

families or society.



1. Ngaya ngaaandu Ngay? Who am I?

1.1 Introduction 

This is my lived journey, my experience as both a Gamilaraay man who actively 

participates in ceremony and as an Aboriginal psychologist and academic who has lived the 

frustrations of ‘being’ Aboriginal in Western dominated fields.  It is customary to explain 

who I am and where I am from.  This includes being open about my connections to people, 

place, spirit, and exploratory processes of acknowledgement.  As my journey is intertwined 

throughout this piece of work it is important for the reader to know where I am coming from. 

My family connection to Gamilaraay goes back to old “Bertha” (Bootha or Buudha1) 

Lamey from Maniila–y (hunting grounds) or known these days as Manilla.  Bertha lived on 

the old Aboriginal reserve on Keepit Station, what is now Lake Keepit.  Bertha’s children 

were John and Jane Lamey.  William Lamey, the husband of Bertha and father of John and 

Jane had land holdings in Carrol which on his passing, were left to John and Jane in his will. 

However due to them being considered ‘half–caste’s’ this land was not granted to them and 

was sold on. John Lamey married Elisabeth Marsh, one of their daughters – Laura Lamey – 

married John Wright.  Laura’s daughter was Juanita (Nita) Wright who married Kenneth 

Schultz, hence my last name ‘Schultz’. Juanita lived in Tamworth most of her life along with 

her children which included my grandfather Kenneth.  My immediate side of the Schultz 

family have lived on Yugambeh country since 1967. However, we have maintained constant 

connection to Tamworth and the surrounds, having always returned to the area for frequent 

family vacations across generations.  My paternal Nan’s (Ellen Schultz nee. Dove) family 

however has connections to the Gold Coast going back to the 1890’s, where the family 

worked as some of the first banana farmers in Tallebudgera Valley. My Mother’s side of the 

family are mainly of Scottish and Jewish–German descent and have arrived at different 

periods of time over the past 230 years in response to global events of this period.  Needless 

to say, experiences of oppression that are likely to have left epigenetic markers have been 

common across both my maternal and paternal families.  

1 Bootha/ Buudtha/ Buudha is one of several Moiety (female) groups of Gamilaraay, the male 

equivalent of such being Gambu/ Cumbo/ Combo 



While my Mother is non–indigenous, she has worked and lived in the Aboriginal 

community most my life.  If it wasn’t for my non–indigenous Mother, I dare say I would not 

have had the same opportunities to explore and engage with my Aboriginality.  It is unlikely 

that I would have the strong connection to and understanding of my Aboriginal heritage and 

of the lived experience of being Aboriginal in Australia, it is likely I would have simply 

become another assimilated Australian with a good tan, as many of my family are 

disconnected from our Gamilaraay heritage and therefore our lore and culture.  My Father, 

Aunties and Uncles, along with several generations before them grew up in a time when it 

wasn’t safe to talk about being Aboriginal, to practice culture or to speak an Aboriginal 

language.  This is what led to the disconnect for many of my family.  Some held on tightly to 

our Gamilaraay roots, others are now wanting to learn, some have chosen to simply be part of 

mainstream society and a few will even outright refuse to accept they have Gamilaraay 

heritage at all.  I see the wellbeing problems this has caused most of them over time clearly. 

This chapter should help to establish an understanding of why I have undertaken this 

PhD and why it is an area of passion for me.  Despite being at the front it is definitely not the 

intention of this chapter to place my experiences at the forefront of the reader’s mind but 

rather, to be open about my position within this story, this journey, this thesis.  I have been 

very open throughout the thesis of my experiences yet wish to remind the reader that my 

experiences while forever present with me as the researcher and author were not considered 

as ‘data’ until well into the thematic analysis of these works. 

It is intended that by writing my lived experience and journey into the thesis, that 

others may find some glimpse of hope or lessons of benefit in their own journeys in the space 

of working as an Aboriginal health or community Service Worker.  I am in no way seeking 

sympathy, empathy, agreeance or anything else from this process. However, I wish that all 

that read this entire thesis do so from a place of openness and compassion for other human 

beings. 

Throughout this chapter I will speak of my personal and professional struggles and 

growth that has occurred prior and during the undertaking of this thesis. I will further speak 

of the challenges I am likely to face having undertaken this journey as means of illustrating 

that trials and adversities are forever present, but that is OK! I will also relate the presented 

theory of this thesis, that of Holistic Being and Principles of Lore (PoL) to my journey. 



1.2 Warruwi ngay Gamilaraay small pathway, my first journey to life and learning 

and towards “adulthood” as a Gamilaraay man 

1.2.1 From dropout to qualified chef 

I left school when I was fifteen years old.  School and I did not get along very well. 

So, in my mind it was a bonus when my Mum decided to take a job at a university as a 

lecturer whilst she also undertook her PhD studies.  Some might ask how this is a ‘bonus’? 

Well, I was adamant that my then six–month–old sister would not spend her days in child– 

care, being raised 8–10 hours a day by a complete stranger to myself and my family.  I 

therefore made the decision that I would look after my sister so my mother could go to 

university to study further and work.  My mother was not at all keen on the idea however, I 

can be persistent when I’m fixed on something, so I got my way.  The stipulation reached 

through much ‘negotiation’ with my mother was that I would attempt to continue school by 

correspondence.  I did make an attempt of this and I was actually achieving really well 

however I was lonely, and I had constant thoughts of, “I’m missing out”.  So, I attempted to 

return to school after twelve months absence.   

I returned a grade down from all those I had gone through with to the end of grade 10 

and unfortunately found it difficult to maintain friendships with my peers of that age.  I did 

however make very strong connections with a group of mainly Pacifika, Maori and Murri 

youth in the grade I had returned to.  This was both a blessing and a curse.  I was constantly 

around other minority group members and cultural diversity, which was great however, many 

of these new friends struggled as I did with western schooling and institutions.  It wasn’t long 

before I (and the school) decided it was best for me to try other things. 

At this same time in my life we also had my cousin who was two years older than me 

living with us. We were very close, and I still regard him more as my brother than my cousin.  

I definitely looked up to my cousin. However, he probably wasn’t the most positive role 

model I could have had.  He had experienced much trouble as a youth also and, much like 

me, really struggled with school and with normative society.  For both of us it wasn’t the 

learning side we struggled with. We actually both found schoolwork relatively easy and 



therefore boring. Rather, it was the structure and formality we struggled to adhere to.  I had 

seen my cousin having so much ‘fun’ whilst I was at school that this further reinforced for me 

that I had better things to do than be at school all day every day. 

My Mum, again through strict negotiation, said I could leave school if and only if I 

was working full time. I had always had a keen interest in cooking and had done much of the 

cooking in our household from a young age.  I therefore decided that I wanted to undertake a 

chef’s apprenticeship.  I undertook the first year of my apprenticeship in a local Chinese 

restaurant.  This was the start of my cross–cultural work experience.  My stepmother is 

Singaporean and so I had spent many years indulging in Chinese and Malay style foods and 

was comfortable around Asian people, so it seemed like a great fit.  In the Chinese restaurant 

I was the only non–Mandarin speaking person and at times communication was difficult.  

The expectations of my employees were also very high.  I learnt fast that Chinese people 

work long and hard and they did not appear to ever become flustered with being busy.  I also 

quickly learnt that all people do have their own demons and that all people despite cultural 

background or ethnicity struggle to cope with the stressors of life at times.   

The head chef was an extremely built man who had larger forearms than Popeye.  He 

was a recognized Kung–Fu master and known as a ‘hard–man’ in the local Chinese 

community.  His wife and young child were still in China and he was supposed to be working 

to save enough to bring them over and to set them all up for a new life in Australia.  He 

unfortunately had turned to gambling to escape the disconnection he was feeling from his 

family - and no doubt his home - as he spoke fondly of it constantly.  His gambling quickly 

became problematic. He was staying at the casino all night and losing a lot of money.  The 

more he lost, the more he gambled, trying to chase his losses but also trying to chase away 

the shame he was experiencing around having lost the money that was supposed to be for 

reconnecting with his family.  The more he was gambling at night the less he was sleeping.  

His work ethic was lapsing, and he was increasingly irritable and negative towards everyone 

around.  Not long before I left that job, I remember well him physically assaulting a delivery–

driver/ kitchen hand for a simple mistake on an order.  The owners made the chef take two 

weeks off after that incident. This was my first real exposure to the intermix of work/life 

stress and negative coping of such and things really getting to a ‘boiling point’ of burnout. I 

also observed keenly that physical strength alone doesn’t make for a strong person as a 

whole. 



I completed my chef’s apprenticeship and went on to travel Europe for several years 

working as a chef.  It was while I was in England that I first experienced real disconnect from 

family and country.  I had been away for two years.  Much of my time was spent based in 

England.  I found adjusting to the ‘greyness’ difficult to say the least.  Streets were grey, 

everyone was rushing about to their jobs wearing grey, buildings in many of the areas I lived 

were dirty and grey and more often than not, the sky was grey too.  I was working in good 

hatted and rosetted restaurants and hotels.  As far as ‘cheffing’ was concerned I had made it, 

quite literally, and I should have been ecstatically happy. However, I was struggling so much 

being away from home that I couldn’t even be grateful for the opportunities I had. I was 

drinking every day and taking many forms of drugs also.  To say I had a problem is probably 

an understatement. The work was high paced and expectations in those types of 

establishments were immense. I had not allowed myself to learn from what I had witnessed as 

an apprentice at the Chinese restaurant. In fact, I was living it.  My long–term relationship 

fizzled, my health deteriorated, and I literally ended up broke and ‘couch–surfing’.  By the 

time I left England to return home I was working in a pub and literally sleeping in the bar at 

night. I drank and ‘partied’ more to avoid the shame and pain to the point where I couldn’t 

even afford a plane ticket to get home.  I knew I had to leave, and I knew I needed to change 

when I got home.   

1.2.2 Returning to the Gold Coast and going to university 

I started the process of enrolling at university whilst still overseas and planned to be 

home in time for my younger brothers 21st birthday. I ended up borrowing money to get 

home from a number of people and managed to get home to the Gold Coast. When my family 

met me on my return, they all thought I was sick and were not shy of making comment of 

such a nature. I can’t blame them.  I was literally grey.  Funny thing when you have naturally 

tanned skin is that when you are out of the sun for long periods of time you don’t really go 

white, but this ghostly sickly looking opaque grey colour.  I was physically, mentally and 

spiritually drained.  I did nothing for a few weeks, except drink.   

After a few weeks of drinking and being broke, I dragged myself along to a pub being 

managed by a friend and asked for a job in the kitchen.  My friend obliged and I was back 

working as a chef.  I hated the fact that I was still cheffing and showed little enthusiasm for 

the work or respect for my employers.  Finally, university started. Unfortunately, I wasn’t 

really in the right head space for study. My drinking and party drug use was still problematic.  



I was working long hours cheffing outside of university and partying all night.  Hence, I was 

tired. I was still repeating the same mistakes I had had the opportunity to learn better from as 

a first–year apprentice.   

It's funny, people often ask me what I most got out of my time at university and I 

always reply, “My wife and kids” and for this I’ll be forever grateful.  I really didn’t enjoy 

university as such. The structured environment reminded me too much of my negative high 

school experiences, but I definitely enjoyed university life – far too much.  Luckily for me I 

found university study relatively easy or I would have never got through and I definitely took 

that for granted. Unfortunately, this was teaching me further bad habits.  I was being 

rewarded for limited effort and with every assignment and exam that I would do ok on, this 

pattern would get more entrenched.  It didn’t help that I also noticed quickly that there was a 

distinct lack of content or material that I felt was relevant to the work I wanted to be able to 

do as a community–based Aboriginal psychologist. We did next to no cross–cultural courses 

and everything being taught was based on very entrenched western notions of mind and of 

being.  I felt there was nothing on spirit, which given the meaning of ‘psyche’ being the soul 

in old English, rang alarm bells for me.  I was becoming more and more disgruntled with the 

field of psychology in general, and less able to see the positives still present in what I was 

having the opportunity to learn. This feeling was intensified immensely whilst working as a 

psychology cadet at Centrelink in the Northern Territory. 

I had been fortunate enough to receive a cadetship through the Australian Government 

in my final year of my undergraduate program.  My placements were with Centrelink in the 

Northern Territory. Most of the clients I would engage with in the office were Aboriginal 

peoples who were living rough in Darwin or its surrounds.  I was also placed at times in 

remote offices working with peoples in remote communities.  I initially saw this as an 

amazing opportunity. I still feel it was a great opportunity, however not for the reasons that 

the placement had likely intended.  Nothing that I had learned at university, in the field of 

psychology was relevant for working with a single client I was presented with on those 

placements.  This was a huge ‘wake–up moment’ for me.  This is when I decided I was not 

simply going to be an Aboriginal psychologist attempting to practice western psychology 

with Aboriginal peoples but rather, wanted to look at an Aboriginal psychology of its own 

kind. 



I did however convince myself that I needed to graduate with Honours and complete 

my internship to gain registration as a psychologist.  I’m not really sure why I was driven to 

do this. However, the fact that I had many people telling me that it is what, “I needed to do” 

played a role.  I can honestly say that I was never satisfied for even a single day in working as 

an office–bound registered psychologist, despite the financial benefits it was affording me.  I 

was too consumed by the negatives to see any positives and this again led me to my favourite 

forms of escapism.  My work practices lapsed, I was cynical and angry.  This was quickly 

noticed at the place I was working, and I was called in for “a chat”.  I took everything in that 

chat as an attack and told the manager to, “Shove the job” even though I’m pretty sure they 

wanted me gone anyhow. For me, I had an excuse for everything that was put forward and I 

found multiple others to blame.  I spoke negatively about that manager to everyone that 

would listen, despite the assistance they had given me.  I was heavily involved in 

perpetuating lateral violence without even knowing it. 

Fortunately, I had already been offered a short contract at the local community– 

controlled organisation.  This was to develop, implement and evaluate a healthy lifestyle 

program for members of the local Aboriginal community.  This was a job I enjoyed 

immensely.  It was also an eye–opener into the workings of community–controlled health 

services.  I was frustrating to see how similarly the community–controlled health service 

actually operated to a normal general practice. I was equally frustrated to see how little lore 

and culture were acknowledged, understood or practiced at an organisational level. Despite 

the service being filled with great people and hard workers, it was also very apparent that 

many in the health service were themselves struggling with issues of trauma, ill–health, grief 

and loss and that many negative coping strategies were being utilised.  Through getting to 

engage with the other Aboriginal services in the area through this role it was clear it was not 

just the service I was in that this was the case for.   

At the end of that project I accepted a role with the local GP Network (now PHN’s) to 

work with community-controlled health and community to implement the Close–the–Gap 

strategies.  This gave me a good understanding of how Non–Government organisations 

(NGOs) worked, particularly when solely reliant on government funding.  Again, there were 

good benefits but also great frustrations with this role. I met some amazing people in 

community through those two jobs, several whom I continue to have strong positive 

relationships with.  I made family connections I didn’t know and got more insight into the 



movement around country and beyond of my family over the past hundred years. The Gold 

Coast had a solid population of Gamilaraay Elders that I was completely unaware of 

previously.  I also have lost several people who I had close connections and friendships with 

that I met through those jobs.  This has been painful and is in large the reason why this PhD 

exists. 

Several people in community approached me, given I was a Psychologist, asking, “Do 

you know why we are losing these good people?”  I had no answer.  I was still too caught up 

in grief and secondly, just simply could not find a logical answer in my own head for the 

untimely passing of our friends and colleagues. Then one Aunty simply said to me, “Well 

you better go out and find out then better you?” This particular Aunty is as ‘tough as nails’ 

and not the type of person you say no to, so off I went to figure out how I might be able to 

look at the question she wanted answered. 

Someone suggested a PhD may be a good avenue to do this.  I had a young family by 

this time and knew I would not be able to afford to go to university full time to undertake a 

PhD, and so I looked for work opportunities that would (hopefully) allow me to complete a 

PhD while working.  This is how I ended up in academia. 

1.2.3 Life in Academia 

I took up a position as ‘lecturer of Aboriginal health’ within a school of Public health. 

This position was responsible for managing the Aboriginal content over many courses within 

several programs. Several other Aboriginal and non–Aboriginal people had worked in the 

position prior to me.  None had lasted very long, and I didn’t understand why when I first 

started in the role.  I quickly learned why, unfortunately though, through personal experience 

rather than social capital.  For the first year I was in this position I was the only Aboriginal 

academic in the school and the only academic working fulltime in a course presented to over 

800 students across four campuses and three semesters. I had minimal budget for sessional 

supports and little to no managerial support.  I was over worked, under respected and over 

time became disillusioned. There was definitely no sense of reciprocity beyond receiving a 

wage for my services.  To be blunt, I felt used and abused. 

In this first year I witnessed Aboriginal students impacted by discrimination from 

other students.  I was on multiple occasions discriminated against by both students and other 



staff of the university.  I experienced lateral violence from other academics, both Aboriginal 

and non–Aboriginal.  Despite having taken up a role in the university largely in the hope of 

having ‘more time’ to undertake a PhD than I would if I was working external to the 

university, I had no time to even consider the PhD.  I was though, still very full of hope and 

enthusiasm and did find some limited supports. Whilst there were people in the School who 

were quite negative and even toxic at times, there were many others who were supportive and 

great sources of social capital, who encouraged me to continue on.  I also fortunately had 

some support amongst the executive staff. 

After a year I was afforded a second academic to assist with the running of the course. 

However, this did not happen without a significant amount of arguing for such with the direct 

powers that be within the school.  I was on several occasions questioned on why I needed 

more staff and a larger sessional budget given I only had, “one course to run”.  This was not 

only by the head of school and was coming from other academics within the school also. By 

this time the course had further grown to include several postgraduate offerings including an 

online offering on top of the load earlier mentioned.  The course had grown that large it was 

literally impossible to run without another full–time academic and a team of sessional staff.   

In this second year several serious incidents of discrimination occurred.   These were 

in no way responded to appropriately by the school or the university.  One event consisted of 

over 150 students participating on a popular social media platform on a page setup purposely 

to air grievances about having to undertake an Aboriginal health course as part of the 

undergraduate program.  Students were literally using the page during a lecture of mine 

which is unfortunately how the existence of this page was brought to my attention.  It was 

brought to my attention by one of our Aboriginal students who happened to be sitting a row 

behind several students who were on the page and could read everything that was on it.  

Some of the comments that this student, clearly distressed, reported to myself, and another 

lecturer, included: “Where did they get this one from, the pub?”, with the response being, 

“Well they are all drunks haha”.  Another post was questioning the rationale for having to do 



a mandatory course on “Boongs”2 and suggested that a course on, “the KKK”3 would be more 

interesting. This incident and the existence of the ‘page’ was reported to my Head of school 

at the time by myself and a colleague to which the response I personally received was, “I 

guess it’s just part of the learning process and you need to just suck it up and get on with it”.  

I was disgusted but felt powerless given this came from the head of school at the time.  I 

further reported the incident and the response to a Dean within the Faculty of health to which 

I received a response to the tune of, “We will look into it”.  To my knowledge, no one 

involved was ever reprimanded. In fact, neither I nor my Aboriginal colleague were ever 

provided with an update to our concern.   

Another incident that a tutor in the course reported was of feeling ‘attacked’ by the 

tutorial group when talking about issues of history.  The group was refusing to accept some 

of the concerns of history the tutor was raising, many of these having been personal family 

experiences of the tutor. This was also formally reported and the response I received and was 

expected to feedback to my tutor was, “Don’t take it too personally”.   

By this time, I was in the process of enrolling in my PhD yet was unable to find any 

suitable supervisors.  Not because there weren’t experienced researchers in the school, but 

rather there were no Aboriginal PhDs or others with PhDs or extensive research experience 

working in Aboriginal perspectives, knowledges, histories or circumstances within the 

school.  I ended up simply choosing any primary supervisor to tick the box and to get 

enrolled.  This was my mistake and it definitely cost me emotionally.  The supervisor I put 

down originally as my primary was known to be laterally violent, ignorant and highly 

culturally naïve.   

I had many people suggesting to me that I “needed to” pick a topic that would be easy 

to investigate and easy to write about and easily digestible to the majority.  That I should use 

well researched methodologies and just further the conversation on an issue for which there 

was already well established “empirical evidence”.  These people would further suggest that I 

should wait till after my PhD was done to try “tackle the bigger issues” or to explore 

2 Derogatory term used in Australia by some to refer to Aboriginal people 

3 Ku Klux Klan (KKK) – a white supremacist group mainly based in the United States purported by some to 

have a historical presence in Australia 



Aboriginal perspectives.  In my head while this may have made my PhD journey easier and 

allowed for my completion and academic career to progress more rapidly, it just didn’t seem 

ok to do this.  I firmly felt that by doing so would just help to continue to reinforce that as 

Aboriginal peoples our knowledges and our ways of collecting, formulating and sharing 

knowledge were of less value than Western ways.  So, I chose to stick to my guns and do 

what I knew had to be done to get the knowledge that community had asked for and to 

present that in a way that would be of value to those the research was for: Aboriginal health 

and community services workers.   

During the write up of my confirmation that particular supervisor constantly pressured 

me to do it ‘their way’ because they “knew what they were doing”.  They did not understand 

my argument against undertaking my PhD from a typical western standpoint and refused to 

listen to my concerns.  As mentioned, I did write it from an Aboriginal perspective and come 

my confirmation presentation I received nothing but positive feedback from all the 

Aboriginal people present, both academics and general community people.  I received largely 

negative feedback from my supervisor and was not confirmed with the major feedback being 

there was not enough empirical support for my argument and that my methodology was ‘too 

obscure’.  Half my confirmation presentation was presenting the argument that there was very 

limited empirical evidence in the area I was investigating that was produced from an 

Aboriginal perspective.  I was pissed. I did not feel the confirmation was a fair assessment 

process for an Aboriginal informed project.  Given that the project was to be constructed 

from Aboriginal knowledge, was only using Aboriginal participants and was suggested by 

Aboriginal people, if the Aboriginal people present were supportive and impressed with the 

potential project then there should be a consideration of that in the Confirmation process.  

Presenting to a panel of Aboriginal Elders would be far more appropriate.   

It was difficult to return to work following the confirmation knowing that my project 

was not supported by select people in the team. To make things worse I was being told by the 

head of school at the time that completing my PhD would be necessary to gain permanency at 

my three–year review.  There was no way this would happen given the work load I had with 

running the Aboriginal health courses and having to sit on numerous panels, advisory boards 

and committees.  The problem with being a very small work group, for Aboriginal academics 

or professionals within any given university, field or geographical area, is you are a rarity and 



you are going to be called upon constantly to participate as an “expert” on anything and 

everything Aboriginal.   

By my third year working at the university, despite many issues being attended to and 

positive changes starting to filter through, I was drained.  I had nothing left to give the role or 

my PhD, no passion, no desire, no energy.  I was burnt out.  I was adamant that I was never 

going to work in academia again. I had however fortunately been working behind the scenes 

on my exit strategy. I had started my own business undertaking culturally informed 

consultancy and psychological work and it had gained significant interest in a few short 

years.  I will speak about my experience as a psychologist and of Marumali Consultations a 

bit further on. I also did continue on with my PhD, however I changed supervisors and 

continued to do it the way it needed to be done to maintain its cultural integrity and 

relevance. 

For the past three years I have been working in the faculty of Health Sciences and 

Medicine at another university.  I was convinced to come to this position by a friend who was 

working at the university already and was running the Aboriginal programs.  I was assured 

that the experience would be different and far more positive than my previous university role.  

My experience at this university has definitely been different, yet I’m unsure if I could say it 

has been significantly more positive.  The student base is more culturally diverse and these 

students tend to be far more accepting of conversations around racism and discrimination. 

However, there are quite a few Australian students who come from privileged backgrounds 

who are not as accepting of such conversations.  I have been accused of perpetuating ‘reverse 

racism’ by students. I’ve had the material I present be literally scoffed at by some students. I 

have had other academics question what it is I actually do for the university and I have seen 

Aboriginal people we have invited into the facility to assist with assessment or teaching be 

openly discriminated against by other staff members and non–indigenous ‘experts. My 

greatest concern however these days is with what it is that accreditation bodies (and then the 

universities that are guided by these) declare needs teaching with regards to Aboriginal 

health.  For instance, in Australia, the Australian Medical Council (AMC) sets the standards 

for assessment and accreditation of university based medical training and professional 

development programs.  The AMC stipulate five key standards directly related to Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander health education programs.  These include: having effective 

partnerships with and in community; The institution’s purpose addresses the health needs of 



Aboriginal and Torres strait Islander people; The curriculum develops a substantive 

understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories, cultures and health concerns; 

An understanding of the relationship between culture and health is embedded; The provider 

promotes Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander recruitment; and the education provider’s 

criteria for training sites actively promotes opportunities for students to develop high quality, 

safe (including culturally safe) care (Springer, Pitama, Leslie, & Shaun, 2018). 

In all my years teaching in this space all I have really seen taught is Aboriginal ill–

health, despair and general negativity.  We do not teach Aboriginal hope, strength, resilience, 

healing modalities, spiritual wellbeing or healing, bush–medicine or anything else positively 

formulated. When you try and introduce such material, my experience has been that you will 

face a lot of resistance from the university and from students.  As can be seen by the AMC 

standards, the issues above could and should be taught however they are easily negated due to 

the vagueness of the standards themselves, allowing the typical biomedical curricula to take 

precedence. I unfortunately do not feel that at present schools of Medicine or Health are truly 

concerned with giving Aboriginal knowledge, skills and experience a true position within 

curricula, which means we will not truly be preparing more culturally informed practitioners 

to go and potentially work with Aboriginal peoples. We are simply ticking boxes to meet 

accreditation. 

1.2.4 Being an Aboriginal Psychologist 

I have been a registered psychologist for over a decade now and I started to explain 

some of my early struggles in this field earlier on in this chapter.  In my experience 

Psychology as it is largely taught and practiced is a culturally unsafe profession. Others may 

have a different view, and that is fine, however, this is my experience.  Psychology in 

Australia is very much taught and practiced from an individualistic perspective.  There is 

little emphasis on collective based intervention and very little taught in terms of cross– 

cultural engagement.  I know this as I commonly get called in by several universities to teach 

one–off lectures on such issues. As a member of a collective society it is difficult to meet 

many of the ethical standards of psychology practice, particularly with regards to avoiding 

multiple relationships and maintaining confidentiality.  For instance, the APS code of ethics, 

the manual by which all Australian psychologists must adhere, suggests avoiding multiple 

relationships and states the following: 



Multiple relationships occur when a psychologist, rendering a psychological 

service to a client, also is or has been: (a) in a non-professional relationship with 

the same client; (b) in a different professional relationship with the same client; (c) 

in a non-professional relationship with an associated party; or (d) a recipient of a 

service provided by the same client (Australian Psychological Society, 2007). 

As the only male Aboriginal psychologist with in about a 200km radius and as 

someone who is very active within community, I am well known by most in community.  

There aren’t many people I haven’t got “multiple relationship” barriers with. People in 

community also know where I live, work, shop, relax and won’t think twice about contacting 

me for support anywhere at any time.  I do not have the option of simply refusing to help as 

this is not how the Aboriginal community works. 

It is also difficult to work as a member of a profession that has historically been at the 

forefront of supporting discriminatory practices and policies that are well known through the 

lived experience by many Aboriginal peoples. 

My first role as a registered psychologist was within a large government agency.  I 

was automatically expected to be the ‘expert’ on anything and everything Aboriginal mental 

health related. Yet whenever I suggested that what we did in our work was not beneficial, 

never mind appropriate for the Aboriginal community, the more I would get told to, “Just do 

my job”.  There was a decent amount of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers in the 

Department, however I was the only Aboriginal Psychologist working in the Department 

across the entire region.  I was therefore spread working across multiple sites and had little 

stability in terms of managerial support.   

The lack of support to work differently led to me losing passion for this role.  I was 

meeting all my targets and KPI’s etc. with ease however, I was far from happy and I did not 

feel that I was being a benefit to community in any way.  I was forcing myself to stay in the 

job as I felt I would be a ‘failure’ if I didn’t.  I thought I would be failing myself, all those 

who had helped me get through university and my internship, my family, particularly my 

wife and our baby.  I wasn’t talking to anybody about my troubles, I was simply drinking to 

try and escape them.   



While in this role I did find the Australian Indigenous Psychologists Association 

(AIPA).  Joining AIPA gave me hope that there was a place for an Indigenist Psychology in 

Australia.  I met some wonderful people through this organisation and many of them I still 

consider friends and mentors.  Many other people in this network had faced similar 

challenges as I had, and many were also trying to complete their PhDs.  What I unfortunately 

didn’t get a sense of was that of the governing body of psychology truly supporting 

Aboriginal Psychologists or the existence of an Aboriginal Psychology.  I sat as a Deputy 

chair of AIPA for a while and was therefore privy to certain conversations between the 

governing body, AIPA, government agencies and members.  I decided to resign from this 

position as much of what I witnessed and heard went very much against my own values and it 

was tiresome having the same arguments constantly and feeling like no progress was 

occurring. Most of this was bureaucratic western dominant red tape. I did not at the time and 

I still do not feel that an Aboriginal philosophy informed psychology (very separate to 

Aboriginal people practicing western psychology) has a legitimately recognised place in the 

practice as it stands or is supported by governing bodies.   

To be clear, this is not to say that Western modalities can’t be of benefit at times. I 

have had many clients over the years for whom certain structured forms of therapy have 

absolutely been of benefit. I would never try to deny that. It is however disappointing that we 

cannot as a profession find space for the oldest form of psychology on the planet, that is some 

of the healing practices, particularly spiritual healing practices of Aboriginal peoples.  I 

remember speaking at a conference around 9 or 10 years ago about the need to work beyond 

the mind with Aboriginal peoples impacted by trauma, that we needed to look at re–writing 

the memories held in all cells and the spirit to truly help people on their healing journeys.  I 

was laughed at by many professionals that day.  This despite the well-published and 

acclaimed works on epigenetics and cell memory of renowned researchers such as Bruce 

Lipton already having been published.   

It is my observation there is a clear difference in the acceptance of knowledge and 

practice presented by non–indigenous people and that of Aboriginal peoples.  There is an 

inherent bias to discredit or belittle the knowledges of Aboriginal peoples by Western 

systems rather than to accept there is value there for all in such wisdom and experience. A 

further example of the belittling of Aboriginal people who are qualified and registered in 

Psychology presented itself to me several years ago. I clearly remember being asked if I 



received my qualification at TAFE after introducing myself as an Aboriginal psychologist at 

a professional gathering around five years ago, and this isn’t the only incident of such nature 

I’ve experienced.  I’ve then also received similar sentiments from other Aboriginal people 

who have different qualifications, with comments that question my integrity as an Aboriginal 

man due to studying and practicing psychology, a practice largely considered by many 

Aboriginal people to be problematic. 

Collective societies require collective–friendly strategies.  These strategies need to be 

driven by collectivist values.  The way psychology is taught, is practiced and largely is 

funded is based on notions of individualism.  The ‘business of psychology’ does not promote 

self–driven healing rooted in connectedness and interconnectedness.  It does not respond to 

the myriad of psychological experience that human beings collectively live.  It rather denies 

such variance is natural and out of fear attempts to suppress such by making many of those 

that experience what is established as abnormal to feel such, to feel abnormal. I’m sure the 

same issues are present across many health disciplines; however, psychology is the discipline 

in which I am qualified and have had most exposure.  I therefore understand why I have 

received criticism from my own mob at times for being in this field. 

My frustrations with the field of psychology and psychological practice led me to start 

Marumali Consultations around about the same time I was mocked at that conference 9 or 10 

years ago. I surmised that if I wasn’t likely to find an employer that would allow me to work 

‘outside the box’ or support from the professional community, then I would need to create a 

space for this myself.  Challenges I have faced as a small psychology and organisational 

wellness focused business largely working with Aboriginal peoples have been varied.  Some 

of the challenges faced include: lack of support from government bodies when tendering for 

grants due to not having enough ‘empirical evidence’ to support what we do and how we do 

it, trying to meet community expectations to be available constantly and dealing with 

challenges of a laterally violent nature from other Aboriginal organisations.  Further concerns 

include managing issues of confidentiality in a relatively small community where everyone 

knows everyone, and the fear of perception of others experienced by clients just by being 

seen to engage with counselling services given everyone knows everyone.  Other concerns 

reported by colleagues and personally experienced by myself include the expectation that you 

just should do work for community for the sole love of community.  I have found that this 

rhetoric is generally forwarded by people being paid by their organisations to do the work 



they do in community. The pressure of holding a lot of negative experience and trauma day in 

day out when working with largely traumatized and oppressed populations is also an 

experience I hear of commonly and have experienced.  

1.3 Marumali Consultations 

For the past decade Marumali Consultations which is now co–owned by myself, and 

good friend and colleague Stacey Vervoort, another Gamilaraay psychologist, has provided 

culturally informed and responsive psychological and business services.  All of the work 

undertaken by Marumali Consultations over the past 5 years has been guided by the holistic 

wellbeing and principles of lore frameworks that are presented and explained in this thesis.  

As the framework has developed and matured so has the practice.  

During the period of this thesis Marumali Consultations has presented and utilised 

these frameworks at many professional development workshops, at roundtables, conferences, 

at state and national government advisory boards and panels.  These frameworks or models, 

along with many tools developed from these have further been utilised in at least two hundred 

individual counselling situations.  These frameworks and tools developed from these are 

currently being utilised for the purposes of staff wellbeing, mentoring, management, 

organisational policy development, education and counselling by NGOs, private business, 

and state and federal government departments. Some of these are presented as examples in 

the appendix of this thesis. To date, there has been nothing but positive feedback from 

community and enterprise regarding the holistic wellbeing model and the Principles of Lore 

framework. Most importantly though, this framework has changed my life for the better. 

1.4 My current perspective 

Despite all the frustrations and concerns spoken of above, I have since learned to 

acknowledge that positives were present throughout all the different periods of my personal 

and professional life.  That I have been afforded wonderful opportunities along this journey, 

from being privileged enough to gain a university education, to have had the work 

experiences in the variety of settings I have had.  I have made powerful and meaningful 

relationships and have learnt more than I could ever imagine about life from amazing people.  

I have learnt to completely accept myself, my past, my shortcomings, my negative 

experiences and to honor my strengths, my responsibilities, my connections, my lore.  This 



transformation of perspective did not come from psychological intervention but through 

learning and living by my lore, by Dhiriya Gamil (old lore). 

At the outset of sharing my personal and professional journeys, I had reservations at 

the apparent and face value ‘negativity’ imbedded within my noted experiences. However, 

after much reflection, I have resolved that to minimise such challenges would have only 

served to diminish the truth of my personal perspectives, as well as the everyday challenges 

experienced by many other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health and community 

service workers (much of which has been recounted throughout this dissertation). 

Consequently, I have presented what I openly recognise is my personal truth and from my 

own perspectives in the hope that the importance of acceptance, responsibility and ultimately 

hope is apparent from such personal, challenging yarns. In short, this personal and 

professional disclosure is shared with the hope of increasing understandings of the ongoing 

and significant challenges apparent within our diverse health and community service 

professions that required genuine and mindful attendance to ensure our Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander workforce continues to be able to support our wider community. I further hope 

that in sharing my challenges in this raw manner, the evidence that actioning positive 

principles of lore in the face of such obstacles and minimising exposures and recreations of 

negative principles of lore is what can lead to inner calm, peace and wellness and a positive 

pathway forward.  

It is intended that the frameworks presented in this thesis be openly accessible to 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community members.  To all those that have shared 

their experiences, their knowledge, their skills with me, I say Gaba Nindu (thank you), this 

work is yours….not mine. 



2 ‘The Declaration’, Australian knowledge and practice, and this thesis 

2.1 Introduction 

This thesis is not written according to the traditional academic structure. It is written 

in a way that actively promotes an Aboriginal standpoint first rather than secondary to that of 

the academic voice.   

Within the strict and well–structured world of the Gamilaraay Nation learning begins 

from the first breath.  As knowledge is acquired through using your eyes (mil) and your ears 

(bina) you prepare to go on your Warruwi (small pathway of learning towards adulthood).  At 

this stage you begin to learn about the wonders of Gamilu Bidi–wii (before the big light) and 

Dhiriya Gamil (old lore).  First you ngami–li (see/observe) you observe then you engage 

actively in winanga–li (listening) before finally you can start guwaa–li (speaking) with those 

among your level of maturity and knowledge level.  Only then will you be ready to go to your 

first stage of initiation and to move to the next level of knowledge acquisition.  Where the 

process will start again…and so on. Gamilaraay people must follow these strict teaching to 

obtain and record knowledge.  Only once you understand yourself fully at each level of 

knowledge acquisition and the power this has do you have the right to guwaa–li gu (higher 

level communication of lore and culture).  

 There are two fundamental arguments for presenting this work, by an Aboriginal 

author, on issues of Aboriginal concern, in this unconventional way. The first is to assert the 

rights documented and agreed upon within the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples, 2007. The second is to highlight the value of Indigenous epistemology 

as a valid way of knowing and being. There is much for the Western mindset to learn from 

Aboriginal ways of knowing if the hegemony of Western thought is to be challenged and 

other epistemologies valued. 

2.2 The Declaration 

During the 1920’s there were several attempts made by Indigenous peoples to engage 

with the then known ‘League of Nations’ in Geneva (United Nations, 2007). One attempt was 

made by Chief Deskaheh of the Haudenosaunee and the second attempt was made by T.W. 

Ratana, a Maori religious leader.  On each of these occasions these visionary Indigenous 

leaders were denied access to the League of Nations (Moreton–Robinson, 2011).  



 In 1982 the first formally recognised entity within the United Nations focusing on 

Global Indigenous issues was formed (United Nations, 2007).  This band was known as the 

Working Group on Indigenous Populations (WGIP) and sat as a sub-body within the sub-

commission on the promotion and prevention of human rights.  Being a subsidiary organ of a 

sub-commission placed the entity at the bottom of the United Nations hierarchy, however it 

did give a formal place and voice to Indigenous affairs within the United Nations for the first 

time.  WGIP began working on the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (here on 

in ‘The Declaration’) in the mid 1980’s and maintained some level of involvement with the 

development of ‘The Declaration’ until its decommissioning as a body.  Drafts of ‘The 

Declaration’ were offered to the United Nations council in both 1993 and 1995 by WGIP.  In 

1995 the UN Commission on Human Rights decided to form a separate body to continue the 

majority of the development work on ‘The Declaration’. 

WGIP continued until 2006, when the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples (EMRIP) superseded it.  EMRIP is a sitting body of Indigenous experts that provides 

supported advice to the United Nation council through research.  EMRIP further has the 

ability to suggest proposals to the Council for consideration and possible approval.   

A separate entity within the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations was 

formed in 2000. This body continues today and is known as the Permanent Forum on 

Indigenous Issues (PFII). The first sitting meeting of PFII was in 2002 and the group meet 

annually along with any eligible stakeholders.  Eligible stakeholders sit as participant 

observers and may come from Indigenous peoples' organisations, United Nations bodies or 

Organisations, Government and inter–governmental agencies, Non–Government 

Organisations and in the Australian context, Aboriginal Community Controlled Organisations 

or peak bodies. 

PFII has a mandate within the Council to: 

• Provide expert advice and recommendations on Indigenous issues to the Council, as well as 

to programmes, funds and agencies of the United Nations, through the Council 

• Raise awareness and promote the integration and coordination of activities related to 

Indigenous issues within the United Nations system 

• Prepare and disseminate information on Indigenous issues 



Combined, the separate Indigenous focused working groups, organisations and 

advisory panels worked over a period of more than 20 years to develop and bring into fruition 

'The Declaration'. Australia, along with New Zealand, Canada and the United States must 

take a share of the blame for the time taken to ratify ‘The Declaration’ through the United 

Nations (Moreton–Robinson, 2011) as these nations consistently contested elements of the 

declaration that the majority of particpating nations agreed upon.The United Nation’s 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples was formally acknowledged by the majority 

of the United Nations participating countries on the 13th of September 2007.   The United 

Nations General Assembly allows all participating bodies to have an equal vote on issues 

tabled such as the acceptance of documents like ‘The Declaration’.  At the time ‘The 

Declaration’ was tabled, Australia was one of only four UN participating nations that chose 

to vote against the acceptance of ‘The Declaration’ in a General Assembly vote.  The other 

nation states who declined the vote were New Zealand, Canada and The United States. 

Australia chose not to become a signatory to the declaration at this time nor to support its 

content4.   

Despite stating at the 61st sitting of the United Nations that ‘it had worked hard to 

ensure the adoption of a meaningful declaration’ Australia chose not to vote for its 

endorsement (United Nations, 2007). Moreton–Robinson (2011) explains Australia’s 

rationale for this choice as one driven by “white patriarchal sovereignty” and states further 

that it was a decision masked by the 'constructed virtues' of 'working hard' and being 'willing 

participants’. This is despite their 'virtuous' processes being empty of regard for the rights of 

Indigenous peoples.  Australia became a signatory to the declaration in 2009 regardless that 

no changes had been made to the provisions it declined two years prior.  It could be argued 

that Australia’s language with regards to the declaration shifted from one of contesting the 

declaration, driven by its patriarchal white sovereignty, to one of ownership driven by its 

patriarchal white sovereignty5. In 2013 the Australian Government, along with the Australian 

Human Rights Commission reiterated its' support for ‘The Declaration’ stating it believed, 

4 During this same period Australia also suspended the Racial Discrimination Act allowing for the Northern 

Territory Emergency Response to occur.  

5 Australia attempted to promote the good it had done in the past two years to meet the desires of the declaration 

including reinstating the Racial Discrimination Act. Yet the Northern Territory Emergency Response continued 

then and still does now, just under several name changes over the past decade.  



along with Indigenous people, that the declaration was another opportunity to rebuild 

relationships (Maguire, 2014). 

A declaration is not a binding agreement within international law however it does 

have significant influence over law and policy and can act as an important moral compass.  

No signatory state or organisation within can be brought to an international court simply for 

violations of the declaration as it is not judicially enforceable (Moreton–Robinson, 2011). 

Australia was at the forefront of ensuring this was a well–established and accepted fact, 

tabling during the 61st session this statement: “it is the clear intention of all states that it be an 

aspirational document with political and moral force but no legal force.  It is not intended to 

be legally binding or reflective of international law” (United United Nations, 2006).  Indeed 

Macklin, the then Federal Minister for Indigenous Affairs was determined to ensure the point 

was heard loud and clear and most media attention around Australia’s signing of the 

declaration was fixed on the non-binding terms driven by the Minister and the Government.  

Collingwood–Whittick (2012) suggests Australia’s backflip on the declaration was less about 

meaningful reconciliation moving forward and more about Australia wanting to gain a 

temporary seat on the United Nations security council.  It is however intended that signatory 

nations will work towards upholding the articles presented within the Declaration to ensure 

the human rights of Indigenous peoples are maintained and that their laws, customs and 

cultural protocols are protected, thus, effectively increasing the likelihood that Indigenous 

peoples and their societies have ongoing survival and continued existence.  This differs from 

a Treaty which does have legal standing and is a legally binding agreement between 

Indigenous peoples and governing states within international law.  Both forms of document 

are measures by which Indigenous peoples and others in a global community can keep 

government states accountable in terms of Indigenous affairs.   

A large focus of the declaration is on notions of promoting and protecting self-

determination for Indigenous peoples.  Of the articles referenced in this thesis, only Article 3 

directly uses the language of ‘self–determination’, however many if not all others speak of 

factors pertinent to self–determination.  Australia as a nation state was vocal against notions 

of self–determination within ‘The Declaration’, stipulating that self–determination is a right 

that should be reserved for members of “defined” population groups desiring to break into 

smaller states rather than applying to “sub–groups” of populations seeking political 

independence from the state.  In this Moreton–Robinson (2011) argues that Australia has 



systematically yet purposefully directed the positioning of Aboriginal people in Australia as 

one of sub–ordinance to the governing patriarchal white sovereign state.   

Many argue that, while ‘The Declaration’ could be a very useful tool for Australia, it 

has to date been of limited positive benefit to the rights and circumstances of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander peoples (Dryzek, 2009; Mansell, 2002; Moreton–Robinson, 2011). 

Australia likes to position itself as a highly functioning democratic nation, yet it largely fails 

to engage in the basic fundamental characteristic of democracy – inclusive, authentic political 

deliberation, when it relates to the space of Aboriginal affairs and true notions of self– 

determination. Dryzek (2009) explains this as Australia’s failure to practice a form of 

‘deliberative democracy’ in which parliaments keep themselves openly accountable to the 

public for whom they work.  In Australia that public includes Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples and under Dryzek’s (2009) argument for the practice of deliberative 

democracy as a means for ‘moving forward’, Australian parliaments and public officials 

should be accountable to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples with regards to all 

issues, including that of self–determination, that impact on Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples.  Maguire (2014) suggests that a “human rights approach” influenced by the 

Declaration could facilitate this in Australia.  It is suggested by Maguire (2014) such a human 

rights approach would view self–determination as central and as an ongoing process rather 

than a singular event. 

2.3 Self–Determination 

Self–determination is an ideal intended to ensure that peoples (rather than individuals) have 

the opportunity to enact choice around issues that regard the group including the relationships 

they hold with other groups and their means of political governance (Maguire, 2014). It is an 

ideal enshrined in several pieces of international law including the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic and Social 

and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). Both these covenants attest that self–determination is the 

right of “All peoples” (Mansell, 2002).  It is therefore a basic and fundamental right for 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples with or without the presence of ‘The 

Declaration’. Australia’s position on the definition of self-determination helps to explain why 

this cannot be so in Australian context. As long as Aboriginal people are contained by 

systems that do not accommodate for or value Aboriginal perspectives then a continued 

process of assimilation is in practice (Antone, 2003; Richardson, Nelson,  2007).  



As long as lore is viewed by outsiders as nothing more than Aboriginal folk–lore or 

“customary law” superseded by the Law of the Nation such as the Australian Government has 

chosen to position it, there cannot possibly be real self–determination, at best what we can 

strive for is a quasi-form of semi–self–determination existing in a colonially controlled box. 

Such processes violate Article 8 of the Declaration and do so in a way, as with many forms 

of discrimination, that is generally only perceivable to Indigenous peoples, or those directly 

targeted or impacted by the attack.  It is argued in this thesis, that to have self–determination 

in the areas of economic, social and cultural development that Aboriginal epistemologies and 

ontologies, based fundamentally on notions of Aboriginal law/lore must be considered and 

that processes that emerge from these must be utilised to inform policies and legislation so as 

to then filter back through all systems, organisations and structures (Duarte, Belarde-Lewis, 

& Quarterly, 2015; Kincheloe, 2011). Universities have long been looked to as institutions of 

‘expert’ knowledge and this knowledge is largely used by governments and their agencies to 

influence legislation, policy and program development.  The barriers to Aboriginal people 

gaining university qualifications are well established (Oliver et al., 2013; Pechenkina & 

Anderson, 2011; Pechenkina, Kowal, & Paradies, 2011) and the percentage of Aboriginal 

people employed in universities in academic capacities, in most cases, is marginal at best.  

The current thesis further argues that educational epistemic discrimination further limits the 

breadth of Aboriginal knowledge recorded and held by universities, particularly knowledge 

that is lore informed and positive in nature.  This is not to suggest that western universities 

are at all the best place for such knowledge to be kept in the long term, however until a First 

Nations University is established in Australia there is limited ideal options. 

Acquired recognised education directly influences many factors in continued life 

including socio-economic status, wellbeing and sense of self (Michalos, 2017; Mirowsky, 

2017; Ross & Mirowsky, 2010). Lower levels of Western education generally are reported to 

equate to lower life prospects including meaningful job obtainment (Mirowsky, 2017).  Even 

if meaningful employment is achieved there are further unspoken barriers present for 

Aboriginal people such as ongoing experiences of discrimination, higher likelihood of 

exposure to negative life events and the confusions of trying to exist in a ‘two–world space’ 

(Phillips & Luke, 2017). There is no evidence that clearly demonstrates that higher achieved 

Western normed education equates to better understandings of an Aboriginal being, to a 

heightened sense of identity or to stronger overall social and emotional wellbeing for 

Aboriginal peoples (McNamara & Naepi, 2018).  In fact, it could be argued that engagement 



in Western education, along with the virtual non–existence of support for Aboriginal based 

education (lore’s, cultures, protocols) is a driving force in a continued process of cultural 

genocide (Shear, 2015). 

With regards to the learning and sharing of knowledge, self–determination is 

unobtainable presently due to the overarching ‘outsider’ discourse that is imposed upon 

Aboriginal peoples and other Australians about Aboriginal peoples.  With much of this 

discourse being negative in language and deficit focused, it completely disregards a sense of 

a positive Aboriginal being or of positive societal workings among Aboriginal groups.  

Education policies and processes both past and to a degree present in their Eurocentric 

rationales and functioning have created many negative situations for Aboriginal peoples 

(Bodkin-Andrews, Bodkin, Andrews, Evans, & practice, 2016). Identities created within 

those negative situations can be confused and often vastly removed from a strong sense of a 

positive Aboriginal self or of one considered void of being respected and valued (Mander, 

Cohen, & Pooley, 2015). The information and messages that are produced and presented 

about Aboriginal people and society to non–Indigenous peoples not only influence the 

perception of Aboriginal people to non–Indigenous peoples but also leaves an indelible 

imprint of what it is to be Aboriginal on many Aboriginal people, particularly those who may 

not have had great opportunity to learn true positive representations of an Aboriginal being 

and knowing (Bodkin–Andrews et al., 2016).   

While education policies from primary school through to tertiary and across federal, 

state, independent and church–affiliated institutions will generally declare the inclusion of 

Indigenous content as mandatory today, it can be argued that what is taught is still swayed to 

a “white–washed” version of Australian history and Aboriginal people and societies.  Just as 

Moreton-Robinson (2011) argued Australia’s participation with ‘The Declaration’ is one 

guided by patriarchal white sovereignty, the author here suggests education systems, 

particularly tertiary education systems are driven and delivered from a position of patriarchal 

white sovereignty in which Aboriginal participation is one of value, both financial and social, 

to institutions rather than one concerned with the ongoing survival of Aboriginal 

epistemologies and ontologies. Curricula and the way in which it is often constructed and 

taught is often neglectful of the teaching of Aboriginal lore, traditional cultural values and the 

place of these today, identities and positivity (Bodkin–Andrews et al., 2016; Bodkin– 

Andrews & Carlson, 2013; K. Martin, 2008). Much of what is taught is constructed from an 



outsider lens and is based on information that the presence of ongoing institutional, societal 

and epistemic discrimination has allowed. Beresford, Partington, Gower, and Education 

(2012) suggest that generations of racially driven policies have produced intergenerational 

underachievement and ongoing missed opportunity.  Without opportunities to engage in 

higher learning, researching and teaching opportunities Aboriginal people are effectively 

silenced from having a present voice in the ongoing education and development of their own 

peoples as well as other Australians. 

Aboriginal people have been investigated and viewed as the object through colonised 

history and today much of what is published, even commonly when published by Aboriginal 

peoples, is overly influenced by western rhetoric, methodologies, institutional desires and 

expectations of what is for ‘the poor Aborigine’(Foley, 2000). There is a clear history of 

deficit positioned literature being produced, of deficit and culturally un–informed course 

material being taught and purposeful exclusion of lore knowledge by institutions.  This 

skewed and largely invalid gamut of knowledge is taught, then learnt, greatly reinforcing 

stereotypes and tarnishing understandings of true Aboriginal ways of knowing and being. 

Despite history's attempts to eradicate Aboriginal cultural values and lore, these live on and 

are strongly practised by many, keeping the oldest living cultures alive and well. It could be 

argued however that many people who identify as Aboriginal have not had the opportunity to 

learn and practice these important ways of knowing and being and many others may choose 

not to learn or practice these, in turn muddying the waters around what it is to be Aboriginal.  

This is not an Australian specific issue; Indigenous scholars of other colonised countries have 

reported similar concerns. Corntassel (2012) described this dilemma well through the story of 

three Mohawk representatives who travelled to Bolivia for a conference of the world’s 

indigenous peoples.  During this trip the three Mohawk representatives were asked “How will 

your ancestors and future generations recognise you as Indigenous?” The Mohawk 

representatives were quite stumped by this question however answered honestly explaining 

the unfortunate contemporary colonised position of many Mohawk given their proximity to a 

major city and restricted access to traditional resource and knowledge had caused much 

damage.  They noted that there was a process of cultural resurgence for Mohawk at present 

that was rebuilding cultural values and norms.  Alfred (2009), a Mohawk scholar, in context 

offers the below:  



“...colonialism is best conceptualized as an irresistible outcome of a multigenerational 

and multifaceted process of forced dispossession and attempted acculturation – a 

disconnection from land, culture, and community – that has resulted in political chaos 

and social discord within First nations communities and the collective dependency of 

First Nations upon the state” (p. 52). This disconnection from our lands, cultures and 

communities has led to social suffering and the destruction of families and yet “...the 

real deprivation is the erosion of an ethic of universal respect and responsibility that 

used to be the hallmark of indigenous societies” (Alfred, 2009, p. 43). 

Some may argue this is natural progression of cultures or societies. It is the position of 

the author of this thesis however that not knowing and practicing the values of the past and 

simply replicating majority norms and values while holding some Aboriginal heritage will 

inherently bring to an end the existence and recognition of ‘the oldest living cultures on 

earth’ in the not so distant future.  Articles 8, 11 and 13 all argue for the right for cultural 

survival, and for the culture to survive Aboriginal peoples must understand, practise and 

share their lore and cultural ways be it when on country or in majority society. Corntassel 

(2012) argues, that in a Canadian context, a need for the re-envisioning and daily practice of 

cultural ways is needed among First Nations Canadians to prosper the ongoing survival of an 

indigenist being in Canada.  It is argued here, Aboriginal peoples’ the world over, particularly 

in Australia, stand a greater chance of having the opportunity to learn and then practice their 

basic lore’s and cultures the more these are shared in more publicly accessible means such as 

through publication and the use of such publications in education. In turn ensuring that both 

their ancestors will know them, and the future generations will know themselves better. 

As Gamilaraay, continual lore and culturally based education allows me to place my 

wara dhina (left foot) on the sacred ground of Dhunbarran (big pathway) of the highest level 

of obtaining knowledge, education and understanding.  My guwaali becomes guwaa–li–gu.  

My right to speak on issues at heightened levels of awareness and understanding in terms of 

lore, culture, knowledge and all other aspects of my existence within my Gamilaraay physical 

and ‘metaphysical’ worlds.  This includes speaking of Gamilaraay notions and issues of 

health and wellbeing. 

Gaining a Western education and employment should not equate to losing a sense of 

an Aboriginal self nor being forced into a position where one feels an Aboriginal self cannot 

exist. Workplaces are also spaces that are commonly culturally void and where peoples from 



culturally diverse backgrounds often feel isolated or discriminated against.  Article 21 of the 

Declaration suggests that Indigenous people have the right, free from discrimination to 

further their economic and social circumstances.  To be free of discrimination suggests that 

economic and social situations need to be inclusive and accepting of Indigenous ways of 

knowing, being and doing across the areas of education, vocation, training, housing and 

health to name a few.  This is not currently the situation, particularly in the spaces of 

education or vocation.   

Presently there is no meaningful inclusion of Aboriginal knowledges or processes 

within legislative workplace policy or procedure.  Even Aboriginal community-controlled 

organisations and other Aboriginal led agencies are bound by legislation that is to the most 

extent blind to a culturally different perspective of vocational practice.  Aboriginal peoples 

are therefore bound by a non–Indigenous way of ‘working’ that discounts the importance of 

Aboriginal value systems (A. C. Wilson & Cavender, 2005).  Aboriginal ways of working 

involve sharing, interdependence and thinking about the flow of action through connections 

now and future.  There is limited need for competition but rather a sense of communal benefit 

and gain.  Decision making is collective, and negotiation and compromise are always 

practised.  Most importantly all work is valued and considered important to the overall 

functioning of the group.  

Unfortunately work undertaken by Aboriginal peoples that has occurred since the 

beginning of our concepts of time is largely disregarded and devalued by western systems.  

Despite some regionally based land management initiatives there is limited acknowledgement 

of our traditional work in today’s society.  For instance, there is a Medicare item number for 

a multitude of alternate therapies today through which alternate practitioners such as Reiki 

therapists can gain financial payment from the government for their services.  There are also 

Medicare item numbers for Aboriginal Health Workers who have been trained in western 

practices of health service, however there is not a single Medicare item number for any of our 

traditional healing practices. Not only is there no publicly funded recognition, it is 

anecdotally known that Aboriginal healing practices are not as respected as other highly 

trained health professions, such as doctors.   This means that an essence of self– 

determination for Aboriginal people at work, especially within the health systems, is not 

present or practically possible under current legislation or the policies and programs driven 

by these. Recently I had a conversation with a high-level public official who has a position of 



influence within health policy, during this conversation I enquired why is it that we don’t 

have a Medicare item number or even multiple numbers for Aboriginal Healers?  The reply I 

received reinforced perfectly the argument placed here “How would we accredit them?” and 

further “Who would insure them”.  Unfortunately, in a financially based litigation fueled 

society, a lifelong process of learning and practicing the arts of healing is not valid. 

Employment may lead to financial gain however finances are again something that 

have been placed upon Aboriginal peoples quite recently.  Before colonisation there was no 

money based financial system present for any Aboriginal peoples in Australia and for a great 

part of colonised Australia’s history there was little need or desire for money nor access to it.  

Aboriginal people are often categorised as being from ‘low socio–economic’ sectors of 

society generally or of “living below the poverty line” yet Aboriginal peoples have really 

only had three generations to engage fully with an Australian financial system.  For many the 

enforced value of money is the reason they are struggling with their wellness and stability.  

Poverty only exists because money has been imposed upon people and societies.  Poverty for 

Aboriginal peoples exists because colonisation brought money to our shores and into our 

lives without regard for our successfully functioning systems and practices or for the 

disturbances it would cause to our ways of knowing, being and doing.  Poverty is often 

spoken of as a ‘social determinant of health’ heavily impacting on the lives of people around 

the world (Healthypeople.org, 2015). It is the position of this thesis that poverty is not the 

issue for Aboriginal peoples but rather deprivation.  Deprivation of connectivity, of basic 

human liberty, of respect and of opportunity. This is again a space that is likely to limit the 

opportunity for true self determination as determination will for the foreseeable future be 

governed by a patriarchal white society who itself is slave to its own self–determination by 

the boundaries of financially controlled existences. All systems in western societies, be they 

government, independent or Indigenous led are controlled by the financial boxes that 

surround them.   

The current thesis is constructed in a way that is supported by and supports multiple 

articles from the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.  As such 

this thesis does not intend to confirm or disaffirm any knowledge presented from a majority 

population perspective but rather to signify differences and gaps that are present in what is 

currently written and practised.  Further the thesis intends to present a wholly, collective 

Aboriginal account of the relevant knowledge, gathered, constructed and presented in ways 



that support the ongoing survival and continued existence of Aboriginal epistemologies and 

ontologies.  Engaging in an argument of ‘what knowledge is of value’ is in itself playing into 

the epistemic discrimination that has plagued Australian academic practice historically.  The 

position of the author here is “by what knowledge do I want my ancestors and our future 

generations to know me as Gamilaraay through”.  The answer to this is not empirically 

supported evidence!  Aboriginal peoples’ have been gathering and sharing societal, artistic 

and scientific knowledge for a period barely measurable by generations.  The processes used 

to do this stood the test of time and kept groups of peoples across this continent, along with 

all environments and ecosystems within such, alive and well for thousands of years.  The 

imposed introduction and enforcement of western based systems, including educational, 

vocational and financial systems on Aboriginal peoples has disturbed the flow of knowledge 

transfer in recent history and in turn played its part in the social and emotional wellbeing 

disturbances experienced by many Aboriginal people.   

The current thesis also chooses not to give further place to the realm of published 

negative statistics that exist regarding Aboriginal peoples.  Firstly, as this further empowers 

this negative and skewed discourse and secondly, as this information is more than readily 

available to anyone via a brief google search.  The author suggests the statistics are skewed 

both technically and philosophically beyond relevance to a true presentation of an Aboriginal 

philosophy.  Technically, the statistics are in essence measures of apples versus oranges. 

Samples for comparisons of human societal groups are rarely if ever properly categorised to 

allow for statistical accuracy.  It is common knowledge that a greater proportion of 

Aboriginal Australians come from what is considered low socio-economic parts of Australian 

society as compared to non-Indigenous Australians; that larger proportions of Aboriginal 

Australians also reside in rural or remote areas as compared to non–Indigenous Australians; 

and that Aboriginal Australians identify with more than 200 distinct Aboriginal societies,. 

This intersectional diversity is generally not attended to in statistical modelling. Non– 

Indigenous Australians also constitute diverse backgrounds, and this is not properly 

addressed in western statistical approaches either.  Philosophically, the statistics produced 

have largely been produced by non–Indigenous people, centres, organisations and institutions 

and are based on western knowledge frameworks addicted to the truth claims of statistical 

data and the power affiliated norms these suggest. To a large extent this data is oblivious to 

the importance of story containing feeling, life… Dreaming.   Race and racism in themselves 

are socially constructed ideals developed and maintained predominantly by ‘white people’ 



and are in their own right invalid constructs, suggestively proven so even through ‘western 

sciences’ (Rollock & Dixson, 2016). To utilise such euro–centric biased information 

continues the discrimination and prejudice present in Australian academic discourse. It is not 

believed that raising these statistics over again is relevant to the presentation of new 

knowledge in this thesis or important to the overall structure of the thesis. 

A Postgraduate doctoral degree (PHD) is awarded to students who complete an 

original thesis that offers a significant new contribution to knowledge in a chosen subject.  

The United Nations declaration clearly declares in Article 14 that Indigenous peoples have 

the right to all levels of education systems and acquirement within governing States. It also 

states that Indigenous peoples maintain the right to determine how their knowledges are 

gathered, presented, transferred and used.  Article 14 further states that schools, universities 

and other such education facilities should endeavour to ensure that education for Indigenous 

peoples is available in a manner appropriate to Indigenous peoples learning and teaching. 

Regardless of these rights, there has been an unwritten, but very real tendency, for Aboriginal 

peoples in Australia to be ‘encouraged’ to undertake higher degree research in ways that meet 

the needs and expectations of mainstream institutions and to be discouraged from attempting 

to ‘do things differently’.  My PhD journey has been rife with examples of such systemic and 

epistemic discrimination, commonly receiving comments like “ don’t you want it to be 

valued by a wider audience”, which I am only guessing must mean a “whiter audience” and 

“Where’s the empirical evidence to support that” (with regards around statements to do with 

notions of my lore) through to “It just won’t get through because that’s not how things are 

done, you need to follow the process”.  All of these comments were in relation to the thesis 

being made to be more recognisable and understandable to the non-Indigenous majority 

academics and institutions.  None of these comments are in line with Articles 14, 21 or 31 of 

the declaration that intend to support, prosper and respect the Indigenist knowledge space.  

Particularly with regards to knowledge that has been gathered and formulated for the benefit 

of Aboriginal peoples. 

Aboriginal peoples have at times played a part in the undervaluing of our systems and 

processes by falling into the trap of ‘just getting it done’ as by engaging in the process of ‘just 

getting it done’ what we inherently do is reinforce notions that the imposed systems are the 

only ones of value or the only ones that should be valuable enough to obtain the highest 

academic award.  It is difficult to avoid this trap and I recognise partially, just by having to 



write this argument and to a larger extent by writing this thesis, I too am assisting the process 

of reinforcement of majority norms. I however found very limited support to “do things 

differently” and in ways that mirror my Gamilaroi ways of knowledge production and 

transfer. While it is likely a reality that Eurocentric dominance in universities will continue 

for many years to come, it should be possible for such institutions of critical thought and 

learning and teaching to begin to respect, value and learn ‘other ways’ of knowing, being and 

doing and to work towards incorporating structures that assist with the ongoing survival of 

our knowledges without them being watered down to appease a “whiter audience”. 

Maintaining what I feel to be an Indigenist integrity to this work requires that across 

multiple chapters this thesis does not mention or consider ‘outside’ knowledge unless it is 

considered relevant to the Aboriginal standpoint of the thesis by the Aboriginal author.  This 

further requires the knowledge within to be presented in ways that reflect Aboriginal ways of 

learning and thinking, including the representation of knowledge through story and/or art.  By 

interweaving story, both as the method of information collection and stories of nature (named 

hereon in as new dreamings) as a means of new knowledge explanation throughout the thesis 

as integral binding agents I am attempting to provide a space for our ways of knowing, being 

and doing within the constraints of the Eurocentric academic box in which this thesis exists.   

The author of this thesis is not concerned with making the thesis “more valuable to a 

wider audience” nor of simply appeasing the academy. Articles 13, 14 and 31 of the 

Declaration all support this rationale.  While Aboriginal knowledge, learning processes, ways 

of working and understandings of work are devalued or overly influenced or overarched by 

‘outsider’ sources it is unlikely that Aboriginal people will achieve the unicorn of self-

determination.  This thesis endeavours to further the space of Aboriginal knowledge being 

gathered, presented and shared in ways that increases the presence of an Aboriginal 

epistemology and ontology within the academic realm and to further inform workplace 

practices and worker wellbeing understandings for Aboriginal people from Aboriginal 

peoples' lore driven value perspectives.  In turn increasing the chance self-determination may 

one day be achieved. 

2.4 Articles of the Declaration discussed as directly relevant to this thesis 

Article 3 



Indigenous peoples have the right of self–determination. By virtue of that right they 

freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural 

development. 

Article 5 

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinct political, 

legal, economic, social and cultural institutions, while retaining their rights to participate 

fully, if they so choose, in the political, economic, social and cultural life of the State. 

Article 8 

1. Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right not to be subjected to forced

assimilation or destruction of their culture. 

2. States shall provide effective mechanisms for prevention of, and redress for:

a. Any action which has the aim or effect of depriving them of their integrity as distinct peoples,

or of their cultural values or ethnic identities;

b. Any action which has the aim or effect of dispossessing them of their lands, territories or

resources;

c. Any form of forced population transfer, which has the aim or effect of violating or

undermining any of their rights;

d. Any form of forced assimilation or integration;

e. Any form of propaganda designed to promote or incite racial or ethnic discrimination

directed against them.

Article 11 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to practice and revitalize their cultural traditions

and customs. This includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and 

future manifestations of their cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, 

designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and performing arts and literature. 

2. States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which may include

restitution, developed in conjunction with indigenous peoples, with respect to their cultural, 



intellectual, religious and spiritual property taken without their free, prior and informed 

consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs. 

Article 13 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future

generations their histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and 

literatures, and to designate and retain their own names for communities, places and 

persons. 

2. States shall take effective measures to ensure this right is protected and also to

ensure that indigenous peoples can understand and be understood in political, legal and 

administrative proceedings, where necessary through the provision of interpretation or by 

other appropriate means. 

Article 14 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational

systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner 

appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning. 

2. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and forms

of education of the State without discrimination. 

3. States shall, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, take effective measures, in

order for indigenous individuals, particularly children, including those living outside their 

communities, to have access, when possible, to an education in their own culture and 

provided in their own language. 

Article 15 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the dignity and diversity of their cultures,

traditions, histories and aspirations which shall be appropriately reflected in education and 

public information. 

2. States shall take effective measures, in consultation and cooperation with the

indigenous peoples concerned, to combat prejudice and eliminate discrimination and to 



promote tolerance, understanding and good relations among indigenous peoples and all 

other segments of society. 

Article 21 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of

their economic and social conditions, including, inter alia, in the areas of education, 

employment, vocational training and retraining, housing, sanitation, health and social 

security. 

2. States shall take effective measures and, where appropriate, special measures to

ensure continuing improvement of their economic and social conditions. Particular attention 

shall be paid to the rights and special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and 

persons with disabilities. 

Article 24 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to their traditional medicines and to maintain

their health practices, including the conservation of their vital medicinal plants, animals and 

minerals. Indigenous individuals also have the right to access, without any discrimination, to 

all social and health services. 

2. Indigenous individuals have an equal right to the enjoyment of the highest

attainable standard of physical and mental health. States shall take the necessary steps with a 

view to achieving progressively the full realization of this right. 

Article 31 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their

cultural heritage, traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions, as well as the 

manifestations of their sciences, technologies and cultures, including human and genetic 

resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properties of fauna and flora, oral traditions, 

literatures, designs, sports and traditional games and visual and performing arts. They also 

have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their intellectual property over such 

cultural heritage, traditional knowledge, and traditional cultural expressions. 



2. In conjunction with indigenous peoples, States shall take effective measures to

recognize and protect the exercise of these rights. 

Article 38 

States in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peoples, shall take the 

appropriate measures, including legislative measures, to achieve the ends of this 

Declaration. 

Article 43 

The rights recognized herein constitute the minimum standards for the survival, dignity 

and well–being of the indigenous peoples of the world. 



3 Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

This research topic was chosen by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 

themselves as an investigation of value to them.  Representatives of eight distinct 

communities were consulted over a period of nine months prior to the research aims, 

objectives or methodology being formulated. During this consultation period Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander Health and Community Service workers requested that an enquiry be 

undertaken into the impact of their work on their social and emotional wellbeing (SEWB). 

Furthermore, it was requested that this research be undertaken from an Aboriginal culturally 

informed perspective rather than from a Western perspective.  A systematic literature search  

revealed (method and results of search presented later in this chapter) there was limited 

existing research examining the health and wellbeing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

health professionals and para–professionals which highlighted the factors impacting upon the 

social and emotional wellbeing of this specific group within society. The limited literature 

found that was available, was predominantly focused around workplace retention and 

productivity and was largely void of notions of lore, culture and holistic wellbeing. 

As participants in the research were engaged the methodology was adjusted to also be 

representative of these people’s perspectives on issues of methods, aims and objectives. This 

formulated a culturally responsive constant comparative analysis response to research 

planning. 

3.2 Cultural protocols 

As a Gamilaroi man, and as the researcher, I have endeavoured to abide by the 

cultural protocols expected by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and communities, 

particularly those of Gamilaraay. Given the great diversity found between differing 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities I understand that there is no one 

standardised way to engage with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.  I 

acknowledge the immense need to remain mindful of my own position and of what I bring to, 

and ask from, others within community.  This research was undertaken for the benefit of 

Aboriginal health and community service workers, their families and others in community 

who are impacted negatively by the current challenges faced by this workforce. At all times 

participant researchers remain the owners of their knowledge and even though all information 



has been completely de–identified, all participant researchers had the right to request their 

information not to be published.  Any such requests have been respected and the information 

in question has not been released or published in this thesis.  Any information considered 

culturally sacred or ‘secret’ by participant researchers or myself has not been published and 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples maintain the right to withhold such information 

without fear of judgement or repercussion. This approach is in line with both Australian 

Institute of Aboriginal and Islander Studies (AIATSIS) (see: 

http://www.aiatsis.gov.au/research/docs/ethics.pdf ) and National Health and Medical 

Research Council (NHMRC) (see: http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/guidelines/publications/e52 ) 

ethical research guidelines, and is further supported by the United Nations Declaration of the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples.  

3.3 A Qualitative Approach 

Creswell (1998) suggests researchers must have a persuasive argument for the use of 

qualitative research. In the current study, the social nature of the questions, the lack of 

literature available in the area to date, the aim of the research and the cultural context in 

which the research exists, all support the use of a qualitative methodology.  

The research question in the current study is contained in the social lived experience 

and understanding of the participants. The yarns were open–ended and largely exploratory. 

They intended to gain an insight into Aboriginal Health and Community workers’ lived 

experiences of a given phenomenon, that being social and emotional wellbeing. This research 

has endeavoured to gain the subjective and affective interpretations of the topic at hand, 

formulated through social, cultural and professional influences. Questions of this nature lend 

themselves well to qualitative investigation methods (Baum, MacDougall, & Smith, 2006). 

Baum has for several decades advocated that qualitative research can greatly assist in the 

exploration of health issues such as the impact of economics, politics and social and cultural 

factors (Frances Baum, 1995; Fran Baum, MacDougall, & Smith, 2006; Francis Baum et al., 

2013).  Hesse-Biber and Leavy (2005) argue qualitative inquiry gives voice to those who are 

silenced by social normalities or majorities as it asks not simply, “What is it?” but further 

explains the cultural and social contexts of ‘who, when and how’. 

The primary objective of the current research is to gain a deep understanding of the 

risk and protective factors to social emotional wellbeing for those Aboriginal and Torres 

http://www.aiatsis.gov.au/research/docs/ethics.pdf
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/guidelines/publications/e52


Strait Islander people who work in the areas of health and wellbeing. It explores this from an 

Aboriginal cultural lens.  This aligns with several purposes of qualitative research, including 

the need to investigate a social or cultural issue in greater detail, which is likely to require the 

empowering of people and letting them tell their stories (Creswell, Hanson, Clark Plano, & 

Morales, 2007); and a need to develop theories which help explain and contextualise the 

complexities of a concern or situation for a particular individual or certain population group 

for which limited literature currently exists (Liamputtong, 2009). While qualitative research 

is known to be beneficial when the researchers have little knowledge about the phenomenon 

under investigation Creswell et al (2007) and Liamputtong, (2009) go further to suggest it is 

actually essential that researchers adopt a qualitative approach when investigating social 

based phenomenon of which little is known.   

As the present research is interested in investigating the workings of the social and 

emotional wellbeing specifically for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health and 

Community Service personnel, it will need to take into account culturally diverse 

perspectives of health and wellbeing.  Qualitative inquiry is well positioned to accommodate 

for cultural difference as its basic underpinnings are to investigate the phenomenon at hand 

from the perspective of those being investigated (Liamputting 2009; Baum 2008; Creswell 

2007; Creswell 1998).   

There is much qualitative research into the cultural influences over health and 

wellbeing (Etowa, Jesty, & Vukic, 2011; Tang & Browne, 2008)  Qualitative based literature 

also exists which investigates Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perceptions on different 

phenomenon including health and wellbeing (Daveson, O’Callaghan, & Grocke, 2008; 

McEwan & Tsey, 2009; Roche et al., 2011; Whiteside, Tsey, & Earles, 2011).  As mentioned, 

little however exists investigating worker experiences, what research was available is 

presented in the ‘literature search’ section of this chapter. 

3.4 Critical Aboriginal Bricolage: A bricolage grounded theory approach 

As minimal current empirical or theoretical work exploring the SEWB of the 

nominated worker force exists, a grounded theory approach was initially decided upon as the 

preferred methodology for this research.  In addition, the need to continue the 

‘decolonisation’ of knowledge around Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and issues 

led to the incorporation of Indigenous methodologies, resulting in the adoption of a bricolage 



qualitative framework. Bricolage is described by Kincheloe (2005) as a qualitative 

methodology in which the researcher takes what is required or what is available from the 

world of methodological inquiry to create something of value and relevance.  Similar to the 

art forms of patch–working or quilt–making, if what is generally required to complete the 

piece is not available the ‘bricoleur’ will create an element to fill the void (Etowa et al., 

2011).  The ‘bricoleur researcher’ seeks to create methodological frameworks that most suit 

the context of the investigation and is not bound by the ties of traditional, individually 

stringent methodological criteria. In doing so bricolage allows the researcher to overcome the 

often colonial barriers of social scientific investigation (Etowa et al., 2011).  For the purposes 

of the current study a qualitative methodology incorporating elements of Indigenous 

standpoint theory, grounded theory, critical theory, autobiographical ethnicity and yarning 

was used to form a bricolage.  For the purposes of this study, this bricolage was labelled 

Critical Aboriginal Bricolage (CAB). 

Each of the contributing methodologies used in the bricolage is discussed in turn in 

conjunction with detail regarding how they were utilised within the present research. 

3.4.1 Indigenous Standpoint Theory 

Indigenous peoples globally have long been the ‘subjects’ of scientific investigation 

(Moreton–Robinson & Walter, 2009). It has only been in more recent history that Indigenous 

people’s perspectives have been included in Western scientific research and only over the 

past few decades that Aboriginal research undertaken and presented from Aboriginal 

researchers has been considered of scientific value to Western science (Rigney, 2001).  This 

step forward, however small, has led to an entire realm of academic investigation undertaken 

by Indigenous researchers utilising Indigenous frameworks of knowing, collecting, telling 

and sharing information which has become recognised as Indigenous methodologies6 . 

Indigenous methodologies allow Indigenous researchers to make sense of their own world 

and their places within the majority society as ‘the other’ and to apply this to the research 

 

6 See, Denzin, Lincoln, Tuhiwai (ed) (2008). Critical and Indigenous methodologies. California, United States: 

Sage Moreton-Robinson, A. (ed) (2016). Critical Indigenous Studies: Engagement in first world locations. 

Tucson, United States: University of Arizona Press; Tuhiwai, L.  (2012). Decolonising methodologies: Research 

and Indigenous peoples (ed 2). New York, United States: Zed; & Wilson, S. (2008). Research is ceremony: 

Indigenous research methods.  Black Point, NS, Canada: Fernwood Publishing; 



process (Porsanger, 2011). Moreton–Robinson and Walter (2009) and K. Martin (2008) 

explain that Indigenous methodologies fulfil three crucial roles within the process of 

knowledge construction and transfer, these being they reflect our epistemologies (ways of 

knowing), our axiologies (ways of doing) and our ontologies (ways of being).  Currently, 

critical Aboriginal studies is inundated with ongoing debates concerning pathways for 

meaningful and purposeful self–determination.  Rigney (2001) explains this requires 

critically challenging the validity of the structures of power, control and dominance which 

reside over Indigenous knowledges in Western positioned discourses. 

Indigenous standpoint theory is a methodological framework that in Australia has 

been largely championed by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander academics such as Martin 

Nakata and Aileen Moreton–Robinson (K. L. Martin, 2008; Rigney, 2001).  Moreton–

Robinson utilised an Aboriginal woman’s standpoint to spotlight the disparities experienced 

by Aboriginal women working within ‘white systems’ and to bring empowerment through 

voice to this population (Moreton–Robinson, 2000; Moreton–Robinson & Walter, 2009). 

Nakata (2007) utilises an Indigenous standpoint to examine the position and representation of 

the Indigenous academic, researcher or scholar within a Westernised framework of scientific 

investigation and to give voice to the indigenous intellect (Moreton–Robinson & Walter, 

2009).  An Aboriginal standpoint allows the Aboriginal researcher to explain the research 

situation through their own cultural and social lens. This can greatly add to the understanding 

of cultural and social phenomena and empower those groups that have been long oppressed 

by majorities through empowering their voice (Moreton–Robinson & Walter, 2009; Rigney, 

2001). This approach promotes an empowered insider as opposed to oppressed outsider 

perspective on the topic area.  

The researcher and participant researchers in the current study are all Aboriginal 

and/or Torres Strait Islander, they are also all health and/or community service workers as 

distinguished by the definition of an Aboriginal Health and/or Community Service Worker 

being utilised by this study.  Therefore, the Indigenist standpoint of this study is that of the 

Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Health and Community Service Worker. The 

grounded enquiry utilised further allowed for the experiences and expressions of myself as 

the researcher and author to be considered valid as a health and community service workforce 

member. From a standard Western research perspective this process may be viewed as highly 

subjective, too much so to be processed more critically. However, by treating my own 



experiences as qualitative data brought forward through Aboriginal autobiographical 

ethnicity (Etowa et al., 2011) bias is celebrated rather than attempting to deny the presence of 

such bias despite its inevitable presence. 

3.4.2 Autobiographical ethnicity 

Essentials of autobiographical ethnicity as described by Waters (Waters, 2016, 2018) 

were utilised to unpack and incorporate my own lived experiences as both Gamilaraay and as 

a professional in Western dominated fields. As a Gamilaraay man I have been fortunate 

enough to learn much of our knowledge and ways of being as well as significant opportunity 

to engage with and learn from many other Aboriginal peoples. As an Aboriginal Psychologist 

and academic who has had to work predominately in non–Indigenous institutions or 

Aboriginal institutions that are over–governed through non–Indigenous frameworks I have 

had to face the inherent discrimination that exists in these fields on multiple levels and learn 

‘how to survive’ in these environments.  Autobiographical ethnicity allows for the sincerity 

of such lived experience to be incorporated into scholarly works and to be considered as data 

or evidence. Waters (2018) suggests there is more allowance for the Aboriginal voice in 

autobiographical ethnography than is enabled by autoethnographic study and writing as it 

moves beyond the anthropologically driven agendas of research agendas of such. Waters 

(2018) adds that autobiographical ethnicity is closely aligned to Aboriginal practices of 

storytelling as a means of knowledge transition. 

3.4.3 Guwaa–li (Yarning/speaking) as ‘data’ gathering  

Amongst Aboriginal peoples, oral conversation is commonly termed ‘yarning’.  This 

form of conversation is not merely the process of one party imparting information and 

knowledge on the other but rather requires two–way interactions, two–way knowledge 

transfer and two–way understanding as a means of ‘decoding’ information involved in the 

yarn. Yarning can be seen as a form of narrative or story telling in which people recall and 

share their own experiences, feelings, issues and histories in ways that allow them to 

experience acknowledgement and safety. Yarning can be formal or informal and is often a 

combination of both. It can also be semi–structured or unstructured. Informal yarns are often 

ways of building rapport, trust and establishing connections between parties.  Informal 

yarning often flows into formal yarns which tend to be more focused and targeted around a 

particular subject area.  Two–way transfer and processing of information is important with 



both formal and informal yarning.  Bessarab and Ng'andu (2010) explains four specific and 

inter–related yarning forms that occur in the research lifecycle with those being social, 

research, collaborative and therapeutic yarning. In–depth explanations of each of these can be 

found in ‘Yarning about Yarning’ as a valid evidence-based method in Indigenous research 

(Bessarab & Ng'andu, 2010). 

Gamilaraay knowledge has always been transferred through guwaa–li (speaking) and 

winanga–li (listening).  As higher knowledge is acquired and shared this shifts to knowledge 

transfer and learning through guwaa–li–gu (speaking from a higher level of understanding 

and awareness) and winanga–li–gu (listening from a higher level of awareness and 

understanding).  Some of the data collection in this thesis occurred through these higher– 

level processes. 

For the current study, data collection occurs through yarning.  Yarning can occur 

between the researcher and single participant researchers, and at times between the researcher 

and groups of participant researchers.  The number of people involved in each yarn is decided 

on by participant researchers. For example, in cases where participant researchers wish to 

yarn one on one, this occurs. Where more than one participant researcher wishes to engage in 

a yarn (at the same time) this is agreed upon by those of the group and the situation allows 

yarning circles or collective yarns to be held. 

3.5 Grounded theory 

A dynamic collaboration between the sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss 

throughout the 1960s led to the formulation of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2008).  Glaser 

possessed a strong quantitative framework which he had built from his years studying at 

Columbia University whilst Strauss brought with him a wealth of knowledge in the areas of 

ethnographic research and pragmatic discourse (Charmaz, 2008).  Glaser and Strauss became 

disillusioned with the influx of quantitative methodologies which were quickly taking the 

place of traditional qualitatively focused investigations.  By the mid–1960s complex modern 

quantitative research focused on ‘truths’ formed from statistical analysis and the realm of 

quantifiable ‘scientific logic’ had all but replaced the human experience focused qualitative 

work in the areas of health, social science, and psychology (Charmaz, 2014;Glaser & Strauss, 

1967).  



A primary concern with qualitative research within health sciences has been the 

perception that it can have a tendency to lack rigour and is often subjective. Grounded theory 

(B. Glaser & Strauss, 1967) offers a systematic approach for conducting and writing up 

rigorous, contextual qualitative research by analysing the subjective experiences and 

interpretations of a particular population in a particular scenario. Grounded theory processes 

rely on subjective reports to gain the greatest array of experience. Variance is seen as 

beneficial rather than a hindrance. The epistemological assumptions underpinning logics and 

systematic approaches of grounded theory can lead to the formation of new theory, which is 

both rigorous, objective, and rooted in the data from which it is derived. 

Rigour was ensured in the current research via constant feedback and consultation 

with participant researchers (where possible) throughout the lifecycle of the research. As 

interviews are converted to mind–maps containing codes and eventually themes, these were 

discussed with participant researchers for accuracy, with any adjustments being made where 

required to best reflect the voice of participant researchers.  The same process occurred 

during the later stages of thematic analysis, sorting and into write–up.  This process was not 

only important to ensure rigour but also to show respect for participants as participant 

researchers and to abide by cultural expectations concerning consultation and engagement.  

As a secondary measure several focus groups/collective yarns were held outside of the 

original participant group to question whether the emergent grounded theory fitted the 

intended population. This process further ensured the research gave an accurate voice to the 

population for which it is intended and adequately articulated the concepts raised by this 

population. To combat the possibility of researcher bias, the researcher’s own experiences 

and understanding as a member of the SEWB workforce were recorded and treated as data. 

This method is supported by (Charmaz & Mitchell, 1996) who insists that it is not necessary 

for researchers to ‘go in blind’ as long as they are aware of their own perceptions, 

understandings and biases, and that these are treated as data equal to all other forms of 

collected data.  This data was thematically analysed by an independent qualitative researcher. 

Grounded Theory has recently gained momentum in the area of health care research 

and is now widely utilised to investigate social interactions with health and wellbeing 

(Benoliel, 1996; McCann & Clark, 2003); and culturally diverse understandings of health, 

wellbeing and empowerment (Crow, 2004; Foster-Boucher, 2010; Ritchot, 2004). B. Glaser 

and Strauss (1967) emphasise that the principal advantage of grounded theory is that any 



resulting theory from this approach is grounded in the data from which it is derived.  

Grounded theory is dedicated to the development of theory rather than the verification of an 

existing hypothesis (Charmaz 2006; Glaser 1978; Glaser & Strauss 1967).  It is suggested 

that this current research is the first study undertaken to create theory about the social and 

emotional wellbeing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander social and emotional wellbeing 

workers.  

Important features of the approach to realising a grounded theory are theoretical 

sampling, constant comparative analysis, coding and the categorisation of data, memoing and 

theoretical development.  This approach, informed by the processes developed by Glaser & 

Straus, and Charmaz, were followed in the current research. 

Each of these processes will be discussed in detail here. 

3.5.1 Theoretical sampling 

Theoretical sampling is a fundamental of grounded theory research (Draucker, 

Martsolf, Ross, & Rusk, 2007).  Theoretical sampling is a process for collecting data while 

simultaneously generating theory (Breckenridge & Jones, 2009).  The process requires the 

analyst to systematically source participants that are likely to bring answers to questions 

being raised by the data and the emerging theory (Draucker et al., 2007; B. Glaser & Strauss, 

1967; B. G. Glaser & Strauss, 2017). 

Diversity amongst Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and communities is 

heavily influenced by place, culture and history, amongst other factors.  To develop a theory 

that is relevant to many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, variance must be 

embraced and utilised. Purposive sampling is therefore conducted in a fashion which will 

bring an intentionally constructed variation to the data collected.  Participants were 

purposefully sought that had dissimilar influential factors to other participants as a means of 

increasing the possibility of variance in experiences reported.  

The aim of theoretical sampling is to achieve theoretical saturation without 

unnecessary continuous data collection (B. G. Glaser & Strauss, 2017). This process of 

purposive theoretical sampling leads to a richer theory being constructed in turn 

accommodating for a wider, realistic understanding of the phenomenon being investigated 



without increasing the burden of the research on the researcher, participants or the 

communities or societies the participants represent. 

3.5.2 Constant comparative analysis 

The purpose of the constant comparative method of joint coding 

and analysis is to generate theory more systematically (B. 

Glaser & Strauss, 1967)  

Glaser and Strauss (1967) maintains that much qualitative work is undertaken by 

utilising one of the two pathways mentioned below: 

1. Crudely converting qualitative data for the purpose of provisionally testing a 

hypothesis. 

2. Memoing the properties of his/her pre-conceived theoretical categories to which the 

process of analytical and explicit coding often seems unnecessary.  

The discovery of grounded theory offers a third approach to data analysis which 

incorporates a systematic method for converting qualitative data into categories and emergent 

themes while at the same time constantly analysing new data against old (hence constant 

comparative analysis) with codes and themes remaining fluid rather than concrete.  In 

essence, the process of data collection and the analysis of the data are not linear but rather 

recurrent, with each juncture influencing the other. A constant comparative method therefore 

commands the analysis of data as it is collected rather than collection of all data followed by 

analysis.  Constant comparative analysis ensures quality theory is achieved through the fit, 

work, relevance and modifiability of the research to the research situation and population. 

For the current study constant comparative analysis occurred throughout the research 

process from the consultative phase through to write up. An important point of difference 

between the current method and more traditional grounded theory is that my own personal 

knowledge and experience was mindfully present from the start of the research, rather than 

attempting to inaccurately maintain that it wasn’t apparent, and I was mindful to consider its 

constant presence and to purposefully acknowledge this. Importantly my knowledge and 

experience were not considered or analysed until all other data was processed and the theory 

was established. My experiences and knowledge were instead utilised largely as a reference 



point for saturation and for exemplar purposes during write-up rather than for thematical 

analysis purposes.   

When working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and communities it 

is imperative that there is constant consultation throughout the entire research process 

(NHMRC, 2018).  As all communities are different and much diversity also exists within 

each community, it is important when consulting around a research project that as many 

perspectives as possible are considered.  This can lead to greatly divergent data emerging 

around what the research should look like and how it should be run. This large amount of 

data needs to be reflected in the research modelling.   

At conception the intention of this thesis was to be one constructed from a purist 

grounded theory approach however this quickly changed as engagement around the research 

was undertaken with community members.  It was clear that a standard grounded theory 

approach alone would not fit the purposes of this study to its fullest extent in being a piece 

that strived to bring Aboriginal experiences and knowledge to the forefront and to 

‘decolonise’ the capture, recording and disseminating of Indigenist knowledges.  

Constant comparative analysis is a powerful way to merge themes and form 

categories that arise from consultation.  Undertaking this process leads to the emergence of a 

research model that is inclusive and respectful of diversity.  In turn the research is more likely 

to be representative of the collective and less representative of the researcher, theorist or 

institution that undertook it.  In the case of the current research, the position of the researcher 

is acknowledged as that of a participant researcher given the absolute inability to separate the 

existence of the researcher as a prime subject of the question at hand. 



 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Culturally responsive process of constant comparative analysis adapted from 

(Dick, 2008) 

Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Glaser (1978) offer four stages in the constant 

comparative analysis method: (1) comparing incidents applicable to each category, (2) 

integrating categories and their properties, (3) delimiting the theory and (4) writing the 

theory. It is suggested by the aforementioned authors that following this methodology will 

ensure rigour and contextualisation are achieved in the study for the investigated 

phenomenon and the population from which it was drawn. 

3.5.3 Coding and categorising of data 

For the purposes of the current study all interviews where permission is granted were 

recorded. Brief notes of reference were taken during the interviews.  Coding occurred within 

3 days post–interview by listening back to the voice recorded interviews.  In instances where 

participant researchers did not wish for voice recordings of yarns to occur, more in–depth 

written notes were taken to allow for coding and further analysis, a solution supported by 

Dick (2005). Analysis of these interviews were also undertaken as soon as possible, largely 

within 48hrs in an effort to maintain contextual information held mentally by the researcher 

of these interviews more precisely.  

Community and participant consultation 



This process leads to the emergence of categories or themes.  These categories were 

compared, contrasted, and overlapped to look for commonalities until a main or common 

theme was sourced which tied all categories and the emergent theory together. 

3.6 Method 

3.6.1 Data Collection 

Participants were sourced through purposeful sampling in an attempt to gather as 

much variance in the data as possible. Participants were recruited beyond data saturation 

occurring as a means of checking that saturation had indeed occurred. 

Thirty–three (33) individuals participated in the yarning rounds. Of these twenty–four 

(24) were female and nine (9) were male.  While the discrepancy of participation between

male and female workers may seem significant, the participation of nine men in ratio is far 

higher than actual workplace representation of men to women in the health and community 

service workforce. Ages of these participants ranged from 20 years of age through to sixty–

seven (67) years of age.  Participants were recommended and recruited by colleagues based 

on convenience, trust and rapport held, and fit with data collection needs. 

All participants were working in Queensland as health or community service workers 

at the time of yarning.  Participants were first drawn from an urban community due to 

convenience. These were two (2) male and one (1) female participant, all of a similar age 

(over age fifty) and considered Elders within the community in which they live.  The next 

yarns were held in a regional community in an attempt add to the data as it was assumed 

regional locality would be an important factor in experiences reported. This was still 

undertaken with participants who are considered Elders in their community.  The third group 

of yarns were held in a far remote region to continue this process, again these participants 

were of a similar age and stature in their community to the previous participants. 

This process was continued across three further communities (1 x urban, 1 x rural and 

1 x remote) with younger age groups being sought and introduced.  Participants who were 

under the age of twenty–five (25) were purposely sought.  It was assumed that the difference 

in age (>50 versus <25) of participants would contain difference in reported experiences. 

The fourth and final round of yarns was then held using participants from three of the 

previously consulted communities and two new communities.  Participants were purposely 



sought out who had worked for more than or less than 5 years as an Aboriginal Health or 

Community Service Worker.  It was assumed by the researcher that time working in the field 

would be a factor of interest in terms of experiences reported.  Two newly retired workers 

who had both been in the fields for more than 20 years were also engaged. This further 

extended the data set to include participants who had lengthy experience in the field and had 

retired rather than ‘burnt out’.  It was assumed their experiences would bring value to the data 

set, particularly with regards to longevity. 

At this point it was considered saturation had occurred, yet a further three workers 

were engaged to confirm saturation.  No significantly new data was drawn from these 

participants. 

Thematic analysis and constant comparative analysis occurred throughout the data 

collection.  Due to the remoteness of many participants and budget constraints of the research 

it was not possible to ensure all participants had the opportunity for continued input.  Where 

possible participants were given the opportunity to look at, discuss and, if necessary, adjust 

the data to better match their perspectives. Two focus group yarns were also held post initial 

analysis at which participants were given the opportunity to provide their perspectives on the 

questions at hand. They were then presented with the initial analysis at which stage they had 

an opportunity to discuss the fit of the initial draft model and to have further input.  These 

focus groups consisted of more than ten (10) people in each instance, none of whom had 

participated in the research as an individual. 

A preliminary emergent model was also presented at two state–wide SEWB forums, 

one in Queensland (where the research largely took place) and the second in NSW. The 

presentation in the second state was utilised to further check for broad fit for this workforce.  

Both these meetings had over fifty (50) workers present at the presentation of the draft model, 

further information was drawn, and the model adjusted accordingly, again to best broadly 

reflect the workforce.  Changes undertaken were predominantly focused upon presentation 

more so than theory, as such data saturation remained firmly confirmed. 

The final stage model was checked against my own experience and knowledge as a 

Gamilaraay man and Aboriginal Psychologist. The model fits the experiences I had and what 

I know both professionally and culturally. No adjustments to the model were required. The 

final model was further presented to a team of SEWB workers, all of whom confirmed the fit 



and agreed it could be used beneficially to support the wellbeing of Aboriginal Health and 

Community Service Workers across a broad array of environments.   

Since construction of the model it has been utilised in the field to structure and 

present worker wellbeing forums and workshops for more than three hundred workers across 

five states.  It has been utilised by both not–for–profit and government agencies and across 

many professions, many of which are not directly health or community service related.  No 

theoretical adjustments have been recommended. Visual representation of the model however 

has been revised over time due to feedback. 

3.6.2 Data Analysis 

Thematic analysis was undertaken manually. With the researcher being a member of 

the targeted study population, it was considered the researcher would likely have a greater 

ability to pick up on subtle but important differences in context and use of language, 

culturally specific experiences and perceptions. 

Mindmeister online mapping software was used to record coding, categorising and 

memoing and to produce electronic copies of each interview and comparisons of interviews 

in the form of mind maps. This process evolved from comparing interviews for common 

codes to comparing mind maps of codes for emergent and common themes. Using mind maps 

as a way of sharing and comparing the data supports Aboriginal methods of knowledge 

transfer similar to the ancient but continued practice of mapping country and lore in art. 

Consultation with participants regarding the produced mind maps occurred wherever 

possible.  Wherever possible, participants had the opportunity to add to or adjust information 

contained in mind maps.  Once a final mind map, coded to the core theme, had been created, 

consultation with participants again occurred wherever possible for final feedback.  

My own lived experience and journey as a worker in the target area was considered 

important and was therefore used as data in accordance with principles of autobiographical 

ethnography. The theory and subsequent model were checked against my own personal 

experience and knowledge.  All of my experiences, positive and negative could be 

encapsulated and explained through the model. 



The completed model and theory of this thesis was finally checked by several 

Gamilaraay Elders to ensure fit to our lore and cultural knowledge was sufficiently present. 

3.6.3 Data presentation: knowledge sharing 

Aboriginal people maintain the right to produce and share knowledge in ways that 

reflect their own epistemologies and ontologies. This thesis therefore is constructed of 

cultural knowledge and the art of storytelling, supported by academic script.  A process that 

has been validated in the presentation of a PhD by Kickett (2011), Sheehan (2004) and 

Waters (2012). This is to ensure the knowledge within the thesis maintains cultural integrity 

while also being meaningful to a wide audience from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

health and community service workers (and other community members) through to a 

predominantly non–Indigenous academic fraternity.   

The presentation of this work is guided by understandings of the right to guwaa–li 

(speak), then guwaa–lu–gu (speak from a higher level).  Those being understanding our ways 

of knowledge acquisition and learning before speaking and teaching.  Knowledge is 

entrenched through maal (one) gaay (story), bulaarr (two) bawa–li (singing), then gulibaa 

(three) gaarra–y (paint).   Given this is a document piece I have chosen to focus on gaay and 

gaarra–y. 

Gaarra–y – Culturally informed visual representations of the resultant theory were 

produced by Tristan Schultz, who identifies as Gamilaroi in consultation with Clinton 

Schultz. 

Gaay – ‘New Dreaming’ stories were written by Clinton Schultz.  These narratives 

contain the cultural knowledge and lived experience of the author in relevance to the model 

that emerged from all who participated in the research.  These stories are influenced by 

Gamilaraay knowledge but do not claim to be of dhiriya gamil from gamilu bidi–wii.  

Learning and teaching for Gamilaraay is circular.  The same stories, dances and art 

may be reproduced time and time again over periods of time. As one evolves in their learning 

and understanding, more knowledge of lore and culture relevant to that person’s level of 

understanding presents itself.  The theories and frameworks offered in this thesis will likely 

act the same. 



3.7 Systematic literature search (not literature review) 

 Whilst the community requested the topic of study, a systematic literature search was 

undertaken to ascertain the amount of available research and knowledge in this area. This 

initial systematic literature search supported the importance of the current study, confirming 

that extremely limited research and knowledge exists concerning Aboriginal Health and 

Community Service Worker wellbeing.  All documents from this search were utilised during 

the coding/theming stages of this work and as references within the write–up of the thesis. 

However, it should be noted that they were not read beyond the abstracts prior to interviews 

of participants occurring.  This was purposeful so as to avoid being led by the documents in 

conducting the research. 

The data bases searched included Healthinfonet, CINAHL, Medline, PubMed, 

PsycInfo, Web of Knowledge, ProQuest, and informit–ATSI health bibliography. Search 

terms used to complete the search are shown in table 1.  The specific health fields that were 

utilised in the search were those that the literature identified to have the highest number of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples working in them (AIHW, 2009).  

Term – and/or And/or And/or 

Health worker Health Aboriginal/ 

Mental health worker Wellbeing Indigenous 

Nurse Burnout Torres Strait Islander 

Social worker Compassion fatigue 

Resilience 

Doctor Social and Emotional 

Wellbeing 

Psychologist/ 

Psychiatry 

Table 1: Boolean search terms used in data search (and/or) 

The initial search yielded a total of 967 documents. The following inclusion and 

exclusion criteria were utilised to sort these documents for some fit: 



Exclusion criteria 

• Paper not published in English

• Paper not focused on Australian Aboriginal/ Indigenous health professionals

• Paper not focused on Health professionals’ health/wellbeing/SEWB

Inclusion criteria 

• Paper published in English

• Research participants were Aboriginal/Indigenous health professionals

• Priority of article focused on health/ social emotional wellbeing of health

professionals

Application of these criteria provided a total of 21 references. Several of these

documents discussed similar issues however with Indigenous peoples outside of Australia 

such as Maori in Aotearoa and First Nations peoples in Canada.  Five articles were based on 

Canadian Aboriginal populations and understandings and considered to hold some relevance 

to the current study. Several articles were also sourced from New Zealand discussing similar 

issues with Maori health workers.  While these articles and reports were not included as 

priority fitting documents as there is comparative levels of diversity between Indigenous 

cultures as there is between Western and Australian Indigenous perspectives, these resources 

were considered within the current study from the standpoint of indigenist theory and of 

peoples impacted by colonisation.   

The following priority criteria was then applied to these 21 documents to find 

documents which were prominent issues of SEWB for Australian SEWB workers (as 

described in this paper). 

3.7.1 Priority 

• Main focus on Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander social and

emotional wellbeing worker’s health and social and emotional wellbeing

• Data collected is qualitative and reflects the understandings of the target group (as

above)

The papers included in the final analysis include research articles, PhD theses, 

conference presentations, government or organisational reports and commentaries published 



in English, with a primary focus on the health and social emotional wellbeing of Australian 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health professionals/paraprofessionals. No theoretical 

documents were discovered. 

A total of nine (10) published pieces were sourced that were considered to have strong 

direct relevance to the current study as they were directly related to the health/social and 

emotional wellbeing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health and or community 

service workforce members in Australia.  While only two peer reviewed journal articles were 

considered to be priority fits, seven government or organisational reports were also 

considered priority fits according to the inclusion/exclusion criteria set out. Of these, four 

came from NCETA and were all related to the same data set.   

Throughout the literature accessed and considered a priority fit there were several 

reoccurring codes around issues faced by SEWB workers.  These included the impact of 

heavy work demands, multiple roles, remoteness, lack of cultural competence amongst non–

Indigenous workers, funding issues, income or wage disparities between Aboriginal SEWB 

workers and their non–Indigenous colleagues, a need for ongoing professional development 

and career growth.  Conversely few protective factors were discussed in–depth and the 

common deficit narrative was the dominant position of the materials. None of the work 

investigated was conducted from a position of lore and culture first. 

3.7.2 Literature search results 

Australian Institute of Health and Welfare. (2009). Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

health labour force statistics and data quality assessment.  Canberra: Australian 

Government. 

Duraisingam, V., Roche, A. M., Trifonoff, A., & Tovell, A. (2011). Indigenous AOD 

workers' wellbeing, stress and burnout: Findings from an online survey. Adelaide SA: 

NCETA Flinders University. 

Gleadle, F., Freeman, T., Duraisingam, V., Roche, A. M., Battams, S., Marshall, B., . . . 

Weetra, D. (2011). Indigenous alcohol and drug workforce challenges: A literature 

review of issue related to Indigenous AOD workers' wellbeing, stress and burnout. 

Adelaide SA: NCETA Flinders University. 



Human Capital Alliance. (2009). Aboriginal health worker professional review. Northern 

Territory: Northern Territory Department of Health and Families. 

National Rural Health Alliance. (2006). Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health 

Workers. ACT: National Rural Health Alliance. 

Roche, A. M., Duraisingam, V., Trifonoff, A., & Tovell, A. (2013). The health and wellbeing 

of Indigenous drug and alcohol workers: results from a national Australian survey. 

Journal of substance abuse treatment, 44, 17-26. 

Roche, A. M., Tovell, A., Weetra, D., Freeman, T., Bates, N., Trifonoff, A., & Steanson, T. 

(2011). Stories of resilience: Indigenous alcohol and other drug workers' wellbeing, 

stress and burnout. Adelaide SA: NCETA Flinders University. 

Scerra, N. (2012). Models of supervision: Providing effective support to Aboriginal staff. 

Australian Aboriginal Studies (1), 77. 

Victoria Dual Diagnosis Initiative. (2012). Our healing ways: a culturally appropriate 

supervision model for Aboriginal workers. Victoria, Australia: VDDI: Education and 

Training unit. 

Williams, C. (2003). Aboriginal health workers, emotional labour, obligatory community 

labour and OHS. Journal of Occupational Health and Safety, Australia and New 

Zealand, 19(1), 21. 

3.8 Conclusion 

Critical Aboriginal Bricolage (CAB) offers a culturally responsive research 

methodology that fits with the need to protect Aboriginal knowledge production and to meet 

academic rigour.  It is an approach that promotes the active search for pieces of methodology 

that most fit the situation under investigation and for those for whom the investigation is 

occurring.  The aim of CAB is to empower the voice of the subject from the culturally 

informed perspective of the investigator. 

CAB was integral to the success of this research as it allowed for the obtained theory 

to emerge naturally and without dominant western academic bias.  Through CAB information 

was gathered and processed in ways that actively promoted the voice of Aboriginal health 



and community service workers including myself.  The methodological process further 

enabled the theory to live and adapt as it matured, a process through which the outcoming 

theory being Principles of Lore (POL) grew.  POL suggests that anything created has a need 

to grow and adapt naturally.  Positive concepts of POL were actively present through the 

CAB process.   

Research was undertaken with the utmost respect for peoples involved and for the 

knowledge shared with a complete understanding of the benefits to self that come through the 

gathering and sharing of knowledge.  All efforts were undertaken by the researcher to fulfil 

responsibilities to those the research and the researcher are connected to.  Reciprocity was 

practised constantly with all information formulated being ‘given back’ to community with 

no assumption of ownership of such by the researcher.  Lore and culture were given 

precedence in the research with an acceptance of ‘lore’ as being ‘what is’.  The researcher 

was ever mindful of their own sphere of influence and control throughout the process which 

required the active practice of acceptance by the researcher.  The data that led to the 

emergence of the theory only came about through acknowledging the ‘metaphysical’ 

connectedness that exists among Aboriginal peoples and further among Aboriginal peoples to 

country, culture and spirit.  Interconnectedness, the understanding of the web of 

connectedness that lies beyond the immediate was ever present and allowed for the 

synchronicity required for the work to proceed. The research was undertaken to assist with 

the wellbeing of Aboriginal health and community service workers and to hopefully reduce 

incidence of burnout, self–harm and suicide among these workers while building a positive 

platform for caring, sharing and working with each other. 

 

 

 

 

 



4 Why do we need a strong Aboriginal Health and Community Services 

workforce? 

4.1 Background 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have identified for many years that a 

major barrier to engagement with health service is the lack of an Aboriginal presence, both in 

atmosphere and in person which often is associated with limited levels of cultural safety 

being present within a service or system (AHMAC, 2006; Shahid, Finn, & Thompson, 2009).  

To date the inclusion of traditional healers and elders with particular skills and knowledge but 

without formal qualifications, as members of the identified health and community service 

workforce has been limited.  Aboriginal community members know how important the roles 

of such people are in this space.  By this rationale this thesis has given position to Traditional 

Healers and others of knowledgeable stature (who may not have ‘formal’ qualifications) 

acknowledgement as part of the Aboriginal Health and Community Service workforce. The 

Aboriginal Health and Community Service workforce is vital in working towards ‘Closing 

the Gap’ in health inequalities present between most Australians and our Aboriginal 

population, yet little work has been undertaken to investigate how we can best support, grow 

and retain this workforce in order to best service their communities.   

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are the original peoples of the 

Australian continent and surrounding islands and share the oldest ongoing cultures in the 

world.  Their combined societies make up only about 3.3% of the Australian population, a 

population of 798, 400 people at last census, with about 91% of this population identifying as 

Aboriginal, 5% as Torres Strait Islander and 4% as sharing both Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander heritage (ABS, 2016).  Aboriginal peoples come from a collective of over 300 

distinct nations or language groups, with many of these having multiple sub–dialect groups 

also (Dudgeon, Wright, Paradies, Garvey, & Walker, 2014). Aboriginal people have lived on 

the Australian continent for at least 60,000 years, with some estimates stretching as far as 

100,000 years (Stephen R Zubrick et al., 2004). Gamilaraay when broken down closely in 

English means ‘the people who had nothing and then received’, we see ourselves as having 

been a part of our lands since Gamilu bidi-wii (the beginning of time). Being born to our 

country during the beginnings of burruguu (the dreamtime) and having cared for her so as she 

can continue to nurture us ever since. Across this time Aboriginal people maintained good 

wellbeing.  Early coloniser, settler and explorer reports speak of Aboriginal people as being 



fit, strong, healthy, relaxed, content, respectful (see below). However as stated, unfortunately 

this minority of Australian society currently experience significantly disproportionate rates of 

dis–ease (Al-Yaman, 2017), in stark contrast to earlier settler and explorer reports.  

“The encounters we had with them later demonstrated they are kind, without 

mistrust.” – French Admiral Joseph–Antoine Raymond Bruny d'Entrecasteaux, 

Port du Nord, southeast Tasmania, January–February, 1793. 

“They were perfectly naked, stout, clean–skinned, well made people and showed no 

symptoms whatsoever of hostility. From the short intercourse I had with them, I do 

not think they had ever seen a European before.” – Major Edmund Lockyer's 

journal, Brisbane River, 14 September, 1825. 

At a group-based level today, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples share 

some of the poorest health in the developed world (PMC, WHO & UN) with statistics 

suggesting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population experience at least 2.6 times the 

fatal burden of disease than non–Aboriginal Australians annually (AIHW, 2015).  As 

Gamilaraay we would suggest that many of our people are suffering from disconnection and 

‘broken spirit’ and this has manifested in a variety of chronic physical and mental health 

conditions. This is a perspective shared by many other Aboriginal people 7. Given the high 

rates of health care need, it would be expected that we should have an Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander workforce that is at least 2 to 3 times proportionately larger than the 

mainstream workforce, however this is not the case.  Statistics demonstrate that the overall 

health and wellbeing workforce is significantly less than population level parity for 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander inclusion (AIHW, 2006, 2011)  It has been noted by 

several government lead agencies and regulatory bodies that a vital part of counteracting the 

ill–health experienced by the Aboriginal population due to colonisation and the ongoing lack 

of  adequate resources of Aboriginal people providing care to Aboriginal people in ways that 

are culturally responsive to the communities they serve (Lai, Taylor, Haigh, & Thompson, 

2018).  This clearly is not the case at present. For instance, in the Northern Territory, where 

7 See, Purdie, Dudgeon, & Walker (ed) (2010). Working together: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander mental 

health principles and practice (ed 1), Part 4. Canberra Australia: Department of Health and Ageing; &  

Dudgeon, Milroy, & Walker (ed) (2014). Working together: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander principles and 

practices (ed 2). Part 6. Canberra, Australia: Department of Health and Ageing. 



over 25% of the population identify as Aboriginal and/or Torres strait Islander there has been 

a decrease in the last decade in the number of Aboriginal Health Practitioners (AHP) 

employed in communities.  Zhao et al. (2017) suggests this is due in part to a lack of health 

service models that support the retention of workers.  West (2010) suggests the unique 

sociocultural and technical skills and knowledge Aboriginal workers possess can improve 

service provision to Aboriginal people and communities and assist in ensuring more 

culturally informed care is practiced by non–Indigenous workers. 

4.2 Gagil nhama (the problem) 

A 2001 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) study indicated that less 

than 1% of the Australian Health Workforce identified as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 

Islander, while about 2.7% of Australia’s community services workforce identified.  Statistics 

suggest these numbers did not significantly increase up to 2006 (AIHW, 2006). The 2011 

Census indicated a slight increase as compared to previous figures with around 8500 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander declaring they were employed in health. Participation in 

Community Services – while lower than required – is far closer to population parity 

representation than with the health workforce. Low levels of participation in the health 

workforce are indicative of severe barriers to involvement in the fields, some of which is due 

to the presence of institutional discrimination (Lai et al., 2018). For example, training and 

practice of health and wellbeing are Western focused and largely culturally void which is 

likely to deter many from feeling like they can be or are part of the health professional system 

(Bennett, Coghlan, Evans, & Morse, 2018).  For many professions, high levels of high school 

achievement are required, yet Aboriginal peoples are reportedly far less likely to complete 

high school than other Australians (Australian Bureau of Australian Bureau of Statistics, 

2011b). 

Across all of the health professions, besides those designated as Aboriginal specific 

professions such as that of Health Worker, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participation 

is well below population parity. At present less than 400 doctors representing 0.5% inclusion 

(Australian Indigenous Doctors Association, 2019), 100 registered psychologists (Australian 

Bureau of Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011a) and around 25 medical specialists are of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island descent (AIHW, 2009). A decade ago, there were very 

few dentists who identified as Aboriginal and/ or Torres Strait Islander, now an estimated 70 

practitioners within this field identify which is indicative of significant growth in the field. 



However, this still comprises just 0.4% of the overall dentistry fraternity (AIHW, 2015). 

Degrees such as medicine and dentistry have highly recognisable barriers to recruitment such 

as cost, with a typical medical or dentistry degree costing upwards of $200, 000 (Australian 

Medical Association, 2014). Nursing appears to have the highest participation rates of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples at present, with over 2100 workers identified in 

nursing and a further 1400 working as Nursing Support and Care Workers (i.e., EEN’s and 

Aged Care Nurse Assistants).  These figures may promote the assumption that nursing as a 

field fosters greater equality in terms of participation rates. However statistical data reveals 

participation constitutes less than 0.5% of the overall nursing workforce (HWA, 2011).   

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Workers (here on in referred to as Health 

Workers) constitute a large proportion of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait health workforce 

with approximately 900 full–time health workers reported in the 2009 AIHW health labour 

force statistics. According to the AIHW (2009) report, the numbers of casual/part–time health 

workers as compared to full–time workers is currently unknown.  The 2011 census indicates 

that South Australia has the highest proportion of its Aboriginal population employed in the 

Health sector at 2%, while the Northern Territory has the lowest at just 1%.  Given that 

approximately 10% of the overall Australian population is employed in health these stats are 

considerably low and indicative of systemic concerns. While workforce inclusion rates are 

distressing, current work remuneration rates present an equal cause for concern.   

A large proportion of Aboriginal health professionals are paid significantly less than 

other health professions at comparative qualification levels (M. Mitchell & L.M. Hussey, 

2006). In Australia, as with most capitalist societies, wages, particularly in the health sector 

are often associated with qualification achievements. Systematic discrimination influences 

the positions individuals are likely to gain within health, often leaving Aboriginal people 

working in health professions at the bottom of the financially rewarded ladder (Lai et al., 

2018). Consequently, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Workers are some of the 

lowest paid health professionals, with the average income of a Health Worker being 

equivalent to that of an Assistant in Nursing (AIN) or for advanced health workers similar to 

an Enrolled Nurse (EN) (A. M. Roche, V. Duraisingam, A. Trifonoff, & A. Tovell, 2013).  

These specific ‘pay brackets’ are established against certified qualification levels such as a 

CERT III or IV for a Health Worker or AIN or a Diploma for an Advanced Health Worker 

practitioner or Enrolled Nurse (EN). In this context it would appear that little to no 



consideration is given to overall skills and knowledge basis in this structure, meaning the 

inherent cultural knowledge and skills a health worker holds in working with their 

community is not validated in any way.  Yet more often than not it is the Health Workers in 

Community Controlled health services who perform the majority of the work. This is 

particularly so in more regional and remote sites. In fact, census analysis indicates that over 

50% of the service provision in Aboriginal primary health care organisations is provided by 

Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people.  Clear differences in service type are evident 

though with only 7% of GP services being completed by practitioners who identify as 

Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islanderor instance (ABS, 2016). These issues appear to be 

clear examples of systematic discrimination that have been forged on the back of epistemic 

discrimination, as evidenced in the scenario detailed below.  

A participant in this study reported being unable to obtain a position as a qualified 

professional 8 even after relocating to an urban area in the hope of increased opportunity.  This 

worker was employed as an Aboriginal Health Worker at the time of interview.  The worker 

reported applying for a “junior level” professional position at a hospital.  The worker further 

reported that on her application she had indicated clearly her professional qualifications yet on 

interview she remembers mainly being asked questions around her Aboriginal community 

experience.  The worker found this a little odd but assumed that this must have been of 

particular interest for the advertised position.  The worker was surprised when contacted and 

offered a Health Worker position and not the position applied for.  On enquiry with the 

employer on why they had not offered the professional position applied for (which remained 

vacant).  The response given was that the service felt that the worker’s experience would be 

more beneficial and of value in the Health Worker team.  The worker had not worked as an 

Aboriginal Health Worker before.  The worker reports they commonly are requested to 

undertake tasks that the professional role they are qualified for calls for despite not being 

offered the position. 

The epistemic discrimination present in this example is the assumption by non-

indigenous people that an Aboriginal worker is better suited as an Aboriginal Health worker 

simply because they identify as Aboriginal rather than having experience in Health work and 

 

8 Professional qualification removed to protect identity of worker at worker’s request) 



further the suggestion that a qualified Aboriginal professional is not as capable or “suited” to 

the profession in which they have achieved qualification.  Systemic discrimination is evident 

in the fact that the payrate for a health worker is well below that of the professional rate the 

worker is qualified for and is often requested to perform the “step-in” role of allowing for the 

cheap employment of both Aboriginal knowledge and connections, and of professional 

experience and qualification. 

This is not an isolated case. Many Aboriginal professionals who have higher 

qualifications (Bachelor, Masters, etc) are still only able to acquire positions as Aboriginal 

health workers, Aboriginal liaison officers or other “lesser” qualified positions (e.g. 

registered psychologists employed as AOD counsellors) within hospital or other primary care 

settings.  I personally know of three qualified social workers, a nutritionist, several nurses 

and a midwife, all of whom are working as Aboriginal health workers, liaison officers or 

community workers presently as they have not been able to gain positions within their 

respective fields or professions.  The majority of these workers unfortunately, work with in 

the community–controlled sector or within ‘Indigenous departments’ in mainstream health, 

indicating that even within areas reportedly structured to more specifically meet the needs of 

Aboriginal peoples, there is still a level of disrespect and discrimination for Aboriginal 

professionals.  In my own lived journey as a health professional, as a registered psychologist, 

I have on multiple occasions when replying to questions of ,“So what do you do?” or  “What 

are you?” answered, “I’m an Aboriginal psychologist” to which I’ve then been asked, “Did 

you do that at TAFE?” It would appear, that when professional labels are coupled with the 

identification as ‘Aboriginal’ that there is an unconscious, yet vocalised devaluing of the 

skills, knowledge and person from other health professionals.  If those who hold western 

based qualifications are still systematically discriminated against then it is easy to see how 

our Traditional and Spiritual Healers, who do not hold such Western qualifications, are 

further devalued by such systems. 

4.3 Recognition of Traditional Healers 

  Recognition of and payment for Traditional Healers is almost non–existent.  Some 

state jurisdictions such as South Australia Health have begun to work with models that 



include the expertise of ‘Ngangkari9’ alongside Western health professions with well 

documented positive outcomes (Dudgeon & Bray, 2018), although this is definitely not a 

norm across the continent. Currently Anungu Ngangkari Tjutaku Aboriginal Corporation 

(ANTAC) receives federal government funding to run healing programs.  The organisation 

employees Ngangkari to deliver the services of the programs.  The healers are then covered 

by the organisations public indemnity insurance allowing them to undertake their healing 

work. The risk in this model is that government funding is insecure and funding bodies can 

often change parameters of programs funded at short notice. In a few select locations around 

the country, Aboriginal individuals recognised as Traditional or Spiritual Healers have 

established private businesses offering their services also. However again, these instances are 

rare and are typically very difficult to establish.  In a risk adverse, financially based society, 

such as Australia, workers almost certainly need to obtain indemnity and public liability 

insurance to be able to work as a private business or practitioner in the areas of health and 

community service.  As a practicing psychologist and business owner I know this first–hand. 

Generally, to achieve such insurance coverage one must also be able to show 

‘recognised’ qualifications.  To this point there is currently no recognised qualification for 

Aboriginal Traditional or Spiritual Healing Practitioners. Nor should there be, as this in itself 

would be relinquishing control and ownership of our knowledge and practices to the 

overarching colonial dominators, who would then determine through their own means 

whether our processes and treatments were ‘valid’ or not, in addition to who could and could 

not offer such services. Ironically (and with the exception of the noted South Australian 

context) the ‘business’ of Aboriginal healing appears to be more successful on an 

international stage that it would seem to be nationally, with several Traditional Healers 

known to the author of this thesis commonly being called internationally to perform healing 

work for the wealthy and entitled in faraway places such as The Middle East, Western Europe 

and the United States. Moreover, many international ‘clients’ of these practitioners also travel 

to Australia for healing sessions. Traditional and Spiritual Practitioners tend to exist more in 

regional and remote locations where traditional practices are highly valued by First Nations 

Peoples and where they are more likely afforded a level of recognition by non–Indigenous 

health practitioners who have been present in witnessing the positive impact these services 

9 Ngangkari is a Pitjintjatjara word meaning ‘traditional healer’ 



can have for local populations.  Unfortunately, it is not common for Traditional or Spiritual 

Healers to be recognised or utilised in urban areas, particularly on the east coast of Australia.  

4.4 Location as a concern 

 Whilst Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples mostly reside in urban or semi–

rural areas, the population is broadly dispersed throughout the continent and are far more 

likely than non–Indigenous peoples to be living in regional and remote areas (Australian 

Bureau of Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016). This in itself leads to health systems 

challenges, one of which is access to health care.  In many regional and remote areas 

Aboriginal Community Controlled Health services (ACCHO’s) are the only services that 

exist.  Many of these services are staffed predominantly by Aboriginal peoples as is so in the 

Torres Strait where remote services are also predominately staffed by Torres Strait Islander 

people (NACCHO, 2018) Here there is recognised high need for service delivery yet limited 

service availability. Getting back to the basic pillars  of capitalism itself, being that of supply 

and demand determines monetary value (Jahan & Mahmud, 2017, and given there is a 

distinct shortage of qualified workers in rural and remote regions (Humphreys, Wakerman, 

Pashen, & Buykx, 2017), one might be misled into believing that remote service Aboriginal 

health staff must be paid significantly more than health service providers in urban areas 

where competition is less. However, this is not the case, with Aboriginal workers in these 

areas being afforded simply the same standardised wage as their urban colleagues. . The 

literature reports health and wellbeing workers feel that sufficient pay in line with the 

demands of the work undertaken would assist with retention and wellbeing (Deroy & 

Schutze, 2019; A. M. Roche et al., 2013).   

Despite many Aboriginal Health Workers and other professionals working in outer 

rural and remote areas there is no provision for remoteness built into the award wage for this 

work force. This is regardless that many daily expenses of living, such as food and fuel are 

much higher in remote areas (Brimblecombe & O’Dea, 2009; Ferguson et al., 2016; Kohen & 

Spanodine, 2016).  Those ‘outsiders’ who do service rural and remote as Fly-in-Fly-out 

(FIFO), Drive-in-Drive-out (DIDO) or other forms of short contract workers are commonly 

not perceived to actively be part of the community by community members. Another concern 

reported by participants of the current study that I struggled to find reference support for in 

the literature was community members further often find building trust and rapport with 

frequently changing staff difficult and time consuming. This is understandable given the 



historical breaches of mistrust that have occurred, particularly from health professionals and 

government agencies.  

Expense and time wasted in travel are other issues of concern raised by some 

(Hussain, Maple, Mapedzahama, & Reddy, 2015). FIFO, DIDO and short-term workers are 

generally rewarded handsomely for their time away (from their families and usual 

workplaces) and awarded cost-of-living incentives further highlighting systemic issues. For 

instance a quick search of any recruitment webpage (e.g. www.adzuna.com.au) advertising 

GP locums in rural remote areas indicates GPs can easily earn upwards of $10, 000 per week 

for a short placement while also having all their accommodation and travel expenses covered. 

This is eight times the weekly wage of even the highest award level for an Aboriginal Health 

Worker at an award of just over $1200 per week (Fairwork Ombudsman, 2019). This begs 

the question, what then is the incentive for Aboriginal people to gain further education, and 

qualification and to then return to their communities knowing they are going to be paid far 

less than a FIFO consultant who knows nothing about the community and likely has limited 

interest in the community?  For many it is the notion of connectedness that is valued higher 

than potentially significant financial gain. Yet the entrenched systematic disrespect that is 

produced toward and felt by Aboriginal remote staff, largely employed as Health Workers, 

due to the concerns mentioned here is undoubtedly having a toll on workers’ wellbeing. 

4.5 Aboriginal Health Workers 

Given Aboriginal Health Workers/Practitioners make up a considerable proportion of 

Aboriginal people working in health (AIHW, 2019) and given the important role they play - 

particularly in rural and remote service – it is worth unpacking in more depth the nature of 

the Aboriginal Health Worker. The profession of Aboriginal Health Worker is relatively new 

having only been created in the 1960s (M. Mitchell & L.M. Hussey, 2006). At this time 

Aboriginal people working alongside medical staff in health clinics were classified as 

‘Medical Assistants’ in the Northern Territory and it was identified that the work undertaken 

by these workers was unique to anything in regular fields of medical practice.  During the 

1970s with the opening of Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Organisations 

(ACCHOs) there was further development of the Aboriginal Health Worker role to meet the 

desired needs of these specific clinics (NACCHO). Over the past 40 years the roles of the 

Aboriginal Health Worker have evolved significantly to a point where they have become 

specialised professions separate and unique to all other health service roles yet incorporating 

http://www.adzuna.com.au/


the work of many. Today there are two distinctly different Aboriginal Health Worker roles: 

The Clinical Health Worker whose role it is to perform tasks within clinics, and the second: 

The Community Health Worker, whose role exists more exterior to the clinic and more 

closely in a community context.  Within the clinical context some jurisdictions, such as the 

Northern Territory, have well defined and mapped progression pathways for those choosing 

to enter Aboriginal Health Work with opportunities to undertake further study and training 

available leading to the ability to gain registration as an Aboriginal Health Practitioner.  This 

role is capable and qualified to fill the day–to–day workings of a registered nurse in most 

instances (Rose & Pulver, 2004) and plays an integral part in more clinical health service 

being available in more regional and remote areas. Despite there being general agreeance on 

the separation of the two roles of clinical- or community-based health worker, both suffer the 

burdens of being poorly defined in most jurisdictions and therefore misunderstood by many 

other workers in health care settings.  The National Aboriginal Community Controlled Health 

Organisation (NACHHO), the peak body representing ACCHO’s offers the below definition 

of the Aboriginal Health Worker: 

“Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Workers are Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander people who work within a holistic primary health framework as 

determined by the local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community to achieve 

better health outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander individuals/families 

and their community.  The diversity of their roles will be reflected in industry-driven 

and recognised qualification, which are appropriate to the jurisdictions in which they 

work.”  

The National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Worker National 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Health Worker Association (2016) further defines the 

roles of its members as follows: 

“Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Health Workers and Health Practitioners 

work with communities, families, and individuals of all ages. They work 

autonomously and in teams with other health professionals, including medical 

doctors, registered nurses and midwives, dentists, psychologists, allied health 

professionals; and with policy makers, educators and researchers.” 



They provide a range of health services depending upon the work setting and 

individual scope of practice. These may include, but are not limited to:  

• clinical services such as:

- assessment and screening of physical health and social emotional wellbeing

- health promotion for risk factors (e.g. tobacco, healthy eating)

- providing health care in line with care plans and/or treatment protocols

- supporting clients in self–management, including the safe use of traditional

and Western medications 

• planning, delivering and evaluating population health programs

• advocating for clients, including interpreting and translating language

• providing advice, support and training on providing culturally safe health services

to other health professionals, policy makers, researchers and educators

• management activities, such as:

- staff supervision and mentoring

- business and financial management

- quality improvement

• education and training of Health Workers and other health professionals.”

As evidenced by both definitions the scope of work that may be undertaken by an 

Aboriginal Health Worker is as vast as the environment in which they may work.  Neither of 

these definitions appears to acknowledge a difference between Clinical Health Workers and 

Community Health Workers, nor do either of them indicate what exact qualification is 

required to be recognised as a health worker. It is understandable that there is confusion about 

the role among many in health services, particularly given the majority of other roles in 

health service are clearly defined and quite narrow in scope.  Efforts have been made in 

recent years to develop and implement a national training and standardised qualification 

system for the profession of health worker however this is ongoing and at present standards 

vary from state to state considerably.  Despite the differences mentioned here in training, role 

and scope it is undeniable that Aboriginal Health Workers and practitioners play an 

indispensable role in Aboriginal health across all states and territories (Queensland ABS, 

2011; AHMAC, 2016).  At least some of the burden of recruitment and retention of 



Aboriginal Health Workers can be placed on the training and job role confusions that exist 

around the profession. However, it is clear that this is not the only apparent stressor. 

Burnout and other work associated wellbeing concerns are high among health 

professionals in general, however given the thin spread of Aboriginal workers, the higher 

rates of health service need among Aboriginal people and the impact of working and living in 

community it is to be expected that worker wellbeing impacts are likely to be higher for 

Aboriginal workers (Bennett & Zubrzycki, 2003).  This not only impacts on those currently 

in the workforce but is likely to act as a deterrent to community members desiring to take up 

health care–based work in their communities. For those wishing to enter the field there are 

barriers abound from the point of first trying to access training and registration through to the 

numerous risks of undertaking health work in the community in which you live or are 

connected. 

Training for Aboriginal Health Workers has been difficult for many to access.  Often 

people are required to leave their communities and their families to undertake training in 

more urban areas (Hill et al., 2018).  This in and of itself can impact heavily upon the SEWB 

of the person and on that of the family members they leave behind.  If workers manage to 

access and complete training, there can then often be difficulties in obtaining recognition and 

registration.  If registration is achieved the newly graduated worker is likely to face further 

hurdles in obtaining employment. Many communities do not have a community health 

service and others that do generally have limited resources so jobs may not be available.  The 

new graduate in this field may then need to consider moving from the community to locations 

where employment may be more readily available.  In such instances it is likely to leave the 

worker experiencing disconnection from their family, community, and possibly country, 

culture and lore.   

Conversely if work is accessed in the community of origin there is likely a further set 

of challenges that the worker may face working and living in community, a lot of the time 

with one’s own family members, brings forth inherent difficulties. Participants of the current 

study mentioned the following concerns. Working in a job role where you are expected to 

service everyone, doing work that ignores lore–based practices of purposeful separation such 

as avoiding “poison cousins” can be problematic on a personal and professional level. 

Additionally, the frequency and high turn–over of the FIFO consultants can promote notions 

of change fatigue. Moreover perceiving that cultural needs are frequently ignored by 



employers, are disrespected by non–Indigenous workers who do not understand the 

importance of the role., One worker offered the following frustration of observing the remote 

area nurses or GPs return home to their generally very well kept funded housing while as a 

community member they had no access to such housing, furthering that the awareness that 

they are also receiving significantly higher income was  exceptionally confronting. 

Consequently since at least 2006 agencies such as the National Rural Health Alliance have 

consistently stated that in order to improve recruitment and retention of Aboriginal Health 

Workers the concerns listed above (and more) must to be attended to. 

Career pathways are not clearly defined for Aboriginal Health Workers in most 

jurisdictions.  Aboriginal Health Workers typically gain employment as an Aboriginal Health 

Worker and often remain at the same ‘level’ throughout their careers as a health worker. 

Several projects are currently under way by the Lowitja Institute investigating such concerns 

and possible strategies for moving forward. Several participants of this thesis explained their 

frustrations around limited progression pathways being available.  Some issues raised 

included:  Each service may have very limited opportunities for progression to senior health 

worker roles that all the health workers can aspire to achieve to; Beyond this there is often 

very little progression available for the Health Worker due to “not being able to take time out 

for further training”.  Another participant explained that even in jurisdictions such as the 

Northern Territory where career pathways are more defined and available for health workers, 

it can remain difficult for an already working health worker to undertake further higher 

education and training, as often the salary from the health work is required to sustain the 

respective worker’s family.  As Aboriginal peoples generally associate with more collective 

notions of being than many other Australians do, the perceived selfishness required (both 

mentally and financially) to leave for work and study is often perceived as one that is likely 

to be too onerous for the family.  This then leaves Aboriginal Health workers stuck at their 

lowly rewarded ‘level’ within health care systems - an experience which has been 

documented as facilitating feelings of hopelessness and a sense of disvalue among Aboriginal 

Health Workers (Stanley, 2008).

At present there is limited research conducted into the overall SEWB of Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander Health Workers beyond recruitment and retention concerns.  To 

date there has largely there been a focus on service offered and outcomes achieved for 

general Aboriginal community whilst failing to attend to the workforce itself that largely 



undertakes the care work.  However several reviews undertaken by those in the field of 

SEWB argue that turnover rates of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff are high in 

health services and that work associated stressors are great (Duraisingam, Roche, Trifonoff, 

& Tovell, 2011; Gleadle et al., 2011; Tregenza & Abbott, 1995).  The existence of higher 

than expected levels of turnover and burnout amongst these workers is further supported by 

Roche et al (2013) and NCETA (2010) in which it is reported that Aboriginal Drug and 

Alcohol workers experience higher rates of burnout and appear to have higher turnover rates 

than other drug and alcohol workers. The currently available research and reviews of 

Aboriginal health workforce wellbeing tend to discuss issues of burnout, compassion fatigue, 

vicarious trauma and workplace stressors from Westernised frameworks that, while well 

researched for certain populations, do not fully capture the experiences of the Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander workforce from a culturally informed lens.   

4.6 Yilaathu (Currently/now) 

It has been the experience of the current researcher, who is also member of the 

workforce at question that many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander SEWB workers will 

discuss knowing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander colleagues or other community 

members who have ‘burnt out’ and even attempted or managed to harm themselves due to 

work related stressors causing SEWB disturbances. Alarmingly all workers involved in the 

current thesis spoke of such concerns.  Many also spoke of workplace training or programs 

around self– care that they did not feel were beneficial as they were reported as Western and 

individualist based and this is difficult to relate to from their own culture.  For instance, an 

Aunty involved in the present research disclosed that she was feeling very overwhelmed at 

work and that she was instructed to engage with the organisations Employee Assistance 

Provider (EAP).  Aunty was engaged with a non–Indigenous psychologist via the 

organisation. Aunty explained that the Psychologist whilst being very polite, had very limited 

understanding of Aboriginal culture and community and therefore could not fully understand 

the issues she was facing being a worker and a community member related to many in 

community. The Psychologist reportedly tried to encourage Aunty to ‘leave work at work as 

much as possible’ and to understand her ‘burnout and compassion fatigue’ as an issue related 

to her ‘connecting too personally’ to her work.  Aunty explained, “I’m related to nearly 

everyone in this community in one shape or form and those I’m not related to, I still love. So, 

to be told I should leave it at work and I’m too connected and this is my problem seemed 



ridiculous to me. As ya can imagine I didn’t go back after the second meeting.” Without 

culturally based explanations, bound in concepts of lore/law common to Aunty (if these 

exist), of why these things may be important to her wellbeing, they were of limited benefit 

and even more detrimental to Aunty’s wellbeing. 

Another worker yarned about a ‘resilience’ based program they had recently 

undertaken in their workplace (hospital).  They explained the program was great and the 

facilitator was excellent. That they had taken much from it and that it would be of benefit to 

them dealing with organisational issues such as discrimination in the workplace and the 

unfortunate exposure to loss of life inherent in their work. Yet they didn’t know how relevant 

it was to their life outside of work and that the majority of their stress in work actually began 

outside of work with family and community.  They explained that it was challenges for 

family or community that impacted on their wellbeing and that they then themselves had less 

capacity to “deal with” common workplace stressors.  This worker added that it was “this 

stuff” that they found it difficult to find “culturally appropriate” support for.  

Issues associated with colonisation are well documented as contributing factors to 

SEWB disturbances for Aboriginal peoples (Dudgeon et al., 2014; Marmot, 2011; S. R. 

Zubrick et al., 2014). Australia, as a signatory to ‘The Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples (2009) has at least a moral if not an internationally recognised human rights obligation 

to not only provide Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples with access to quality 

healthcare facilities across the continent but also to respect and support the right of these 

peoples to use and maintain their own traditional and contemporary health systems. Within this 

there is the inherent need to support, maintain and protect the wellbeing of the workforce that 

largely tends to the needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. As previously 

established, this is predominantly Aboriginal people. 

What we are doing to support, maintain and protect this workforce presently is not 

working (as evidenced by the related burnout and turnover rates) and if we continue to think 

and do the same little positive change is likely to occur. The anecdotal or natural testimony of 

workers reporting SEWB disturbances in the workforce heavily suggests that at grassroots 

level the true burdens of working in the field are known and this information is pertinent to 

developing strategies to better assist and protect the wellbeing of these workers. Research 

around Aboriginal SEWB suggests a return to notions of lore and culture is protective for the 

wellbeing of Aboriginal peoples (Dockery, 2010).  The UN Declaration supports the ongoing 



recording and development of Indigenous ways of knowing and being as means of ensuring 

the ongoing survival of Indigenous peoples and their societies.  The Coalition of Australian 

Governments (COAG) has committed to Closing the Gap in health disparity among 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples; this must therefore naturally include the 

wellbeing of our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workforce. Capturing stories of the 

workers, examining yarns and identifying lore and culture–based explanations of risk and 

protection to be able to theorise how we may better plan to support this important workforce 

is the focus of the current study. 

Of the workers who do identify as Aboriginal and/ or Torres Strait Islander there is a 

varying degree of understanding and experience of being Aboriginal and or Torres Strait 

Islander.  Given the historical issues Australia’s First Peoples have faced due to colonisation, 

such as cultural genocide, there is likely to be a proportion of this workforce who have 

limited understanding of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander lore and culture.  It is therefore 

argued here that the number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers working in the 

health fields who have a strong connection to lore is likely to be relatively low.  This is by no 

means the fault of these workers as lore-based knowledge is not readily available for many 

peoples who identify as Aboriginal and/or Torres strait Islander. However, there is a level of 

lore and cultural ‘revival’ sweeping the country at present, making opportunities to learn 

more in–depth aspects of lore and culture available for many.  The holistic wellbeing of our 

Aboriginal Health and Community Service workforce could greatly benefit from observing 

ways in which we engaged and worked with each other prior to the insidious process of 

colonisation. 

Moreover, the health workforce research to date is largely void of a prominent 

Aboriginal voice.  Issues spoken of are in terms that are often irrelevant to Aboriginal 

Workers or are purely examined from a single Eurocentric viewpoint.  Even when Aboriginal 

workers and their wellbeing is being discussed it is done in a manner that is frequently 

dismissive of a separate cultural lens, in turn systematically silencing the Aboriginal 

experience as relevant and Aboriginal knowledge as being of value. 

Accordingly, this thesis endeavours to add to the worker wellbeing discourse with the 

Aboriginal experience presented as paramount via examining mechanisms of risk and 

protection of wellbeing for Aboriginal Health and Community Service Workers from a lore 

and culture perspective. In doing so the aim of this research is to give back to workers what 



for many was taken away: the positive and protective knowledge of our traditional ways of 

knowing and being that allowed us to work for each other and with each other across multiple 

millennia that are barely measurable in terms of our present global societies. And to do so 

without the burden of burnout, the need for excessive sick leave, without the promotion of 

negative community relationships and competitiveness, and most importantly, without feeling 

like we are of limited value. 

“We are the oldest living cultures in the world. Deep down we know how to live and 

how to live well with each other and others. We just have to allow ourselves to do it.” 

Elder, research participant, 2015 

 

 

 

 

  



5 Minya–nhama yilaathu winanga: what is already ‘known’: Factors of 

influence and outcomes of Worker wellbeing 

5.1 Introduction 

Over 7000 Australians are rewarded workers compensation annually due to workplace 

driven mental health conditions, costing upwards of $540, 000 000 (Safe Work Australia, 

2018). Workplace stress often leads to experiences of depression, burnout and other clinical 

mental health concerns (Khamisa, Oldenburg, Peltzer, & Ilic, 2015; Theorell et al., 2015). 

While there are many recognised personal and professional benefits to working as a health 

professional (Donoso, Demerouti, Hernández, Moreno-Jiménez, & Cobo, 2015), providing 

care for others is understood to be stressful and at times personally grinding work (Delgado, 

Upton, Ranse, Furness, & Foster, 2017; Riley & Weiss, 2016). As such health professionals 

are known to experience high levels of emotional labour, often leading to experiences of 

burnout, compassion fatigue and vicarious trauma. Across health professions globally, cases 

of reported experience of burnout, compassion fatigue, vicarious trauma or other forms of 

significant workplace mental health concerns largely termed ‘burnout syndrome’ is regarded 

as being at ‘epidemic’ proportions (Dyrbye et al., 2017). Partially, the personal toll to the 

professional can be accounted for in normal stresses associated with ‘caring’ work. However, 

it has been suggested that the more health services move towards holistic care and therefore 

expect practitioners to have more emotionally laden connections with their clients and 

patients, the more they are likely to experience the negative impacts of emotional labour 

(Karimi, Leggat, Donohue, Farrell, & Couper, 2014).  Further to this point, Aboriginal health 

and community services workers often have strong connections with those they are caring for 

through family and community ties, and this may leave this workforce more exposed to the 

impacts of emotional labour. 

There is extensive research into the pathways towards and causes of these experiences 

for health professionals (Cañadas-De la Fuente et al., 2015; Hall, Johnson, Watt, Tsipa, & 

O’Connor, 2016; Lheureux, Truchot, & Borteyrou, 2016; Wagaman, Geiger, Shockley, & 

Segal, 2015), however these are predominately presented from the perspective of dominant 

culture research.  To date there is little research that explains these experiences from an 

Aboriginal perspective, particularly from an Aboriginal lore framework or perspective.  

Navigating personal, interpersonal, job role, professional body, organisational and societal 

differences whilst dealing with experiences of ill–health, loss, grief and trauma can often be 



overwhelming (Roche, Duraisingam, Trifonoff, & Tovell, 2013).  Holmes (2006) suggests 

that ‘helping professionals’ will often be required to simultaneously juggle creating positive 

patient experiences, that at times can be difficult to manifest, with personal stressors, 

workplace demands and ongoing practical dilemmas.  Add to this the experience of being a 

member of a marginalised and often disconnected collective society that has unspoken but 

expected roles, responsibilities, obligations and accountabilities inherent to it and you have a 

heightened probability for increased episodes of what is frequently referred to in mainstream 

literature as compassion fatigue, vicarious trauma and burnout.  It is questionable whether the 

explanations well established for these documented conditions can fully account for the 

reasons behind or experiences of such for Aboriginal workers.  This chapter will discuss 

commonly researched issues of workforce wellbeing including mediating factors (work 

conditions, work environments) and potential outcomes for workers experiencing negative 

work conditions and work environments (burnout, compassion fatigue, vicarious trauma). 

5.1 Emotional Labour, Emotional Exhaustion and Emotional Intelligence 

Health care work requires emotional input.  The more health services strive to work 

from holistic perspectives the higher the emotional input becomes for the carer (Karimi et al., 

2014). Health care workers are often in situations throughout their career where decisions are 

required to be made that may challenge ‘normal’ emotional responses to situations (Smith, 

Profetto-McGrath, & Cummings, 2009). Health care and service work involves listening to, 

working with and to some level absorbing the pain and sadness experiences of those 

suffering. This absorption experience and the impact it has on carers is often referred to as 

‘emotional labour’.  Emotional labour has been described well as the energy spent supressing 

one’s own thoughts and feelings to effectively take care of another’s wellbeing (Edward, 

Hercelinskyj, & Giandinoto, 2017) and was first described by Hochschild (1983) over thirty 

years ago.  Hochschild’s work was essentially an extension of works instigated by Erving 

Goffman who examined the impact that organisational ‘norms’ had on worker behaviour in 

workplace environments.  Much of this work was released in his book ‘The presentation of 

self in everyday life’ which was released in the late 1950’s. Hochschild (1983) explained that 

employees, particularly in the ‘caring’ fields are impacted emotionally through the 

expectations to act in socially and organisationally desirable fashions as opposed to the 

experienced and desired way. Hochschild (1983) labelled this emotional dissonance. 



Many Aboriginal health and community service workers report that the obligatory 

relationship they have with their communities as both worker and community member leaves 

them exposed to community conflict, blame, shame, frequent loss and grief and that this is a 

significant source of emotional labour (Topp, Edelman, & Taylor, 2018; & Williams, 2003). 

These workers are often required to mask or at least filter their personal emotions in the work 

they undertake in their communities whilst absorbing much of the negativity that comes from 

such things as constant loss and grief, ongoing concern for others (Topp, Edelman, & Taylor, 

2018; & Williams, 2003) and, “Feeling like you are to blame” (research participant). 

Delgado et al.(2017) suggest emotional dissonance that arises from ‘surface acting’ 

can lead to stress and burnout. Aboriginal workers, having to work in systems and practices 

that do not necessarily match to the value structures of their largely collective based societies, 

are likely to be in a position to ‘surface act’ regularly. Topp et al. (2018) concluded that for 

Aboriginal health workers (AHWs) a clash between ‘horizontal organisational 

accountabilities’ such as reporting and biomedical driven clinical practice, and ‘downward 

community obligations’ such as the perceived requirement of ‘being everything for everyone’ 

and ‘being on–the–job 24/7’ seemingly lead to experiences of dissonance for AHW’s.   

Emotions are central to the cross–cultural experience. More specifically when we are in our 

own cultural surrounds, we naturally feel more content and at ease however, when we are in 

positions of cultural difference, we often feel foreign (Wawra, 2009).  Martin and Nakayama 

(2008) phrase this phenomenon, as a form of ‘embodied ethnocentrism’, suggesting that the 

greater one identifies with a particular culture and the environmental norms of that culture, 

the more difficult it may be for them to change spaces without experiencing psychological 

and/or physiological discomfort.   Morris and Feldman (1997) further that emotional labour is 

influenced by the frequency (how often the ‘act’ is expected to occur), intensity (how strong 

the ‘role’ needs to be acted out) and by the duration of which the ‘act’ needs to be upheld. 

Cynthia Delgado et al. (2017) suggests that within the field of nursing, strong resilience built 

through personal and professional development and education is a key factor in managing 

emotional dissonance. However further work is required to confirm if the resilience built in 

these ways is relevant to the management of emotional labour across other health fields. 

Resilience itself is a particularly challenging concept to define and quantify as all individual’s 

‘resilience’ will be experienced and expressed in different ways (Ungar, 2015).  Resilience 

built through what is recognised as personal and professional development from western 

understandings may not be as beneficial as resilience built on understanding and engaging 



with lore and culture for Aboriginal peoples.  It is plausible though that the presence of 

weakened resilience will lead to forms of emotional exhaustion for most. 

Emotional exhaustion, a well–established predictor of burnout (Brotheridge & 

Grandey, 2002; Christina Maslach & Leiter, 2016), occurs when emotional labour is high and 

emotional intelligence is limited (Gutierrez & Mullen, 2016).  It is widely accepted that the 

use of emotions in processing, particularly in thinking and decision making indicates the 

existence of a particular form of intelligence quite separate to other forms of identified 

intelligence (Goleman & Boyatzis, 2017; Peter, 2010; Smith et al., 2009).   

Emotional intelligence is understood as the ability to be aware of, to control and to 

express one’s emotions.  This includes how one manages interpersonal relationships fairly, 

maturely and empathetically (Goleman & Boyatzis, 2017). The term ‘emotional intelligence’ 

was first popularised by Goleman in 1995 with the author’s book titled such (Parker, 

Saklofske, Wood, Eastabrook, & Taylor, 2005; Smith et al., 2009). Other main influencers of 

emotional intelligence literature are Reuven Bar-On (2006) and the team of Mayey and 

Salovey (1997).  Goleman and Boyatzis (2017) argues for a model of emotional intelligence 

(EI) consisting of four domains and twelve distinct competencies (see figure 1).  Mayer and 

Salovey (1997) describe EI as a set of abilities including ability to perceive, appraise and 

express emotions, to access and process emotional information, to generate feelings 

associated with this information, to understand such feelings and to be able to self–regulate 

emotions for the purpose of personal growth. Bar-On (2006) utilises definitions of personal 

traits and abilities, further suggesting EI is the product of one’s personal traits and abilities 

that predicts emotional and social adaption in a given environment.  Consequently, there is 

both agreement and dispute over the exact nature of EI and how to measure such an element.  

What is largely agreed upon is the recognition that one’s natural state of EI can be moderated 

by many stressors including workplace, family, personal and relationship stress (Keefer, 

Saklofske, & Parker, 2018) suggesting EI is not fixed but rather fluid given circumstantial 

context. Fluctuations in EI are likely to have a flow on impact on both wellness of self and 

care for others.  High EI has been found to be associated to better reported job satisfaction 

and to lowered experiences of burnout (Navas & Vijayakumar, 2018).  Positive patient 

experiences are also reportedly mediated by job satisfaction and stress and experiences of 

burnout among health professionals with which they engage (Beauvais, Andreychik, Henkel, 

& Compassion, 2017). 



Not surprisingly EI has been linked in many studies as being an influencer on the 

practitioner–patient experience. Higher EI has been linked with greater tendencies for 

compassion empathy and care, all of which are desirables in health care fields (Nightingale, 

Slade, Sheen, & Spiby, 2018).  It is therefore understandable why so much attention has been 

applied to investigating EI in the health fields in recent years.  Many argue that measures of 

EI are however continually flawed and should not be the basis for recruitment strategies into 

health care. 

SELF AWARENESS SELF - MANAGEMENT SOCIAL AWARENESS RELATIONSHIP 

MANAGEMENT 

Emotional self-

awareness 

Emotional 

 self-control 

Empathy Influence 

Adaptability Coach and Mentor 

Achievement 

orientation 

Organisational 

awareness 

Conflict management 

Positive outlook Teamwork 

Inspirational 

leadership 

Table 3. Emotional Intelligence Domains and Competencies as published in Goleman 

& Boyatzis (2017) 

Some critiques of EI models further argue that they are unlikely to be valid as 

prescribed cross–culturally (Karim & Weisz, 2010), particularly when trying to apply 

individualistic notions to collectivist populations (Ekermans, 2009). Loiselle and Cassette 

(2001) remark on EI as being a Euro–American culturally bound construct that reflects an 

emphasis on introspection and psychological mindedness among health care professionals. 

By such arguing for its limited ability to be applied as a concept cross-culturally for this 

workforce. Parker, Saklofske, Shaughnessy, et al., 2005, despite finding potential empirical 

support for the generalisability of the EQ-i:YV’s 10four factor structure when used  cross–

10 EQ-i:YV’s or The Emotional Quotient Inventory: Youth Version (EQ-i YV) is a presented as a standardised 

measure for level of social and emotional functioning in children and adolescents, aged 7-18 years developed by 

Reuven Bar-On. 



culturally (Aboriginal vs. non–Aboriginal Americans and Canadians),  warn that as emotion 

can be heavily influenced by cultural norms that care should be used when attempting to 

measure EI in a cross–cultural context.   The researchers concluded that there were distinct 

group differences in overall EI as well as differences present across multiple domains of EI 

between the groups.  While EI tends to be focused around one’s capacity to understand and 

regulate the self, social intelligence (SI) appears to refer more specifically to one’s capacity 

to recognise, process and utilise emotional information of others and the effect that this then 

has on the self (Emmerling & Boyatzis, 2012).  

Goleman’s explanation of social intelligence is described in Wawra (2009) as the 

science of human relationship.  Goleman (2007) in the book Social intelligence: the new 

science of human relationship suggests social intelligence is compartmental being made up of 

‘social awareness’ and ‘social facility’.  It is suggested that those from high–context or more 

collectively based societies are likely to have greater innate social intelligence than those 

from low–context societies such as Western societies, as considering others is a more 

prominent part of the cultural context for those from high–context, collective based societies. 

Social awareness is described as the ability to ‘sense’ others, be it immediate perception of 

others through to the ability to sympathise and empathise with others. The work of Wawra 

(2009) appears largely to be in synch with the theories of Goleman.  Daniel Goleman (2006) 

further suggests social awareness is comprised of four primary elements, those being primal 

empathy, attunement, empathetic accuracy and social cognition. Each of these individual 

elements has a reported flow or interconnect with the others.  Interconnect has been used 

purposefully here to highlight that while each element may have a direct connection to 

another, all are interconnected beyond these first stage connections, allowing the full 

spectrum of social awareness to be activated.  Social facility is the means by which one 

engages in social presentation and interaction and is grounded in one’s social awareness.  

Social facility is suggested to also be the product of four key elements, those being 

synchrony, self-presentation, influence and concern (Daniel Goleman, 2006; Goleman, 2007) 

According to Goleman and Boyatzis (2008), humans demonstrate primal empathy 

when we ‘feel’ or sense the non–verbal communications of others.  It is suggested this is an 

automatic response driven by our ‘mirror neurons’ sub–consciously and almost 

instantaneously.  As mirror neurons are thought to “reflect” what we see or perceive, it is 

suggested that this process may provide explanation of the ‘contagion’ effect of emotions that 



people can experience.  This is a commonly proposed causal factor for compassion fatigue 

and vicarious trauma in health service workers (Boulanger, 2018). 

Attunement is defined by one’s ability to give their full attention to others, to be 

receptive to both verbal and non–verbal communications being created and to engage in 

listening to others rather than merely hearing (Gallese, Eagle, & Migone, 2007).  It is 

suggested by Goleman among others (Feiner-Homer, 2016; Geller & Porges, 2014) that when 

we are not well attuned we merely communicate through separate monologues, yet when 

attuned we are more responsive to the feelings and workings of the another.  Similarly, many 

spiritual teachings such as that of Buddhist monk Thik Nhat Hahn or that of the Dali Lama, 

who both talk of notions of attunement as being key to ‘present’ conversation, dialogue and 

engagement with self and another.  Mindfulness practices are another example of practicing 

attunement with self or other for the betterment of all involved in the event (Feiner-Homer, 

2016).   Daniel Goleman (2006) suggests that attunement is a foundation for positive rapport.  

Rapport is well documented as being a significant facilitator of positive and respectful 

relationships and central to patient satisfaction (Seikkula, Karvonen, Kykyri, Kaartinen, & 

Penttonen, 2015). 

By practicing both active listening (attunement) and primal empathy it is considered 

that empathetic accuracy can be enacted.  Empathetic accuracy is described as the process of 

cognitively reflecting on the intentions of another accurately, rather than reactively (Tooke, 

1988).  It is considered that empathetic accuracy requires activation of both the amygdala and 

neocortex (Goleman, 2006; Wawra, 2009), hence why it is considered an ‘intelligence’ 

element.  Often people will ‘act empathetically’ towards others however at times this 

empathy can be misguided by one’s own biases and the created empathy may therefore be 

problematic for the intended recipient.  To exemplify this suggestion, consider the 

experiences of Aboriginal Australians. It is well documented that numerous abhorrent events 

have occurred across colonised history to many Aboriginal peoples, which have left an 

indelible imprint on the wellbeing of Aboriginal peoples, families and communities today.  

Government policy reportedly driven by empathy such as that of the Northern Territory 

Emergency Response (currently known as ‘Stronger Futures’) is enacted as a ‘reactional’ 

response, further creating issues of wellbeing disturbance for many Territorian Aboriginal 

people, families and communities.  It would appear that limited empathetic accuracy has been 

utilised by those in positions of power here. 



5.2 Social ‘intelligence’ 

Social cognition is enhanced by the presence of the preceding three elements that 

comprise social awareness.  Social cognition is defined by one’s ability to analyse and decode 

social cues in order to then accurately process and determine how to respond appropriately in 

a given social situation Daniel Goleman (2006).  However, this may be a more challenging 

task in cross–cultural circumstances or for those from minority societies who are often 

expected to fulfil role and responsibility to both their own minority–based norms as well as 

those pertaining to the majority population.  It is suggested that this is then where strong 

social facility may be of most use. 

As mentioned, social facility is a composition of four elements, these being 

synchrony, self–presentation, influence and concern.  Synchrony refers to the coordination of 

non–verbal communications between communicators and is particularly concerned with non–

verbal behaviours within interactions (Atzil, Hendler, & Feldman, 2013).   Daniel Goleman 

(2006) describes synchrony as being integral to successful and harmonious interactions, 

adding that synchrony can be noticed when a person’s non–verbal behaviours during 

communications are ‘in–time’.  Examples of such may be people nodding, laughing, 

frowning or moving towards or away from each other in connection to the interaction, 

seemingly without fault and perceivably in tune to the flow or direction of the 

communication.  Given the cultural variance present in non–verbal communication norms 

synchrony may be impacted if acting parties have limited social awareness of the differing 

cultural representative.  Moreover, positive cross–cultural engagement is likely to require 

higher levels of self–presentation. 

Self–presentation is defined as the ability to observe one’s own social behaviour in 

order to present to others in a desirable or appropriate way (Tedeschi, 2013).  Synchrony is 

increased when self–presentation is practised (Manusov, 1992). Monitoring and controlling 

self–presentation requires a level of emotional intelligence, particularly the ability to identify, 

manage and control one’s own emotions in a given situation.  As an educator in the health 

fields I have often noticed the ‘culture shock’ and subsequent behaviours from such an 

experience that health students display when undertaking rural or remote based work with 

Aboriginal peoples, families and communities.  This is frequently typified by students being 

overwhelmed by cultural, environmental and other contextual differences, becoming 

reactional thus reducing mindfulness regarding their own presentation and the awareness of 



how these reactional presentations may be perceived by those with whom they are working.  

It could also be argued that this may be the case at times for Aboriginal workers working 

within mainstream settings.  The cultural differences, be these personal, professional or 

organisational along with personal, transgenerational or intergenerational experience, may at 

times lead the worker to become reactional to an event or situation in the workplace, in turn 

impacting upon the worker’s capacity to monitor and control self–presentation.  In both of 

these scenarios, a worker’s wellbeing is likely to be compromised as is their ability to fulfil 

their role and responsibility within their given position. Self–presentation directly impacts on 

one’s capacity for social influence. 

Social Influence is the element of social facility that is suggested to be responsible for 

enabling one’s ability to impose constructive influence on a social situation (Bandura & 

processes, 1991). It requires the use of all the elements of social awareness and previous 

mentioned elements of social facility to successfully enact - particularly the elements of self–

control, empathy and social cognition (Wawra, 2009).  The ability to influence a social 

engagement is important in health fields as often those seeking care are in heightened states 

of arousal or lowered states of awareness that may be impacting on their ability to act calmly 

or protectively of themselves.  Health care providers therefore may need to be able to hold 

positive influence over the engagement to control the situation successfully, in turn protecting 

the self and the client/ patient.  Being a positive influence on a situation is likely to require 

concern for others, be that in an individual engagement or on a larger societal or population 

level. 

Concern may be phrased as the ability to sense or feel the need or help of others. 

Enacting positive concern requires high levels of empathy accuracy to be present (Hojat, 

2016). An area of increasing interest in the literature of late has been that of empathic 

concern or the emotions one experiences and expresses due to perceived concern of another 

(Zickfeld, Schubert, Seibt, & Fiske, 2017).  It is suggested that the presence of concern 

differentiates social intelligence, particularly the element of influence from manipulation 

(Daniel Goleman, 2006). For instance, a manager that engages with high levels of ‘concern’ 

is more likely to be acting in a way that is supportive and protective for the employee they are 

managing rather than that of the self or organisational position. Crucially, ‘concern’, along 

with many other elements of social awareness and facility logically require emotional input 

and intelligence, meaning that EI and SI can be seen as interlocked and inseparable.  Many of 



the more contemporary emotional intelligence related theories are therefore labelled 

Emotional Social Intelligence (ESI) (Bar-On, 2006). 

Research regarding health practitioners has found mixed results regarding the 

relationship between EI and burnout with the majority of studies concluding high EI is a 

protective factor against burnout (Petrides, 2017).   However, a study by Năstasă and Fărcaş 

(2015) investigating the relationship between EI and burnout amongst doctors and nurses in a 

hospital setting found no significant correlation between levels of burnout (as a whole) 

among health professionals and levels of EI development. Interestingly this same study did 

however find a positive correlation between EI and certain dimensions of burnout, leaving 

researchers to declare that in their study, the development of EI among health professionals 

significantly reduced workers tendencies to perceive themselves as incompetent in their work 

and incapable of achieving their goals.  While the author of the current thesis does not 

support the empirical quantification of emotional or social intelligence as sound 

organisational practice or regard such practice as valid across the spectrum of human 

experience and diversity, the author does suggest that elements of both emotional and social 

intelligence as described in this chapter may be useful in explaining human interactions, 

situations, events and human and societal responses to these.  

In line with this postulation, it is recognised that emotions are important factors in 

how humans process and react to both positive and negative experiences.  Actioning and 

regulating emotions naturally consume energy (requires conscious effort). The more we are 

involved in situations where emotional regulation and management is required (emotional 

labour), the more energy we are likely to use.  This may lead to emotional exhaustion in 

some.  Emotional exhaustion is characterised by the depletion of arousing emotional states 

commonly experienced by those in high ‘giving’ fields such as health work (Bartram, 

Casimir, Djurkovic, Leggat, & Stanton, 2012). Emotional exhaustion can result from 

perceptions or experiences of heavy workloads, a lack of support, mis– management, 

frequent high emotional engagement and a heightened and persistent level of job stress 

(Clements-Cortés, 2006; Jacobs & Fowler, 1998; Christina Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 

2001). 

It has been shown across multiple health professions that workers who experience 

high levels of emotional labour are prone to emotional exhaustion therefore more likely to 

disengage from workplace and profession (Bartram et al., 2012; Karimi et al., 2014; 



Lamothe, Boujut, Zenasni, & Sultan, 2014).  Roche et al. (2013) established that as many as 

one in 10 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander alcohol and other drug (AOD) workers 

experienced emotional exhaustion, and whilst this may appear quite low, it should be 

recognised that only 6% of non–Indigenous workers in this field reported experiencing 

emotional exhaustion.  This suggests that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples are 

almost twice as likely to experience emotional exhaustion than others working in the field.  

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers are often in situations where perceptions or 

experiences of many of the drivers for emotional exhaustion are present in their day–to–day 

work (Roche et al., 2013).  Further still such workers are frequently working alongside 

family, friends or others they share connections with from community; they largely share 

collectivist based values that lead to more collective based experiences, including emotional 

experiences and stressors; they often work in situations where they are under resourced, 

trained or equipped; are working in systems that are not culturally informed and under 

managers often who also do not share high levels of social or cultural intelligence. 

Recognition of these unique factors may help to explain the higher levels of reported burnout 

amongst this group of workers. 

5.3 Burnout 

“No one’s getting better. The system sucks and I don’t want to be part of it anymore.” 

(Research participant) 

Burnout is commonly categorised as a multifaceted psychological condition that 

presents with many cognitive and physical symptoms (Maslach & Leiter, 2016).  Typically 

characterised by emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation and a reduced level of self–ability 

or perceived worth in the workplace, burnout can have prolonged negative personal and 

professional implications for workers (Maslach, 2017). Not surprisingly burnout has 

increasingly become recognised in recent years as a chronic condition due to the overall 

impact it appears to have on individuals and further on workplace productivity and financial 

systems (Taris, Le Blanc, Schaufeli, & Schreurs, 2005).  

The term burnout emerged in the human service literature around forty years ago and 

was concerned largely with the toll on workers involved in fields where human relationships 

were central to the work such as in health or social service provision and teaching. Christina 

Maslach (1982) an early pioneer in the field and the developer of the Maslach Burnout 



Inventory (MBI), considers burnout to be defined by the presence of emotional exhaustion, 

depersonalisation, limited perception of personal accomplishment, the presence of cynicism 

and impaired professional efficacy.  The MBI is a well–researched tool used by many 

organisations and therapists to measure burn-out.   

Pines and Aronson (1988, p.9) as presented in Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998, p. 32), 

suggest burnout as a “state of physical, emotional and psychological, exhaustion resulting 

from chronic exposure to (or practice with) populations that are vulnerable or suffering.”   

Schaufeli and Enzmann (1998) argue that the Pines definition is a ‘state’ based 

definition that lacks acknowledgement of the process of burnout.  The authors offer a more 

comprehensive definition of burnout that builds on that of Maslach (Schaufeli & Enzmann, 

1998), a fault of this definition however it may be argued is that it positions burnout as 

something that is only work related without acknowledging the challenges people may face in 

repetitive, stressful non-paid occupation 

“Burnout is a persistent, negative, work related state of mind in ‘normal’ individuals 

that is primarily characterised by exhaustion, which is accompanied by distress, a sense of 

reduced effectiveness, decreased motivation, and the development of dysfunctional attitudes 

and behaviours at work.  This psychological condition develops gradually but may remain 

unnoticed for a long period of time for the individual involved.” (Schaufeli & Enzmann, 

1998., p.36) 

Research by Wachholtz and Rogoff (2013) found that there is a possible link between 

spirituality and experiences of burnout, finding that medical students who actively engage in 

a spiritual or religious practice are less likely to report symptoms of burn-out.  This finding is 

supported by the fact that several medical school programs in America have included 

spiritual considerations in their programs as a means of improving ‘wellness’ among students 

(Saadat, Lin & Kain, 2010; Wachholtz & Rogoff, 2013).  The investigation of burnout among 

clergy further suggests that spirituality is an important notion of wellbeing to be considered, 

along with working in a position of servitude to community (Chandler, 2008). Duraisingam, 

Roche, Trifonoff & Tovell (2010), despite finding low levels of burn–out among participants, 

propose that a multitude of SEWB factors may lead to burnout experiences for Aboriginal 

alcohol and drug workers. 



A combination of the above burnout definitions along with the work around more 

broad elements of wellbeing and burnout aligns closely with prominent Aboriginal 

perspectives of social and emotional wellbeing (SEWB) and the holistic toll of distress upon 

overall SEWB (Gee, Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart, & Kelly, 2014).  The social and emotional 

wellbeing model presented by Gee and colleagues (2014) suggests that individual and 

external experiences impact on wellbeing.  Burnout by this definition could then be driven by 

multiple individual and collective factors.  

The combination of these perspectives on burnout is summarised for the purposes of 

the current research as: burnout is a persistent, negative, work related state of mind in 

individuals that is primarily characterised by exhaustion, distress, a sense of reduced 

effectiveness, decreased motivation, and the development of dysfunctional attitudes and 

behaviours at work, home or in the community that may lead to disconnection from elements 

of wellbeing important to a person.  Burnout is influenced by bio-psycho-social-spiritual-

cultural factors and is driven by both internal and external factors.   

The role of both individual and organisational factors contributing to burnout of 

health and community service workers is well documented (Natasha Khamisa, Peltzer, & 

Oldenburg, 2013; Wagaman et al., 2015). Schaufeli and Enzmann (2006) propose that 

burnout is driven by conflicts of intention and reality within the workplace, alluding to the 

conflicts that can often exist between an individual’s expectations of their role and/or 

profession and that of the practical reality of the work or profession.  Conflicts between an 

individual’s expectations and organisational practices often lead to experiences of frustration, 

confusion, disappointment and anger that can in turn impact on the wellbeing of the worker.  

It is frequently the result of an accumulation of such challenges over time, rather than the 

result of a single acute incident and becomes more apparent as one’s resilience to everyday 

work stressors is diminished due to over exposure to difficult work situations, emotionally 

challenging situations and experiences of perceived disrespect (Wagaman et al., 2015).  

Within some service professions, such as social work, where emotional engagement with 

clients is constantly required, it has been suggested that the greatest risk factor for burnout for 

practitioners is in itself human service work (Newell & MacNeil, 2010). 

The ‘condition’ of burnout as such has been marred by support and controversy over 

the past forty years.  Much of the debate has been stirred by the ongoing battle of top–down, 

largely empirically based research on the topic that often conflicts with that of the bottom–up, 



experience-based research from which the term originated (Maslach et al., 2001).  Consensus 

though lies in the recognition that burnout has a significant impact on individuals and 

workplaces and that it is predominately driven by socio–organisational factors (Maslach & 

Leiter, 2017) such as social environments of the workplace and organisational policy and 

procedure.  At an individual level the experience of burnout is largely characterised by the 

presence of the three factors of (1) overwhelming fatigue or exhaustion, (2) the formation of 

cynicism towards the job, workplace or profession, and (3) feelings of inadequacy in the 

profession or role (Leiter & Maslach, 2009; Maslach, 2017;Maslach & Ozer, 1995). 

The noted fatigue or exhaustion factor relates to the experience of being depleted in 

either or both physical or cognitive energy due to work related overload or overextension 

(Cañadas-De la Fuente et al., 2015; Maslach & Leiter, 2017; Maslach et al., 2001).  Workers 

often report feeling over worked, under resourced, being ‘under the pump’, and 

overwhelmed.  Many will speak of a perceived loss of work–life balance and of feeling 

consumed by their work.  Our key performance indicator (KPI) driven work environments 

often lead to workers feeling overly pressured to meet targets that at times can seem 

insurmountable and at the very least, unrealistic.   

Work related cynicism is characterised by negative affect towards a role, workplace 

or profession (Hakanen, Bakker, & Schaufeli, 2006).  Expressions of workplace cynicism 

often lay downstream from experiences of work–related exhaustion. It has been explained as 

being the negative consequence of perceived self–protection in the face of overload or 

exhaustion (Maslach & Leiter, 2017).  Often, self–protection leads to a negative perspective 

upon all that the work involves.  For instance, this could be towards others in the workplace, 

others in the field or towards the field itself.  The dissemination of this negative energy then 

further impacts negatively upon others connected to the situational environment as well as on 

the organisation itself.  Compassion fatigue is one such cynicism related experience that 

many practitioners struggle with that is frequently directed at both clients, colleagues and 

towards the organisation as a whole. 

Feelings of inadequacy or inefficiency in the workplace are further key indicators of 

the presence of burnout for a worker. These experiences tend to become apparent after 

exhaustion sets in and cynicism takes hold (Maslach, 2017; Maslach & Leiter, 2017; Maslach 

et al., 2001).  Inadequacy is the overwhelming experience of feeling like one is not capable of 

performing their role, of bringing about change or of completing tasks that once felt 



achievable (Alessandri et al., 2018).  It is often exacerbated by resource issues, guideline 

restrictions, a lack of support and social capital in the workplace (Maslach & Leiter, 2017).  

A professional who is feeling inadequate may question their professional self and further 

question the profession as a whole, leading to a perception of loss of control, confidence and 

self–worth, all of which are strong precursors for and symptoms of depression.  A practitioner 

or other human service provider may, due to their lowered state of self and the toll taken on 

their defences, be more prone to absorb the negative experiences of others having a 

significant impact on their ability to cope.  Vicarious trauma is one such experience of 

negative energy transference commonly documented and linked to burnout. 

As evidenced by the previous discussion, burnout is a complex issue with many 

compounding variables that often leads to the development of the condition in health 

professionals.  It is driven by both individual and organisational factors and frequently 

develops when working with clients regularly who experience social determinant deficits or 

injustices (Kamath et al., 2017).  Burnout generally begins with professional exhaustion, 

followed by cynicism and compounded by experiences of inadequacy that undermine a 

person’s concept of self.  It is both driven by and produces ongoing psychological distress 

that at times can lead to the formation of further serious mental health conditions such as 

clinical depression.  It is intensified by and at times exacerbates a person’s susceptibility to 

the traumatic experiences of others and is intrinsically linked to practitioners’ experiences of 

both compassion fatigue and vicarious trauma.  

5.4 Compassion fatigue 

“Brotha, I just don’t care anymore. Actually no, I can’t care anymore.” (Research 

participant) 

Human to human fields of work require energy exchanges.  These are thoughts, 

expressions and actions that are transacted through an often unknown or at least unmentioned 

reciprocal bond between two or more human beings.  Health work is an area where these 

exchanges happen constantly and continuously, often with one side of the relationship 

seemingly having more to ‘give’ than the other.  Compassion is an exchange from one to 

another driven by empathy or sympathy that compels a health or social worker to assist or 

help the ‘suffering’ other in an effort to alleviate that suffering.  Many people struggle to 



understand the differences between empathy, sympathy and compassion and use the words 

interchangeably.  They are however three distinctly different emotive processes.   

Empathy can be defined as viscerally experiencing the experiences of others (Davis, 

2018).  This means to deeply feel the experience as if it was one’s own.  It is a personal 

recreation of the experience of other causing an emotional attachment to that experience, 

despite not currently ‘living’ the actual experience of the other (Batson, Ahmad, Lishner, & 

Tsang, 2016).  Sometimes this occurs through exposure. For instance, a Fire Rescue Worker 

may better understand the fear of being in a burning house that is being explained by 

someone they rescued due to their own exposure to that or other burning houses.  More often 

though humans construct from memories or images that they can relate to the experiences 

described by another (Davis, 2018). For instance, a psychologist who works in the space of 

trauma recovery may be able to viscerally understand the pain of their client through 

imagining the traumatic event happening to themselves.  This constructed view will likely 

have been formed by the practitioner from multiple recounted memories along with the 

stories shared from multiple clients with them. However even though the practitioner may 

feel like they can experience the suffering of the other, it is likely not a true representation of 

the other’s suffering.  It is merely an emotional response to the recreated experience of the 

other.  Many will phrase this with the adage, “Put yourself in their shoes.” Aboriginal peoples 

share many experiences and memories.  Some of these are not positive and often there is 

ongoing reminders of negative events, situations, policies and experiences that may arise in 

the day–to–day work undertaken by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health and 

community services workforce.  For instance, a Health Worker that has had to witness many 

close family members passing from chronic diseases such as CVD is likely to be reminded of 

these losses on a day–to–day basis in the work they do, caring for people who are also 

experiencing chronic illness.   

Empathy is not something that can always be produced.  Some may not be able to 

experience the suffering of others at times, however, may still demonstrate awareness of or 

ability to acknowledge the reported suffering that the person is experiencing.  This process 

defines sympathy.  For instance, a young graduate caucasian health practitioner who has not 

witnessed or experienced close and significant loss may not be in a position to produce 

empathy for an Aboriginal colleague who is struggling with the frequency of Aboriginal 

people presenting with late stage chronic disease issues to the local hospital.  This is unlikely 



out of malice or due to low emotional intelligence. Rather a more likely explanation is simply 

due to it not being a relatable experience for the young health practitioner.  The young health 

practitioner can however still experience and exhibit sympathy for their colleague.  

Accordingly, sympathy occurs when one cannot ‘put themselves in the shoes of 

another’, whilst still being aware or acknowledging the other is suffering because of the 

experiences they report to have had.  When a family member is unwell, we might send a 

sympathy card to them, that is us acknowledging that we understand and feel for the fact they 

are suffering, we do not however necessarily experience their pain or suffering ourselves. It is 

largely a cognitive process of understanding a detached experience and engaging with 

emotional intelligence (Serrat, 2017). 

Emotional reactions drive both sympathy and empathy, meaning both require 

emotional intelligence in order for one to create these.  Compassion is an emotionally driven 

act crucial to ‘care’ work.  Compassion can be driven by either sympathy or empathy and is 

the compelling experience of having to do something, or to act, when experiencing empathy 

or sympathy around a situation (Singer & Klimecki, 2014).  In the case of health 

professionals this is the motivation to assist patients or clients with their healing.  In the case 

of a surgeon this may be to undertake surgery on a patient to alleviate a determined cause of 

suffering.  For a counsellor it may be the act of simply compassionately listening.  This may 

not seem like a significant action however, listening requires conscious action on behalf of 

the listener. Genuine attending and deep listening do not simply occur in any instance. Such a 

practice requires the listener be actively involved in meaningful consideration of the 

information being put forward and to simultaneously remain connected to the producer of 

that information. All health care workers are involved in the production of compassion, many 

in multiple ways, some more consciously than others and some more frequently due to the 

simple nature of their work (Burridge, Winch, Kay, & Henderson, 2017; S. Sinclair et al., 

2016)  With the need for compassion so pertinent and frequent in healing and caring work it 

is understandable that many in these areas of work experience compassion fatigue (Sorenson, 

Bolick, Wright, & Hamilton, 2016). 

Compassion fatigue has been a prominent topic in worker wellbeing literature since 

the mid 1990’s.  First coined by Joinson in 1992 to describe the loss of ability to nurture by 

nurses (Hunsaker, Chen, Maughan, & Heaston, 2015), compassion fatigue broadly explains 

the inability for care givers to continue caring.  Figley (1995) suggest that compassion fatigue 



forms due to the accumulation of primary, secondary and vicarious traumatic stressors 

associated with work related human experience exchanges that are often distressing. 

The persistent need for caregivers such as those working in the health professions to 

produce compassion and to give to the client or patient can often lead to professionals 

experiencing emotional drain or exhaustion and to at times become cynical towards those, 

they perceived to have left them drained.  Often compassion fatigue may be associated with 

burnout and while the two conditions can manifest in similar ways and share many of the 

same symptoms, burnout generally does not come from a place of active empathy as with the 

experience of compassion fatigue (Hunsaker et al., 2015).  Compassion fatigue develops 

through the constant action of compassion, driven by sympathy or empathy, while burnout 

may have many other contributing factors, many of which are external such as organisational 

structures and work conditions.   

Geoffrion, Morselli, and Guay (2016) propose that, since compassion fatigue is a 

condition formed on the basis of perceived ongoing stress, exposure must have a cognitive 

element.  Perceived stress is based on an individual assessment of what is stressful.  Not all 

workers will assess all situations as equally stressful and therefore not all interactions with 

clients or patients are going to be experienced as stressful.  The judgement of what is stressful 

is formed based on a culmination of individual interpretations of the event, both individual 

and collective historical experiences, and individually assessed levels of exposure.  Another 

factor mediating formation of compassion fatigue is profession identity (Geoffrion et al. 

2016).  These researchers argue that the meanings associated with worker roles are likely to 

influence the level of stress a worker associates with particular situations.  In essence, 

Geoffrion et. al. (2016) suggest a child safety officer may expect certain challenges 

associated with their specific role that may lead them to not be as stressed by the presence of 

the event as a worker outside that professional identity may be (stress experienced by 

emergency service response team to a trauma incident as compared to a teacher).  

Furthermore, a worker who feels work undertaken in a role is not consistent with the 

professional identity they have associated with that role may be more prone to experience 

stress. For example, a child safety officer who feels like they are legislatively obliged to 

undertake the removal of a child despite personally not feeling as a professional that it is in 

the best interest of the child is likely to experience undue stress from the event.   



As with burnout, there is evidence that compassion fatigue can lead practitioners to 

resign from their role or to leave their profession entirely (Wilson, 2019).  Workers impacted 

by compassion fatigue frequently report not having the energy to go on and to struggle to 

continue to work empathetically (Sinclair, Raffin-Bouchal, Venturato, Mijovic-Kondejewski, 

& Smith-MacDonald, 2017). Further, compassion fatigue amongst workers can lead to 

reduced levels of care and more negative experiences for clients/ patients (Wilson, 2019). 

Compassion fatigue in health and community service workers, particularly those working 

with people impacted by trauma is often compounded by vicarious trauma. 

5.5 Vicarious Trauma 

“It’s poisoned me, you know? It’s in my head now.” (Research Participant) 

McCann & Pearlman (1990) constructed the term vicarious trauma in an attempt to 

explain their own experiences of secondary trauma invoked from working with sexual abuse 

survivors.  Inevitably professionals working with trauma survivors are going to be exposed to 

stories and explanations of events and situations that may seem unfathomable to most 

(Hernendez–Wolfe et. al., 2015).  Such experiences may include the survival of torture, 

assault, rape, serious vehicle accident, surviving war and conflict, abuse and significant 

domestic violence (Crabbe et al, 2004).  For many populations around the world, including 

Aboriginal Australians, trauma may be the result of processes of colonisation, which are 

often ongoing.  These may include child removal, forceful removal from family and country, 

ongoing experiences of racism and discrimination or even witnessing the destruction of 

significant sites or the wiping out of totems, such as is currently the case in the Murray 

Darling with mass fish–kills related to the mis–management of the river systems by 

governments. The intimate sharing of such stories can at times lead those professionals 

exposed to them to re–imagining and vicariously experiencing such events and the associated 

trauma (Manning–Jones et. al., 2016). Vicarious trauma typically is a cumulative process, 

where repeatedly working with a traumatised client or clients leaves a practitioner or therapist 

potentially questioning their worldview, schemas, and sense of safety (Hernandez et al, 

2014), inevitably interfering with psychological stability. 

Symptoms of vicarious trauma generally mirror those of first–hand trauma.  These 

may include psychological symptoms resembling those of depression and/or anxiety as well 

as somatic symptoms such as sleep problems, loss of energy and lethargy, head and stomach 



aches (Higgins, 2017). Un–managed vicarious trauma may leave the professional impaired 

from undertaking their normal activities of life and work.  It can impact on one’s identity, 

beliefs system and sense of safety (Jordan, 2010; Sinclair & Hamill, 2007).  Vicarious trauma 

can also lead to a loss of empathy (Sinclair & Hamill, 2007) and possibly compassionate care 

which has the potential to impact client experiences and outcomes. 

The means and extent to which vicarious trauma is experienced is likely to be 

influenced by ethnic or cultural identity given that considerations and experiences of trauma 

and stress are also often ethnically or culturally bound (Adams & Riggs, 2008).  Experiences 

driven by one’s intersection in society beyond simply their ethnicity or cultural identity are 

also likely to play a further role (Hernandez –Wolfe et al, 2016).  Aboriginal health and 

community workers are likely to have historical trauma present in their family histories and 

may have also experienced personal trauma.  On top of this, given the disproportionate 

experience of chronic physical and mental health issues present amongst Aboriginal peoples 

and the collective basis of Aboriginal societies, it is plausible that Aboriginal workers are 

more frequently going to be exposed to the trauma experiences of others.  This may lead to 

more experiences of vicarious trauma in this workforce.  Furthermore, it is plausible that an 

Aboriginal person who is identity diverse in other ways (such as gender, ability, 

pigmentation, religious affiliation, etc) may experience varying degrees of trauma exposure 

due their societal intersection as compared to a worker who fits more ‘norms’. There is 

however very little investigation into the wellbeing of the Aboriginal health and community 

services workforce, meaning there is presently little empirical evidence to support such a 

claim.  As with whole societies, or any sector of society, organisations at times are ignorant 

of diversity and may act in ways that further negative experiences of workers and overall 

negative wellbeing. 

Similarly, and despite organisations and employers playing integral roles in 

influencing worker experiences, work around worker wellbeing often appears mechanical 

rather than humanistic. Organisations as businesses are largely interested in the productivity 

and prosperity of the organisation yet often it is organisational practice or environments that 

lead to wellbeing concerns with employees and lowered levels of productivity.  Workers can 

often be seen as ‘tools’ for productivity and profit rather than human beings.   

5.6 Job satisfaction 



“I love what I do and I love just helping the mob.” (Research Participant). 

Job satisfaction is often spoken of as a predictor of personal and professional 

outcomes with many researchers developing and attempting to measure job satisfaction, then 

relating such measured levels of work and worker outcomes (Lu, Zhao, & While, 2019). As 

with most things spoken of in this chapter the author of the current study does not support the 

quantification of what is a perceptual and subjective experience open to innumerable 

influencing factors and as many interpretations of such. However, the notion of perceived job 

satisfaction is recognised as significant when considering worker wellbeing. 

Job satisfaction refers to the positive experience of undertaking one’s job role on a 

continual basis.  Locke (1976), who is considered as having provided the most utilised 

definition of job satisfaction, explains it as, “a pleasurable or positive emotional state 

resulting from the appraisal of one’s job or job experiences.”  Korner et. al. (2015) suggest 

job satisfaction is an output that can be measured by an employee’s overall attitude towards 

their work.  Job satisfaction is said to be influenced by much of the same experiences as 

burnout with those being workload, renumeration, management and relationships (McGlone 

& Chenoweth, 2001; Strömgren, Eriksson, Bergman, & Dellve, 2016), compassion fatigue 

(including perceived limited support, poor work/life balance) (Meyer, Li, Klaristenfeld, & 

Gold, 2015), and vicarious trauma (including insufficient training and insufficient 

debriefing).  Workplace environment and work practices are commonly discussed in terms of 

predicting job satisfaction (Korner et al, 2015; Clossey et al, 2018).  

Often job satisfaction is said to be most influenced by perceptions of collegial support 

(Charoensukmongkol, Moqbel, & Gutierrez-Wirsching, 2016) and organisational features 

such as resource and workforce capacity (Platis, 2014).  Clossey et. al. (2018), reported that 

for peer support workers (in AOD recovery) facilitators and barriers of job satisfaction for 

this work force included organisational support, supervision access and experiences, career 

opportunities, attitudes of non–peer colleagues and experiences of anti–recovery attitudes.  

Nurse job satisfaction is reported to be linked to organisational factors such as human and 

organisational resource availability (Liu et al, 2012), social capital (Platis, 2016) and ethics 

(Goldman & Tabak, 2010).  Korner et. al. (2015) report that a lead influencer for job 

satisfaction in interprofessional health teams is the ability to work outside of professional 

silos.  This would be supported by Schultz et. al. (2014) regarding working in 

interdisciplinary teams in the Aboriginal social and emotional wellbeing space. However, as 



with most human experiences, perceptions of what denotes a supportive workplace are likely 

to be culturally informed.  Some groups within society are likely to perceive other factors as 

having a greater impact on job satisfaction than those ordinarily discussed within Western 

theories on this factor (Arzu Wasti, 2003).  

Issues of work overload and remuneration for work are often raised among workers as 

issues impacting on job satisfaction (Upadyaya, Vartiainen, & Salmela-Aro, 2016) and this is 

also true for Aboriginal health and community service workers, however, they do not appear 

to be the primary priority for this workforce as is often the case for non–Indigenous workers.  

Interestingly, for Aboriginal workers, experiences of racism (including institutional racism) 

and peer and collegial support appear to be the most prominently mentioned facilitating 

factors for job satisfaction. This is supported by previous research regarding Aboriginal 

worker wellbeing (Cosgrove et al, 2017; Roche et al, 2013; Duraisingam et al, 2006).  

Cosgrove et al (2017) further found that for rural Aboriginal Mental Health Workers there 

were several culturally specific work challenges faced such as being expected to be ‘the 

Aboriginal expert’ and ‘maintaining culturally void’ boundaries impacting on job satisfaction 

and intent–to–leave. A recent state Government regional Indigenous Health review 

undertaken by Marumali Consultations (201811) found Aboriginal workers involved in the 

review reported similarly with the most commonly expressed concerns reported when 

yarning about job satisfaction being experiences of racism and lateral violence. 

Frequently with respect to Aboriginal workers, more altruistic and collective based 

factors play an important role in determining job satisfaction. For instance, Roche et. al. 

(2013) report that despite commonly low pay, high workloads and difficult working 

conditions, Aboriginal AOD workers generally reported high job satisfaction as compared to 

non–Indigenous workers performing a similar role.  Positive factors for reported job 

satisfaction in the current research were highlighted by statements such as, “feeling like I’m 

making a difference for my mob”, and, “I’m teaching young ones a solid work ethic.”  These 

positive influences, while being reported by individuals, exist beyond the individual context 

and are based largely upon notions of connectedness.  Similar themes have been reported in 

previous research (Roche et al, 2013; Duraisingham, 2006).  A US study of job satisfaction 

 

11 Unpublished confidential report 



and the wellbeing of home health workers in the US (Jang et al, 2015) found similar issues 

were of importance among this work force as found by Roche et al (2013) for Aboriginal 

AOD workers.  This may be due to the home health care workforce in the US being 

predominately comprised of minority group members, many of whom come from 

collectivist–based communities.  

Interestingly this same study identified one important finding of difference amongst 

workers, that is also likely to be true for the current thesis, which was further supported by 

the Marumali Consultations state health review.  This is that home health workers with higher 

levels of education were more likely to be dissatisfied with their work.  In the Marumali 

Consultations review worker discontent with regards to remuneration level appeared less 

directed towards the actual money value itself and more so with the lack of opportunity to 

apply the skills and knowledge related to their higher education and training in their daily 

work as well as the inherently experienced institutional discrimination of this.  For instance, 

social workers who are solely employed as Aboriginal health workers and consequently 

limited in their job scope to the daily workings of a health worker.  Not only are these 

workers restricted from undertaking the full breadth of work for which they are qualified but 

often they encounter other workers within the hospital setting with fewer qualifications or 

less work experience on higher pay brackets.   It is difficult to not see such organisational 

practices as a systemic process of discriminating against Aboriginal workers. 

5.7 Organisational Commitment 

“I been here forever and I’m still enjoying it, so I can’t see myself going anywhere.” 

(Research participant) 

Job satisfaction can be directly correlated to organisational commitment and intent to 

leave (Lim, Loo, & Lee, 2017). In fact, organisational commitment is influenced by many of 

the same factors as job satisfaction (Yousef, 2017), such as work conditions, workspace 

environment, organisational versus personal values and management context (Bano, Ishrat, & 

Mishra, 2019). Health and community services–based organisations have recognised 

struggles to produce organisational cultures and environments that fit the needs of employees 

while still leading to positive productivity (Scanlan & Still, 2019).  Organisations that appear 

to have high organisational commitment and low turn–over rates generally have managed to 

create environments that are mindful of employees’ diverse backgrounds, skills and 



knowledges while being supportive of their employees personal and professional growth 

(Kirkland, Eisenberger, Lewis, & Wen, 2017). 

For the rural Aboriginal health workforce job satisfaction is reportedly one of the 

most influential factors on intent to leave or stay at a rural health position (Cosgrove et. al. 

2017).  High turn–over rates within organisations indicates that organisational commitment 

may be being limited.  Organisational commitment refers to the bond that employees hold 

with their employer or organisation.  Baotham (2010) describes organisational commitment 

as the degree of loyalty and support an employee displays for the organisation while Siqueira 

and Gomide (2004) earlier proposed organisational commitment was a psychological state 

maintained between employee and the organisation in which employees felt compelled to 

remain with the organisation.  

Aboriginal health and community service workers often report not experiencing 

conducive work conditions or being in supportive environments.  This appears particularly so 

when working in non–community controlled or Aboriginal owned or managed services (Topp 

et al, 2018). Aboriginal workers are often faced with having to juggle conflicting obligations 

and the perception that their respective places of employment are not mindful of this or 

accepting of differing perspectives and ways of working (Mitchell & Hussey, 2006).  

Workers involved in the current research often spoke of these challenges, however those that 

appeared to have strong organisational commitment and reported being at their workplaces 

for more than five years reported working for supportive organisations or teams.  For these 

workers, organisational commitment and job satisfaction appeared to be at least in part driven 

by the respect afforded them, their family and community situations and cultural obligations, 

evident through statements like, “I feel understood and supported, when I need to go, this 

mob [the organisation] know I gotta go” and, “ I believe the organisation is doing the best it 

can with what it has for our mob and that means a lot to me.”  

Throughout literature on burnout, compassion fatigue, vicarious trauma, job 

satisfaction and organisational commitment, resilience is often spoken of as a protective 

element of worker experiences and wellbeing (Arrogante & Aparicio-Zaldivar, 2017).  It is 

also often linked to outcomes such as productivity and patient/client experience (Epstein & 

Krasner, 2013).  Therefore, it is imperative to include discussion about resilience in order to 

accurately examine the full context of worker wellbeing from a lore and cultural perspective. 



5.8 Resilience 

Absolute agreement among academics, practitioners/therapists and others involved in 

the spaces of ‘resilience’ research, education or training on a definition of ‘resilience’ is not 

currently apparent, consequently there are innumerable definitions regarding resilience from 

a myriad of diverse perspectives and fields. Reich, Zautra, and Hall (2010) seemingly amused 

by the disagreement around the notion of ‘resilience’, suggested, “Resilience may well be the 

most heuristic and integrative concept to emerge in the 21st century” (pg. 6).  Traditionally, 

resilience theories and models have been based on Western psychological and psychiatric 

paradigms (J. Fleming & Ledogar, 2008; Kickett, 2011; Southwick, Bonanno, Masten, 

Panter–Brick, & Yehuda, 2014). The focus has largely been on the resilience of individuals, 

however more recently notions of community resilience (Fleming & Ledogar, 2008) and 

cultural resilience (Panter–Brick, 2015) have become more topical.  The most prominent 

resilience theories however tend to capitulate either an ‘outcomes’ based, ‘trait’ or ‘process’ 

based definitions (Southwick, 2014; Breda, 2018). Within the Aboriginal context, 

colloquially people will often yarn about resilience as being the “ability to bounce back” or to 

“stretch and bend” with change.   

Outcomes focused definitions have histories rooted in investigations interested in 

human reactions to adversity.  This standpoint commonly constructs the notion of resilience 

in ways that position the attribute as a result of positively coping with adversity, thus being 

regarded as an ‘outcome’ (Reich et al., 2010). For instance, Fraser, Galinsky, and Richman 

(1999) define resilient people as, “individuals who adapt to extraordinary circumstances, 

achieving positive and unexpected outcomes in the face of adversity”. Definitions such as this 

suggest resilience is not something that is inherently present for people but rather something 

developed due to exposure to adversities throughout life.  Bonnano (as cited in Southwick, 

2014) further suggests resilience is simply a stable trajectory of healthy human functioning 

following a highly adverse event.  This definition clearly positions resilience as an outcome 

seemingly suggesting if there is no instigating ‘highly adverse event’ then there is no 

resilience developed as a consequence. Accordingly critiques of such outcomes based 

definitions suggest this perspective does not account for variances in human biology and 

personality traits that are likely to play a role in the development of the attribute, in addition 

to the levels of general resilience required to simply live given a person’s particular 

intersection within society (Masten & Reed, 2002). 



The American Psychological Association (2014) defines resilience as, “the process of 

adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats or even significant sources of 

stress (Para. 4). While acknowledging that resilience is likely a process rather than an 

outcome, this definition also fails to account for diversity in human and societal ways of 

knowing and being (Van Breda, 2018).  It doesn’t acknowledge mediating factors such as 

level of support, available resource or opportunity as being important ingredients in the 

process of resilience.  As such the following definition offered by Van Breda (2018) appears 

more holistic and incorporative of natural variation between individuals and across groups. 

Van Breda (2018) proposes that resilience and resilient should be used separately with 

resilience being used to describe the overall process and resilient reserved for the outcome 

alone.  The author offers the following definition for the process of resilience within which 

they acknowledge is a multilevel process. Process resilience is “The multilevel processes that 

systems engage in to obtain better–than–expected outcomes in the face or wake of adversity”. 

Van Breda (2018) p.   

The term ‘systems’ is itself a multi–dimensional term allows for the theory to be 

applied to individuals, families, communities or even the organisational context (Van Breda, 

2018). This is important, particularly when considering the theory and practice of working 

with collectivist–based societies.  Just as individuals are made up of cells, the systems 

approach allows for the recognition of individuals being themselves ‘cells’ of larger ‘bodies’, 

be these families, communities or societies. These collectives can be impacted by adversity 

which can have an impact on some or all of the ‘cells’ that make it.  Notions of community 

and cultural group resilience become relevant to the individuals living within these groups 

through this systems approach. 

Community resilience refers to the capacity of a community or cultural group to 

navigate adversity and stress and to absorb disruption in the face of and wake of change so as 

to maintain key elements of structure and identity that preserve its uniqueness (Fleming & 

Ledogar, 2008). For example, this may be the capacity for Gamilaraay to navigate the events 

of colonisation, ongoing institutional and personal experiences of discrimination and 

oppression, the continued imposition of western values and laws or experiences of 

disconnection while still maintaining a strong and positive sense and action of being 

Gamilaraay through the ongoing recognition and practice of lore and culture.  These may be 



fundamental principles such as those that were emergent in this thesis being respect, 

responsibility, reciprocity, acceptance, connectedness and interconnectedness.   

To thoroughly understand resilience, it is important to return to understanding the 

differing impacts adversity can have on systems. Adversity itself is often characterised as 

being either chronic or acute (Bonanno & Diminich, 2013) or in much of the trauma literature 

as simple or complex, respectively (Taylor, Asmundson, & Carleton, 2006).  Often these 

definitions, despite what their titles may immediately suggest, are referring to adversities that 

are generally experienced as single events (acute or simple) or on a continuous or regular 

basis (chronic or complex).  For instance, singular events (e.g., a car accident, earthquake, job 

loss, etc) are often referred to as simple or acute adversities or stressors.  Whereas chronic or 

complex adversities are those that are regarded as re–occurring, often without time for 

healing between, leading to a ‘snow–balling’ effect on the system (Martin, Cromer, DePrince, 

& Freyd, 2013). Van Breda (2018) further still postulates two–categories to chronic 

adversity, those being proximal and distal–onset. The author explains proximal–onset 

adversities as those adversities that have a clearly defined starting point close to the person, 

such as living in a war zone.  Impacts of proximal–onset adversities may or may not linger 

for significant periods and have an impact upon many facets of functioning for the person 

impacted. In the context of this thesis, this may be the loss of a client/patient one had built a 

strong relationship with, leading to the worker experiencing what appears to be ongoing and 

unresolved loss and grief.  There is clearly a ‘start point’, being the loss of the client, 

followed by ongoing psychological distress.  Conversely, distal–onset adversities are defined 

as those that don’t have an apparent clear starting point and seemingly not specifically 

directed at any one person. For instance, being from low–socioeconomic parts of a society or 

ever–present family violence.  It is suggested that different levels of adversities are responded 

to with differing forms of ‘resilience’, with resiliency to acute and proximal–onset adversities 

being indicated by ‘bouncing back’  or ‘rebounding’ from the event while resiliency to 

chronic distal–onset adversities being indicated by one’s coping during the ongoing presence 

of adversity (Bonanno & Diminich, 2013; Southwick, Bonanno, Masten, Panter-Brick, & 

Yehuda, 2014). 

While this theory offers a good description of adversity experience and some insight 

into the different ways these may impact on systems it may struggle to completely account 

for the adversity experiences of Indigenous peoples in colonised countries.  It is likely that 



ongoing processes of colonisation for many populations are experienced as both chronic 

proximal and distal–onset and at times as both acute and chronic agitators or stressors as well. 

Skodol (2010) suggests that for collective peoples both the individual and communal 

resources, along with the usefulness or associated value of these resources, may shift 

considerably when deciding the extent of the individual’s resilience in the face of adversity or 

stressors.   If applied to Australia and the impact of colonisation on Aboriginal people this 

could be the ongoing negative impact ongoing colonisation has on the wellbeing of 

Aboriginal people, their families and communities.  In line with this perspective, Kickett 

(2011) found that all participants of her research reported colonial impacts and ongoing 

experiences of discrimination as the two most common adversities faced.  International 

research further supports these findings with LaFromboise et al (2006. P.203) determining 

that First Nations American youth who perceived discrimination to be present in their lives 

had a notable reduction in the likelihood of a resilient outcome.  Not only do Aboriginal 

people experience issues of disconnection from country, culture and often family that can be 

related to historical events, events continue to occur that continue both individual and 

collective experiences of these forms of disconnect.  For instance, the impacts of Stolen 

Generations on Aboriginal people are well documented (Bretherton & Mellor, 2006; Raphael, 

Swan, & Martinek, 1998), where the impacts of these manifest as transgenerational and 

intergenerational trauma (chronic distal–onset), in the formation of chronic physical and 

mental health concerns (chronic proximal–onset).  What is also well documented is that in 

many areas at present, child removal by government departments is at disproportionately high 

levels for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and in some areas is expected to be 

higher now than during stolen generations (AIHW, 2013; QCPCI, 2013).  This means that 

individuals, families and the community in these areas are facing ongoing adversity that may 

be stand–alone events (a child removed) and collectively experienced as cumulative 

(reminder of children removed, present and/or past).  Fear is also experienced regarding 

perceived future removals.  Perhaps a term for this may be ‘chronic cumulative adversities’ 

given that the actual extent of the adversity could be seen as a cumulative of all formerly 

mentioned adversities and stressors here. It is likely that resilience to such adversity would 

also require cumulative resilience among collective based peoples which may be marked by 

the ability to rebound, ongoingly cope and to support those you may be connected to.  In 

terms of the theory being offered by this thesis, this would constitute to a system’s (be it an 

individual or group) ability to engage with and produce elements of positive lore to maintain 

holistic wellbeing. From a Western perspective, resilience may be characterised by 



psychosocial factors including a sense of purpose in life, active coping strategies, positive 

attitude and social support (Reich et al., 2010).  In reality for many populations experiencing 

ongoing oppression, these factors may be hard to manifest. 

Resilience is often regarded as an attribute that can be developed over time (Lietz, 

Julien‐Chinn, Geiger, & Hayes Piel, 2016; Zautra & Reich, 2010) and much research has 

been dedicated to identifying the specific building blocks of resilience.  Much of this work 

builds on previous work by Erikson (1985) regarding the human stages of development.  

Erikson (1985) suggested these building blocks for positive development consisted of trust vs 

mistrust, autonomy vs shame and doubt, initiative vsguilt, industry vs inferiority, identity vs 

role confusion, intimacy vs isolation, generativity vs stagnation, and ego integrity vs despair.  

Grotberg (1999) offer a sound explanation of each of the Erikson blocks. Henderson and 

Grotenberg (2003) propose that in many cases, adults have not had the opportunities or 

resources available to achieve all of these milestones of development and that this may 

impact on resilience.  Factors that have been identified in Western based research important 

to building resilience include nurturing self–esteem, ability and willingness to learn, capacity 

to solve problems, optimism, management of health, practicing humour, flexibility to adapt, 

embracing recovery, and belief in self –efficacy to name a few.  Again, some of these may 

not be as accessible or as much of a reality for many people from colonised or oppressed 

societies.  Several of these factors are also very individually–driven which may not make 

them good explanatory factors of building resilience for collectivist people or societies. 

5.9 Kickett’s theory of resilience 

The PhD work of Marion Kickett (2011) makes sound efforts to explain the concept 

of resilience and the important factors for building and maintaining resilience relevant for 

Aboriginal peoples. Kickett (2011) suggests that cultural principles, practices and processes, 

and the diversity of these among different Aboriginal groups, need to be considered in any 

conversation about resilience.  This is supported by Toombs (2010) who argues that in order 

to develop effective and appropriate models of resilience and resilience–based training for 

Aboriginal people, Aboriginal perspectives of cultural aspects that influence Aboriginal 

peoples must be present. Kickett (2011) established a list of characteristics that were integral 

to notions of resilience for Aboriginal peoples.  These characteristics fall into two distinct 

areas with one being processes of healing, forgiveness and letting go; and the other being the 

actioning of these in the face of adversities of past, present and future.  From this the author 



constructed An Aboriginal Resiliency Framework inspired by a Dreaming Story of “the willy 

willy” (also termed Whirly Wind or in severe cases Dust Devils) shared by her family.  The 

story highlights the importance of ‘letting–go’ of the negative and ‘holding onto’ the good.  

Many of the themes identified by Kickett (2011), presented in figure 2 are similar to those 

found in the broader literature. However, the culturally informed positions of these are quite 

different to that in common literature (see Kickett, 2011 for in–depth descriptions of each 

theme).  

Family Religion as positive Dreaming (vision) 

Healing Identity Culture 

Spirituality Land Religion as negative 

Humour Hope Learning 

Enduring Coping Survival 

Thriving   

Table 4. Resiliency characteristics offered in Kickett (2011) 

 It is apparent that Aboriginal peoples have a lot to heal from as there is a long history 

of having to both endure and live in the wake of adversities (Dudgeon et al 2014).  Healing 

for Aboriginal peoples is more than a biopsychosocial process of recovery from incident, 

illness or trauma, it involves healing holistically.  It is the process of continually reflecting, 

seeing, accepting and actioning.  This requires taking ownership of one’s own sphere of 

control and influence in a positive manner despite what has happened or what adversities may 

be present.  It goes beyond the self and speaks to the rebuilding of connections with family 

and place (Gee, Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart, Kelly, et al., 2014).  Unfortunately, sometimes 

individuals, families and even in some instances, communities, have not found their way to 

healing as yet.  For those in these situations Kickett (2011) explains it is likely they are 

holding onto issues of the past and not allowing themselves to ‘dream’ of positive futures.  

They are stuck in cycles of ‘blaming’ external sources rather than reflecting on their own 

locus of control and in turn continue to negatively cope with the presence of adversity and the 

ongoing challenges of life. Forgiveness is a process most beneficial to the healing of the 

victim not the aggressor.  Eger (2010, pg. 1), a prominent clinical psychologist and 

Auschwitz survivor is cited in Kickett (2011) as saying, “Forgiveness is not condoning or 

excusing.  Forgiveness has nothing to do with justice.  Forgiveness is a selfish act to free 

yourself from being controlled by the past”.  Being able to forgive, including forgiveness of 



self, allows us to ‘let–go’ of the burdens of anger, hatred, loss, shame, insecurity and 

jealousy.  This then enables a focus on healing rather than hurting.”  

The model highlights the importance of Aboriginal concepts of connectivity to 

resilience and the linkage of these across an ever constant of past–present–future (notions of 

connectivity are discussed further in Chapter 7discussing social and emotional wellbeing and 

holistic being). In a vocational sense adversity is consistently present for many.  Being able to 

let go through forgiveness may help with healing and being more resilient in the workplace.  

In turn leading to greater job satisfaction and organisational commitment. Consequently, the 

model postulated by Kickett (2011) strongly aligns with the theory being offered by the 

current thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2. An Aboriginal Resilience Framework (Kickett, 2011) 



5.10 Conclusion 

The emotional labour experienced by Aboriginal Health and Community Service 

Workers, particularly that caused by dissonance, is likely to be high which may in turn lead to 

experiences of emotional exhaustion.  Emotional exhaustion is directly linked to experiences 

of wellbeing for the health and community workforce.  The stressors or adversities faced by 

Aboriginal workers are likely to include all the same as those commonly mentioned for other 

workers however it is likely that there are further contextual factors that will impact on the 

workplace experiences of Aboriginal workers given the polar differences in epistemologies 

and ontologies of majority Australian society and Aboriginal Australian society. These 

common negative experiences may help in part to explain the high levels of burnout, 

compassion fatigue, vicarious trauma and high turnover rates of the Aboriginal health and 

community services workforce.   

While there is limited literature (in comparison to what is available for the health 

workforce at large) around Aboriginal worker experiences, there appears to be no available 

literature on Aboriginal workers’ experiences of burnout, compassion fatigue, vicarious 

trauma, job satisfaction or organisational commitment that are explained from a lore and 

culture framework.  What has been produced to date appears void of the recognition that 

Aboriginal work practices are the oldest on the planet and could therefore be argued, the most 

successful, given that these work practises lasted for periods of time longer than all other 

societies on earth have even existed.  This was allowed through adherence to fundamental 

principles of lore and the culture this drove.  

The current thesis attempts to explain the presence of these worker wellbeing 

concerns from a lore and culture informed framework.  From this perspective burnout, 

compassion fatigue and vicarious trauma are explainable through exposures and 

reproductions of ‘negative lore’.  Negative lore includes notions of Disrespect, 

Irresponsibility, Greed and Depletion, Denial and Rejection, Disconnect and Isolation. 

Many of the strategies researched for assisting workers to negate the impacts of the 

above–mentioned conditions are similarly constructed from monocentric understandings of 

wellbeing and wellbeing disturbance.  The culturally informed model of resilience offered by 

Kickett (2011) provides closer insight into the different mechanisms by which resilience may 

be built or maintained for Aboriginal peoples.  Further chapters of this thesis will discuss 



these through notions of practicing and creating ‘positive lore’.  Positive lore speaks of 

notions of respect, responsibility, reciprocity, acceptance, connectedness and inter–

connectedness. Some of the methods well researched for mitigating the risks of or recovering 

from burnout, vicarious trauma and compassion fatigue include building resiliency, 

improving coping, creating social and organisational support, and managing self–care.  As 

can be seen by these, many if not all require input, resourcing and commitment from 

organisations and governing bodies of fields of practice.   

 

   

  



6 Explanatory models of health and wellbeing 

6.1 A modern history of health and wellbeing  

Health is a derivative of ‘health’ in old English, a word that according to the oxford 

dictionary shares the same root as the word ‘whole’ (Smith, 2016). This may suggest that 

being healthy should be akin to being whole, yet many definitions of health are far from 

holistic in nature and practice. This chapter explores common concepts of health and 

wellness. Deficiencies in these models when working with Aboriginal people, families and 

communities will be put forward. Three distinct approaches to health and wellness will be 

briefly explained.  These being biomedical, biopsychosocial and wellness.  

There are a multitude of definitions for both the terms 'health' and 'wellbeing' (Huber 

et al., 2011; Jadad & O’Grady, 2008; J.S. Larson, 1999; Lidler, 1979).  Dubos (1959) long 

ago reflected that trying to define health is similar to a “receding mirage”. Dubos (1959) 

suggests that from a distance, health appears clear cut and well defined, however on moving 

closer to the concept, this well–formed perception becomes blurred. Indeed, other writers 

have agreed with Dubos. (J. E. Larson, 2007; J.S. Larson, 1999). Baird and Jenkins (2003) 

declared health “virtually undefinable” and "heavily relative rather than concrete".  These 

authors point out that health as a construct is fickle and non–constant.  Many influences exist 

which impact on peoples’ understandings of this concept.  Culture, country, religion, 

economics, place or space and experience are just some of the factors that we know influence 

our beliefs and attitudes around health and wellbeing (Blaxter, 2003; Diener & Tov, 2012; 

Koenig, Koenig, King, & Carson, 2012).  Smith (2016) suggests, the way we understand 

health is likely to influence the way we expect our health to be interacted with and Smith 

(2016) and Taylor and Guerin (2010) appear to agree that culture is likely a great influencer 

of our perceptions of health and what is expected in terms of health care. Singer, Dressler and 

George (2016), go further to suggest that all human behaviour is actually culturally informed, 

therefore how people behave with regards to health has to be to some extent culturally 

influenced. 

The influence of culture on health is one factor that has received limited attention 

however until recent decades (Eckersley, 2005; Singer, Dressler & George, 2015).  The 

analysis that has been reported in relation to the interaction of culture on health has largely 

been from the perspective of the dominant and prevailing western culture and science 

‘peering into’ marginalised or minority cultural bands and dictating how those groups are 



likely to perceive, practice and explain the cultural influences on health from their respective 

cultural lenses (Stewart, 2012). Culture becomes understood as a construct of difference and 

that difference is based on deviations from the majority norm limiting investigation into 

dominant cultural sway over thought and processes.  As a consequence, the marginalised 

become further paralysed and ideas of health become more stagnant (Eckersley, 2005).  

Rickwood, Dudgeon and Gridley (2010) suggest that psychology as a field for instance, has 

traditionally been complicit in the colonial process and has at times been an active agent in 

the process of assimilation through both practice and apparent scientific investigation.  This 

has led to their being very little understanding or acceptance of an Aboriginal psychology as 

separate to that of western psychology.   

Health and wellbeing, as largely understood and practised in Australia and other 

Westernised countries, is a construct that has been ‘manufactured’ or ‘designed’ and is 

controlled by a dominant culture (Dein, 2006; Rickwood, Dudgeon &Gridley, 2010; Stweart, 

2012).  Australian health practice is dominated by two distinct approaches to health, being the 

bio-medical model and biopsychosocial approach (Taylor & Guerin, 2010. P.90-92). Taylor 

and Guerin (2010) further suggest that the approach to which practitioners align themselves is 

generally determined by the health qualification undertaken. Armstrong & Swartman (2001) 

argue health practice in the west is based on a philosophy of individualistic capitalism that 

sees separations in the worth and abilities of human beings largely based on the criteria of 

government agendas of economic growth rather than societal wide equilibriums. Durie (2003) 

positions health practice, particularly mental health practice as one of western-centric 

dominance a concern mirrored by Samuel (2006) for biomedicine.  Some purport that health 

and health practice have become a sellable commodity, worth billions of dollars to some, and 

inaccessible to many (Ereaut & Whiting, 2008). Indeed, it is not uncommon to see health 

interventions and outcomes written of in terms of cost effectiveness (Fraix et al, 2006; 

Gardner, Samuels & Williams, 2015). An experience that resinates with many Aboriginal 

people is that of often feeling their health and wellbeing is a political football or subject to a 

political whim while not witnessing much positive change at a grass roots level (Fisher, 

Battams, McDermott, & Baum, 2019; Sutton, 2001). A participant of the current study put 

this experience as, feeling like you are working in “the business of our suffering”  

The many power imbalances that impact on both health service consumers and the 

staff that work in these systems have been underpinned historically by preoccupation with 



'medicine' rather than health. The practice of health has been described as the study and 

treatment of ill health (Eckersley, 2011; Yamey & Wilkes, 2001). Medicine as a practice is a 

deficit focused perspective that often fails to acknowledge strength, resilience and ability.  

This doesn’t appear to link well to the term ‘health’ at all and is likely one reason why many 

Aboriginal people prefer the term social and emotional wellbeing to health or mental health 

(NAHSWP, 1989).  Smith (2016) notes that many Aboriginal peoples do not seem to have a 

separate word for health I their own languages. 

Definitions of health in the west are commonly boxed into the following categories: 

the bio–medical approach, the biopsychosocial model similar to that used by the World 

Health Organization (WHO) and many mental health services, and the more recently 

emerging wellness models (Larson, 1999). Biomedical, biopsychosocial and wellness 

frameworks are briefly overviewed here as a starting point for differentiating these models 

from an Aboriginal SEWB perspective. 

6.1.1 Bio–medical approach 

A bio–medical outlook or medical model infers that health is the absence of disease or 

disability, heavily obsessed with pathogens, biology and chemistry or measurable biological 

(somatic) variables (Engel, 2004). Language is used in a way to separate medical ‘facts’ of 

health from alternative assumptions of health. This model was developed for the investigation 

of disease and is solely a scientific centred framework of understanding disease and 

dysfunction (Borrell-Carrió, Suchman, & Epstein, 2004). Bio-medicine leaves little, if any, 

room for social influences of health and wellbeing or non-biological psychologies. It is at its 

core driven by a determination to fixate on what is ‘inside’ to the body (with skin being 

considered the outter extremity of ‘inside’ the body) as opposed to what is external to the 

body (nature, environment, society, culture etc) (Kirkengen et al, 2015). Samuel (2006) 

suggests that many people may perceive biomedicine to be void not only of personal 

circumstance but further of any notion of spirit.  Bio–medicine, as a discipline, therefore 

insists that ‘dis–ease’ both physical and mental are considered on the basis of disordered or 

disorganised bodily systems and can be best treated with interventions which rectify bio-

chemical, anatomical or neurophysiological deviations. Several authors have suggested that 

the bio-medical model remains prominent in western societies and are critical of it (Baum, 

2016; Engel, 2004; Larson, 1999; Saylor, 2004) and that many practitioners are not exposed 



to alternative models or theories of health due to the ongoing dominance of the bio-medical 

model.  

Kleinmann cited in (Fox, 2005) refers to a “culture of bio–medicine” and the 

influences this unwritten or even unspoken culture has on western-trained physicians. 

Armentrout (1993) similarly points out, “The fixed patterns of thinking of the medical model 

permeate our entire culture [nursing] to the extent that it is extremely difficult for us [nurses] 

to see the impact the medical model has on us”.  Samuel (2006) however, reminds us that 

there are more and more Western practitioners adopting non–Western practices despite the 

discipline itself remaining stringent. Gessler and Kearns (2002) argue a preoccupation with 

medicine has led to much research that is socially void, too bio–scientific and too positivist. 

This has had a tendency to lead to rigid practice that lacks empathy and acceptance for 

difference (Lewis, 2011).  A major downfall of the bio-medical model identified over the 

previous four decades is its underlying assumption that all human beings are essentially, 

genetically the same, with disease impacting all humans similarly. Therefore, issues such as 

cultural difference or ethnicity are not commonly considered influential to one’s health or 

required to be considered in terms of treatment of ‘ill–health’. Biomedicine is an 

individualistic approach to medicine that struggles to account for social influences of distress 

and dis-ease (Pholi, Black & Richards, 2009) such as the social factors Tatz (2001) posits are 

likely to heavily influence suicide among Aboriginal peoples.  Engel has been relentless in 

his attack of the above short-comings of biomedicine since the 1970’s and has since been one 

of the strongest campaigners for the expanded biopsychosocial approach (Engel, 1978, 1982, 

1996, 2004). 

It only takes a simple google scholar search of “achievements of biomedicine” to see 

bio–medicine definitely has its merits and much advancement has been achieved in the curing 

of disease through the stringent scientific processes and practices of biomedicine.  Largely it 

is western biomedicine for instance that we can thank for the eradication of many infectious 

disease throughout the 20th century (Kirkengen et, 2015). It is not the intention of the current 

thesis to completely disregard the benefits and usefulness of biomedicine but to simply 

highlight that the field cannot account for all health experiences.   Samuel (2006) points out 

that biomedicine does not have to act in competition with other forms of medicinal or healing 

knowledge, such as those of Traditional Chinese medicine or Tibetan medicine, but can 



actually be very complimentary.  It is however apparent that more acceptance of other ways 

of healing could indeed be undertaken by bio-medicinal trained professionals. 

6.1.2 Biopsychosocial approach 

There are many alternative models to biomedicine these days, some commentators 

suggest that biopsychosocial models are the most well–formed and investigated of all the 

alternatives to biomedicine (Wade & Halligan, 2017).  Biopsychosocial models maintain that 

health and wellbeing issues can be accounted for by biological, sociological and 

psychological determinants.  Both macro (such as social inclusion or the presence of anxiety) 

and micro (such as chemical or biological disturbances) level processes are considered 

relevant to one’s health and wellbeing (Taylor, 2006). Primary health care appears to have 

been slow on the uptake of the expanded biopsychosocial model as is recounted in Wade & 

Halligan (2017).  Psychiatry is another field that struggles with the social and ‘meta– 

physical’ aspects of biopsychosocial theory with Davies and Roache (2017) professing that 

psychiatry as a field while seemingly embracing biopsychosocial theory is still a practice that 

is heavily bound by biomedicine.  Davies and Roache (2017) and Wade & Halligan (2017) 

describe how western medicine is still dominated by the restrictions of reductionist 

biomedical thinking and that this is likely having a detrimental impact on health service, 

diagnosis and intervention (Wade & Halligan, 2017). Many allied health practices though do 

have biopsychosocial philosophies as their underpinning. This is a step forward, however 

they are still far from perfect.  Psychology, for instance, as a field, emphasises the importance 

of working from a biopsychosocial model.  Psychology is however still, largely a deficit 

focused position and practice that fails to expand on the positive human experience 

(Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014) or to acknowledge the experiences of more collective 

based societies.   

The current biopsychosocial models which are utilised globally, are greatly influenced 

by the definition of health offered by the World Health Organization (WHO) which defines 

health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the 

absence of disease or infirmity” (United Nations 1984). This definition has been in use 

unchanged since 1948 (WHO, 2019). Following criticism from some theorists who argued 

that the definition lacked acknowledgement of the importance of spirituality to wellbeing and 

is far too biomechanical focused and after consultation with some Indigenous peoples, the 

notion of spirituality was recommended to the WHO definition (Nagase, 2012), however no 



consensus was achieved and spirituality is not formally included in the WHO definition. 

Moore, cited in James S Larson (1996), gives comical yet important commentary regarding 

concern of a limited health definition and diagnosis formed from such.  While not seemingly 

directly associated with notions of spirituality at first read, Moore leads us to look at the lack 

of spiritual essence present in the DSM by using the words ‘faith’, ‘devotion’ and the term 

‘matters of the heart’.  Moore is forcing us in his own comical way to assess what we do and 

do not believe, is or is not, healthy and by using faith-based terms hints at an importance of a 

forgotten spirit or spirituality. 

“I would like to make my own DSM, in which I would include the diagnosis 

‘psychological modernism,’ an uncritical acceptance of the values of the modern 

world.  It includes blind faith in technology, inordinate attachment to material 

gadgets and convenience, uncritical acceptance of the march of scientific progress, 

devotion to electronic media, and a lifestyle dictated by advertising.  This orientation 

towards life also tends toward a mechanistic and rationalistic understanding of 

matters of the heart” Moore, cited in James S Larson (1996, p#) 

The biopsychosocial model as presented by Engel adds another level to this definition 

by emphasising the inter-relationship between these factors through the use of systems 

theory. Systems theory assumes that all levels of organisation are intrinsically linked to each 

other with change in any affecting all others (Taylor, 2006).  Engel established that these 

processes are complex and heavily reliant on interactions between circumstances and the 

original condition (Borrell-Carrió et al., 2004).   Biopsychosocial models remain empirically 

driven and argue that presentations can be measured in scientific fashion. Phenomena such as 

energy and spiritual healing are beyond this framework.  

Throughout the 70’s, health practitioners, particularly within nursing, began to speak 

of wellness as a potential new model for health. Wellness models offered a more positive 

understanding of health than had previously been provided by the Western scientific 

community and they became a strong theme in the field of psychology throughout the 90’s 

(Els & De la Rey, 2006).  Wellness models focus on quality of life rather than prolonging 

life. This puts them in stark contrast to the bio–medical model. They also differ from bio– 

psychosocial models which argue for complete physical, mental and social well–being. 

Wellness models are rather concerned with emphasising the positive aspects of one's health 



and strengthening those areas which may be currently waning, in the hope of assisting people 

to live the best they possibly can within the circumstances they experience (Larson,1999). 

6.1.3 Wellness models 

An exact definition for wellness is hard to target however in the health space its roots 

as a model or approach to health as such can be seen in health promotion in America during 

the 1950’s (Miller, 2005). Dunn (1959) as presented in Allen, Boddy & Kendall (2018) 

argued heavily for more positive based thought and practice among public health and medical 

practitioners at this time. Wellness focuses on the whole person, on health promotion, the 

internal causes of disease or illness as well as the internal control, responsibility and power 

one has over their own wellbeing (Miller, 2005; Armentrout, 1993).  There is an acceptance 

that not all conditions are curable and not all lives can be ‘saved’ with current knowledge and 

treatment and that better opportunities for wellness can occur for many with less intervention.  

There is a promotion of living and dying with dignity within wellness models that is not often 

considered in biomedical or biopsychosocial theory, treatment or practice.  A field of 

‘wellness’ influenced thought, gathering momentum at present, while originating with the 

work of Antonovsky in the 1970’s, is that of salutogenesis, or the investigation of the origins 

of health (Allen, Boddy & Kendall (2018).  Salutogenics is interested in discovering the 

positive attributes of ‘wellness’ and how to prosper such rather than focusing on the causes of 

distress and disease and what may lead to these (Allen, Boddy & Kendall (2018). 

Critics of wellness models have chiefly maintained that it is scientifically difficult to 

measure subjective perceptions and to validate the realms of wellness (Larson,1991;1999). 

For example, how do you measure one person's level of spirituality against the experience of 

another when spirituality is such an individual conception and it is unlikely that any two 

people experience the exact same phenomenon of spirituality? Despite this, several wellness 

inventories have been constructed over the past twenty years or so (Miller, 2005; Myers & 

Williard, 2003). 

Positive psychology as can be seen in the work of Seligman and colleagues 

(Seligman, 2019; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014) is a wellness–based position that 

differs greatly to the predominant thinking within psychology theory and practice.  Positive 

psychology is a strengths–based approach to understanding human behaviour and mental 

wellness (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014).  The underpinning theory of positive 



psychology is that the experience of quality of life can be greatly improved by focusing on 

the qualities of life that make “life worth living” (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014). 

Wellness theory as with positive psychology could be a strong framework for health 

promotion, early intervention and dis-ease prevention as it forces the health fields (including 

medicine) to consider aspects of health and wellbeing which are not purely biologically, 

chemically or anatomically based or deficit focused. Rather these positive viewpoints suggest 

we can view optimal health as something that is achievable.  ‘What is healthy’ and ‘how do I 

achieve optimal health’ may have seven billion answers given the earths current population 

base however a desire to live well is surely a collective human experience.   

6.2 Conclusion 

Presently it appears that many of the westernized definitions of health are drifting 

towards more inclusive or holistic models of health and wellness and that more Australians 

are searching for more alternative health practices and health services that acknowledge 

ability and wellness rather than just inability and deficits (Smith, 2016) . For example, a 

recent definition of health offered by Huber et al. (2011) suggests health is: 

 “The ability to adapt and self–manage, in the face of social, physical and 

emotional challenges.” 

Wellness models are also a good example of an ever-expanding understanding from 

the west of health and wellbeing. Yet it must be recognised that where   these theories/models 

differ most significantly from social and emotional wellbeing understandings of health and 

wellbeing is, each continues to ignore issues of collective being and notions of 

connectedness. While wellness models are broad and holistic, they too remain largely 

focussed on the individual rather than the wellbeing and functionality of wider social 

networks of family and community and the challenges that exist for peoples when their sense 

of wellness is tied to people and place.  

Although biopsychosocial models of health do speak of the importance of social, 

physical and mental aspects of people’s wellbeing these also are still presented from an 

individualistic perspective rather than the communitarian outlook inherent with Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander philosophies of SEWB.  It is argued by the current research that 

individualism is a weakness of mainstream eurocentric societal values that directly impacts 



on wellness, a position supported by Baum for several decades (Baum, 1993). This is a view 

shared by Black and Mooney (2002) who write equity and therefore health, are being 

hampered by the “dominance of individualism in healthcare”, furthering that a 

communitarian approach to health practice and service delivery is required.  The current 

research proposes connection and interconnection are basic human needs that are intrinsically 

tied to experiences of wellness. 

Most theories of health and wellbeing that attempt to be more inclusive or holistic 

have typically been driven by the fields of health involved with mental health rather than the 

physical realm. Medicine continues to be bio-medically focused while psychology, psychiatry 

and mental health nursing tend to some extent utilise wellness or biopsychosocial focused 

frameworks. Public health, which focuses on the health and wellbeing of societies, situates 

itself within the theory and practice of the social determinants of health (Liamputtong, 2016; 

Baum, 2016).  

For the most part, despite an ever–growing body of literature from minority group 

members including Aboriginal academics, public health at a national Australian policy and 

practice level, along with most other professional health practices still fails to acknowledge 

the importance of culturally diverse perceptions of health and wellbeing. Continuing to view 

the health of diverse populations, such as Aboriginal Australians, through a Western lens 

(Pholi, Black & Richards,2009). This standpoint misses the deeper perceptions and 

experiences of groups who will have both individual differences as well as shared cultural 

experiences within the group. Most importantly though, it obscures the fact that the majority 

culture is itself an influential denominator in relation to health and well–being 

understandings, practices and systems, further silencing the voice of difference and diversity.  

The current research intends to build on the body of Aboriginal culturally informed work in 

the health and wellbeing space. Several authors have therefore, called for the necessity of a 

decolonisation process within the fields of health (Briskman, 2016; Dudgeon & Walker, 

2015; Edwards & Taylor, 2008). A process the current author strives to assist with by 

positioning lore and culture as central to the thesis. 



7 Social and Emotional Wellbeing 

7.1 History 

Many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people prefer the term social and 

emotional wellbeing over health mental health as it reflects a more holistic and positive 

attitude to health and wellbeing (Garvey, 2008b; Gee et al, 2014; Sheehan, 2012). Numerous 

definitions or descriptions of social emotional wellbeing have been offered over the past 20 

years, all of which have their roots in the definition of health developed by the National 

Aboriginal Health Strategy working party in 1989. NAHS described an Aboriginal definition 

of health which recognised that achieving and maintaining optimal health and wellbeing for 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and communities requires a whole–of–life and 

holistic approach which considers the social, emotional, physical and cultural wellbeing of 

individuals, families and communities (National Aboriginal Health Strategy Working Party, 

1989). 

“Life is health is life”. This was the testimony given by members of the National 

Aboriginal Health Strategy working party when asked for an “Aboriginal” word for health 

during the inquiry held by the Standing Committee on Family and Community Affairs.  The 

working party asserted that, to their collective knowledge, there is no identifiable word or 

description for health (as could be expected from a Western perspective ladled with notions 

of health equalling medicine) in Aboriginal societies; for most Aboriginal peoples, life is 

considered health.  Robyn McDermott et al. (1998) concluded similarly when investigating 

health associations with living on homelands (remote unspoilt pockets of Aboriginal country) 

for Aboriginal peoples of Central Australia.   

Ten years earlier than the NAHS report, it was established at a federal government 

level that Aboriginal health and wellbeing was a complex issue that could not be explained 

nor attended to effectively through majority group understandings of health and wellbeing. A 

report on Indigenous health by the House of Representatives Standing Committee on 

Aboriginal Affairs (1979) explained the need to respect this complexity as follows: 

“Aboriginal cultural beliefs and practices which affect their health and their use of 

health services such as their fear of hospitalization, their attitudes to pain and surgery, 

the role of traditional healers and the differing needs and roles of Aboriginal men and 

women, need be fully taken into account in the design and implementation of health 



care programs” (House of Representatives Standing Committee on Aboriginal Affairs 

1979:17). 

Swan and Raphael (1995) in Ways Forward outline the social emotional wellbeing 

concept beautifully.  Their description emphasises that an Aboriginal concept of health is 

holistic, encompassing mental health and physical, cultural, spiritual and community health. 

It further explains the intricate connection between land or country, nature, the environment 

and Aboriginal people’s health and wellbeing.  They state, “It must be understood that when 

the harmony of these interactions is disrupted, Aboriginal ill health will persist” (Swan & 

Raphael, 1995. Guiding principle 1).  Although Ways Forward is a mental health focused 

investigation the integrity of a social emotional wellbeing framework is clearly visible. The 

guiding principles offered by Ways Forward have influenced many following SEWB 

initiatives, with Aboriginal voice and concept clearly visible in these nine principles. 

7.1.1 Nine guiding principles as disclosed in Ways Forward as presented in Social 

emotional wellbeing framework 2004–2009 (Social Health Reference Group, 

2004): 

1. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health is viewed in a holistic context that 

encompasses mental health and physical, cultural and spiritual health. 

Land is central to wellbeing. Crucially, it must be understood that when the harmony 

of these interrelations is disrupted, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander ill health will 

persist. 

2. Self–determination is central to the provision of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander health services. 

3. Culturally valid understandings must shape the provision of services and must 

guide assessment, care and management of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s 

health problems generally and mental health problems in particular. 

4. It must be recognised that the experiences of trauma and loss, present since 

European invasion, are a direct outcome of the disruption to cultural wellbeing. 

Trauma and loss of this magnitude continues to have inter–generational effects. 



5. The human rights (indigenous Rights) of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

peoples must be recognised and respected. 

Failure to respect these human rights constitutes continuous disruption to mental 

health (versus mental ill health). Human rights relevant to mental illness must be specifically 

addressed. 

6. Racism, stigma, environmental adversity and social disadvantage constitute

ongoing stressors and have negative impacts on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples’ mental health and wellbeing. 

7. The centrality of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander family and kinship must be

recognised as well as the broader concepts of family and the bonds of reciprocal affection, 

responsibility and sharing. 

8. There is no single Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander culture or group, but

numerous groupings, languages, kinships, and tribes, as well as ways of living. 

Furthermore, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples may currently live in 

urban, rural or remote settings, in urbanised, traditional or other lifestyles, and frequently 

move between these ways of living. 

9. It must be recognised that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have great

strengths, creativity and endurance and a deep understanding of the relationships between 

human beings and their environment. 

7.2 Attachment to ‘mental health’ 

Since the release of the National Mental Health Plan, many authors have continued to 

emphasise the link between SEWB and mental health, until the term SEWB has effectively 

come to refer to mental health inadvertently by many health researchers and practitioners. 

While Aboriginal authors and those who work closely with Aboriginal peoples continue to 

push notions of a holistic concept of SEWB (Gee, Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart & Kelly, 2014; 

Sheehan, 2012; Zubrick, Kelly & Walker, 2010), government continues to be heavily focused 

on a mental health based concept of SEWB.  This is typified in the National health and 

medical research council (NHMRC) TARGETED CALL FOR RESEARCH into Social and 



Emotional Wellbeing and Mental Health for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples 

from Early Life to Young Adults Call–Specific Funding Rules (2017). The document starts by 

providing a holistic definition for SEWB however then tends to use the terms SEWB and 

mental health interchangeably or in ways that at a minimum heavily promotes the position of 

mental health within a SEWB framework. These examples highlight the conflation of two 

very separate frameworks. It is the argument of the current thesis, the more SEWB is 

described as, or referred to in terms of mental health, the more entrenched this understanding 

is likely to become. 

The SEWB framework 2004–2009 report extends previous work by bringing to the 

forefront two elements of a SEWB concept: firstly the correlation between the ongoing 

legacy of colonisation and the high levels of mortality and morbidity among Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander peoples; and secondly the future uncertainty surrounding many factors 

shown to directly impede the SEWB of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and 

communities such as unresolved issues around land rights, control of resources, cultural 

survival, self–determination and other processes of integration (Kelly, Dudgeon, Gee, & 

Glaskin, 2009).  Building on the SEWB framework and on the Ways Forward report, social 

and emotional wellbeing as a concept has been advanced and promoted heavily by 

researchers over the past decade.  

Garvey (2008a) describes the SEWB of Indigenous Australians as a philosophy which 

grew from the dissatisfaction experienced by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 

with the conventional terminology of psychiatry. Garvey (2008a) is concerned with the 

impact of such social determinants as history and colonisation on Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander's holistic perceptions of health and well–being. 

In Living on the Edge, Kelly et al. (2009) view SEWB as a concept which 

encompasses mental health, however, is not confined to mental health and reflects broader, 

more complicated concepts of SEWB. While this document is focussed on psychological 

distress, it emphasises a more holistic perception of SEWB which integrates the nine guiding 

principles of the SEWB framework (2004–2009). 

Similarly, Zubrick, Dudgeon, et al. (2010a) in Working together: Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander mental health and wellbeing principles and practice, promote the 

social health reference group definition of social emotional wellbeing.  The Working 



Together text is first and foremost concerned with mental health and wellbeing.  S.R. 

Zubrick, Dudgeon, et al. (2010a) is in keeping with Kelly et al. (2009) as it describes in depth 

the impact social determinants have on social and emotional wellbeing. Chapter Six of this 

text centres around risk and protection of SEWB. Even though mention is given to the many 

risk factors to SEWB including social inequalities and physical health problems, the chapter 

is written again from the perspective of risks and protective factors to psychological distress 

which is likely to influence the audience (practitioner’s, client’s and patient’s) perceptions of 

social emotional wellbeing as being mainly concerned with psychological issues.   

Strong souls (Thomas, Cairney, Gunthorpe, Paradies, & Sayers, 2010) is a social 

emotional wellbeing screening tool for use with Aboriginal adolescents.  The authors indicate 

that SEWB is a holistic concept of health and wellbeing in which physical, spiritual, mental 

and cultural factors all interplay. Infact the authors, along with others (Vicary & Westerman, 

2004) go as far as to suggest that Aboriginal people do not differentiate between body and 

mind, and that wellbeing is centred on an external locus of control. The constructed tool is 

reportedly structured around the SEWB factors of anxiety, depression, suicide risk and 

resilience.  The questionnaire items show very limited acknowledgement of the spiritual or 

cultural elements of SEWB and no mention of the physical elements of wellbeing such as 

experience of chronic illness or the social determinants of health and wellbeing. The authors 

suggest 35 % of the variance in SEWB could be accounted for in the four constructs of 

anxiety, depression, suicide risk and resilience. In reviewing these questions, it appears the 

tool is highly constructed around the type of questions one could expect on any of the 

commonly used depression and/or anxiety scales with slight adjustments made to the 

language used to ask these questions.  What Strong Souls fails to sufficiently explain is that 

presentations quickly labelled as anxiety or depression are just that, they are commonly 

symptomologies of SEWB unrest or disturbance but are not necessarily issues of mental 

illness, nor of weakened social emotional wellbeing; just as mucus build up may be 

considered a symptom of flu, however alone it does not lead to a diagnosis of flu or 

necessarily mean someone is ‘unwell’. 

Similar critiques can be made of most tools which have reportedly been constructed to 

measure SEWB.  What these tools do, and most of the time do very well, is gain a more 

culturally accurate account of the levels of psychological distress a person is experiencing.  



What they fail to do is measure the strength of connection to each of the domains of SEWB 

(AIPA 2012). 

There is a clear pattern throughout the SEWB literature of promoting a holistic 

concept of health and wellbeing (Henderson et al., 2007; Kelly et al., 2009; S.R. Zubrick, 

Dudgeon, et al., 2010b). However, the term SEWB is used as a more palatable term for 

mental or psychological conditions. It is likely that this pattern impacts on the awareness of 

what social emotional wellbeing, as a concept is, influencing both non-indigenous people and 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ alike. It is the argument of the current thesis 

that the concept is then misunderstood and further misrepresented. 

Examples of this confusion were evident in the current research study as is demonstrated 

in the following quote from an Aboriginal health worker who holds the job title Social and 

Emotional Wellbeing Worker.  When asked: What is social and emotional wellbeing? the 

health worker stated: 

“Social and emotional wellbeing as I understand it as part of my job is different to how 

I understand it personally.  At work it’s about helping people to maintain good mental 

wellbeing, my job description and the resources I have are all aimed at this.  They 

expect me to just yarn to them and counsel them.  But personally, I feel social and 

emotional wellbeing is about all of health and living not just someone’s mental health.  

When I try to work in ways that represent my understanding I generally get asked to 

explain how what I’m doing is relevant to the clients mental health, you know, like if I 

help someone with their Centrelink paperwork because I know that’s currently making 

them feel bad or I go to the shops with someone who is not too stable on their feet or 

can’t carry bags then I’m asked to explain how it is relevant to my job to do that for 

that person.  To me it’s clear as day but not to my managers. You know it just leaves me 

drained having to explain myself all the time so now I don’t know what social and 

emotional wellbeing is supposed to mean” 

Another participant, who is a nurse exclaimed: 

“I don’t know what social and emotional wellbeing is meant to stand for now, I’ve 

heard so many different versions or explanations that it’s just become too confusing.  I 

just work in the way that feels right for me and that patient now, you know?” 



Similar scenarios of conflicting understandings impacting on work practice, 

expectations and wellbeing were common from participants in the yarns held for this study. 

7.3 Distinguishing SEWB from mental health 

Efforts to dismiss incorrect perceptions of SEWB as being solely focused on 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander mental health have become more prominent over the 

past few years. The CRCAH (2006:4) Industry Roundtable on Social and Emotional 

Wellbeing assisted with this new wave of thinking when it was concluded from the group 

understandings presented that: 

Social and emotional wellbeing is a relatively new concept which has gained currency 

over the last decade. It is a broad complex term that is both multi-dimensional and 

multi-layered. Interpretation of what social and emotional wellbeing means varies 

across groups and through the life course. It has been described variously as ranging 

from ‘being connected to country’ to encompassing serious mental health issues 

Through cultural competence training for non-indigenous mental-health professionals 

offered by the Australian Indigenous Psychologists Association (AIPA, 2010–14) and similar 

work undertaken by Marumali Consultations (2010–14) with General Practice staff and other 

allied health workers, participants are instructed that SEWB is conceptually and practically 

superior to traditional bio-medical or biopsychosocial concepts of health and wellbeing. 

These programs proclaim SEWB is not only concerned with mental health or psychological 

state but more so with overall wellness.  In particular it helps us to understand that someone 

could experience disturbed SEWB while maintaining relatively stable mental wellbeing or 

could have mental health problems but still have stable SEWB all dependent on the 

disturbances or stabilities that are present in other domains of SEWB.  For example, if 

someone has a diagnosis of schizophrenia it is suggested through a SEWB lens that they may 

actually experience quite positive SEWB if other domains of SEWB are relatively strong or 

stable. 

Vickery, Clarke & Adams (2004) describe an ‘Indigenous model of health’ in which 

all factors be they physical, mental, cultural, spiritual or to do with identity are integral parts 

of a wheel, when all spokes are strong the wheel is stable.  The Vickery model suggests that 



‘ill–health’ will persist if any of the factors are weakened or the factors do not connect.  

Marumali Consultations (2010–2014), AIPA (2010–14) and Gee, Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart, 

Kelly, et al. (2014) similarly describe the health implications linkable to weakening of the 

realms or domains of SEWB. 

Gee, Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart, Kelly, et al. (2014) explain the domains of SEWB, that 

a sense of connectedness to each of the following domains is important: culture, physical 

wellness, mental wellness, spirituality including ancestry, country/place or nature, family and 

community. However, they add that this is unlikely to contain all the possible domains that 

might underpin an individual's sense of wellness. SEWB complications occur due to a 

weakening of connections to any single domain or multiple domains. SEWB strength or 

stability is influenced by the sense of connection individuals experience to each domain and 

the interconnected bind between the domains. People’s strength in these domains are also 

heavily mediated by the social determinants of health and wellbeing.  Dis-ease, ill health, or 

weakness is experienced by individuals when any of the above elements are frail as all 

elements have a constant interplay on each other.  Furthermore, SEWB is as much an 

individual construct as it is a collective experience, in that while it is influenced by all the 

above-mentioned domains, and is very much tied to collectivism, each individual will equate 

differing levels of importance in terms of their wellbeing to each of the various domains. 

7.4 SEWB domains 

Brief explanations of each of the domains as described by Gee, Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart, 

Kelly, et al. (2014) are given below. As is shown by the supporting literature and other 

evidence, this holistic concept of wellbeing is by no means a new concept and appears to be a 

long held Aboriginal philosophy. For instance, in the central desert area this concept is 

explained by Uncle Bob Randall in the documentary Kanyini (Hogan, 2006).  ‘Kanyini’ is a 

Pitjantjatjara word – translated as best as is possible – to connectedness or even 

interconnectedness. Kanyini, as explained by Uncle Bob Randall, is the principle of 

connectedness through caring and responsibility.  Kanyini underpins Pitjantjatjara way of 

life. Kanyini is a connectedness to tjukurrpa (Dreaming/spirituality), ngura 

(place/country/land), walytja (Kinship/family) and Kurunpa (spirit/soul). Uncle Bob Randall 

explains this concept has existed since the beginning of time and being.  Kanyini is nurtured 

through caring and practicing responsibility for all things within our environment. 



7.4.1 Spirituality and Spirit 

Spirituality is repeatedly mentioned as an important structure, domain or realm within 

social and emotional wellbeing.  The domain of spirit appears to be so important for many 

Aboriginal people that in some cases the term strong spirit appears fully interchangeable with 

strong SEWB (Poroch et al., 2009).  McEwan and Tsey (2009) discusses spirituality as being 

one of four vital human needs for wellbeing, the other three being mental, emotional and 

physical needs.  Ypinzazar, Margolis, Haswell–Elkins and Tsey (2007) undertook a meta– 

analysis examining Aboriginal perceptions of mental health and identified spirituality as one 

of five distinct elements which are repeatedly mentioned throughout the literature as being 

determinants of mental wellbeing. As mental wellbeing is important in terms of strong social 

emotional wellbeing it could be inferred from this study that spirituality is a key domain of 

SEWB for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. McEwan and Tsey (2009) argue 

that only by understanding and respecting the ways in which spirituality is understood and 

expressed by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people can we hope to make any critical 

shifts in improving health and wellbeing states.  

Porch et al (2009) along with several other authors (Bourke, Bourke, & Edwards, 1994; 

Morphy, 1987; Randall & Newbury, 2003) have attempted to explain the multifaceted 

concepts and experiences of Aboriginal spirituality. They indicate that spirituality resides in 

The Dreaming, in stories, paintings, ceremonies and dance, values and structures (Bourke et 

al., 1994; Morphy, 1987; Randall & Newbury, 2003), that it is intrinsically connected to land 

and place and most importantly that it is a major determinant of health and wellbeing. 

Obviously, much variance is expected in terms of people’s personal understandings, 

experiences and explanations of spirituality. For instance, in Yarrabah, a small Indigenous 

community of North Queensland, spirituality was explained in many ways, from deep 

connections with God through to an affinity or oneness with country and nature (McEwan & 

Tsey, 2009).  One theme continues throughout all explanations however, an inseparable bond 

between spirit and the natural world.  This bond appears all-encompassing and connected to 

all past, present and future. It includes but is not limited to all animate and inanimate 

components of nature.  This unification of self, other, nature and cosmos is a total contrast to 

Western philosophies of religion which view the human being as separate to others and as 

master of nature and her elements.  Sutton cited in (Penny Tripcony, 2007) explains this 

difference as: 



“The realm of spiritual existence is not divorced from the material world but 

embedded in it. People and nature are one, whereas in Western thought these are 

separated.” 

In Grieves (2009) the SEWB holistic framework or Aboriginal philosophy of health is 

explained as one in which it is difficult to separate many things; in particular, health is 

inseparably tied to wellbeing, and wellbeing is largely regarded for Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander peoples as having strong spirit; this spirit is secured to culture, land, the 

environment and nature. Under this premise wellbeing exists when this connected spirituality 

exists for a person.  Sufficient wellbeing it is suggested can exist separately to health as long 

as spirit is strong; however, health is intrinsically tied to wellbeing and cannot exist on its 

own. Grieves (2009) refers to this as follows: 

“Aboriginal wellbeing relies on a belief system, that philosophical basis of 

ontologies and epistemologies known as ‘Spirituality’.” 

A prime illustration of such spiritual belief systems is that of Ngarlu as presented by Joe 

Roe. Ngarlu is a Karajarri word for defining the place of the inner spirit (Roe, 2010). Roe 

(2010) explains Ngarlu is the inner place, deep inside the stomach where the Karajarri people 

understand the centre of our emotions and being to exist. It is explained that spirit is made of 

both Rai, the spirit from the country and Bilyurr, the spirit within individuals. Ngarlu is also 

the name given to a well–recognised social emotional wellbeing healing model (Roe, 2010) 

The Ngarlu model explains that much of the social emotional wellbeing issues present in 

Aboriginal peoples today is due to a weakening in spirit.  Similar understandings are common 

throughout Aboriginal societies, as illustrated by Kanyini in the central desert.  Throughout 

all Aboriginal countries, spirituality is often expressed, remembered and shared through the 

dreaming.  

Participant researchers of the current study often spoke of the importance of 

spirituality and the explanations of what spirituality meant was different for each of them.  

Explanations stretched from those deeply rooted in traditional understandings to those 

intertwined with forms of Christianity.  Despite the explanation given, the majority yarned 

about the dreaming as being integral to their belief system in some way.  The following 

quotes from two separate participants of the current research demonstrate this variance. 



“For me spirituality is about knowing my place through understanding, my 

culture, my ancestors, my law.  It gives me direction and purpose; it isn’t something of 

the past but something that lives and breathes today” 

“Christianity is an important part of my dreaming.  I haven’t forgot what I was 

told as a young fella or given up on my culture but Christianity has helped explain 

certain things in my life for me and helped me to get through certain hard things too so 

you know it’s just part of my dreaming now.” 

7.4.2 The Dreaming and Dreamtime 

The phrase, ‘The Dreaming’ is a Westernised attempt to explain an Aboriginal 

experience and practice of spirituality (Tripcony, 1996).  This term suggests that the 

dreaming is something that occurs in the mind and during sleep, however this is far from a 

sufficient explanation of notions of ‘the dreaming’. The literal term fails to reflect the 

complexity and the diversity of Aboriginal peoples experience and practice of their 

spirituality and connectedness or oneness with the natural world and vastness of space.  All 

Aboriginal nations would have had their own language to express the concept of their 

spirituality and many of these language terms remain in use. Unfortunately, colonisation and 

its processes brought about much damage to Aboriginal languages leading to many 

Aboriginal peoples adopting the English phrase “the dreaming” to explain their spiritual 

phenomenon.   Its usage is not intended to be taken literally but from an experiential view of 

which there is no complete western translation. I offer a Gamilaraay perspective on this 

below. 

In Gamilaraay we refer to the dreaming as “Burruguu” and this notion has existed for 

us since “Burruguu–ngayi–li the dreamtime (which actually has no beginning or end).  In this 

alone you can see that there is no fixed notion of a beginning as there is subtle reference to a 

presence of something present before.  Much as there is with the notion of gamilu–bidi wii 

(before the big light). The dreaming for us as Gamilaraay, is an awareness and connection to 

everything past present and future. It is a process of connecting to the information of 

Burruguu–ngayi–li. It is a state I have had to learn to condition myself to find, it is a feeling, 

it is an awareness of my opportunity to be adding to the ongoing story of life through the 

influence of what has been, and a place of silence where noise no longer interferes with my 

ability to engage and ‘imagine’ into reality. It is where I ‘go’ to heal.  As you can probably 



imagine, there is no single word or even short phrase in English that can capture this so hence 

we commonly use the terms “the dreamtime” and “the dreaming” in an attempt to make these 

relatable to others. 

One participant explained this as follows: 

“I’m closest to my dreaming when everything is silent.  When the noises around 

me and the noises inside of me are blocked out and I can just sit and really listen.  I 

guess some mob call it meditating but for me it’s connecting.  Allowing myself to 

become part of everything else.” Female Aboriginal Health Worker. 

Our Gamilaraay creation story (see appendix 1) speaks of the origins of the universe, 

of creation, of lore and of the dreamtime and dreaming through explanations of gamilu bidi– 

wii and dhiriya gamil.  Dhiriya gamil, given to us by Buwadjaar and taught to us by 

Dhurramalan enabled us to live in a society that always maintained a spiritual and physical 

connection to our past and future, and guaranteed that all people of Gamilaraay followed and 

honoured the creation given to us by Buwadjaar. 

Spirituality is often spoken of in terms of connection and connection to country is a 

concept that figures prominently in terms of both spirituality and further so, the overall social 

and emotional wellbeing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples (Ganesharajah, 

2009; Kingsley, Townsend, Phillips, & Aldous, 2009). Aboriginal peoples are connected to 

country through ancestry and through birth. 

7.4.3 Country 

Research regarding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples understanding of 

connection to country and to nature is readily available (Garnett et al., 2009; R. McDermott, 

O'Dea, Rowley, Knight, & Burgess, 2008; McGrath, 2007; Purdie, Dudgeon, & Walker, 

2010) and has been documented for many years (McGrath, 2007; Morgan, Slade, & Morgan, 

1997).  Country, also termed ‘land’ can be described as an area to which Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander people have a traditional or spiritual association (Ganesharajah, 2009).  

The term country has also been explained as the way in which Aboriginal peoples refer to a 

place that gives and receives life (Yotti’Kingsley, Townsend, Phillips, & Aldous, 2009). 

Land is considered to be a living entity and the life support system for people and all other 



creatures.  For many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people there is a belief that the 

soul and spirit are tied to their country. Connection to country is described as a deep, rich 

experience, belief or feeling of belonging to country (Dudgeon, Wright, Paradies, Garvey, & 

Walker, 2010).  Aboriginal peoples practice connection to country similarly to how non-

indigenous Australians may maintain a connection to direct family or close friends; they talk 

to country, visit country, stress over country and miss or long for country (Ganesharajah, 

2009; Harrison, 2009).  

This connection to country is continuous and includes connection prior to a person’s 

own life through ancestry, throughout one’s life, and in their passing.  Aboriginal people will 

refer to country in terms of ‘birth country’, home country, healing country, special/sacred 

country, and ‘death country’ throughout their life and depending on the context in which 

‘country’ is being spoken of.  For instance, a terminally ill person may request to be sent 

home to their death country, where as throughout their life when describing their heritage and 

connection to an area, they would have likely referred to the same area as their birth country 

and if asked by a stranger where they are from they may reply “my home country is….”.  

People commonly establish personal connections with each other based on lineage that can be 

traced through country.  Indeed, Indigenous family and kinship structures are tied to country 

be it traditional, historical or residential country and this rich connection to others is 

commonly mentioned in SEWB descriptions. 

Caring for country requires having a well–honed sense for condition of the land and 

knowledge of her properties, be them natural or spiritual. To care for country, people need to 

practice the responsibility they hold for the maintenance of both conditions and properties.  

We would say people need to understand and practice their gawuban gunigal 

(interconnectedness). To practice this responsibility people need rights and opportunities 

open to them, both through Aboriginal ‘lore’ and Westernised law or legislations.  Kingsley 

et al. (2009) described the concept of caring for country similarly. 

“Caring for country is defined as having the knowledge of, a sense of 

responsibility for and an inherent right to be involved in the management of 

traditional lands that has provided the basis for ecological sustainability of the 

Australian landscape.” 



Many researchers have concluded that there is a positive relationship between the 

practice of caring for country and health for Aboriginal people (C. Burgess, Johnston, 

Bowman, & Whitehead, 2007; C. P. Burgess et al., 2009; R. McDermott et al., 2008; 

Yotti’Kingsley et al., 2009).  Robyn McDermott et al. (1998) established that Aboriginal 

people chose to return to homelands in order to ensure cultural and social survival, the 

strengthening of these in turn appeared to lead to increased physical and mental wellbeing. P. 

Burgess, Mileran, and Bailie (2008) reported that consistent with both Australian and 

international work caring for country was significantly and substantially had health benefits 

such as improved nutrition, more frequent physical activity and fewer incidence of chronic 

disease.  The authors also pointed out that Aboriginal participants affirmed caring for country 

was a legitimate tool for health promotion.  Participants of the current research frequently 

mentioned the importance of getting back to country for their own wellbeing indicating that 

for them it is a strong protective factor for maintaining wellbeing while undertaking their 

work.  Such importance is demonstrated in the quote below from an Aboriginal Health 

Worker in a regional area. 

"Connection to country is important to me and that’s why I go home every now and 

again.  It recharges my spirit, even if I just drive through the area, and I've done that 

(return to country to recharge) for years and years now and it’s helped me to survive 

in this job” 

For some people due to the atrocities of the past they may not ever know where 

country is (Blignault et al, 2014; Sheehan, 2012) but many people appear to still have an 

inherent sense of connection to nature, this was demonstrated in a brief but powerful 

statement from an Uncle, an Aboriginal elder, who unfortunately does not know where his 

‘country’ is due to processes of multigenerational removal.  Uncle is working as a health 

worker in an outer urban area.  I asked him where he felt safest and where does he go to 

recharge, he simply replied: 

“Brother, I feel safest on the beach, nothing makes me feel more relaxed than being 

on the beach, sometimes fishing, sometimes just walking but that’s where I go to feel 

connected.”  



7.4.4 Family and Kinship 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander family constructions and kinship systems are 

complex, very diverse and still very much functioning across the country (Austin‐Broos, 

2003; Hiatt, 1967; Keen, 1988; Walker & Shepherd, 2008).  The family unit from an 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspective covers more than close blood-relations or 

those who reside in the same household and can include friends, extended family (including 

those through marriage), those related through ‘skin’ or ‘lore’ and other members of 

community. Kinship is often spoken of as a blood relationship to another, however for many, 

particularly those who hold customary knowledge and understanding, kinship describes an 

inherent connection to people, place, ancestor beings and other living entities such as plant 

and animals through totemic affiliations.  

Kinship is not only maintained in remote and regional areas but also very much 

amongst urban residing Aboriginal people. This rich and widely inclusive understanding of 

family is much more based on relationships through connectedness to country and spirit than 

just biological or genealogical relationships. In Gamilaraay as with all Aboriginal groups this 

system is multileveled and complex. Gamilaraay practice what anthropologists refer to as a 

four–section system (Radcliffe‐Brown, 1930), how this works for Gamilaraay is offered in 

detail below.   

7.4.4.1 Gamilaraay Kinship Structure 

 Uncle Paul Spearim offers the following explanation of Gamilaraay kinship 

structures: 

BUWADJAAR decreed that all children must follow the mother’s line of descent. At 

the same time BUWADJARR proclaimed that all children must remain tied to their father’s 

Ngurrambaa (traditional land/birthplace). However, BUWADJARR also ruled that all 

children must belong within a specific marriage/social class, to which their parents did not. 

BUWADJARR did this to ensure the ongoing strength of the Gamilaraay bloodlines. 

BUWADJARR placed the people into two blood groups, Guwaymadhan and 

Guwaygaliyarr. After being put into blood groups Gamilaraay was split into Moieties 



(Yanguru and Wudhurruu), Sub–Moieties (Kaputhin and Dilby), Totems/meat (Dhii) and 

Marriage/Social classes.  

A final division was made between Giinbaligal, the ‘scaly tribe’ (reptiles & fish), 

Dhurrun.gal the ‘furry tribe’, Dhigayaa the ‘bird tribe’ and Gunidjaa/Guraarr the 

‘little/tall/mari person tribe’. This extended the notion of kinship beyond mankind to further 

include all living and mythical beings. This guaranteed that Gamilaraay people adhered to the 

teachings of Dhirriya Gamil (old lore) and understood that each and every living thing was 

different yet inter–related. 

BLOOD 

GROUPS 

GUWAYMADHAN 

(Dark) 

GUWAYGALIYARR 

(Light) 

MOIETY WUDHURRUU YANGURU 

SUB-MOIETY KAPUTHIN 

(Wedge–tail Eagle) 

DILBY (Crow) 

Table 5. The overarching kinship Gamil lores. 

The sub–moieties, define descent line and both the totem and marriage classes to 

which you belong. While an individual can only belong to one descent line, either Kaputhin 

or Dilby, they may belong to many animal Dhii’s (totems/meat) within that group.  

BUWADJARR divided the people into the following animal totems/meat. 

(A). Kaputhin Sub-Moiety – (Yibaay/Gambuu marriage classes) 

Ringtail possum, red kangaroo, quoll, wallaroo, platypus, quail, barking owl, emu, 

brolga, plains turkey, galah, swan, curlew, magpie, bearded dragon, carpet snake, bubbar 

snake, death adder, black snake, frog, bream, murray cod, reddish butterfly, fly, native bee, 

centipede, box tree, belar (casuarina tree), gum tree, brigalow, wattle tree, coolabah, Garriya, 

rainbow, goonhur. 

(B). Dilby Sub–Moiety – (Marrii/Gabii marriage classes) 

Brush–tailed possum, bandicoot, echidna, pademelon, eastern grey kangaroo, pelican, 

white cockatoo, eaglehawk, sparrow–hawk (nankeen kestrel), black duck, wood duck (maned 



duck), crow, bowerbird, kookaburra, tibi bird, peewee, scrub turkey, fish hawk, ground 

goanna, jewfish, yellowbelly, bony fish (bony bream), white butterfly, grasshopper, ant, 

saltbush, sandalwood, bumble tree, carbeen (moreton bay ash), pine tree, sun, moon, 

Pleiades, water. 

With reference to marriage, there are four social classes. In respect to the male line, 

the breakdown is as follows: 

• Yibaay & Gambuu belong to KAPUTHIN the Wedge–tailed Eagle 

• Marrii & Gabii belong to DILBY the Crow.  

The opposite applies to the female line; however, they are known by different names: 

• Yibadhaa & Buudhaa belong to DILBY the Crow 

• Maadhaa & Gabudhaa belong to KAPUTHIN the Wedge–tailed Eagle. 

The sub–moieties and related marriage/social classes provide Gamilaraay people with 

the system of marriage, descent and relationship. The union of Gamilaraay men and women 

and their resultant family is as follows: 

Sub-Moiety 

 

Marriage/Social 

classes 

The 

male can only 

marry these 

female classes 

Children – Social 

classes 

Male  Female  Male Female 

Kaputhin 

Yibaay 

Gambuu 

Yibadhaa 

Buudhaa 

Gabudhaa 

Maadhaa 

Marrii 

Gabii 

Maadhaa 

Gabudhaa 

Dilby 

Marrii 

Gabii 

Maadhaa 

Gabudhaa 

Buudhaa 

Yibadhaa 

Yibaay 

Gambuu 

Yibadhaa 

Budhaa 

Table 6. Gamilaraay skin group system. 

BUWADJAARR declared three rules of marriage for DHIRRIYA GAMIL (old 

Gamil) to obey and passed them down to all peoples of Gamilaraay.  

• Do not marry inside your own blood group, moiety or sub-moiety. 



• Do not marry inside your own totem.

• Do not marry within your own marriage/social class.

It is important to note that while Blood Group, Moiety and Sub-Moiety are linear in 

relationship to one another, Totem and Marriage classes are not linear, but rather parallel, 

sitting side by side under the sub–moieties. 

7.4.4.2 Purpose of Kinship 

Anthropologic literature argues kinship systems have been utilised by Aboriginal 

people for thousands of years and have always ensured strong genetic pools within small 

populations (Broome, 1982).  From an Aboriginal perspective it is recognised that these 

systems ensured appropriate transfer of knowledge (to do with culture, spirituality, law/lore 

and place) occurred across time without the use of written languages. Thereby they maintain 

both cultural heritage and just as importantly, social order and structure (Spillman, 2017). 

Links between family connection and wellbeing have also been described in multiple reports 

(Kelly et al., 2009; Purdie et al., 2010; Walker & Shepherd, 2008).  A general consensus has 

been reached by most who have investigated these links:, the stronger the family networks 

are and the more connected Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people feel to their family 

and community, the stronger their overall social and emotional wellbeing will be (Gee, 

Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart, Kelly, et al., 2014; Sheehan, 2012.   

As explained above aspects of culture are often passed down through generations, 

from elders to youth, from men to boys and women to girls, through kinship lines and country 

connections.  Kinship is intrinsically linked to notions of lore and culture and for many 

governs the roles and responsibility they hold to that to which they are connected (Spillman, 

2017). 

7.4.5 Culture 

Culture is a concept which has created much dialogue concerning the questions: what 

is culture? How is it learned? How is it maintained, strengthened or weakened? What role 

does it play in identity formation? Is culture a mechanism for creating superficial differences 

amongst people or a way of maintaining group cohesion and control? Precisely what culture 

is, and what function it serves, may be a question of perception. Culture may be viewed as a 



continually evolving sense of a collective self.  The explanation of ‘what is culture’ offered 

by Smith (2016) would definitely suggest support this.  Smith (2016) explains culture as the 

way of life of a group of people, as they are living today that is learnt across generations and 

evolves and adapts.   Gee et al (2014) in agreeance with Hovane et al (2013) define culture as 

a collectively shared set of values, rituals, beliefs, traditions and customs. Hofstede (1997) as 

represented in Kickett (2011, p.31) would add that culture is reliant on time, place and 

context.   Through this rationale it is suggested, Aboriginal people who have a strong sense of 

connection to the place of their ancestors are likely to hold very strong perspectives of culture 

collectively with their own mob.  Others that may not have had the opportunity to know their 

connections may hold more macro level understandings of culture from a larger collective 

‘Aboriginal’ perspective 12.  Gee et al (2014) along with Kingsley (2013) and Kingsley, 

Townsend, Phillips and Aldous (2009) argue that it important to recognise the diversity in 

concepts of culture.  Both further that assisting people to feel more connected to a positive 

sense of culture that is inclusive of understandings of connectedness is important to 

wellbeing.  

The current study will shed light further on the perception of culture from Aboriginal 

health and community service workers living in different states of connectedness to place and 

peoples and describe the impact they perceive it has on their sense of wellbeing. It is the 

position of the current thesis that while cultures are living and do evolve, that if a cultural 

group removes itself so far from a sense of ‘what was’ that it becomes unrecognisable or 

distinguishable as divergent from another cultural group, then it is questionable whether the 

culture itself can continue to claim continuance. It is a fear of the current author that 

Gamilaraay and many other Aboriginal cultures are at risk of such occurring due to a neglect 

of what it is ‘to be’. A position shared by Waters (2012) who writes of his fears of a departure 

from traditional philosophy and practice as putting at risk the ongoing existence of the oldest 

living cultures on earth. 

 

12 For instance, as a Gamilaraay man who has had the opportunity to engage in ceremony, I may consider my 

Gamilarray culture differently to others of Gamilaraay heritage who have not had such opportunities.  My 

culture is governed by dhiriya gamil and my kinship lineage. 



7.5 The current thesis and SEWB 

The current study intends to build on the collective knowledge and understandings of 

SEWB by incorporating the lived understandings and experiences of SEWB offered by 

Aboriginal health workers. It is a starting hypothesis that SEWB is essentially about 'good or 

strong being' which differs from wellbeing in that wellbeing is used in regards of good 

physical, social and mental health whereas strong being is more concerned with the 

philosophical essence of 'good being' or living well/thriving–ongoing survival–continued 

existence, across the continuums of time and space. The current work suggests that the 

SEWB concept can be further unpacked and could possibly be renamed to claim back an 

Aboriginal perspective of being that is holistic and rooted in protective, strength based 

Aboriginal philosophies. 



8 Holistic Being: An Expanded Model of Social and Emotional Wellbeing 

Figure 3. Expanded Model of Social and Emotional Wellbeing (Schultz) 



8.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters a review of current literature around SEWB and SEWB risk 

and protective factors was presented.  The current research demonstrates that while the 

existence of a holistic understanding of wellbeing still exists strongly in the minds of many 

Aboriginal peoples, its essence can no longer be captured successfully and without confusion 

by using the terminology of ‘social and emotional wellbeing’ primarily due to government 

diffusion of the concept.  The current research argues for a new understanding which in its 

terminology alone is more holistic and is detached from any current framework or 

terminology of health and wellbeing.  A concept of holistic being, emergent from the current 

data will be unpacked in proceeding chapters. This new reflection on ancient and modern 

understandings, the collective knowledges of research participants and all previous research 

around SEWB, argues for a way forward in understanding what is commonly termed 

‘Aboriginal health’ or ‘social and emotional wellbeing’.  While not an aim of this study, it is 

proposed that this concept could be cross–culturally adapted to fit today’s more diverse 

Australian society as it is proposed all people have their own notions of the elements 

contained in the model.  

Four main differences between existing SEWB theories and the holistic being theory 

proposed here were discovered from the current data analysis. Each is discussed in turn. 

Firstly, the separation of what will be explained as core elements (inner and outer core) of 

being (Spirit as inner; mind, body and soul as outer) from other mediators of strength 

(Connections to country/nature, family, community, spirituality) to the core elements of 

being. Secondly, a delineation of spirit (being energy/energies or essence) and soul (genetic 

memory) from spirituality.  In the presented theory spirit/s is/are considered the root energy 

source of being as an integral part of ‘true’ identity. What is termed Soul is the cell memory 

(epigenetics and genes) of all that has come before. This is the root of biological and 

psychological make–up and capacity.  Thirdly, risk and protective factors are viewed as 

multi-dimensional and are explained through a culturally rooted notion of sense of safety and 

security, influenced by experiences of and expressions of (or creation of) ‘principles of lore’ 

rather than from a Western social determinants perspective. These experiences and 

expressions it is argued play a role in what is stored in the soul, happens with mind and body 

and further, with influencing the energy of the spirit.  Finally, the entire ‘being’ is concerned 

with identity in its visual or perceivable form.  Identity is a powerful component of reality 



perceived or constructed from all its elements and experiences across time. It has been 

influenced and holds the power to influence yet is simply a constructed version of self rather 

than a true representation of the inner spiritual self. 

The model will be explained through an analogy with the Earth, with the inner core 

being ‘spirit’, outer core made of mind, body and soul, the crust being other elements of 

importance or connection to the person, and experiences of principles of positive and 

negative lore being the atmosphere.  Identity (perceived, presented, experienced, viewed) in 

its complete visible state is as Earth is to us as humans (through our perceptions and 

understandings anyhow!) from space.  I have chosen to explain it this way because, when I 

was explaining this model to an Elder who supported this thesis, she simply remarked, “I get 

it. It’s just like Mother Earth hey, and what’s going on for her now.  We know the earth as the 

earth through what we understand of it past, present and predicted future.  From what we 

can smell, see, and feel.  But we don’t actually know what the earth truly is beyond that hey.  

I bet she don’t speak English but hey”. 

8.1.1 Identity: The Complete ‘Earth’ = the complete being 

As with SEWB models, data from the current research highlighted that identity was 

considered paramount to strong holistic being. The following from a young (under 25) 

participant spoke well to this, “Bra since I’ve known who I am, you know really known, I’ve 

been sweet, before that I was a bit of a mess”. However, identity was also spoken of in 

broader terms than just one’s ethnicity (Aboriginality in this study) in the current data than 

appears to be accounted for in current literature around SEWB. For instance, an older 

participant spoke of the importance of being a valued member of their local football club as 

integral to their sense of identity. Identity was spoken of as a ‘cloak’ for the spirit by another 

elder participant who explained identity as follows.  

With a web, the silk is visible, what is not visible to the naked eye is the energy 

charged atoms from which it is formed.  With earth, we can see the planet as a 

whole layered mass yet we cannot see the gravity that binds the mass together 

giving earth shape, form and gravity of its own.  With humans the spirit is not 

visible either, yet something provides the basic energy that allows for the human 

being to gain or perceive visibility through the construct of their ‘identity’.  That 

identity then has external influence also. 



As expressed in previous literature, identity, the concept of self was considered the 

binding agent for wellbeing by the majority of participants of the current study.  Rather than 

being viewed as simply ‘central’ however, it may be more beneficial for us to view identity 

as a construct of everything. Built through an intrinsic complete web of knowing and being 

that has influences from biological history (Genetics and epigenetics), place (country, school, 

city), culture (Gamilaroi, Legal fraternity, Rugby league, etc.), time (the 60’s, current period, 

1788, etc), and relationships (distant father, lesbian mother, collegial worker, etc).  Another 

important part of the web is that of spirituality or belief system (atheist, Christian, spiritual 

believer, Gamilaraay).  Many involved in this research discussed spirit as being ‘true identity’ 

or ‘the true self’ with the web of influences around this spirit being the viewed and perceived 

identity. This will be discussed further on in this chapter.  

The above could all be viewed as the silks used to form complete webs. Each strand 

connects in some way to all others forging a structure that can be recognised or identified by 

both the architect of it and by other beings. Often when we speak of identity in terms of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples (or others of culturally diverse backgrounds for 

that matter) we typically only focus on ethnicity or archaic concepts of ‘race’ as the marker 

for identity.  In doing so we fail to acknowledge all those other threads that have helped form 

the web of someone’s identity. Such threads may include factors such as place, time, 

sexuality, position and context that are all key to the overall web of one’s identity structure, 

while still identifying strongly as Aboriginal.  We therefore often have no true understanding 

of others we come into contact with. Nor to be realistic, might we ever have complete 

understandings of others, particularly if they do not completely know themselves through 

what their identity is woven from.  For instance, many Australians hold stereotypical and 

discriminatory attitudes towards others (Griffiths & Pedersen, 2009) yet have very limited 

understanding of their own ancestral histories, therefore have no genuine understanding of 

their own soul memory (epigenetics) and how this influences their existence with others and 

place (Schultz, 2008).  They thus fail to appreciate how this may shape the various biases that 

they hold towards others, be those based on sex, age, ethnicity, shape or any other factor. 

When yarning about identity with the participant researchers of the current study, it 

was clear that while Aboriginality was a key attribute of identity for all participants, many 

other factors of identity were raised and yarned about as being integral to the complete 

personal identity stability. The following quote from the current data reflects this trend. 



“I’m a proud Aboriginal13 woman but I’m also a mother, a sister, a health worker 

and a Christian. All these things are important to who I am and to how others see 

me.” 

This worker’s comment clearly highlights that while her heritage and the culture from 

that heritage is fundamentally important to her sense of identity, that she has also constructed 

and understands her identity from many other factors.  Time and experience are represented 

here in the fact that she mentions as part of her identity web that she is a mother, this woman 

obviously was not always a mother, so across time and through experience this thread has 

been woven into her identity web.  Family and place in family is important to this worker as 

part of overall identity.  Also noted is that others understand her identity through this 

multitude of threads also.  The worker mentioned further in the yarn that different people will 

know her (identify her) in different ways and that she actually carries herself in different 

ways in different environments also, bringing attention to the factor of context.  For this 

worker, as with all humans, we adapt and present our web to suit the context in which we are 

casting it.  This is no different to the spider forming its web day-to-day to best meet the 

environment and conditions. However, it would appear if we are forced to act outside of 

personal parameters of flexibility of our identity web, then we likely experience identity 

conflict or crisis.  The worker in this yarn gave the following quote demonstrating 

specifically. 

“When I’m at work sometimes you know, I have to almost pretend to be someone else 

and it really drains me some days. Particularly when family are involved, because 

they don’t understand why I have to act different there [at work].” 

All participants considered work role an important thread within their identity web.  

Within the theory offered here, this means that any attacks (actual or perceived) on that part 

of someone’s identity is likely to cause instability or identity crisis.  This process may be akin 

to those cases in which, for perceived safety reasons (physical, emotional, etc.) an individual 

may hide their sexuality for periods of time, which often coincides with a multitude of 

wellbeing issues as a consequence. In this context, there are typically well recognised and 

 

13 The specific Aboriginal heritage of this participant has been deidentified to ensure 

anonymity of worker due to coming from a small remote area 



accepted links noted between identity conflict, sexuality and health concerns, particularly 

mental health concerns. However, it would appear that this recognition is not yet at the same 

level regarding the apparent disturbances that can occur for individuals when they feel they 

must hide some other part of their identity, such as Aboriginality. Consequently, we can 

quickly dismiss the level of conflict that is caused when another part of the identity web is 

challenged. 

I experienced this challenge while acting as a ‘Lecturer of Aboriginal health’ in a 

large university.  I began the first lecture by stating to the class my identity, that being 

Gamilaroi.  By close of the first lesson, a student had posted a comment, starting a thread of 

inappropriate and discriminatory comments on a popular social media forum.  Comments 

posted included those such as the following. 

“Where did they get him from, the pub? They mustn’t have been able to find a real 

lecturer lol.” 

“Yeah, they’re all drunks, so sure to find a few there.” 

This was both an attack on my ethnic identity thread (on multiple layers both as a 

Gamilaroi man and as an Aboriginal Australian) and on my thread of ‘lecturer’.  These 

attacks on my identity web left me with a mass of negative emotion, from anger and outrage 

to upset and lowered self–worth. This event and the following mis-handling of it influenced 

me so heavily it ultimately led to my being unable to complete my work to the best of my 

ability, experiencing ongoing stress associated with having to go to work, and further with the 

stress having a noticeable impact on my physical wellbeing. 

Similar challenges were noted by many of the participants of this study as demonstrated by 

the following section of a yarn held with a female Aboriginal Psychologist who studied at a 

large urban university. 

 “During my undergraduate degree my experience was that I was ‘that’ Aboriginal 

student who looked white and was therefore trying to secure benefits of some sort by 

stating that I was Indigenous, as noted by a lecturer and some fellow students 

throughout the degree. In all instances prior to meeting me, they had no problem with 

my being Indigenous, until they realised, I had white skin.  It was part of my decision 



to change campuses in order to avoid contact with the lecturer in particular. I think it 

definitely had an impact on my self–confidence for a long time as I thought people 

saw me as some sort of fraud.”  

For this participant the experience of identity attacks and therefore imposed insecurity 

and a weakening of the identity web, began in her undergraduate training to become a 

psychologist and has largely continued into her career in professional practice.  The 

participant explained that the questioning of her identity throughout her career has not only 

come from non–Indigenous people but commonly from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

people also. 

“For some people my identity has been a non–issue, where I haven’t been questioned 

on my credibility as an Aboriginal person and have been accepted. For others, I’ve 

been seen as ‘less Aboriginal’ than someone with a black face and automatically 

regarded as not having Aboriginal perspectives or values. That’s the reaction that 

makes you the most insecure, as you tend to expect it from the non–Indigenous 

community and you can brush it off more, but to get that reception from your own is 

worse. It makes you question where you belong and if you have the right to work with 

community or even engage at any level. You end up second–guessing yourself and 

feeling as though you have to prove yourself as being really Aboriginal”. 

The majority of participants in this research study reported that in some way or 

another their identity had been threatened due to the work they do.  These attacks commonly 

came from non–Indigenous people questioning people’s Aboriginality or in other cases, their 

professional expertise as demonstrated in the following section of a yarn with another young 

Aboriginal health practitioner. 

“It’s funny, one way I experience racism in the work place, which I doubt is even 

noticeable to my employers or colleagues, occurs because most white people at work 

around my age [mid 20’s], don’t even appear to know their background or 

acknowledge a heritage. Yet they expect me to be up to date on every issue which 

impacts on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island people just because I’m Aboriginal.  

To them I should be ‘the black expert’” 

Similarly, another respondent stated; 



“I was expected to be an expert on all things Indigenous whenever anybody had an 

issue which involved an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Island client, I would be 

contacted and asked to assist or takeover.  Whenever anything was going on in the 

community, I was just expected to know about it. When you don’t know it makes you 

feel pretty shit, you question yourself, like am I supposed to know, am I less 

Aboriginal if I don’t know. I’d often think do white people in Australia know 

everything about white people in Australia?” 

The assumption that being Aboriginal equated to harbouring complete knowledge of 

Aboriginal history, lore, culture, community context and politics etc is of course ridiculous. 

Unfortunately, however, for many young Aboriginal people these expectations can come 

across as an attack on identity, as they are left questioning their Aboriginality for not 

knowing everything that the outside population expects they should.  Beyond being an attack 

on one’s thread of Aboriginality, these quotes also exemplify attacks on the abused people’s 

professionalism thread.  Both these workers have allied health degrees and are fully 

registered in their chosen fields, yet it appears that their professional skills are devalued as 

compared to their colleagues (of whom all share similar qualifications) because of their 

Aboriginality. Here it appears that knowing all about Aboriginal anything is more of interest 

to others in these workplaces than is the participants actual professional skills and knowledge. 

This experience was summarised succinctly by one participant who exclaimed the 

following. 

“It’s funny, whenever I meet non–Indigenous people and tell them my profession as 

an Aboriginal man [respondent wished for actual profession to be withheld out of fear 

of professional retribution] they seem shocked, almost in disbelief, and they often ask, 

oh so what program did you study to get that (my qualification), I just laugh and 

simply reply, “The same one as you.” 

An Aboriginal doctor participant reported similar experiences, sharing that he had 

often been questioned by those frequenting the hospital, both workers and patients, on what 

his job was there.  He further explained that often people would guess all other roles, 

including orderly, before stating things like, “Well you can’t be a Doctor, can you?” 



These quotes, representing attacks on threads of identity are all clear examples of 

overt institutional racism. 

As mentioned, identity attacks do not just come from ‘the outside’ (that is, external to 

the Aboriginal community). Frequently such identity attacks come from other Aboriginal 

people (within community).  This is often explained as a form of ‘lateral violence’.  the 

following is a good example” 

“After a dispute with someone in our [local community–controlled service]14 I was 

challenged by [Manager of service] on my Aboriginality.  People in that service have 

known me and my family for a long time, so it hurts ya know?  I gotta put up with that 

enough from others, I don’t expect it from my own mob.  It seems like it’s just mobs 

first response these days, attack your identity because they know it will get to ya.”  

Within the context of this thesis, these attacks on identity are regarded as forms of 

negative lore (see Chapter 8 for Principles of Law theory) as they embody disrespect, and an 

inherent lack of responsibility from the offender towards people, often leaving ‘scars’ or 

‘wounds’ to one’s holistic being. 

As previously noted, identity to most participants within this study is considered 

integral to wellbeing stability, a perception that is in alignment with other prominent research 

on SEWB (Gee, et. al. 2014). Extending this perspective further, findings from the present 

study postulate that identity is made of many threads. Much like the Earth - which is made of 

many interwoven elements, all the way to the core. On the surface, we only see the web of 

land, sea and changes in atmosphere, however far more is contained below the surface that is 

not seen.  In this way, identity is also multi–layered.  There is a layer of identity that is easily 

seen at a surface level, yet much more lies beneath for each individual.  Logically, attacks on 

any of the threads or parts in one’s identity likely causes a sense of insecurity, and that 

experience may lead to further experiences of disconnection or weakened connections to 

noted elements of holistic being.  

 

14 Name of service withheld here to protect participant anonymity 



8.2 Delineation of existential elements from mediating elements of connectivity 

In the previous chapters we discussed SEWB as an Aboriginal concept of health and 

wellbeing.  It was explained that currently connections to multiple domains are considered 

pertinent to SEWB.  These include mind, body, spirit, family, country, culture and 

spirituality.  Data from the current study suggests that there is a recognisable delineation 

between the first four domains (what we will now call elements) of spirit as central, 

surrounded by mind, body and soul, and other connections such as family, spirituality, 

country or community.  These first four elements collectively form ‘the core’ and are 

considered existential. Stability or wellness of these is heavily dependent on connections to 

other important elements such as family, community, country and spirituality amongst others.  

8.2.1 The Inner and Outer Core 

Participants frequently yarned in ways that recognised the mind, body and soul as 

central to their existence, and the notion of ‘strong spirit’ as absolutely integral. However, 

this was depicted in a manner that was very much intertwined with connections to other 

mediating elements such as connection to country, culture and spirituality.  The terms ‘spirit’ 

and ‘soul’ were often used interchangeably, yet a distinct difference was noticeable in yarns 

in how these words were used allowing the researcher to determine for the purposes of this 

study if they fitted more into the category of spirit (essence) or soul (cell memory/coding) 

used by this theory.  Spirit, as absolutely central for the purposes of this study, has been given 

position as ‘the inner core.’  Mind, body and soul are intrinsically linked to this core and have 

therefore been given position as ‘the outer core.’ 

This was best represented in a quote from a middle–aged male participant from a rural 

area who relayed the following. 

“Life is all about strong mind, body and spirits for me, and for me and how I always 

was taught by my Elders, strength in these (mind, body, spirits) is all about my 

connection to others and to place.” 

For many Aboriginal people, including Gamilaraay, there is an understanding of 

multiple levels of spirits existing in each individual.  For Gamilaraay there is, among others, a 

central or main spirit, there is the spirit we share with totems, night spirit (sometimes referred 

to as Dreaming Spirit) that wanders at night and as mentioned earlier, the soul (cell genetic 



and epigenetic memory) as spirit.  To complicate things more, while these spirits may act 

independently, they are all intrinsically linked as one with the mind, body and genetic 

memory to form the whole singular being.  It is for this reason that in this thesis I have 

chosen to separate the terms ‘spirit’ and ‘soul.’ The word spirit will be used for all 

expressions of spirit besides that of cell memory, which will be deemed soul in this theory. 

Similarly, another participant stated,  

“I believe that to truly be well my mind, body, soul have to be well. And for them 

(mind, body, soul) to be well I need to know family is well, country is well, community 

is well etc.” 

This person was using the word soul more from a perspective of the central or inner 

core spirit if keeping in context of the narrative of this thesis.  As with earlier explanations of 

SEWB there appeared to be an understanding that there was no complete divide between 

elements but rather an interconnectedness.  With cause and effect constantly in play between 

elements and across levels of elements.   

The Crust 

Connectivity is important to most people however some cultures seem to rely on 

connectedness more than others (Knyazev, Savostyanov, Bocharov, & Merkulova, 2018).  

Collective societies such as Aboriginal societies rely on connectedness as a means of 

sustenance and wellbeing more so than individualistic societies such as Australian majority 

society (Gambrell, 2017). Aboriginal peoples speak frequently about the importance of 

connections, about connections to others, to place, to flora and fauna and to other natural 

features such as rivers, mountains or stars.  Of interest in the current study was the way in 

which people spoke of the mediating role these connections played on their mind, body and 

spirit.  In one way or another all participants spoke of this mediation process. 

An Aunty who participated in the yarns, when speaking of the importance of her 

connection to country on wellbeing exclaimed. 

“When country is not well, I am not well.  My mind wanders a lot from work cos I’m 

busy thinking of country.  And my diabetes seems to muck up too. Ya know it’s hard to 

explain to white fellas sometimes, it just feels like I’m feeling what country is feeling.” 



This experience was not held only by Elders, or those that have had the opportunity to 

live closer to country, however seemed to be relevant to participants from across the 

spectrum of participant background and context.  The following quote is from a younger male 

participant. 

“The best thing for me when I’m not going so good is to get out bush, even if it’s not 

my country it’s good to just get out and walk. It helps clear my head and when my 

head is clear my body and soul feel better.  If I’m stuck in town for too long without 

going bush, I can feel my soul pushing me to go and get out.” 

While connection to country was spoken of a lot, other notions of connectivity were 

just as prominent.  Connections to family and community were frequently raised as elements 

of importance to strong mind, body, soul and spirit.  One powerful statement to this effect 

came from a younger female health worker who was quite new to social and emotional 

wellbeing work at the time of the yarn. 

“Everything you do is for family and community; I only came into this work to help 

family and community.  It makes me feel strong and proud in my heart and soul to be 

able to do my little part to give back to my family and community, if it hadn’t been for 

them, I wouldn’t have anything.” 

Interestingly, the equally important negative effect of disconnection was entered into 

in the second part of this yarn. 

“Nothing makes me feel worse, both physically and mentally than when my own mob, 

my own community and family knock me down.  I think they forget I’m still one of 

them as much as ever and I haven’t changed. It makes me question why I do it to 

myself a lot, but I’ll keep going because at the end of the day I still love them all more 

than anything.” 

The above quote is a poignant example of negative lore in play.   What can be drawn 

from this statement is that the experience of disregard or disrespect that comes from 

community or family can lead to experiences of disconnection (here disconnection from 

family and community) that then mediates physical and mental wellbeing. 



Other connections of importance were raised by participant researchers of this study 

that do not seem to appear frequently in other research.  These were connection to colleagues 

and connection to patients/clients.   Most would assume that it is obvious that a healthy level 

of connectivity between workers and their colleagues, and workers and their patients/clients, 

particularly for people from collectivist backgrounds, would be important to wellbeing. 

However there seems to be limited research investigating this mediation for Aboriginal 

workers.  Some health practice ethical guidelines even go as far as to discourage such 

relationships marking such as potential unethical practice (APS, 2018). 

A male participant from an urban area yarned the following… 

“I need to feel, actually more than feel, I need to know that I have a strong connection 

with my clients.  I think it helps both of us (practitioner and client) when we can 

connect on a deeper level than them just being in my room.  Sometimes it will be 

through where we live, where our families are, what we like doing or something else.  

I personally don’t feel right working with someone if there is no connection.  You 

know I’d hope my clients see me as a friend.” 

Similar sentiments were voiced by many participants. The following quote is from a 

female Elder in reply to being asked “What importance do you feel connections play in your 

job?”. 

“Connections are important in our work.  If we don’t share something it’s real hard 

to build trust.  Most the time our shared heritage is a good start but you always got to 

look for more.  It just doesn’t feel right ya know when you yarning to mob without 

building connections.” 

She added, 

“I don’t really trust people I don’t connect with so I can’t really expect others to trust 

me without it (connection).” 

Working in a role involved in the provision of social and emotional wellbeing 

logically involves being able to build trust and rapport.  An inability to build trust and rapport 

due to a lack of identifiable connections appears to impede the therapeutic and professional 

relationship and is therefore likely to have an impact upon the worker’s wellbeing.  Workers 



may question their ability to complete their work roles, their positions in community or 

legitimacy as helpers.  Several participants offered insights into these experiences. 

“Sometimes I question myself when others (clients/patients) disengage.  It makes me 

wonder if it was me, what else could I have done or said sought of thing. I think most 

the time it’s because we had no connection that I failed to help them.” 

It can be surmised from this quote that the worker felt that an inability to form a 

connection with the client led to disengagement and that it was their failure in their work 

practice to not be capable of forming such a bond, consequently leaving them with a sense of 

guilt for failing the client.  A sense of guilt is stressful and impacts on wellbeing. 

Some participants appeared to equally self–blame for not being able to build 

connections with their colleagues.  Others off–set blame to the colleagues.   In either 

circumstance it was apparent that where perceived connection was limited between a worker 

and their colleague/s, that wellbeing- particularly workplace wellbeing - was impeded. 

“My colleagues just don’t get where I’m coming from.  They don’t get me, my job or 

anything and I feel really isolated most the time at work. There is no connection 

between me and them.” 

This was a quote from a young worker within a state–based health team who, as can 

be determined from this quote, was unhappy in her workplace and largely blamed ‘the other’ 

for the negative experiences she reported having. 

Another participant represents this self–blame in the following yarn. 

“Maybe I should try harder to connect with them lot (colleagues), but it’s hard you 

know? I think I’m almost more scared of trying harder and being rejected than I am 

of not trying.” 

While many episodes of negative experiences associated with limited connection to 

colleagues were apparent within the data, so too were many examples of the power of strong 

collegial connections. 



“We all get along great you know, it’s good, it makes me feel way more comfortable 

doing the work I do, knowing I got mob who support me back at the office.” 

And another, 

“When times are tough out in the field, it’s good to come back here [workplace] to 

yarn to my friends about things.  Because we all doing the same job, we got a good 

understanding of the struggles we all have and it’s good to be able to yarn about it.” 

These quotes are good examples of the positive principle of Respect.  They further 

exemplify how the experiences of Acceptance and Rejection play on sense of security and 

safety and furthermore, connections to others, particularly others involved in the work 

undertaken by social and emotional wellbeing workers.  These concepts will be discussed 

further under the chapter principles of lore (PoL) theory.  

I have mentioned in detail the importance of connections as protective or stabilising 

elements to wellbeing. However, interestingly, connections were also yarned about as often 

posing risk to wellbeing.  It appeared that it was again the experience of the connection rather 

than simply the presence of connection that determined whether the connection acted more as 

a risk or protective mechanism within wellbeing.   

The following quotes demonstrate how connection to community can potentially 

become disruptive to wellbeing. 

“I stopped going out years ago because everybody knows you and your role [work 

role] and every time I went anywhere you know, you would always get people who 

wanted to talk to you and for you to help them and you know, you sort of get to a point 

where you become a little bit impatient, but then this makes you feel bad too.” 

Supported by a similar yarn, 

“I won’t even go do my shopping anymore, I do it online and have it delivered 

because I was finding that it didn’t matter which shopping centre I went to, I was 

getting people wanting me to yarn to them about their problems and if you start sort 

of saying no or something, then people start to think you’re being stand-offish or 

rude. So, it just became easier to not go to the shops than to have to deal with that.” 



For these workers it would appear that at times their experience of the strong 

connection they have with community is problematic. So much so that they have withdrawn 

from daily activities such as shopping and socialising as a means of escapism.  Given the 

theory of this study, these are negative experiences of the lore of Reciprocity, in that these 

workers as members of a collective society feel obligated to constantly give to others yet do 

not seem to be receiving.   

Overwhelming community expectations were mentioned as problematic by the vast 

majority of participants and like the quotes above, the following reiterates the negative 

energy that can be absorbed that can come with community connection.  This quote was 

given when a long–standing health worker and Elder was asked, “What do you feel leads to 

burn out for most our mob working in this area (within health)? 

"In the community–controlled sector, I think it's community expectations and the 

attitudes of some people in community. Under the community–controlled structure, 

the community think they own those AMS's, they elect boards to run those AMS's, so 

you’re there working for them [community–controlled board representing the 

community] and you know sometimes they don’t hold back on letting you know it.”  

Furthermore, 

“You feel like you work 24/7.  They'll ring you up saying this has happened or that 

has happened, and I've had it happen to me all the time in the community controlled 

sector, get rung up at 11 o'clock at night because of a domestic violence issue or 2am 

in the morning for a young one in trouble with the police but yet then you’re expected 

to turn up at work at 8am and put in a day’s work because you’re employed by us 

[community controlled board representing community].  Ya know on top of what’s 

happening in your own family." 

Further to the lack of experienced reciprocity present, this quote also describes a level 

of disrespect. It also represents the overlap of experiences across connections as the quote 

was finished with a reference to family. 

This intertwining of experiences of connections is well portrayed in this section of a 

yarn that was held with a young social worker. 



“I feel more connected to the people I work for [own Aboriginal community] than non 

–Indigenous workers might.  You know I work with a youth group and just hearing

what they have been and are going through makes me want to cry. It's some heavy 

shit.  Those kids are part of my community, so it hits home hard for me. I know them, I 

know their families, sometimes they are family, and on top of that I've been there and 

know how hard it is.” 

Connection to family was often yarned of in ways that indicated it could periodically 

or contextually present with risk.  Below is a section of yarning held with a health worker that 

perfectly represents the ‘double–edged sword’ experience that connections can commonly 

represent.  

"When I found my family, unfortunately you know, it was at a time when different 

ones were passing. For instance, I had just found my Grandmother and she passed 

on. It was really difficult you know, only having that short amount of time with her.  I 

thought there has got to be something out there to help us before it gets to that point, 

and I guess that was when I started thinking that there has got to be more that I can 

do in this role." 

For this worker there was a powerful positive effect of their strong connection to 

family in that they were driven by this to enter health work. However, the negative is also 

represented in terms of the grief experienced through the original disconnection from 

particular family members and then the loss of family members with whom a re–connection 

had occurred.  The pain was evident in this worker in the way they spoke and sat slumped 

while yarning about this.  Simply yarning about the experience of this connection appeared 

adequate enough to render an Imbalance in wellbeing for this worker.  This was by no means 

an isolated scenario amongst the participants. 

Experience of connection to culture was an element that was clearly described as 

being full of both benefit and risk.  The extent to which ‘culture’ was understood by a person, 

being at a macro level (Aboriginal) or micro–country orientated level (such as Gamilaroi) 

appeared to influence the risk levels inherent with connection to culture.  For instance, a 

person who has been through ‘Lore/law’ appeared to either understand or maybe even expect 

more risk from their connection and the knowledge that comes with it than someone whom 

had not been through such passage, and who only holds a broader based understanding of 



Aboriginal culture such as notions of collectivism.  This understanding of risk is associated 

with the presence of the ‘laws of respect and responsibility’.  This was explained by an Elder 

who has been through Law, those holding knowledge of certain cultural ontologies are 

expected to practice respect of that knowledge to a greater extent than may be expected of 

those with limited or no such knowledge. Furthermore a level of responsibility is carried by 

those who possess such knowledge and should govern what they do and how they act in all 

areas of their lives, as they should have greater awareness of the impact of the energy they 

produce, through what they say and what they do, on others and on the natural world around 

them. 

A knowledgeable Elder, who also works as a counsellor and for whom I have much 

respect and admiration, once described this to me as follows: there are people who don’t 

know law even exists, most of whom are white people; then there are people who know 

nothing about law but have heard it exists, mostly our troubled and lost youth; followed by 

those who know something of law but have not been through law (such as myself); and then 

those who have been through and therefore understand law (such as  initiated men); and 

finally those who teach and practice law (such as Lawmen).  People on this journey all have 

different expectations on them (from Law) based on where they are on this continuum. 

The movement from being able to guwaa–li to guwaa–li–gu or maruma–li to maruma 

–li–gu are examples of such progressive knowledge acquisition and the responsibility tied 

into each from a Gamilaraay perspective.  The more you know the more you have a right to 

practice and are therefore responsible for. 

A connection to culture that be considered a ‘risk scenario’, presented by someone 

who openly acknowledged they had very limited knowledge of ‘law’ described a situation in 

which they struggled to find professional growth opportunity and to a larger extent 

acceptance from peers. 

“Mob here you know; they make it really hard for young ones to get up [the 

workplace hierarchy]. Every time I try do something, I get knocked back down.  I 

don’t know if it’s me, or if it’s because they feel threatened by me being here. Either 

way it definitely gets me down.  And then you know you’ll often get told that it’s 

disrespectful to question them coz they are Elders and it’s cultural.” 



This worker, through the experience of lateral violence, appears to be controlled.  

Connection to culture is being used to undertake the abuse with the mis–use of ‘culture’ 

being used to enable the lateral violence and therefore the control.  This worker is essentially 

experiencing the impact of several negative laws – disrespect, limited upkeep of 

responsibility and deprivation to name a few.  An Elder’s role as portrayed to me on many 

occasions by many well–respected Elders, is to help develop and nurture our young, not to 

“put them down due to that Elders personal insecurities, jealousies or greed” as is the 

situation described by our worker here. 

A worker who has some understanding of lore and a strong belief in lore, but has not 

been through lore, from an area that ‘black–magic’ is still widely practised, shared the 

following story. 

“I had this one client who was experiencing [black magic15]and I had to see her every 

day for a week, that was really draining she was experiencing [black magic16] and it 

played heavy on my mind you know, being an Indigenous woman. You know someone 

saying they’re going to put [black magic] on you is like the worst thing you can 

imagine when ya just trying to do your job.  I didn't get debriefing straight away 

because I thought I'd be fine and to be honest I wasn’t really sure who to talk to about 

that stuff [black magic].People around me kept telling me I needed to yarn to 

someone but again I didn't really know who and I just put it off.  I then went away on 

holidays and the whole time I was thinking about it and so I was like really stressed. 

Now I know I need to debrief after every incident and each time I see someone, 

especially if this stuff [cultural experience] is involved." 

This worker was visibly concerned when discussing this story and the wellbeing 

disturbance the event had on her can be felt in this brief part of her story.  This event as an 

experience of her strong connection to culture has led to negative impacts on her overall 

wellbeing for an ongoing period.  She is now more conservative in her work approach, more 

reserved about engaging with certain clients and experiences, and has on going anxiety 

 

15 Detail regarding black magic and further discussion regarding this participant’s experience is not appropriate 
to discuss due to cultural sensitivity 

16 Event details again removed here; the experience involved a direct threat towards participant researcher 



related to the threat indicated in the event.  A situation like this is not accounted for by any 

Western wellbeing model, as the cultural issue of ‘black–magic’ is not one that is understood, 

respected or even to a large extent believed by Western paradigms. As this worker worked for 

a ‘mainstream’ organisation she struggled to talk to her line–management about this event or 

its impact on her out of a fear of being ridiculed or having other negative events occur in the 

workplace.  She also held a fear that divulging certain information to others may be further 

breaking cultural customs and lore.  This worker was largely therefore isolated with her 

experience without support.  This is likely to impact on her wellbeing for an unpredictable 

time. 

A common and emotional scenario divulged by many participants in the workplace 

was that of being required to explain ‘Sorry Business’ to their employers.  Their experiences 

ranged from having to explain what Sorry Business was, through to being pressured to 

consistently explain the requirement to engage in Sorry Business practices, such as attending 

funerals and wakes. Naturally the ‘explanations’ required varied widely depending on the 

workplace environment (e.g., community–controlled vs. government) that people worked in, 

however many participants had worked in both Aboriginal run or facilitated organisations and 

in non–Indigenous organisations, and therefore had to a large extent experienced very similar 

concerns at different times in their careers as SEWB workers. 

The challenges and apparent emotional toll of such experiences were clearly evident 

within the following statement by a worker within non–Indigenous organisations. 

“I feel like I’m judged for having feelings.  When Sorry Business is on, I really 

struggle, and a lot of my colleagues don’t seem to get it.  I’ll get people yarning, “Oh 

she’s off on that Sorry Business crap again” or is she related to every f**king person 

who dies in this country?” It hurts you know? They just don’t get that I am connected 

to a lot of people and that I do hurt when things like that happen.” 

Comments similar to this were also frequently identified when yarning about 

experiences with this issue in Aboriginal organisations. 

“When someone passes from the community next to everyone in this place 

[workplace] has a relationship to that person in some way, so everyone would benefit 

from being able to attend the funeral, but obviously not everyone can always because 



[the organisation] still needs to open.  Those that don’t get to go, you can see it hurts 

them.” 

A participant from a government department reported another problematic and 

potentially more damaging scenario.  This particular worker detailed a situation in which they 

were sitting in the tea room of their workplace and over heard several other non– Indigenous 

workers discussing how it was unfair that certain Aboriginal colleagues received excessive 

amounts of time off for, “so called Sorry Business.”  She further explained that the non–

Indigenous workers continued by questioning the legitimacy of the event (community 

member passing) having actually occurred in the first place.  A similar scenario was 

explained by another participant from a large NGO.  In both accounts the participants 

explained that these conversations occurred in front of them and were not hidden in any way.   

In the first account, the participant recalls becoming angered and challenging the 

colleagues, after which it was reported that she was called by management to explain why she 

had acted in a ‘threatening manner’ towards the workers involved.  The participant from the 

NGO explained feeling very confronted by the situation but having not visually reacted 

immediately and having just “sat on it”.  After explaining the occurrence to her husband that 

night the participant from the latter scenario was encouraged to report it to her manager.  On 

reporting the incident to their manager this participant was informed that ‘appropriate action’ 

would be taken with the parties involved.  However, the worker reported feeling like the 

situation was “brushed away” and “not taken seriously”.  She explained that she was never 

given an explanation of what action would be taken or given any indication that any action 

actually occurred.  She did recall feeling ostracised by her colleagues following the event but 

did not know if this was just her anxieties causing this or if she was actually being treated 

differently by other staff.  In any event, what was clear was that the incident had a significant 

impact on the participant’s wellbeing, particularly in the workplace.  This worker, as with the 

Government employee, clearly felt a sense of insecurity in the ‘second world place’ 17, the 

non–Indigenous workplace. 

 

17 Aboriginal people for a long time only had to live in their own ‘world’ abiding by their own lore.  Today 

many Aboriginal people are expected to uphold the lore and customs of their world as well as abide by the laws 

and customs of the colonising society.  This is called the two–world space.  Living across both is often referred 

to as “walking in two worlds”. 



The sense of insecurity was yarned about by all participants in some capacity to such an 

extent that analysis of the data led to the emergence of sense of safety and security across the 

two–world space as being a likely mediating theme to the experiences of connection people 

held.  Furthermore, an intermediating relationship became likely apparent between sense of 

safety and security with all other elements of wellbeing.  A dominant theme identified was 

that this sense of safety and security has to exist across a ‘two–world’ space in order for 

wellbeing to persist.  This will be explored in the coming chapter with regards to the role that 

social determinants as experiences and expressions of principles of lore (i.e., the atmosphere) 

play on perceived safety and security. 

8.3 Conclusion 

A new model of understanding Aboriginal health and wellbeing or social and emotional 

wellbeing is offered.  We have termed this model ‘Holistic Being’.  This model is best 

explained through analogies of the Earth. This model differs from all other previously 

constructed social and emotional wellbeing and health models in four distinct ways.   

Firstly, the model argues that from an Aboriginal perspective, Spirit (as true self) is 

central (while flowing through all else) to wellbeing and that the elements of mind, body and 

soul encircle this forming an outer core.  This core is existential to being. Secondly, it is 

considered that all other elements of importance to the person are connected to and surround 

this core, providing it with visible or perceivable structure.  We will term this the ‘crust’. 

There is no clear distinction between these elements as they all ‘melt’ into each other and are 

far too interrelated to each other to justify them as being singular or independent from each 

other as some previous models softly suggest in their structure. Thirdly, the ever–present 

experience and expressions of both positive and negative principles of lore impact on the 

stability of the crust, through to the very core of a being.  This outer layer that has penetrable 

qualities we have described as the ‘atmosphere’. Experiences within environments of safety 

and stability are dependent on these experiences and expressions of the principles of lore.  

Lastly, the entire being as an identity is a culmination of all else mentioned here and is 

continuously changing or molding based on interactions of all the above-mentioned elements 

and factors. 

As this model is emergent from the current data and given the critical analysis of other 

currently available perspectives and models of social and emotional wellbeing, I maintain 



that the model is valuable for understanding health experiences for persons of all 

backgrounds.  

9 Sense of Safety and Security: A Principles of Lore Lens on the Social 

Determinants of Health 

9.1 Introduction 

As discussed throughout the thesis, the way SEWB is currently defined and 

understood may in fact inadvertently act as a barrier to wellbeing for many Aboriginal 

peoples on multiple levels.  A model of ‘holistic being’ was suggested as an extension to the 

currently used SEWB model by Gee et al (2014). The notion of social determinants has been 

touched on briefly in previous chapters and will be unpacked further here.  Social 

determinants here will be discussed from a perspective of Aboriginal philosophy named from 

here on in ‘principles of lore’. 

The social determinants of health are well documented and researched (Santiago, 

Wadsworth, & Stump, 2011).  As such it is widely accepted that social determinants play an 

integral role as risk or protective factors to wellbeing (CSDH, 2008b). Research on Aboriginal 

SEWB has long established that such risk and protective factors can be witnessed within 

social, political, historical and cultural domains (Kelly et. al., 2009).  Previous work has 

further explained that risk and protective factors largely mediate people’s experiences of 

connectivity (Gee, Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart, Kelly, et al., 2014) and that for peoples from 

collective societies in particular, positive connectivity is a crucial part of the wellbeing 

experience.  

Social determinants discourse often appears not to be broad enough to accommodate 

the myriad of determinants that influence the wellbeing of many culturally and ethnically 

diverse groups, particularly indigenous groups in colonised countries such as Australia, New 

Zealand, Canada and America (Biddle, 2012; Ingleby, 2012). This may be due to the majority 

of this discourse being written, presented, understood and used from non–indigenist 

perspectives to identify non–indigenous priorities (Ingleby, 2012).  Biddle (2012) proposes 

that determinant discourse in Australia is narrowly focused as there is a binary of 

investigation of Aboriginal vs non–indigenous that “necessitates using data that contains both 

populations and measures that are applicable to both” (p.66). 



From the present research yarns with participants, an intermediating relationship was 

theorised between people’s sense of security and safety and all other elements of their being.  

This relationship parallels the macro level relationship between the atmosphere and 

experiences of the Earth.  Climates change and conditions fluctuate continuously.  Mild 

fluctuations are quite well tolerated by the Earth however large fluctuations cause 

disturbances.  Participant’s experiences of safety and security were often supported or 

challenged by interactions with social determinant influencers which are also constantly 

changing.  Small fluctuations appear to be tolerated well whilst significant changes appear to 

cause imbalances and disturbances as they are more noticeably experienced. 

Getting on with it [work] is ok most the time even though I got plenty of shit 

going on, but lately things just seem to be outta control and I don’t seem to have any 

control over most of it and to be honest bro I don’t think anyone here [at work] would 

believe me coz it’s just not something they likely to have to deal with ever. I get it, it 

ain’t their world. (Research Participant). 

The above quote was given from a research participant when discussing some of the 

current challenges they were facing in terms of their work and wellbeing.  The participant 

went on to explain a plethora of determinant based concerns that they were currently facing 

including unpaid bills and rent arrears, funding stress in the workplace, car problems and 

stress around a family–members children.  All were related to a severe health problem of a 

family member.  The worker recounts being able to cope with the small fluctuations of 

circumstance but was completely overwhelmed by the current ‘snowball’ of negative 

determinants they were experiencing pressure from.  Another participant recounted the 

following with regards to a similar situation they were currently in: 

At home when I’m with my fam it’s usually all good but when I’m in the office 

[Government department office] things get too overwhelming at times and you know 

then I gotta constantly explain why I’m emotional…but no one asks them others [non-

indigenous colleagues] to pull their heads in [with regards to discrimination the 

participant perceived she was confronted with by some staff in the office regularly].  

Then I go home and it’s hard to you know be happy and stuff for the kids, I just fake it 

[being happy] but them kids are smart, they know. 



It became apparent through such yarns that experiencing safety and security across a 

two–world space (Indigenous and non–indigenous) was paramount to the overall wellbeing 

of workers in the study.  It is suggested that the perception of safety and security within both 

the environment and context is important in determining connectivity and therefore identity 

stability and ultimately overall wellbeing within that environment and context.  Having an 

understanding that no environment or context exists in silo due to the interconnectivity of 

place, time, people and situation suggests that disturbance in wellbeing in one environment 

and context is likely to have an interplay on wellbeing in other, if not all other, environments 

and context.  These yarns also further reinforce that the only ‘true reality’ with regards to 

lived experience is that multiple ‘realities’ exist and any one person’s story (as lived 

experience) never holds less or more significance, relevance, importance or most crucially, 

opportunity for truth or lack thereof than does the next. In the above quotes there is an 

experienced truth being presented by the participants, yet it is likely that others in the 

workplace or the participant homes may recount situations differently.  It is also likely those 

being spoken of may have different levels of understanding and compassion than the research 

participant perceives present for them.  These are alternate truths. History being largely 

written and told by the settler in colonised society has however ensured that certain versions 

of truth are heavily preferenced over others, much to the detriment of all those who have 

experienced colonisation. 

Accordingly, the theory of holistic being framework offered in this research, views 

risk and protection factors as multi-dimensional and explained through a culturally–based 

sense of safety and security, influenced by experiences and expressions of ‘principles of 

lore’. This is distinct from a western knowledge system perspective that prioritizes socio-

economic determinants (Smith, 2016). Given that Aboriginal health and community services 

workers are also Aboriginal human beings, family and community members, a discussion of 

their wellbeing logically warrants a discussion of the determinants of their ‘health’. As this 

thesis is focussed specifically on the wellbeing of Aboriginal workers it is pertinent that the 

discussion of determinants should be undertaken in a way that is reflective of an Aboriginal 

understanding and experience of these issues rather than a westernised lens. 

The range of determinants impacting on indigenous groups globally including 

Aboriginal peoples in Australia are broad and go far beyond those determinants commonly 

given focus (Carson, 2006; Kelly, Dudgeon, Gee & Glaskin, 2009; Smith 2016; Zubrick et al, 



2014).  It is also unlikely that these more common determinants play out on the lives of 

Aboriginal peoples in the same way as they may for others. This is a point raised and ratified 

at the 2007 International symposium on the determinants of Indigenous health held in 

Adelaide (Czyzewski, 2011). As such it is argued here that it is more the sense of safety and 

security driven by specific factors that act as protective or risk factors, rather than the 

determinant itself. An idea shared by Kelly, Dudgeon, Gee & Glaskin (2009), particularly 

with regards to the experience of ongoing psychological distress driven by experiences of 

social determinant factors on SEWB and the converse, the protection to SEWB driven by 

positive experiences such as being a member of a collective and having social cohesion. For 

instance, a two–bedroom household of eight people may be seen as a risk factor to wellbeing 

according to individualised, western biomedical focused understandings and theories of risk 

that are focussed on communicable disease. However, this context may be experienced as a 

protective factor by a collective group whose wellness is largely mediated by experiences of 

connectedness.  Variances in experiences of a sense of safety and security within a given 

environment is likely across the determinant landscapes of social, historical, political and 

cultural influences.  

9.1 Historical and Political determinants 

Historical and political determinants are often not considered however, as suggested 

by Gee et al (2014), it would be remiss not to consider the impacts of historical and political 

decision making and climates as important determinant factors to wellbeing for Aboriginal 

peoples. Dedicated examination of historically driven determinants forces us to consider the 

variations in societal conditions and wellbeing caused by issues of history, such as whether a 

community is one forged on forced removal, how much of a Christian influence has been 

present or what clan groups or tribes have been placed together.  At an individual level this 

may include experiences of removal, the presence of historical or intergenerational trauma or 

loss of connection to family or mob.  Many of these historical determinants were driven by 

political decisions. 

Political determinants are the space in which consideration must be given to the 

impact of politics on societies.  Political decisions do not consistently bring about equal 

opportunities or experiences of fairness to many within societies (Baum et al., 2013; Lee, 

2017).  For Aboriginal peoples there has been a history and ongoing process of political 

decision–making being directed by non-indigenous people and entities for Aboriginal peoples 



and communities that has led to dispossession, disempowerment and disconnect (Dudgeon et 

al, 2014; Lee, 2017).  Beyond the disempowerment and outsider bias that is incessantly 

present in such a process, often these decisions are undertaken in a ‘blanket’ or generalised 

policy approach such as the Norther Territory Intervention of 2007, now the Stronger Futures 

in the Northern Territory act (2012).  Such approaches are logically not going to be of equal 

value (if any) across all communities and the diversity that exists in conditions, localities, 

environments, circumstances and individuals and families across these communities. The 

following quote from a participant of this study clearly exemplifies this issue. 

“We ain’t got no friends in politics brother.  Not one of them lot [politicians] has ever 

spent a night out here [remote community] but they love to use feel good photos from 

here when it suits them, and then slay us when things aren’t going so good. Nothing 

changes for us here but, been the same shit for generations”. 

Consequently, this chapter will unpack the notion of determinants of health from an 

Aboriginal perspective using participant’s relayed experiences of a sense of safety and 

security in regards to interactions with different determinants as a means of highlighting the 

important factor of experience of the determinant, rather than the mere presence of a 

determinant as the risk or protective factor of wellbeing.  Much of these are historically or 

politically driven. It is not the purpose of this chapter to engage in lengthy discussion 

concerning all individual determinants that exist, as it is beyond the scope of the thesis itself. 

Rather the objective of this chapter is to highlight a different perspective regarding 

experiences of social determinants of health.  For an in–depth review upon determinants of 

health please see (Carson, Dunbar, Chenhall, & Bailie, 2007; PMC, 2019; Zubrick et al., 

2014)). 

9.2 Social Determinants – indicators of disparity  

‘Social determinants of health’ is the term utilised to categorise those socially bound 

phenomena that play a mediating role on peoples and societies state of health and wellbeing 

(Allen, Balfour, Bell, & Marmot, 2014; Lee, 2017). The World Health Organization refers to 

the social determinants of health as, “the conditions in which people are born, grow, live, 

work and age” (CSDH, 2008a). This definition adds: “these circumstances are shaped by the 

distribution of money, power and resources at global, national and local levels” (CSDH, 

2008a).  Within this statement is an acknowledgement that health and wellbeing of people 



and populations is to a great extent positively or negatively influenced by the social 

conditions to which populations are exposed. However, there is an apparent lack of voice 

within the determinant discourse concerning the importance of the experience of the 

exposures to these social factors.   

In any context there is often a broad range of material and social factors that are 

impacting upon the wellbeing of individuals, families and communities across the lifespan, 

leading to a complex intertwined web that, when working positively for an individual or 

group, can act as a strong protective buffer for wellbeing, however when acting negatively 

tends to become increasing risk focusses towards overall wellbeing (Gee, Dudgeon, Schultz, 

Hart, Kelly, et al., 2014; Dudgeon, Kelly, & Walker, 2010).  For instance if an individual or 

group are exposed to poverty, limited opportunity, ongoing discrimination and frequent loss 

then they will likely experience greater levels of psychological distress and wellbeing 

concerns than an individual or group that lives in a financially stable context, has plentiful 

opportunity, does not incur forms of discrimination, and has not experienced the frequent loss 

of loved-ones. In alignment with the presented theory, these are all experiences driven by 

principles of lore. 

One might be forgiven for thinking that in a financially wealthy nation such as 

Australia, a nation where some will contest that ‘a class–based system’ does not exist (unlike 

such nations as India) and Australia is the country of “A fair go for all” (ref), that social 

determinants could be such problematic variables in people’s and community’s lives. Many 

other Australian’s though would strongly protest that Australia’s notion of a ‘fair go for all’ 

actually means a fair go for the privileged, a point highlighted in a graphic produced by the 

Australian Institute (2014), showing wealth disparity in Australia. While all Australians may 

live on the same country, not all share the same historical pathways to this place we call 

modern day Australia.  Not all have inherent equal opportunities, despite the famous 

Australian rhetoric of ‘a fair go for all’ and not all experience equitable treatment (Lee, 2017; 

Marmot, 2011; Australia21 & The Australian Institute, 2018). The inequity and the ongoing 

impact of such is what we see play out as social determinants of health particularly on 

marginalised groups such as Aboriginal Australians (Marmot, 2011; Smith, 2016).  The 

current thesis proposes inequalities in social determinants largely exist due to expressions of 

of disrespect, irresponsibility, greed and depletion, denial and rejection, disconnect and 



isolation.  These are good examples of negative principles of lore within the present theory, 

all of which will be unpacked in detail in the coming chapter. 

Social determinants of health comprise a wide range of factors and are commonly 

placed into one of two categories. The first include those that describe the material and social 

environment of families and the communities in which they live, and the second includes the 

psychosocial conditions of life (Wilkinson & Marmot, 2003).  For instance, material factors 

may include factors such as housing availability, food cost or possession of a vehicle. 

Examples of psychosocial factors may include experience of racism, experience of removal 

as a child or living on or off country. However, as a key point of difference this chapter will 

discuss social determinants in an Australia context as belonging to one of the following two 

categories instead. Those are: (1) common focus social determinants and, (2) ignored 

determinants.  It is not the purpose of this chapter to delineate each and every determinant 

that could be possible within each of these categories, but rather, to present key examples of 

differences in perception and experience of these for the workforce under consideration. 

‘Common focus social determinants’ are defined as the category of determinants that 

receive much attention, funding and voice whilst ‘ignored determinants’ are categorised as 

those that receive less attention, are systematically ignored and are often silenced.  Despite 

not being spoken of in language that openly promotes it, the presence of negative lore is far 

more recognisable and visible to an outside audience than is such for ignored determinants.   

9.2.1 Common Focus Social Determinants 

The vast majority of attention, funding and voice in Australian systems and discourse 

with regards to social determinants has to date focused on housing, education, employment 

and a notion of poverty (Czyzewski, 2011).  Much of this attention appears warranted as 

there is strong correlations between these determinants and health (K. Taylor & Guerin, 

2010). Problematically though, these determinants are frequently discussed with the 

assumption that they are experienced by and impact on all populations in the same manner.  It 

is however incorrect to assume that social factors and situations are all understood and valued 

in the same way.  Further to this point, notions of ‘what is’ for target groups are also largely 

ignored. For example, what is education to different societies? What constitutes adequate 

housing? These are questions that are rarely considered when discussing even the most 

common social determinants. Consequently, there appears to be an ongoing monocentric 



approach embedded within determinant discourse that frequently fails to acknowledge that 

the very determinants under investigation are ones of imposition upon many groups of 

peoples in Australia (Pholi, Black & Richards, 2009) and abroad (Raphael, 2009).  This is no 

more so apparent, than for Aboriginal peoples, as highlighted by Lee (2017) in discussing the 

impact paternalistic political determinants have on Aboriginal women.   

Poverty is a common social determinant discussed (Smith, 2016; Zubrick et al, 2014). 

Poverty however, is only a discussion point now,  for indigenous peoples, living in ‘first-

world’ countries  due to the enforcement of foreign  financially driven systems of power and 

inequity, processes of colonisation onto indigenous peoples ( It is postulated that poverty can 

only exist because it is given power by those who suggest all peoples should desire the same 

life and strive to achieve more financial independence and security and that the way forward 

for ‘developing’ and third world countries is to prosper via financial growth. There is a 

tendency to forget the backbones on which wealth has been forged over time, a history 

including issues of exclusion, colonisation, enslavement and genocide (Pogge, 2004;Tyler, 

2013) The implicit standpoint of the majority in westernised countries is that money is a 

necessity and that human value is equal to financial capacity; that capitalism is just and that 

financial security or excess equates to success and likely happiness (Stratton, 2011; 

Venugopal, 2015).  These are the roots of neoliberal thinking, An ideology that Anderson 

(2000), p. 17, as presented in Venugopal (2015) positions as “The most successful ideology 

in world history”, given its endemic influence across the globe.   Neoliberalism has though 

only been ‘successful’ for a small minority of wealthy people while many others in society 

have not appeared to benefit (Howlett, 2011). In colonised countries such as Australia, 

Aboriginal peoples have probably been impacted the most negative by the last four decades 

of neoliberalist policy (Stewart-Harawira, 2005).  Neoliberalism disregards the protective 

nature of connectedness and assumes that the ‘natural wealth’ available from such 

connectedness to people and place is irrelevant(Parkes, 2015)Aboriginal peoples did not 

know ‘poverty’ until finance was introduced, financial systems imposed, and inequity then 

experienced as a consequence.  Aboriginal people are now recipients of daily messaging via 

media and government dialogue that they are in ‘poverty’.  This constant barrage of outside 

information is influential and impacts on the mindset of the peoples it is directed towards, in 

turn making it more difficult for Aboriginal peoples to take part in the system, furthering the 

experience of imposed and entrenched ‘poverty’. Aboriginal people are far less likely to be 

recipients of the message that they are actually wealthy in terms of connectedness, 



knowledge, history, culture and spirit.  Besides the commercialisation of culture, these are 

rewarded little financial value and therefore not valued by western society and in turn, 

become less valued by Aboriginal peoples who are entrenched in systems of continued 

assimilative acculturation into capitalist-based society.  This situation and its impacts on 

wellbeing were clearly apparent in the following yarn shared by a young male health worker 

working in a hospital. 

“Brother, you know what? I’m sick of living week to week not able to pay my rent or 

to go out with the boys when I want.  I bust my ass at work [as an Aboriginal Health 

Worker]. I know I work as hard as anyone there [the workplace] but I’m paid fuck all 

while them Doctors are raking it in. How’s that fair, you know?” 

Further in this same yarn he stated, 

“I love my culture but it ain’t gonna pay the bills, it ain’t gonna get me a house and it 

sure as hell isn’t valued by this mob [employer/organisation], coz they ain’t paying 

me for it now are they? I’m just the shit kicker health worker to them 

[employer/organisation] and they’re happy for me to keep living pov as fuck and to 

just keep saying, ‘Yes Doc. Ok Doc’ to them.” 

This same participant continued in the final part of his yarn, 

“Sometimes I think, “Maybe if I was ‘white’ I’d have a better shot”, coz it sure as hell 

seems easier there [at work] when I just act ‘white’. Ya know? If I just do my rounds, 

tick the boxes and keep my mouth shut and don’t mention culture, my day just seems 

to go easier, but then I feel shit when I go home. So you know, can’t win either way 

haha.” 

These statements were alarming for me both as an Aboriginal man and a Psychologist.  

The first statement highlights the apparent disparity that exists in pay rates across different 

fields in the health space that have nothing to do with work output but rather focus on 

professional recognition. These are values placed on human lives that enforce differences in 

stature and recognition as a ‘valuable (or not so valuable) member of society’. The second 

statement highlights the apparent disrespect perceived and experienced by some workers with 

regards to the value of cultural knowledge and practice.  The third alludes to a sense of 



limited safety and security leading to work based and potentially personal identity conflict. It 

is the culmination of the three statements together though that a powerful message is present 

in its totality. This message that supports wider research into this specific work context and 

profession. Aboriginal health workers are one of the lowest paid positions in health structures 

(Melvina Mitchell & Lynette M. Hussey, 2006). This Aboriginal health worker reports 

feeling devalued as a person and does not feel culture is meaningfully recognised as valuable 

knowledge.   The worker perceives that not ‘being themselves’ and not ‘being Aboriginal’ 

makes the workday easier.  However, the engagement with this falsehood during the day 

further impacts on wellbeing with repercussions beyond the workplace. 

The devaluation experience captured in the comments from this worker is one of 

disrespect, of limited reciprocity leaving the worker experiencing depletion and a pattern that 

could lead to a detachment from culture, particularly within the workspace.  As far as the 

worker is concerned there is no value placed on cultural knowledge by his employers, whilst 

simultaneously professional qualification is glorified.  This worker is essentially left feeling 

in his own words, “pov”, poverty stricken not just with regards to financial worth but in terms 

of social worth also.  In this example the social determinant of poverty is playing a prominent 

role.  Being “pov” or the experience of being in poverty is essentially a construct that places 

poor financial value on people’s lives and does so despite the wealth of lived experience, 

connections or of cultural knowledge they may hold that have been gained through the 

education of life. The real poverty experienced by our worker is that of lack of human value 

as compared to professional value.  Escaping poverty, be it financial or otherwise, therefore 

appears heavily dependent on higher western education, professional attainment and the 

recognition that this creates in a capitalist society (Murray, 2006). 

When we discuss education as a determinant, be it primary through to tertiary, we 

must be mindful that what is being spoken of is a western based definition of education 

(Mirowsky, 2017).  Reading, writing, arithmetic and the sciences is what is valued and given 

position as important (Mirowsky, 2017).  However, for many populations around the world 

the acquisition of knowledge has not traditionally been gained through reading and writing. 

Neither were purposeful societal contributions tied to qualification level nor wellness across 

time made reliant on science. Hence, there is a necessity to value wider living and working 

definitions from knowledges that are not produced through western systems of schooling 

(Kerr, 2014).  By devaluing these other knowledges we systematically devalue and disregard 



those for whom these knowledges have always been used, shared and been helpful (Akena, 

2012; Krakouer, 2015).  The determinant of education as it is discussed is therefore biased 

and simply in its being given voice allows for the continued devaluing of all other knowledge 

systems. 

The health space is an area where this pattern of assimilative education is constantly 

and consistently enacted.  A case in point is the context of maternal health. As the oldest 

continuing culture on earth (Flood & Unwin, 2006), it can be logically posited that 

Aboriginal women have been birthing longer than any other group on the planet.   Inherent 

within this exceptional time frame is the knowledge of how to do birth. Yet Australia has 

systematically attempted to remove this knowledge from Aboriginal women and to replace it 

with ‘maternal health education’ that is based on western sciences and western standards, 

leaving Aboriginal peoples with what is now commonly termed ‘The Gap’ in the maternal 

and infant health space. This issue was raised as a discussion point with an Aboriginal 

midwife that most reminded me of the problematic narrative Australian society has around 

education and the wellbeing concerns this can cause for Aboriginal health and community 

service workers.  There is an instability that is created due to the forced acquisition of 

western knowledge and practice at the expense of traditional knowledge and practice.  This 

suggests the apparent falsehood that Aboriginal women need western education, medicine 

and practices to have ‘healthy’ babies, which creates an endemic of negative lore experiences 

and recreations, exemplified within the following yarn. 

“You know how stressful it was to go away for Uni, away from my family and little 

mob?  Just to get a piece of paper to say I am qualified to deliver bubs.  My Aunt’s 

and Grannies have been doing this [delivering babies] forever.  My Mum and her 

mum and her mum before that were all born on a river bank.  No hospital, no doctor, 

no midwife or nurse.  Just the women of the family doing what they had always done 

and what they knew well what to do. No Uni course could ever give me the knowledge 

they hold, but you know what? Coming away to Uni I missed that, some them old ones 

passed while I was away and I’ll never get that knowledge now.” 

A little further in the yarn this worker added, 

“Of course we had birthing difficulties, but we had the medicines and we had the 

knowledge to resolve these.  It’s not like it was, “Oh shit, we’ve got a problem here! 



And everyone just panicked and ran.  Them Aunties and Grannies knew exactly what 

to do and our kids were born on to country where they belong.  Now we are losing 

that traditional knowledge and kids are being born disconnected, that piece of paper 

[University degree in Midwifery) ain’t going to fix that hey.” 

This worker was clearly distressed during the conversation about the requirement to 

attend university away from her family and community in order to gain a qualification that 

she felt was actually less relevant to her and her community than traditional knowledge was.  

She felt that gaining a university qualification in part cost her the opportunity to gain 

traditional knowledge.  This worker later discussed a further issue with the determinant of 

education: that higher education and qualification should equate to further opportunity. 

Broadly speaking, education level influences employment opportunity and increased 

employment opportunity is related to income levels (Council, 2017). For instance, a child 

from a middle to upper class background is more likely to have the benefit of a good 

education allowing them to obtain ‘skilled’ work and to save significantly more across the 

work lifespan for retirement, while a child from lower middle to low class parts of society is 

less likely to achieve a good education and more likely to enter ‘unskilled’ low paid work 

leading to limited opportunity to save and plan for retirement.  As the majority of Australia’s 

Aboriginal population come from low socio-economic backgrounds this would suggest that 

without any other influence, this population is more likely to struggle to obtain skilled work 

and to be able to save and to achieve financial security. Taylor and Guerin (2010) argue that 

for every extra year of education that is achieved by a child that there can be significant long–

term health benefits for the entire family.  Unfortunately, there is not often opportunities 

available in certain areas, particularly in more rural and remote areas. 

The same midwifery worker explained that despite having undertaken her degree and 

having sacrificed time away from family and community, having missed Sorry Business and 

opportunity to gain traditional knowledge, she still could not obtain employment as a mid-

wife or maternal health nurse in her location, as there was no jobs available nor funding to 

increase job opportunities in what appeared by all accounts to be ‘an area of need’.  This 

worker reported working for a short while as a health worker in her area before having to 

make the decision to move to a more urban hub to seek employment as a midwife in a state–

based hospital.  The worker once again reported feeling disconnected from family, 



community, country and culture which she stated weighed heavily on her wellbeing every 

day. 

I’ve got nothing down here, I had to leave everything that’s important to me up there 

for this job (Midwife research participant). 

In accordance with the theory offered in this thesis, this worker appeared subject to 

several falsehoods which evidently influenced a course of action that has impacted negatively 

upon her experience of safety and security and her overall wellbeing.  The first falsehood is 

that of western knowledge being more significant than her own mob’s traditional knowledge. 

Within this is also an inherent disregard or disrespect for indigenist knowledges that is 

experienced by Aboriginal peoples.  This untruth led the worker to experience disconnection 

from many elements that she regarded important to her wellbeing such as family, community 

and culture.  The second falsehood is that higher education and professional qualification 

leads to increased job opportunity, which in turn should lead to increased socioeconomic 

security.  Higher education more often than not only comes with the opportunity for 

employment in the qualified space if one chooses to relocate. Relocation is likely to lead to 

further experiences of insecurity, disconnection and disturbances to overall holistic being.  

These experienced negative principles of lore, permeating from what present as unintentional 

falsehoods, played out in the determinant space causing insecurity and limited perceived 

safeness, were then experienced and expressed as negative energy impacting on elements of 

importance to the worker and to the core of the workers identity itself. 

The above analysis can then be extended with income being linked to life style 

choices including living on country/or not, coping mechanisms, incident of illness and mental 

illness and life expectancy (Calma, Dudgeon, & Bray, 2017).  People who experience 

financial insecurity or who come from low socioeconomic parts of society are also more 

likely to experience negative life events than others, thereby adding to the burden on health  

(Dudgeon et al., 2010; Mitrou et al., 2014). 

As mentioned above, education levels are reportedly trackable against income levels 

for individuals, and the same can be achieved for populations.  The overwhelming majority of 

research suggests Aboriginal peoples, as a population, are less likely to achieve as high a 

western education as other Australians (Council, 2017).  For instance, only 6% of Indigenous 

Australians undertake university studies as compared to almost 30% of the non–indigenous 



population.  Indigenous Australians are however more likely to complete Vocational 

Education Training (VET) based training than other Australians (Council, 2017).  VET 

courses are marketed as providing increased opportunities for Aboriginal people by the 

government. However, what is not widely relayed is that the VET training typically 

undertaken by Aboriginal peoples, particularly in the fields of health and community service, 

leads to low paying employment, as compared to a university qualification.  For instance, the 

median wage for a registered nurse (Bachelor of Nursing) in Australia is $65, 000 as 

compared to an Enrolled Nurse (Diploma of Nursing VET) which is approximately $10, 000 

less (HealthTimes, 2017).  The gaps in maximum earning potential in each of these roles is 

significantly greater. Aboriginal people returning to or remaining in outer rural or remote 

communities are significantly less likely to be employed than other Australians (PMC, 2019). 

There are many reasons for these culturally or ethnically based variances including 

access, suitability and the presence of discrimination.  To summarise, such disparities appear 

instigated and maintained from epistemic and systemic discrimination, largely covert in 

nature, yet imbedded within the noted ignored social determinants in addition to the inherent 

cultural biases which lie within dialogue around determinants of health. 

9.2.2 Ignored Social Determinants 

Literature, academic programs and professional bodies consistently fail to attend to 

the living realities of the noted social determinant challenges present in Australia for 

Aboriginal peoples. To date, there appears limited open discussion, political attention or 

programmatical assistance around the determinants that Aboriginal people discuss as being 

pertinent to their wellbeing. Implicit within the avoidance of such challenges is the belief that 

to engage in a wider discourse surrounding these issues (such as imposed definitions of 

achievement and wellness) would undoubtedly appear ‘tarnishing’ for the nation as a whole 

due to the legacy of ongoing assimilationist practices that continue in a contemporary 

Australian context, thus likely labelling Australia and its inherent systems in a manner that it 

does not want to be known.   

Australia has a discrimination and racism problem and it is anything but only directed 

at Aboriginal peoples (Baak, 2019; Lentin, 2017).  Australia has an ongoing colonial process 

in motion as well as a horrific colonial legacy that continues to be debated and even refuted. 

Australia has and continues to violate human rights for select groups (Cunneen, Goldson, & 



Russell, 2016; Sanggaran & Zion, 2016).  Furthermore, as earlier argued, Australia does not 

meet its obligations to the United Nations Rights of Indigenous Peoples.  It is in these 

realities we find the majority of the ignored social determinant burden. 

Currently the number one determinant impacting on the wellbeing of Aboriginal 

people is undeniably the experience of having been, and continuing to be, colonised. The 

World Health Organization supported this claim to be true for all indigenous peoples globally 

(CSDH, 2008a). Yet in Australia there is a continued denial by many in positions of power 

and influence that this is the case for Aboriginal people in Australia (McMillan, Rigney, & 

Studies, 2018).  Several high–profile media personalities and politicians have further 

attempted to argue that Aboriginal people are “far better off” now than they were prior to 

colonisation 18.  Some university courses have also run material that suggest similar 

conclusions, much to the despair of many Aboriginal students (SBS, 2019).  This is an odd 

argument given that the Aboriginal population has still not returned to the numbers that it was 

pre–colonisation 19  and that in many areas, Aboriginal people experience some of the highest 

rates of preventable chronic disease in the world (CSDH, 2008a). Some even go as far as to 

suggest choosing to identify is simply a fad or a means to increased opportunity (Bolt, 2017).  

        The process of colonisation is one of disrespect for Aboriginal peoples as human beings, 

insolence towards Aboriginal lore and culture, and complete disregard for the need to care for 

country. The wellbeing toll this has had on Aboriginal people and society is immeasurable.  

Whilst the Australian population as a whole has experienced great growth and prosperity, 

Aboriginal peoples have experienced the loss of hundreds of thousands of lives, degradation 

of lore and culture that has stood for tens of thousands of years, a current burden of disease 

unseen among other groups in Australia, undeniable barriers to ‘a fair go for all’, ongoing 

inequities, and repeated cycles of loss and grief (Tatz, 2017).  Collectively, the outcomes of 

this experience are now commonly termed by governments as “The Gap” (Marmot, 2011).  

However, what many Aboriginal peoples experience is not ‘a gap,’ but rather a canyon of 

disconnect from a multitude of important factors to the self, brought upon by generations of 

18 See https://newmatilda.com/2016/06/29/stolen-generations-a-myth-and-aboriginal-people-better-off-before-

60s-says-federal-candidate/ as an example. 

19 as many as 1.2 million according to Hunter and Carmody (2015). 

https://newmatilda.com/2016/06/29/stolen-generations-a-myth-and-aboriginal-people-better-off-before-60s-says-federal-candidate/
https://newmatilda.com/2016/06/29/stolen-generations-a-myth-and-aboriginal-people-better-off-before-60s-says-federal-candidate/


disempowerment and genocidal practices. “Closing the Gap” does not protect or promote 

self-determination (Pholi, 2009).  It simply suggests Aboriginal people should want for the 

exact same as other ‘privileged’ Australians, even at the expense of maintaining lore, culture 

and an Aboriginal identity.  This is highlighted well in a discussion paper around ‘closing the 

gap’ in socio-economic circumstance by Altman, Biddle & Hunter (2008) who speak much of 

the efforts and in-roads into ‘closing the gap’ but don’t once mention at what ongoing 

cultural cost this is occurring. Essentially without striving for socio-economic parity, ‘the 

gaps’ cannot be closed as the gaps are themselves a construction of Aboriginality by the 

dominant discourse (Pholi, 2009) driven by an imposed economic value system. There is 

little talk of ‘closing the gap’ of naivety or ignorance in Australia. There is no promotion of 

Aboriginal people being able to assist non-indigenous Australians “close the gap” with their 

experiences of disconnect through the knowledges we hold and the experiences we have had, 

Actioning the above would be a positive reconciliatory movement, the importance of which 

several participants spoke of.  

Disconnection does not discriminate based on ethnicity, gender, religion, job title or 

even privilege, it is a human experience. But guess what, we are the experts on living 

with it because unfortunately we’ve had to learn to live with it day in day out.  

Furthering later, 

 Not saying we’ve got it perfect but we got a lot we could help people with in this space 

I reckon.  (Elder research participant) 

Experiences of disconnection are a group of social determinants within itself (Gee, 

Dudgeon, Schultz, Hart, Kelly, et al., 2014).  Disconnect from family, from country, lore and 

culture, from society are all determinants.  For instance, the experience of being removed 

from family as a child or the experience of not having the opportunity to learn language are 

both social determinants as they are social factors that have influence over wellbeing that are 

not experienced equally across society (Please see Chapters 5 and 7 for discussion on the 

importance of these connections).  Alarmingly, a driving facet of this disconnection consists 

of significant and ongoing discriminatory processes that exist in the present day.  

Ongoing experiences of discrimination, be it internal, personal, systemic or epistemic, 

are ongoing.  Discrimination, commonly termed racism, permeates every aspect of modern 

Australian society (Korff, 2019).  Its presence is experienced by Aboriginal peoples more so 



than any other group in Australia (PMC, 2017).  Holistic being is impacted on many levels by 

experiences of discrimination (Paradies, 2016) as these experiences disturb perceptions and 

experiences of safety and security within the environments that the discrimination occurs (K. 

Taylor & Guerin, 2010).  For Aboriginal health and community service workers the 

discrimination is not just felt as an Aboriginal community member, but also as a worker 

within different work environments (Winsor-Dahlstrom, 2000).  Workers have consistently 

relayed feelings of being ‘stuck’ in a position to enact the discrimination due to the work role 

they hold or to act as the oppressor on behalf of governing group itself.  This is a determinant 

that is quite unique to Aboriginal people, often expressed as feeling “like being stuck 

between two worlds”.  The ability to ‘walk–in–two–worlds’ or to manage both organisational 

or professional and community and cultural expectations, rules, obligations and 

circumstances appeared to be heavily influential on experiences of safety and security. 

A response from a respected Elder in an urban area highlighted this negative 

experience, experienced as frustration as outlined below. 

"I recall a poster that we used to use when doing cultural competence and it was an 

Aboriginal man half dressed in his traditional outfit and the half of him was in a suit, 

and I feel that is still how we have to live today. Half in, half out, and that is tolling 

you know, because it gets confusing." 

A further quote from a worker in a state health team directly links the experience of 

safety and security across–two–worlds with positive wellbeing.  The worker had learned how 

to navigate this two–world space in a way that worked for them. 

"Learning to walk in both worlds helps me stay strong. I need to get back to country, I 

need to look after family, I need to practice culture. But I am also mindful that I have 

a job and a role in this community, and that there is certain requirements I need to 

fulfil to complete that job." 

9.3 Positive Experiences 

Experiences that appeared to manifest positive perceptions of safety and security that 

were spoken of by all participants in some form included working in a supportive team, 

feeling accepted, a sense of empowerment, being included, working in a hopeful space, 

having protection and being of benefit - to name just a few.  All of these align to the present 



theory’s positive principles of lore suggested and are largely socially driven determinants that 

rely on strong social capital.   

It is argued that these are reliant on social capital as social capital in its most basic 

form is the essence of the relationships that exist within social networks allowing for the 

‘society’ to function (Lin, 2002)  Within the workspace this includes the relationships 

between colleagues, between workers and levels of management/employers (Chen, Zheng, 

Yang, & Bai, 2016) between workers and organisations (Ortiz, Donate, & Guadamillas, 

2018) and between workers and those they serve (Schiele, Ellis, Eßig, Henke, & Kull, 2015; 

Villalonga–Olives, Wind, Kawachi, & Medicine, 2018); .  In this case workers serve their 

clients or patients and communities.  Social capital is well documented as facilitating positive 

work experiences (Read & Laschinger, 2015) including a strong sense of purpose (Bryant, 

Freeman, Daly, Liou, & Branon, 2017). 

From this study’s qualitative data, sense of purpose was intrinsically connected to a 

worker’s sense of self.  Purpose did not appear tied to personally rooted ambition or to a 

desire to progress through the professional or organisational hierarchy, rather it relates to the 

ability to ‘give back in a meaningful way’ to community. Workers spoke commonly about 

feeling ‘safe’ and ‘supported’ in their workplaces when they perceived a sense of freedom 

and support to work in ways that best meet the needs of the communities with which they 

were engaged.  Feeling constrained from this process appeared to cause distress and feelings 

of hopelessness within workers.  The following section of a yarn provided by an Aboriginal 

SEWB worker expressing frustrations with a centralised government wellbeing program in 

his community highlights this determinant experience for Aboriginal workers. 

“I might be a worker in [mainstream NGO] but I'm also a community member and I 

have to go home to all the same issues that I work with day to day.  It's hard you 

know? When you can see that a lot of what's put out and that you have to work with 

doesn't seem to be helping your community, but you still have to go back to work the 

next day and do it again, and it’s not because you’re not working hard, but because 

the programs developed down there [centralised government agency] don't fit in this 

community. Sometimes you feel like you’re a part of the problem and sometimes I 

think it would be easier to be unemployed than to get paid to do something I don’t 

really agree with.” 



I asked this worker, “What needs to change you reckon for you to feel better there [at 

work]?” The worker simply replied, “I need to be supported to work in ways that make me 

feel like I’m of value to my mob.”  It appears here that the worker is declaring that in order to 

improve their experience of safety and security within their professional identity and work 

from this, they need to be better supported by their employer to work in ways that the worker 

and the community perceive to be beneficial, rather than how some distant program manager 

determines work should be done with the community.  In this we can see the importance of 

feeling respected in the term ‘valued’.  The social determinants involved here include being 

in a ‘safe’ work environment, feeling empowered and perceived experience of self–

determination to name just a few.  It is questionable how often any of these determinants are 

meaningfully given consideration and when - if ever - purposeful action is undertaken to 

ensure opportunities for experiencing such are embedded in workplace practice and 

procedure, particularly in non–indigenous organisations.   

9.4 Conclusion 

Social determinants are important in the management of wellbeing as is widely 

recognised in wellbeing literature.  Commonly there is a focus on only a small number of 

social determinants, these have been labelled ‘common social determinants’. It is suggested 

that these may not be the social determinants that most impact on the wellbeing experiences 

of Aboriginal workers and that there are a raft of social determinants that are often 

overlooked.  These have been labelled ‘ignored social determinants’. In the current research it 

was the experience of a determinant that was more pertinent in responses than the 

determinant ‘product’ itself.  For instance, the experience of being in a work environment 

(perceived as positive or negative) as compared to having employment (product) or not. 

Many of the determinant issues that were relayed as impacting negatively on the wellbeing of 

workers were historically or politically rooted whilst the majority of the determinant factors 

that were identified as protective were consistently centred around notions of support from 

community and workplaces.  The following chapter will build on this notion and suggest that 

it is experiences and expressions of positive and negative lore that are the root of facilitating a 

sense of safety and security. 





10 Principles of lore:  yarning about living well/thriving = ongoing survival 

= continued existence 

10.1 Introduction 

To understand this chapter, one must first understand the interwoven non-linear 

process of “yarning”.  An interconnectedness of information as such. Yarning is a form of 

Aboriginal narrative and knowledge sharing that is often void of positional possession such 

as first, second or third person speech.  Further, yarning is not reliant on consistency of time.   

It is the position of knowledge as story that is most important, not necessarily who said what 

or when. Yarning is explained briefly in chapter 3, for an in depth understanding of yarning 

I’d suggest reading Yarning about yarning as a legitimate method in Indigenous research, by 

Dawn Bessarab and Bridget Ng’andu (2010).  An Uncle (Elder), who is also a phd candidate 

and academic in the health and social services space, explained the process of yarning as 

follows: 

“When I yarn with people it is not a straight back and forth or what non-

indigenous people may call a linear process.  There are stories within stories and they 

weave throughout the yarning which requires everyone involved to have deep listening 

skills to discern the yarning and not to be binagurri (deaf/ignorant)” (Elder 

participant). 

In light of this, this chapter will ebb and flow, points may drift in and out of 

each other as this yarn flows.  None of the following ‘principles’ as such are existent on 

their own, each needs the others for its own explanation to be more complete.  What is 

required is a complete practice of Winanga-li (listening, understanding, knowing, 

remembering) as explained to me by Uncle Paul Spearim (Gamilaraay Elder/Senior 

Custodial Man). 

Throughout history humans have sought the secrets of wellness and, frequently, 

wellness has been associated with an idea of happiness (Ryan & Huta, 2009).  This notion of 

happiness is not defined as much from an emotional point but rather an experience akin to an 

inner sense of deep calmness, contentment or joy that many refer to as ‘enlightenment’ or 

define as ‘being-at-one with’ (Byrne, 2013). Regardless of the specific religion or spiritual 

practices one looks to for the pathways to this experience of happiness and wellness, and 

independent of the specific details of the stories through which happiness is expressed, such 



global teachings are consistent in the importance attached to happiness as well as the steps to 

obtain it.  More specifically, each of the global spiritual teachings provide guidance regarding 

basic principles that can lead to an individual’s wellbeing and happiness.  This is also 

apparent throughout Aboriginal notions of spirituality, commonly encoded in what many 

know as “the Dreaming”. 

For example, if an individual prefers to follow the teachings of Christianity, they will 

likely understand inner happiness as something achieved through practices of devotion, 

humility and service (Lewis, 1952).  A good example of this can be found in the Beatitudes 

(Matthew 5:1–12), where Jesus is stated as teaching blessedness or happiness consists of 

being poor, being meek, being persecuted, experiencing suffering and loss are a part of 

finding true happiness. It is about denial of self rather than fulfilment of self–desire. Such 

practices are noted as forms of respect and reciprocity within Gamilaraay lore.  Health in the 

‘New Testament’ may be explained through the notion of ‘Shalom’.  Shalom is explained by 

Dr Harold Taylor in Loon (2004) as follows: 

“Shalom has three interrelated meanings. Firstly, it means general wellbeing. It’s not 

just absence of sickness, but abundant wellness, ‘super–overflowing abundance’, a 

rightness, being OK in body and peace of mind as well (see Jeremiah 33:6-9, Psalm 

38:3, Genesis 43:27-28, Numbers 6:24–26). The second meaning of shalom is 

positive social relationships. In 1 Kings 5:12 we see the meaning of right 

relationships between nations. In Ezekiel 34:23–26 and Isaiah 54:10 God declares a 

covenant of peace for his people, so shalom also means an ‘Okayness’ between 

people and nations. It is more than the absence of war, it is an ‘Okayness’ among 

each other! Now there’s a thought for our nation’s leaders to consider in these 

troubled times. Are we as Christians in this nation showing God’s healing power to 

other nations, to refugees, to Muslim sisters and brothers? The third meaning of 

shalom is personal integrity, speaking and living honestly and ethically (see Psalm 

34:11–15, 37:37). If all three of these are put together shalom is how things should be 

for Christ’s people. It is God’s intended purpose for us, namely, our physical 

wellbeing, right social relationships, moral living, and positive spiritual relationships 

all of which contribute to good health. Shalom is being healthy in body, mind and 

spirit in relation to others, God, the creation and ourselves.”  



In the ‘old testament’ this same state may be referred to in its Greek form as ‘Eirene’ 

(Siqueira, 2018), to be at or make piece.  Similarly, if we investigate the teachings in 

Buddhism, we find similar experiences with details akin to definitions of ‘happiness’ or states 

of calmness being achieved through the practice of gratitude, compassion, empathy and 

meditation (Lama & Cutler, 1998). In fact, the overarching premise of Buddhism is that we 

live in a state of ‘mental dysfunction’ or suffering that is only truly overcome through an 

appreciation of suffering and achieving a tranquil state of mind in the presence of such and 

thus allowing for wellness (Wallace & Shapiro, 2006). In this, Buddhism puts the burden of 

experiencing happiness or suffering back on to the individual and asks them to take control of 

their own mental reactions to circumstances and adversities.  This presupposes a strong 

practice of acceptance.  

The narrative on which principles of lore is presented here is that of underpinning 

Aboriginal Australian lores, cultures and spiritualities20.  Even though the framework of 

Principles of Law (PoL) emerged from Aboriginal knowledges in the current research, it is 

not claimed as solely an Aboriginal concept but rather, a positive human perspective and way 

of being, in this thesis. 

These principles are the culmination of the shared knowledge and experiences of the 

wonderful people who partook in yarns for this research project. As such, these in–depth 

yarns with Elders and others who hold knowledge in this area have allowed for these 

principles to emerge as the central component to understanding both the disturbed wellbeing 

of Aboriginal health and community workers, including myself, and insights into how to best 

build and protect this important workforce into the future. 

The principles of lore theory presented here proposes that experiences of basic human 

principles mediate wellbeing by strengthening or limiting perceptions of safety and security 

across the fields of time, place, environment and event. Positive lore includes the principles 

of respect, responsibility, reciprocity, acceptance, connectedness and interconnectedness (see 

Figure 4).  The opposite of these principles (in direct order as the positive principles 

20 I’m grateful I’ve had the opportunity to begin learning about these principles in relation to my life from many 

Elders across the country. Much of what emerged is a framework through which I have come to understand 

myself as a Gamilaraay man connected to my past but forever mindful of our futures that allows me to be strong 

in my work as a member of the Aboriginal health and community services workforce. 



presented above) being dis–respect, irresponsibility, deprivation and greed, rejection and 

denial, disconnection and isolation (See diagram 5).  Experiences of and production of 

positive lore facilitate a sense of inner, deep contentment and stronger (positive) holistic 

wellbeing. Conversely experiences and production of negative lore promote disturbances in 

one’s holistic wellbeing due to an inability to maintain or experience states of inner spiritual 

peace or calm. 

10.2 The Principles 

Figure 4. Positive principles of lore 

 The positive principles are integral for an ever–constant flow of living well, allowing 

for ongoing positive survival (or thriving) and prolonged or ongoing existence.  From an 

Aboriginal perspective, survival specifically refers to continuance of self and others; of 

country and place, our natural environment; ancestors, totem and the cosmos; of culture; and 

survival of the lore (the ‘is’) that allows all to be. Positive survival or thriving is integral to 

living and living to existence.  It is proposed in this thesis that it is this constant flow of 



existence–surviving–living well/thriving and vice versa, living well/thriving–surviving–        

existing, that experience of, adherence to and production of positive lore helps achieve21.   

Lore can be understood as an ‘essence’, the essence of ‘what is’.  This applies to 

Aboriginal lore as simply being the ‘what is’ of the Aboriginal philosophy of living well, 

specifically the ongoing positive survival of all, and continued existence of people, place, lore 

and culture. In a wider context of organisations, the ‘what is’ of the organisation could be 

defined as the policies and procedures. In the context of Australian society legislation and 

Westminster Common Law could be viewed from the same position, being the ‘what is’ of 

Australian societal living–survival–existence. While lore/law is the essence, culture is the 

context – the “meat–on–the–bone” as such. 

Within this theory, culture is positioned as the context or construct that is wrapped 

around the ‘what is’ allowing for ‘being’.  In any ethnic group, workplace, or national society 

there is a certain way of being that develops around the ‘rules’ of that collective (Frese, 

2015). At its core, culture is defined as a collective (or group) sharing a way of being tied by 

some form of group–based rules or norms, expectations and obligation (‘what is’ to that 

group) (Frese, 2015).  In the examples above, this would be the way of being of Aboriginal 

For example peoples values and actions as governed by lore/law, the way of being in the 

workplace as encouraged by policy and procedure or the way of being in Australian society 

while encircled by legislation and common law.  All have boundaries and all have promoted 

‘rewards’ for adherence and perceived repercussions for apparent non-conformity.  For 

instance, speed limits are imposed as a means of keeping communities safer.  The projected 

reward is that you will not receive the burden of a fine and there will be less road incidents 

(including fatalities), where as if the speed limit is breached there is an increase chance of 

 

21 It should be noted that in discussing this framework, I will purposefully not be discussing the 

intrinsic of Aboriginal lore in this chapter. This is in recognition that this lore is not solely my knowledge to 

openly share and therefore, I as an individual, do not hold the right to discuss such issues in detail.  What is 

presented here is information that Elders and participants of this study have granted permission for sharing. This 

information is consistent with what is openly available for a wider audience to learn about, if one knows where 

to look and allows oneself to be open to that learning.  The principles offered here are more akin to values and 

actions of these values. 

 



burden of financial penalty, loss of licence and inconvenience on lifestyle, and an increased 

probability of negative road incidents. At an individual level these rewards and repercussions 

are often experienced at both a personal and internal level as well as externally. If we take the 

speed limit laws, this may be obey and have an increased chance to ‘arrive alive’ or disobey 

and potentially cause an accident that leads to fatality of self or other The consequences of 

what is experienced and expressed is then imposed upon others that we are connected to and 

interconnected with.  The emotional, financial and societal impact of a fatal car crash has far 

reaching implications that go much beyond the self.  This was evident in a conversation with 

a participant of this research who was currently experiencing the burden of losing a loved one 

in a fatal car crash. 

“I’m struggling at the moment you know.  That crash it’s hit all of us hard, I 

don’t even want to get up for work somedays” (Research participant). 

At a systems level, there can be personal and collective rewards and repercussions 

also.  Individuals may thrive or struggle and this will have an impact on those connected to 

the person and further to those interconnected through their connections.  A human when 

functioning ethically and justly is likely to facilitate experiences of contentment, whilst a 

person who works unethically is likely to facilitate a negative impact and flow. Examples of 

such were common in the yarns of this study: 

Researcher – “Do you feel your organisation works ethically, like is it really 

community focused and stuff” 

Participant – “Yeah for sure, and I reckon this really helps with my job and with 

community coming here.  When I worked at (place of work removed) it wasn’t like that.  

Community didn’t trust us, and this made our jobs super difficult and stressful as”. 

Researcher  

“Is that why you changed jobs you reckon?” 

Participant  

“In part, but they lost their funding.  Pretty hard to keep your funding when people 

not engaging hey”. 

An outcome of this research is that Aboriginal health and community service workers’ 

wellbeing is heavily influenced by the experiences of lore they are exposed to, as these 

exposures and experiences influence perceptions of safety and security in given environments 

and with self and others.  They further establish and maintain - or damage and destroy - 



connections that are recognised as facilitative of wellness.  When safety and security are 

impacted and connections disturbed, all levels of wellbeing, right to the core -spirit (with 

spirit being defined multiple times as ‘true identity’ by participants) - itself impacted. For 

example, when workers are afforded respect and feel connected, they are more likely to 

experience perceptions of safety and security within the workplace environment and therefore 

wellness at work. However, workers also describe that if disrespect and disconnection 

experienced, feelings of insecurity are likely to be experienced and wellness is likely to be 

negatively impacted.  These interactions can occur for individuals or at group levels such as a 

workforce collective (e.g., Aboriginal SEWB workers) or ethnicity/cultural group (e.g. 

Aboriginal peoples). Participant examples of each of these pathways are offered throughout 

this chapter. 

An individual’s expressions of lore also appear to play a significant role in holistic 

wellbeing maintenance. Expressions of, or creation of, positive lore appear to assist with 

positive wellbeing while expressions of, or the creation of negative lore appears to impede 

wellbeing.  This process was best encapsulated by an Elder who explained the positive 

energy flow–on of respect, responsibility and positive reciprocity, along with the negative 

energy properties of disrespect, irresponsibility, depletion and greed with a clear example.  

This wise old man simply asked, “Have you ever seen a healthy–looking mining magnate?” 

“Well no I haven’t to be honest” I replied.  “Ofcourse not”, he explained. “One can only 

produce and store so much negative energy through their greed-filled, disrespectful, 

irresponsibility before it becomes toxic”.  The consequences of negative lore for well–being 

are clearly visible in this Elder’s example. It is also immediately apparent how the production 

and experience of positive or negative lore also applies to the wellbeing of our Aboriginal 

health and community service workforce. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 5. Negatives Principles of lore 

The following are the key principles of lore used in this research: 

10.2.1 Waa Gayaa – (praise) Respect 

The need to feel respected in order to facilitate wellness is discussed widely in 

literature, particularly in the area of worker wellbeing (Duraisingam, 2010; Gleadle et al, 

2010; Pearson, Andersson, & Porath, 2005).  This need is no less important for Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander workers than it is for any other worker or human being.  Just as 

research demonstrates the importance of respect to wellbeing it is also well understood that 

the negative, disrespect or at least the experience of disrespect, is detrimental to wellbeing, 

and especially within the context of wellness at work (Gleadle et al, 2010; Ng, 2016).  Within 

this framework, respect is a fundamental principle of lore with respect being directly 

correlated to wellness and therefore, living well, ongoing positive survival and prolonged 

existence in any given environment.  



Respect is explained and understood in many ways; however, a common theme exists 

among the many reported notions of respect, this being an understanding of respect as 

something that needs to be earned.  It is further commonly explained as needing to be 

‘produced’ or ‘generated’ in order to be received. Several participants gave the exact quotes 

of “I respect those who respect me” and “people have to earn my respect”.  

An Aboriginal understanding of respect presented here builds on this and suggests 

that respect further requires one to acknowledge the efforts of another in order to be 

produced.  More specifically, someone may strive as hard as they can to assist or appease me 

however I must acknowledge this effort in order for me to produce respect for that other.  If I 

reject these efforts or the positive outcomes from those efforts for me, I’ll either inadvertently 

or purposefully produce disrespect for the other person.  An experience summed up by a 

participant with an education background as follows:  

Participant: 

“When I was teaching I’d bust my backside for them kids but a lot of them just 

couldn’t care, they just seen me as another person getting in the way of them doing 

what they wanted, not someone who was there to give them an education.  That’s what 

being a [exact profession removed at request of participant] is like sometimes too.  You 

just want to help mob but they blame you for everything [the situation the client/patient 

is in]” (Research participant).  

Researcher: 

How’s that make you feel, you know when you being blamed for [situation 

removed]? 

Participant: 

It hurts and it gets you down pretty good, makes it hard to do my job sometimes 

but you just gotta get on with it don’t you and remind yourself that not everyone is like 

that. 

To this end, respect here is defined as an energy form that is produced and distributed 

based on experiences of reciprocity.  It is hypothesised, this distribution can occur at and 

across individual, societal and organisational levels.  Respect has been explained to me by 

several wise Elders as a form of energy that we produce through an admiration or 

appreciation of others (with the notion of ‘other’ being inclusive of animals, ancestors or 

other environmental or natural factors such as the land or a storm as well as other people) and 

what these others do positively for us and ours (with ‘ours’ being inclusive of many things 



beyond humans such as animals, place, and environment).  An example of this is the respect I 

have for Mother Nature for what she provides for us for us to survive; or the respect I hold 

for professional sports people for the dedication, sacrifice and commitment they put into 

training and competing to bring joy to those who enjoy viewing sport.  This respect I hold for 

Elders for the Old Knowledge, life-long experience and resilience they possess, that has 

allowed them to survive, and that I now can learn from. Similarly, the respect I have for 

health and community service workers is produced through witnessing the largely selfless 

dedication, time and commitment that they put into their work to generate wellness for their 

communities despite the poor remuneration, limited apparent respect from peers and 

institutions, and the significant reported negative impact it has upon on their own wellbeing. 

Respect is something that cannot be commanded or demanded by another, but rather 

must be earned and perceived.  An attempt to demand or command respect is essentially a 

practice of disrespect.  The ignorance shown toward the effort of another person is also a 

form of disrespect.  For example, when an employer demands the respect of his/her 

employees without actively producing respect for the employees, a negative energy is likely 

to be created, distributed and experienced.  This may lead to the workers having limited 

respect for the employer in return, as their experience of the situation is unlikely to have been 

positive.  This limits their opportunity to further experience appreciation, a form of 

acceptance, and therefore produces disrespect towards the employer.  A participant with prior 

experience in the armed services explained: 

“We was told we had to respect our officers, it was drilled into you and I mean 

drilled bro.  You didn’t have a choice, you ‘showed’ respect or you copped it.  Not my 

idea of showing respect really ha.  Made me wild at them at times. 

Followed soon after by: 

 “but you know now I get it, I was learning to follow rules so I guess like you said, 

there was something there for me so I can respect that now”. 

Conversely, should a worker be willing to practice acceptance with regards to the 

attitude or behaviours of the employer and further engage in gratefulness for the job 

opportunity, financial security, possible social environment or learning environment the 

employer allows, the worker may still be able to produce respect for the employer. This latter 

process clearly highlights the significance of an individual’s own perception (and choice of 

what they perceive) as a mediating factor inherent within this principle of respect.  

 



However, the process of actively looking for these positives (such as lessons for 

growth etc) within a perceived negative situation or environment obviously is not easy, nor 

does it occur without the practice of focussing on the positives available in what can be 

testing circumstances or situations. In the narrative above the worker was unable to find a 

positive in the demand for respect and subsequent behaviours of his commanding officers at 

the time but after years to process these he has now found a level of acceptance in the 

opportunity for “learning to follow rules”.   This process of identifying positives in perceived 

harsh or negative situations doesn’t appear automatic but requires a level of self-awareness 

and understanding of self-control, again this is apparent in the participant commentary above 

and is supported by theories of positive psychology (Lopez, Pedrotti, & Snyder, 2018).  

Beyond the human to human context of this principle, when respect for nature and the 

environment occurs, Aboriginal principles of Lore entail that we receive respect back from 

these elements and are therefore afforded an opportunity to live well, positively survive and 

continue to exist.  When we respect ourselves, we take better care of ourselves, we are 

happier, and we are then more likely to be healthier. As an experience, this theory and 

principle argues that when respect occurs, we do not feel the need to be offensive or 

defensive, and hence there is less chance of conflict. As a participant put it, “I’ve found that 

as long as I’m respectful these mob [clients] are respectful and there’s no issues, everyone 

has a deadly time, it all starts with me brotha”. In this context wellness is heightened, and 

overall survival more likely.    As Gamilaraay we learn about self-first, maal dhiriya gamil, 

through this it’s learnt, If I’m respectful toward self, others, nature, place and property, I’m 

largely protected from experiences of loneliness, isolation, disconnection, illness and most 

significantly, from the criminal justice system.  

Logically the antipode of respect, disrespect, brings about the completely opposite 

outcomes to what is mentioned above.  Disrespect produces a toxic energy that we sometimes 

consume unfortunately leading to disturbances in wellness to ourselves. These often then 

flow on to others through our connections unintentionally.  Sometimes we are also involved 

in intentionally producing this toxic waste and directing it at others.  In my life journey for 

instance I received a lot of disrespect through emotional and physical abuse, I then abused 

myself through drug and alcohol use for many years and passed this negativity onto others I 

was connected to.  Similar experiences were presented by participants. 



Participant 

“I’ve been in a violent relationship; I know what it’s like to be disrespected and I 

know I deal with this by drinking still when I’m feeling triggered.  I know it’s not good for me 

and yeah sometimes it fucking impacts on my work coz I’m tired or hungover.” 

Researcher 

“You mentioned being triggered, would you mind explaining that a bit more for me, 

you know like what is it that triggers you?” 

Participant 

“If I feel I’m being disrespected by these mob [workplace] that’s a massive trigger for 

me.  I really can’t cope with being yelled at or put down here [workplace] you know.  I guess 

it reminds me of how I felt back then [in violent relationship]”. (Female research 

participant). 

The yarns with workers in this study were full of examples of both experiences of 

positive law (respect) and negative law (disrespect). Further, there was an overwhelming 

consensus present in the yarns that respect is something produced rather than something 

simply present.  The rationales behind the production of respect - whilst varied - were also 

thematically consistent. For instance, several workers spoke of the importance of the respect 

generated for Elders for the life experiences and knowledge they hold, that when engaged 

with can be beneficial to them as younger, less lived or experienced Aboriginal people and 

workers. This would be promoted by acknowledging the beneficial experience Elders receive 

from this respect that then allowed them to produce respect for young ones and new 

knowledge and to share it on. Others yarned about the respect that was produced by them for 

country, for the healing experience that being on country afforded them.  Moreover, many 

stipulated that respecting country helped country itself to be well, and that when country was 

well, it could continue to help with the wellness of those on country. The commonality 

present within this data is that of a reciprocal and symbiotic process of producing, sharing 

and experiencing respect, in which respect is not ‘just’ present, but fluidly produced and 

accepted through reciprocal webs of connectedness and interconnectedness. 

When yarning of the positive experiences and security that comes from respect, 

workers largely spoke of producing respect via the admiration they have for the resilience and 

strength among their families, communities and clients. A powerful example of this is drawn 

from a younger worker new to the field of social and emotional wellbeing which summarises 

this phenomenon clearly with the following quote. 



“Until I got into this work I really didn’t understand just how much resilience our 

mob have, ya know? I just saw pain and suffering before coming here, but now all I 

see when working with our mob is strength and survival.  We’ve copped so much over 

the years, but we are still here, and we are still strong in spirit.  I respect these people 

here so much for that and that is what keeps me going doing this work even when it 

gets hard ya know? It’s really made me feel so different about my own experiences 

growing up as well, I don’t feel hurt now, I feel strong.” 

Another respondent simply declared; 

“I bloody respect these mob so much for sharing with me and damn it makes me feel 

good, you know what I mean?” 

I do know what both these participants mean, as I too experience the ongoing uplift, I 

receive from many of my clients 22.  

At an organisational level, multiple participants reported the satisfaction they 

experienced in the workplace when they felt their culture, life experience and knowledge was 

taken seriously and respected by their workplace. 

“I’ve been in a job before where they just didn’t want to hear it, they didn’t want to 

know anything about our culture, they didn’t want to incorporate any of me or my 

community into what they were doing.  They just wanted to keep on doing what they 

thought was best for us and what they felt was best practice. It felt shit. Then, working 

here, they actually take notice of what we have to say and they actually try to work 

with the things we suggest.  And that feels deadly [‘deadly’ is a positive term equating 

to great].  And I tell ya, it definitely makes me feel better about coming to work every 

day.” 

The quote above indicates the worker experiences both better self-perceived levels of 

job satisfaction and organisational commitment at their present workplace as compared to a 

previous employment.  Under the theory offered by this thesis, the heightened levels of job 

satisfaction and organisational commitment are explained as being linked to the worker’s 

experience of their culture, lived experience and knowledge being respected by their current 

22 My clients are largely low socio–economic Aboriginal people who have experienced so much suffering within 

their families and communities across multiple generations.  I can’t explain how much respect I have for my 

clients simply for the fact they can still make it to see me and feel comfortable in sharing their experiences with 

me through which I feel I grow personally, professionally, spiritually and culturally. 



workplace, in turn making them feel more safe and secure in that environment.  An 

experience that was not present at the previous employment place. 

Larger notions of systemic respect were also recorded.  A middle-aged female worker 

who had been working in the SEWB space for over a decade declared that whilst working for 

a large government health entity she felt very “empowered” when the workplace came to her 

and asked what she felt about the current policies and procedures of the organisation, even 

though she was not at a significantly high level within the organisation. The worker explained 

that she felt what she offered, particularly with regards to those policies relating to diversity 

and inclusiveness, was taken seriously by the executives who had taken the time to come to 

her.  This worker further explained that she was feeling quite “tired and worn out” at this 

workplace just prior to this and that she had “pretty much given up on the system”.  Her 

experience of “being valued and respected” in the organisation on that day was what led to 

her decision to stay with the organisation. 

Just as the protective power of respect was yarned about, so was the perceived 

damaging impact that experiencing disrespect was.  As with the positive principle of respect, 

experiences of the negative principle of disrespect was also yarned about at multiple levels 

from individuals through to societal.  The interview data was largely about experiences of 

disrespect that workers discussed as having a negative impact on their sense of safety and 

security and overall wellbeing. These experiences ranged from racism and discrimination 

through to disregard of knowledge, effort and experience in the workplace.  A common factor 

was that disrespect generally led to experiences of insecurity, limited perceived safety, 

disconnect and disturbed wellbeing. This impact on wellbeing was clearly apparent in the 

following interview excerpt.  

 Worker: 

“It hurts when I’m working my arse off and all I seem to cop is negativity back at 

work.” 

 Researcher: 

“Why do you think that negativity exists and is thrown at you?”  

 Worker: 

“Look, I’m not really sure why it happens. Mob I work with seem happy with me 

[other Aboriginal health workers], but there seems to be a lot of I guess, competition 

[among all service staff], in my workplace and I guess jealousy and conflict that 

comes from this” 

 Researcher: 



“So how does this leave you feeling?” 

 Worker: 

“I just feel disrespected I guess, and you know I cop enough of that outside. I don’t 

come to work to get that same shit.  When you gotta put up with constant racism and 

constant negativity out there, ya kinda hope you can find a bit of a place to escape it 

all with ya own mob and at work.  All the disrespect just gets ya down, makes ya feel 

alone sometimes I guess.” 

 Researcher: 

“You mentioned constant negativity just now, would you mind explaining to me what 

you mean by this, and what you feel really drives all that negativity you experience?” 

 Worker: 

“Brother, you know what it’s like, anything ‘bout our mob, turn on the TV, negative. 

Read the paper, negative. Go to school, you’re a shit kid. Don’t have a job, you’re a 

bludger. Struggle to pay ya bills or feed ya kids good because ya broke, ya fricken 

neglectful, an addict or a gambler. Man, the stereotypes just go on and on. Hahaha 

then ya told ya bloody too sensitive and to get over it” 

This extract of a yarn held with a male Aboriginal health worker highlights the 

damaging impact the experience of disrespect can have, and how it is further linked to 

experiences of disconnection.  It also apparent that Aboriginal workers can and do still 

experience disrespect, even when working within Aboriginal organisations.  In this yarn the 

worker is explaining several forms of disrespect that are clearly identifiable.  Firstly, the 

worker is describing the disrespect associated with a lack of recognition of his work effort, 

skills or knowledge.  While not mentioned in the excerpt above, this was disrespect coming 

from non-indigenous nurses also working within the same clinic. The worker then continues 

to yarn about the disrespect associated with cumulative experiences of racism, directed both 

personally and collectively, at individual and institutionalised levels. For many participants 

experiences of racism are noted consistently across the life span.  Furthermore, wellbeing 

damage from previous racist policies is still very much apparent today among many minority 

groups, particularly Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.  The worker identifies 

stereotyping as a form of disrespect directed towards entire groups of people based on the 

behaviours of a few, as a common way by which negativity is passed and experienced.  

The following quote demonstrates clearly the damaging impact that experiencing 

disrespect at an organisational or systemic level can play on a worker. 



“I’ve been in a job before where they just didn’t want to hear it, they didn’t want to 

know anything about our culture, they didn’t want to incorporate any of me or my 

community into what they were doing.  They just wanted to keep on doing what they 

thought was best for us and what they felt was best practice. It felt shit.”  

It is clearly apparent from this quote that the participant perceives that their 

experience of “feeling shit” in the workplace is directly related to their experience of 

disregard and disrespect for their lived experience and knowledge that they had shared with 

others in the workplace or organisation. 

Another form of disrespect alarmingly raised in this yarn is that of being ‘blamed’ for 

the negative experience one has when exposed to many of the other previously noted forms 

of disrespect.  The experience of being told one is ‘too sensitive’ when it comes to reactions 

to racism is one such example of this, apparent within the following statement. 

“Maybe you are just too sensitive.” 

Most participants interviewed reported having experiences of someone within their 

respective workplaces using these words, or others to the same effect, at some stage. It is 

apparent from yarns that if such sentiments were not apparent within their present workplace, 

it was experienced in a previous one.  The notion that someone chooses to be “too sensitive” 

comes from a place of ignorance and is akin to victim blaming. However, it is experienced as 

a form of disregard and therefore disrespect by the worker.  From the worker’s perspective, 

the suggested ‘sensitivity’ to discrimination has built up over time due to real and ongoing 

exposure and is developed as a protective mechanism they have unwillingly had to develop in 

order to try and protect themselves from such threats (Wallace, Nazroo, & Bécares, 2016).  In 

Western psychological terms this would be deemed the formation of hypervigilance from 

cumulative traumas and basic ‘fight or flight’ responses to perceived threats or the potential 

of such threats reoccurring (Williams, Printz, & DeLapp, 2018).  

The ignorance often exists due to the perpetrator of such ill–informed comments 

having the privilege of not having had to personally or organisationally experience the 

cumulative damage of ongoing discrimination. More specifically, this is frequently an 

example of white privilege, a well–documented phenomenon (Bain & Education, 2018). 

Many in the wider society do not share the same ‘positive’ legacy white privilege allows for 

dominant racially ‘white’ populations in Western societies such as Australia (Magdalena 

Tascón, 2008).  The fact that white privilege exists in society at all is in itself a form of 

societal disrespect at a macro level.  It continues to be perceived and negatively experienced 

by many minorities, and therefore continues to impede upon the wellbeing of many, 



including minority workers in predominately ‘white’ workplaces.  Unfortunately, as the 

worker’s comments show, this disrespect is still apparent even when in an Aboriginal 

focussed organisation with predominately Aboriginal workers.  

It is apparent from yarns that disrespect frequently leads to experiences of 

disconnection for many. This is again highlighted in a previously noted yarn via this 

statement by a worker. 

“All the disrespect just gets ya down, makes ya feel alone sometimes I guess.” 

In this instance the worker is yarning about a perceived disconnect from society, the 

workplace, and potentially his own mob. All of which are a direct consequence of 

experiences of disrespect.  The participant is essentially talking of the personal wellbeing 

impact of disconnection that has been facilitated in part by his experiences of disrespect.  

Commonly people form negative coping strategies to help alleviate experiences of disconnect 

(Riva, Eck, & Riva, 2016).  

An integral part of practicing respect that is commonly not practiced for many 

complex reasons, is practicing self–respect.  Producing respect for self requires taking time to 

acknowledge and appreciate our positive attributes, our successes, what we have and in 

general ‘loving’ ourselves.  It also requires us to acknowledge our flaws, weaknesses and to 

accept ourselves for who we are ‘scars’ and all.  Most importantly it requires us to listen to 

and respond positively to our personal ‘warning signs’, those signs such as anger, sadness or 

illness that tell us things are not all fine.     

This process and foundational aspect of the principle of respect was explained to me 

by an Elder participant in this study, which echoes information that has been shared with me 

by multiple Elders, prior to this research project.  The following is an extract of the yarn with 

the Elder from this study. 

Researcher: 

“We’re yarning about respect and we’ve yarned about how important it is for us to 

produce respect for others, but I’m interested to yarn a bit more about something you 

mentioned just now…that respecting your self is most important.  What did you mean 

by this Aunt?” 

Participant: 

“I’m connected to many people and many things, and I give a lot to them but if I don’t 

look after me too and I end up empty then I’m of no use to them others hey. I got to 

take time out for me you know, I got to recharge.” 

Researcher: 



“Can you explain to me a bit more what you mean by ‘recharge’?” 

 Participant: 

“I know you know this, but I guess you need me to say it don’t you [laugh].” 

 Researcher: 

“[laugh] yeah that’d be deadly thanks Aunt. It’s kinda what I need for this thing 

[research], so it doesn’t read like it’s just me ranting [laugh].” 

 Participant: 

“I need to look after my spirit you know, I need to use those things that bring me 

strength.  I need to acknowledge when I’m not so good and take the time to do these 

things for me. That’s what I mean by showing respect for self.  If I push me too far 

and allow myself to get sick well don’t you think that’s disrespectful to me? And 

therefore, them others too?” 

 Researcher: 

“I absolutely agree. Do you think this is something that in our work our mob don’t 

realise and practice enough?” 

 Participant: 

“Well, we see it all the time don’t we?  Our workers stressed, tired, sick you know.  

Sometimes you gotta go bush, go far far bush.” 

 Researcher: 

“Yeah I know, guess like walk-about ha?” 

 Participant: 

“That’s what some mob might call it. Me, I just say I’m going bush.” 

The above commentary clearly represents the dangers posed by disregarding the self, 

by working ourselves to depletion and not paying attention to our own wellbeing. In the 

process we are ‘disrespecting’ the self.  This Aunty and several others explained that when 

we disrespect our own mind, body or spirit through our own word, thought or action we will 

likely produce this disrespect for others.  She furthered,  

“You know, I see all these ones telling mob to ‘live healthy this’ and ‘live healthy 

that’, but then they smoke or drink or eat bad.  How do you reckon that comes across 

to mob in community? It’s good enough for you, but not for me, come on.  That’s 

disrespect.”   

What Aunty was conveying was that if we do not have truth and authenticity in what 

we speak to others, represented via our own choices and actions, then we produce disrespect, 

and this is noticed.  If we produce disrespect through irresponsible lifestyle choices for 



ourselves yet profess them for others, then we are unlikely to receive respect from others. We 

are likely to receive disrespect. This section of the yarn highlighted to me as a wellbeing 

worker the importance of learning and practicing positive coping strategies that respectfully 

allow us to deal with the pressures of our roles as workers and community members, so that 

we can model this for those we care for in both our personal and professional lives.  Through 

doing this we produce respect for self and other and are likely in turn to have that positive 

energy of respect produced for us. This helps maintain and strengthen our personal wellbeing 

and ability to continue doing our important work 23.   

One of the most potent forms of disrespect identified in the yarns was that of ‘lateral 

violence’.  All but two participants spoke of frequent experiences of lateral violence.  Lateral 

violence is driven by jealousy, insecurity, fear and greed (Powell, Ross, Kickett, & Donnely, 

2014).  It is a recognised ‘toxic’ behaviour and a significant factor in suicide. I have 

unfortunately seen and experienced this firsthand, and nearly all workers involved in this 

study spoke of its “poisonous” impacts similarly.  Part of the reason this thesis exists is the 

loss of a colleague where it was clear that lateral violence had played a role 24.  The yarn 

below conveys what was expressed by workers involved in this thesis regarding lateral 

violence. 

“Bra, nothing has made me feel lower, less loved or valued than the lateral violence 

I’ve experienced in this place [workplace].  It’s like a wild mongrel dog that jumps 

straight for your heart and tries to tear it out viciously.  Nothing fucking hurts like 

that.” 

From the conversations I had during this thesis and through my own personal 

experience I would strongly suggest that no other factor is more detrimental to the wellbeing 

of Aboriginal health and community service workers than lateral violence.  Moreover, I 

further suggest that one of the strongest protective experiences is that of lateral love or 

acceptance.  

 

23 This was a big factor in my decision to abstain from alcohol, during the early years of this thesis.  I work a lot 

in the drug and alcohol space, and this yarn caused me to reflect deeply and question, “How can I ever expect 

people to believe what I’m saying to them about the dangers of unhealthy coping, such as drinking, if I go home 

and get pissed at the end of each day?” Consequently, I am definitely ‘healthier’ in mind, body and spirit having 

given away alcohol, and it has definitely made me feel more authentic in the work I do, which I hope is noticed 

by those I work with. 

24 Many years ago, I too was driven to suicidal thoughts due solely to experiences of lateral violence.  I now 

therefore know this ‘beast’ personally and intimately.  



Apparent within the principles of law theory (and the interviews that have formulated 

it) is the understanding that an important and powerful way of producing respect is through 

fulfilling responsibilities. In order to fulfil responsibilities, we must first have an 

understanding of to whom or to what we have responsibilities. It is then, and only then, that 

we can determine what these responsibilities entail and what we need to do in order to fulfil 

them. The following section will discuss the principle of responsibility as a theme. 

10.2.2 Gii Dhuwi (heart and soul) Responsibility to/with all. 

Gii Dhuwi (heart and soul) It’s about the way you carry, understand, hold up your 

cultural educational knowledge and understanding. heart and soul for all others to 

follow in the footsteps of our ancestors that have gone before us. To understand 

your full responsibilities.  

(Uncle Paul Spearim). 

 “We all have responsibilities, to people, to place, and further but often people do not 

understand or forget what or who their responsibilities are to.  This is when we see 

problems with our mob, this is when lateral violence rears its ugly head, this is when 

we get sick.” 

The above is a quote from a participant of this study that conveys the significant 

importance of the principle of responsibility to wellness.  Fulfilling responsibilities is 

recognised as another way of producing positive energy. Further to this point, it is suggested 

that when we understand our responsibilities from an inner place of truth and endeavour to 

fulfil these, we produce positive energy that can help to protect wellbeing.  Responsibilities 

give us a sense of purpose and place and assist with familial and social order, they maintain 

environment (natural or otherwise) and provide frameworks for daily living, culture and law.  

The continued meeting of responsibilities furthers enhances survival on all the levels 

mentioned.  

An important responsibility we hold is to communicate, to guwaa–li.  Guwaa–li is a 

method for maruma–li (healing) that Gamilaraay have always understood.  Speaking of lore 



and culture so that it can be learnt, understood, experienced and passed on is important.  

Gamilaraay Elder Uncle Paul Spearim explains the processes of positive and effective 

communication as follows: 

One way as Gamilaraay people that we need to maruma-li ‘heal’ our broken 

mobs is by maintaining a continued and ongoing connection to our Gamilaraay 

teachings so that we break the cycle and continue teaching our gaaynmara (children). I 

would base my best practices around lived experience for them at the time through 

dhurran.gali (children’s games) and also place a focus on them understanding that 

everything that they learn is important to them at their age level. 

1. If I was teaching or speaking with teenagers, I would speak to them as young adults, 

not children, this creates a greater level of acceptance, understanding and respect 

between me as a teacher of knowledge and them as young adults. 

2. If I was speaking to an adult, it would be on the same level. 

3. But if that adult was held in high regard then my conversation would again be different. 

4. If I was speaking to my mother-in law our conversation would be totally different 

because of what other conscious teachings that I have concerning her standing. 

5. If I was speaking to my sister or nieces, this yarn would also be different because of the 

gender and relationship lore in play. 

Gamilaraay along with other mobs are only identified with coming from an ‘Oral 

Tradition', but understanding what levels of education or teachings that Gamilaraay 

people have gained within their life’s learning will have taught, that oral teachings are 

one and the same with understanding or learning about symbolisms, murbirr – 

cicatrices, scar trees, cave paintings, rock grinding grooves, everything within our 

Gamilaraay creation and existence, lore. 

So Guwaa–li–gu, is not only about speaking or in what way to speak or for the sake of 

speaking, no it takes in all these different aspects of Gamilaraay and the many levels of 

obligations that I must uphold in accordance with dhiriya gamil from gamilu bidi–wii. 

Obligations are associated with responsibilities yet have some difference in meaning. 

Obligations entail some form of moral, ethical, legal or value-based drive to act while 

responsibilities suggest choice is present in the decision making. Understanding what this 

means across the lifespan and across levels of understanding is important (Olson, 2007). Of 



further importance is the relevance of both notions of responsibility and obligation at 

organisational and societal levels as can be witnessed in the extensive amounts of literature 

investigating social responsibility and calls for a movement to social obligation as the new 

dialogue (Aras, 2008). 

In accordance with this principle, as a father, if I fulfil my responsibilities in a truthful 

way, I increase the chances my children will grow strong and become positive, grounded and 

‘healthy’ people into the future.  However, if I neglect or do not understand my 

responsibilities as a father to my children, then I limit their opportunities to become positive 

and strong as adults.   This is the basic principle behind many psychological strategies that 

inform positive parenting programs or Triple P (Sanders & Turner, 2015).  Conversely if I 

actively choose not to uphold my responsibilities as a father then I hold the burden of having 

disadvantaged my children through my poor choices.  This burden is likely to have an 

ongoing negative impact on my wellbeing and so on.   

In a professional context as a psychologist, if I understand my responsibilities to my 

clients, work in a client–centred way and strive to satisfy these, I am more likely to assist in 

achieving positive outcomes for them than if I work in ways that only make me as a therapist 

feel comfortable and therefore do not reflect my responsibilities to the client. More to this 

point, there are ethical guidelines as practitioners that are intended to assist therapists in 

respectfully fulfilling such responsibilities. However, it must be noted that ethical guidelines 

themselves are often disrespectful to many people of culturally or ethnically diverse 

backgrounds, as these guidelines are largely developed by individualists for individualists and 

do not always work to protect notions of importance to a collective or the rights of culturally 

and ethnically diverse peoples.  

A key example of this are the apparent ethical guidelines around managing ‘dual 

relationships’ that exist in wellbeing professions such as psychology.  These guidelines 

suggest it is unethical to work as a practitioner with anyone that you have a personal or 

professional relationship with.  However, an integral part of being a member of a collective 

society is having connections with many people throughout the society. For instance, being a 

community member essentially means you have a personal or professional relationship with 

the majority of the community.  Therefore, an Aboriginal practitioner bound by 

individualistic ethics associated with their profession is technically limited in their ability to 

work with those of their own community or left having to risk possibly breaching ethical 



standards.  For many, working with their own community would have been the driving force 

behind acquiring education, qualification and registration as shown in the following quote, “I 

only do this for my community” (Research participant), this was a common sentiment among 

particpants of the current research. Thus, abiding by the individualist ethic of not working 

with your own community is unlikely to be adhered to, and the suggestion that doing so is in 

some way unethical can be perceived as disrespectful to those workers coming from, and 

working as part of close–knit collectivist societies. 

“My boss was on to me one day with… are you sure you should be working with 

them [client], we know it’s your cousin.  I was like…who the fuck else have you got [to 

do the work]” 

Followed later with 

“But you know what it’s funny coz no one ever questions the doctor and he’s 

related to half the bloody town” (Research participant). 

Within this context, as Aboriginal health and community workers, there is then the 

requirement to firstly understand our responsibilities, and secondly be supported in fulfilling 

these responsibilities in a truthful and meaningful way.  When this fails to occur, we are 

likely to see continued disturbed wellbeing among our workforce.  For example, many 

participants in this study reported role confusion as being a major cause of work–related 

stress.  If role confusion exists for workers, then it can logically be suggested that these 

workers are unlikely to completely understand the responsibilities associated with their work.  

Under the theory proposed in this research, it would therefore be the inability to fulfil one’s 

responsibility (through not understanding their responsibilities) that becomes a driver for 

workplace stress and further disturbed wellbeing.  This is demonstrated in the excerpt from a 

yarn with an Aboriginal health worker. 

“I don’t have and have never been given a proper job description.  I’m just told here 

and there, this is what we need you to do.  But then you will have other ones saying, 

“No, do this.”  Brother it gives me a headache sometime hey.  Seriously I don’t know 

what I’m supposed to be doing half the time.” 

Interviewer: 



“That’s got to be difficult. So how do you cope with the confusion?” 

Participant: 

“Not well, just not well.  I get angry, I get upset, I go home and cry or drink [laugh]... 

Just not well hey.” 

Interviewer: 

“That sounds confusing and I’m sorry you experience that. Have you ever asked for 

assistance with coping?  You know, have you ever yarned to someone like a 

counsellor or another such professional?” 

Participant: 

“Na, I don’t think it’s that bad. Plenty community mob I work with have got bigger 

problems than me and they seem to be ok you know, so I don’t think I could take up 

someone else’s time with my petty problems.  It’d be good if those managers would 

listen but, it doesn’t seem like a hard thing to do, to just give me a solid job 

description so I know what I’m supposed to be doing and can figure out then how to 

do it.” 

What is also demonstrated in the yarn above is that workers are not fulfilling 

responsibilities to themselves.  There is limited apparent attention given to self–care, to the 

maintenance of one’s own body, mind and spirit in times of stress by this worker. This 

personally relates to an Elder with whom I was working with who explained to me that while 

we work tirelessly for community and have many obligations to community that we need to 

fulfil, we also need to be mindful of our own wellbeing and that our main responsibility must 

be to look after our own wellbeing.  This seems an illogical concept for collectivist people, 

and it was for me as it seemed individualistic in tone. However, the elder explained that if we 

don’t look after ourselves in this space then we cannot possibly continue to look after family 

and community to the best of our ability.  This leaves us unable to fulfil our obligations to 

family and community and therefore contributes to further guilt, disappointment and stress. 

This is a potentially damaging cycle, impacting heavily and negatively upon wellbeing. The 

worker in the above yarn doesn’t appear to value their own wellbeing or their personal 

experience of dis-stress as being equally important to that of those she works for (being 



community). This worker indicated that while she was not coping well, she did not feel she 

could “take up someone else’s time” to yarn about her problems, as others were perceived to 

be “worse off” and still appeared to be ok.  The belittling of personal experiences or 

devaluing of personal wellbeing were alarming, commonly expressed themes derived from 

the yarns of this study. Sentiments supporting this claim that were common among 

participants included, “I just got to be there for them [also expressed as, ‘others’] first” and, 

“I don’t have time for self–care, I’m too busy”. 

Further raised in the above yarn is the issue of organisational responsibility.  If 

organisations know their responsibilities to people, place etc it may be then that they are far 

more likely to work in ways that will fulfil these responsibilities.  For instance, if a health 

service truly understands its responsibilities to its clients then it maybe more likely to work in 

ways that attend to people’s [worker and client/patient] needs as it will likely structure work–

practice first and foremost around attending to its client’s needs rather than to a government 

agenda, a Medicare Benefit Scheme catalogue or to its shareholders or owners personal 

desires and profits.  An issue raised by a participant concerned with the lack of availability of 

service for community members who were needing primary health care attention due to the 

service being “fully–booked doing 715’s [Aboriginal health assessments]”.  This participant 

was not the only worker to raise such concerns with another disclosing “My bosses are far 

more interested in the dollar than in servicing this community proppa, I think it’s pretty 

disrespectful, but what can you do really”. I can’t imagine this level of perceived disrespect 

and the experience of feeling disempowered to evoke change could be good for these workers 

wellbeing. 

Similarly, if a health service states it works primarily for the wellbeing of people, yet 

its key performance indicators are more structured around profit margins, and therefore its 

true purpose is financial gain for practicing individuals and the business, then it is less likely 

to work in ways that meet the needs of its client’s actual needs.  A practice functioning from 

what has colloquially become known as the ‘6–minute medicine’ model is a key example of 

this issue.  A voiced concern from a research participant, of the short appointment times some 

people were receiving, sums this up well: “How you supposed to proper attend to someone in 

5 minutes, I know some them ones [clients/patients] have chronic health problems”.  There is 

arguably a level of perceived disrespect present through the inability or unwillingness to fulfil 

responsibility for clients and workers in such a case and therefore likely, some negative 



impact on wellness of clients and workers.  Research does suggest however that the average 

consult time in general practice in Australia is actually between 10 and 20 minutes, indicating 

that most general practice is not being conducted in a dishonourable fashion of ‘6–minute 

medicine’ (Britt, Valenti & Miller 2014).   

Anexample of organisational disrespect leading to a break in the fulfilment of 

responsibility was relayed by young worker in regards to another organisation’s practice. 

Participant: 

“I recently tried to get an appointment for my Mum to see the Doctor. Mum’s been 

pretty unwell and was feeling real bad this day.  I was told when I rang [the service] 

that it would be ten days before we could get an appointment to see the Doctor.  

Mum’s an Elder in this community and to be told she needed to wait ten days to see a 

Doctor, how disrespectful is that?” 

Interviewer: 

“I’m sorry to hear that. Was she ok? Were you given any reason why you couldn’t see 

the Doctor sooner?” 

Participant: 

“We was just told they are real busy at the moment and that was it, I felt too shame to 

hassle them you know.”   

Interviewer: 

“And your Mum, was she ok?” 

Participant: 

“Na not really. She is now, but I had to take the day off and take her up to [another 

service] and wait all day.  Then I copped it at work for having to take the day off. It 

kinda pissed me off though you know because I’ve worked there [service approached 

by worker with client] and I know they fill too many appointments up with them health 



checks rather than seeing people who are unwell when they need to be seen.  Was one 

of the reasons I left that place.” 

The impact of the disrespect shown towards the participant’s Mother in this scenario 

along with the lack of perceived responsible service provision had a subsequent effect to the 

wellbeing of the participant in multiple ways.  Stress was apparently caused via worry about 

having the health needs of ‘Mum’ attended to. Further frustration was raised towards the 

service, and the participant’s employer was annoyed at the participant having had time off on 

leave.  Conflicting obligations and responsibilities to work and to family were commonly 

raised as problematic and stress inducing by many participants in this research. 

To this latter point a common scenario described by many participants in this research 

is of the apparent conflict that exists between the obligations an organisation is working to 

fulfil and the responsibilities that individual workers feel they need to fulfil.  This is 

particularly obvious when it comes to “working with community”. The following yarn was 

provided by a young worker employed within a state–based Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander health team. 

"Sometimes what community wants may not be what [the organisation] can offer and 

you are forced to make decisions about what is the right thing to do. Do you go with 

what community wants? Or do you abide by their [the organisation’s] guidelines etc.?" 

Followed by, 

“I generally go with trying to do what community wants cos [sic] otherwise I get left 

feeling real guilty ya know.  But then I generally end up in trouble back at work [laugh].  

Na seriously it’s a problem here hey for sure” 

Another worker from a community–controlled health service divulged similar experiences. 

“I don’t know how many times I’ve had to gammon [lie] to work bout what I do in my 

day [because] they just don’t support what I need to do to keep mob here happy hey. 

Even simple things like if these mob ask me to come pick them up and take them to 

this one or that one [different appointments] and I say, ‘No sorry Aunt I been told I 

can only take you to appointments arranged by here (workplace).’  I’d never hear the 

end of it.” 



Interviewer: 

“Yeah, I understand what you’re saying, I used to get that a lot too.  So, what impact 

does it have on you do you reckon?” 

Worker: 

“Brus, I just try not think about it too much.  Ya know, if I think it’s in the best interest 

of them ones [clients], then I’m going to do it every time.  When work asks I just ya 

know tell them I was out doing health check or something else that they [workplace] 

do say we [workplace] do.  If I let myself think about it too much, it would stress me 

for sure.  But you know, ya just never know when someone there (at work) might bring 

it up so it is always there.” 

In both these examples there is perceived conflict between organisational and 

individual perceptions of obligation, leading the worker to a position where they are unlikely 

to be able to fulfill their responsibilities to both their workplace and the community.  This in 

turn leads to varying levels of stress for the workers involved.  Also identified within these 

examples is the apparent and common instance of conflict between organisational 

expectations and community expectations that leave the middle person, the worker, with 

conflict on how to fulfill their responsibilities. Several participants described such situations 

as arising due to the ‘politics of Aboriginal health’.  The following quote from an Aboriginal 

Social Worker powerfully illustrates this experience and its impact upon the respective 

worker’s wellbeing. 

Participant: 

“When you work in health you really got to put up with a lot of politics. Who's 

funding what? Whose area is whose? Whose priorities are they? Who’s considered 

the 'expert' on what etc.  The politics of health is crap and no more so than when 

working in this space [Aboriginal health/SEWB/community service] and it really gets 

in the way of working with people as people, and with what people want assistance 

with, what they are saying they need help with.”  

Interviewer: 



I’m really interested in what you’re saying about politics interfering with your work. 

Can you yarn to me more about this? 

Participant: 

“I'll give you an example of how politics tried to get in the way of the work I do. I 

recently got asked by my community to facilitate a workshop around some issues that 

were occurring in our community. I was stoked, almost teary because I felt so 

honoured...and yet my work was like, ‘Well, that's not really our area and our role’ It 

left me feeling shit that my work could not see the importance of this for my 

community and support it”.  

On a macro level, when societies genuinely understand the responsibilities they have 

to all within that society we are more likely to see positive societal change that champions 

equity and justice (Bell & Adams, 2016).  Conversely if societies claim to embrace diversity 

and understand social justice inequalities yet act in ways contrary to this then we are likely to 

see ongoing levels of disconnect, frustration, conflict and injustice as the society proves 

unable to fulfil the responsibility of upholding social justice or inclusion (Bell & Adams, 

2016).  To this effect several instances of societal level irresponsibility or society’s inability 

to fulfil its responsibilities were captured within the yarns of this project.  Here it was highly 

apparent that these experiences had had a negative impact on the wellbeing of the 

participants. 

For example, racial intolerance is still highly prevalent in Australia (Johns, 2017).  

Political and public figures are regularly depicted in the media relaying what have been 

viewed as outrageously discriminatory comments.  In 2015 this was demonstrated well in the 

relentless disrespect shown to Adam Goodes, an Aboriginal sporting legend and former 

Australian of the Year who called a young girl out for a racial comment made towards him 

while playing an AFL match.  Mr Goodes was mocked and attacked by several high profile 

Australian media names, he copped extreme backlash from sectors of the public (mostly 

keyboard warriors on social media) and his positive character was questioned despite having 

done nothing wrong. Instances such as that Adam Goodes was subjected to demonstrate that 

we are not as yet a nation of solidarity and truthful social inclusion.  Social injustice is 

definitely alive. 



The simple fact that there are such clear discrepancies in opportunities between 

certain cultural groups in Australia or that there is such significant rates of Aboriginal 

incarceration further suggests we have not yet obtained a consistent and systemic process of 

social justice.  The majority of Aboriginal people live with the experience of social injustice 

on a daily basis. 

The following are a select number of sentiments expressed by participants in relation 

to their personal and their communities’ experiences of social injustice that clearly impact on 

negatively upon wellbeing. 

“It’s hard to keep on going doing this (wellbeing work) when you know our kids are 

graduating from ‘juvie’ to prison, rather than from school to work or uni.  Those kids 

aren’t bad but really what chance do most them have out there (western society)?” 

“Sometimes I just want to give up because it’s too hard. There’s only so much I can 

do, but if there is no opportunity for these black fellas here then what do they (mainly 

speaking of politicians and police) expect they’re going to do?  All the jobs here are 

taken up by them white ones coming in from elsewhere, there’s nothing here for these 

mob.  Ofcourse they feel shit, yeah they drink, they drink because they feel shit all the 

time about being told they’re shit. Drives me to the drink sometimes too” 

"There is all this talk about sexism in politics. You know, you have all this media 

attention around the comments made about Julia, you know it's in your face and in 

your face and then you have Tony up there with his wife defending himself saying, ‘I 

love women’. So they have this big thing about sexism and how it's not acceptable in a 

modern western society but when it comes to cultural voids, it's not given as much 

attention or respect. Well that’s the attitude I see (from politicians and media).  No 

one paying attention to all the shit he says about us (Aboriginal people). And where 

does that leave me? Well exactly where my mob have been for a couple hundred years 

now.” [Quote in reference to comments made by Tony Abbott regarding WA Nunga 

politician not being an ‘authentic Aboriginal person’]. 

Aboriginal peoples notice social injustice regularly in their lives yet, as noted, are told 

they are too sensitive when they report it (Farrugia, Dzidic, & Roberts, 2018).  As previously 

noted, this purported ‘sensitivity’ comes through over–exposure.  Therefore, even if 



Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people do experience sensitivity to injustices such as 

discrimination it is of no wrong–doing of their own but rather through the constant exposure 

to such injustice.  The suggestion that it is Aboriginal people’s fault, that they are too 

sensitive as such, is the use by privileged society members of the negative coping strategies 

of denial and directing blame, utilised in the avoidance of acceptance and responsibility for 

the disturbances caused to the wellbeing of a minority as a consequence of the majority 

society.  Accordingly, if a society truthfully understood its responsibilities to all its members 

it would acknowledge the shortcomings of its functioning such as social injustice or inequity.  

Shortcomings that lead to many members of the society experiencing wellbeing disturbances 

through the constant exposure of such social injustice or inequity. Rather than what usually 

occurs being to put the burden of blame back on those who experience the injustice.  

Rather, this theory suggests that fulfilling responsibilities enables the experiences of 

achievement, success and fulfilled obligation.  These experiences allow creation of a positive 

energy which can in turn be transferred from person–to–person through the principle of 

reciprocity.  The same unfortunately is so for the sharing of negative energy that occurs when 

people’s experiences come from a place of failure, let–down, broken promise, excuse and 

blame.   

10.2.3 Winanga–y Ngaanngunda Wuu–rri gii dhuwi (Understand to Who you Give all 

heart and soul) Reciprocity 

Reciprocity is explained here as a multiple directional, often described as ‘two–way’ 

exchange of energy.  This energy is noted to take many different forms.  For example, in 

some instance this energy output may be financially based, others effort-based or input/ 

contribution–based.  Many are experience-based.  All are viewed as a form of energy 

transfer.  This may seem complex to those for whom understandings of energy is not a 

normal part of their personal cultural construct. However, this is a basic assumption of the 

knowledges of many Aboriginal peoples.  Finances or money are noted as forms of energy as 

they inherently mediate many circumstances and experiences in our world.  For instance, 

financial security is well established as a protective factor to wellbeing while poverty is an 

apparent risk factor (Sircar & Friedman, 2018).  Money is also largely earned through the 

energy investment people put into their occupation.  This does not mean that equal effort 

means equal financial reward as many other mediating factors are recognised here such as 

value associated with different forms of work input.  Money is also not valued by all in the 



same ways despite society having certain expectations that it should be. For some, the 

exchange of ‘energy’ through interaction of work is much more important. The below quote 

from a participant details this perceived experience. 

“I don’t care ‘bout the money. It comes, it goes, but having a person truly be thankful 

when you help them out, there’s no other repayment that could match that”. 

This participant was not concerned about the small financial reward they receive for 

their work efforts and appeared much more concerned with the ‘positive experience’ they 

were afforded through their work interactions. 

When positive reciprocity is present it allows for people’s energy levels to be 

sustained.  This is so even in the harshest of environments or circumstances.  For instance, it 

is well documented that positive acknowledgement of the efforts of our armed forces allows 

them to sustain energy and maintain hope while engaged in the theatre of war (Neenan, 

2018). Post–service differences in wellbeing can be witnessed among veteran groups of 

varying periods of conflict (e.g. Vietnam vs Iraq) associated with the respect they were 

afforded post–service (Boscarino et al., 2018).   

From an Aboriginal perspective reciprocity can exist between human and the natural 

universe, including flora, fauna, elements, place and cosmos.  Further, reciprocity is 

experienced across the planes of past, present and future through the interconnected 

philosophy of many Aboriginal peoples. A quote from an elder highlighting this was, “I get 

my energy from my ancestors and from my totem [actual totem removed at request of 

participant]”.  All participants in this study spoke in multiple ways of the rewarding 

experience and protective factor that positive reciprocity (the sharing of positive energy) 

offered them.   

The quote, “The support I get from my colleagues and my family keeps me going no 

matter how tough it is” is one such example.  Similar expressions were common from 

participants and the majority highlighted positive reciprocity to be an integral element for 

maintaining wellbeing in the workplace.   



 “Nothing gives me a bigger charge than seeing them young ones grow and succeed, 

that’s all the thanks I need.  I don’t need a medal, I don’t need praise, I just need to 

see them grow strong.” 

 “Just having them mob [management] say thanks means a lot to me.  This shit’s hard 

and getting a bit of gratitude goes a damn long way.” 

The experiences shared by participants in this study strongly suggest that where 

positive reciprocity is practiced and experienced, subjective perceptions of personal wellness 

appears to be influenced in a positive way. 

Similarly, findings from interviews strongly suggest that those participants who had 

learnt how to open themselves up to the opportunity to receive positivity through reciprocity 

managed better than those  who appeared to hold onto expectations that what they should 

receive back should be ‘of equal’ or ‘the same’ as their perceived output.  For example, those 

workers who displayed an openness to positive experiences whilst helping others and 

recognised that their work positively impacted those they engaged with (positive output), 

appeared to be happier and displayed greater resilience in their work, than those who were 

closed to this perceived exchange.  This is demonstrated within the quotes below. 

“I got nothing done today I was meant to do and I’m sure I’m going to hear about 

that later from [manager] but Knowing that Uncle felt better after we yarned all day, 

that feels deadly so I don’t really care too much ‘bout the growling that manager 

might give me.” 

“Mate, I get next to no respect at work from them ones (management) but I tell ya, 

knowing them fellas (clients) appreciate the efforts I go to for them makes it alright 

you know, Keeps me going despite all the bullshit (work placed issues)”. 

“Being involved with the removal of kids I reckon is the hardest work a black fella 

can do but knowing that I might help them little ones get a better shot means more to 

me than the crap I might get from some in community damages me.” 

All participants however, also yarned in some way of the negative impacts of negative 

reciprocity (the sharing of negative energy) and of the impact of the lack of reciprocity in 

causing experiences of depletion.  In such cases the experience of resentment appeared 



present towards those (such as colleagues, etc.) who were perceived to “constantly take” and 

weren’t seen to offer much in return. To this effect several participants utilised references 

such as “the greedy ones” or the “saps” to describe those perceived to negatively contribute 

or deplete others.  These sentiments were not reserved for a particular grouping, such as 

community members, family, or management as such but rather appeared to be based on an 

individual’s own subjective experiences of perceived depletion when involved in some form 

of relationship.  These relationships may have occurred in the workplace, in community or in 

families.  This is represented in the following separate quotes. 

“My Manager constantly expects me to do everything and anything Aboriginal round 

here, it’s not my job to do that you know? I got my job to do already, I don’t need all 

that too and it doesn’t do anything for me but burn me out.  I’m constantly stressed 

and that stress follows me home. It damn makes her look good but to her bosses, me 

doing all the work and ticking all her boxes.” 

“There’s this one person (in community) that just constantly expects me to do 

everything for him. He’s one of those greedy ones.  He gets real narky if I don’t drop 

everything and do what he wants right away and he complains to other mob and tells 

them I ignored him.  He’s well known ya know, and then I’m left having to explain my 

way through what really happened. It can be draining but [laughs] I’ll probably just 

keep doing it because I kinda feel sorry for him.  I think he knows that too and he uses 

it well [Laughs].”   

“I bust my ass for them mob, you know (extended family), and what do I get back? 

Nothing but grief a lot of the time, they just sap me, ya know what I mean?  I’m left 

feeling empty and angry.” 

These quotes demonstrate that a lack of positive reciprocity can leave people feeling 

depleted.  The other end of this is greed.  Situations of greed were mentioned by several 

participants, with striking similarities in explanation between participants.  If someone 

constantly takes but does not engage in returning positive energy they were consistently 

referred to as ‘greedy’ or acting ‘greedy’.  Greed, along with jealousy and insecurity, is 

mentioned in Red Dust Healing (Powell et al., 2014) as a key facilitator of lateral violence, 

and lateral violence can be viewed as a process of negative reciprocity.  The following 

excerpt strongly demonstrates the role of lateral violence in negative reciprocity. 



Participant:  

“All this mob here [workplace] just bring each other down ya know? Nobody’s 

getting up and saying, ‘Brother that was deadly.’ Instead it’s, ‘Who the fuck does that 

brother think he is suggesting that or doing that?’” 

Researcher: 

“Why do you think that is brus?” 

Participant: 

“There’s just some greedy fucks here that just want all the attention, all the praise, to 

run all the programs so they can have community mob thinking they’re too deadly. I 

often laugh because I see them as seagulls on a dropped chip roll, whole bloody roll 

full of chips that they could all fill their bellies on but they still want to peck each 

other’s eyes out to stop the next one getting a feel. Just greedy ya know, dumb as 

seagulls [small smirk].” 

Researcher: 

“And how’s that leave you feeling bud?” 

Participant:  

“Exhausted and angry bra.  I used to laugh at them seagulls when I was a kid but they 

just don’t seem so funny now.” 

As previously mentioned, perception can be as damaging as reality and the above 

conversation exert is a strong example of this.  This discussion describes perceived 

experiences of lateral violence, driven by greed, and in which a negative reciprocity occurs 

that leaves the worker participant (or victim) “exhausted and angry”.   However, perpetrators 

of the lateral violence mentioned, who are suggested to be acting “greedy”, appear to put 

themselves in positions or situations in which they are far more likely to receive positive 

energy from others, largely in the form of praise or accolade. This is done at the expense of 

colleagues, in turn leaving them perceivably better off than those they direct lateral violence 

towards.   There is no evidence present here to suggest the perpetrator is actually “better off” 



however the simple perception of it can be suggested as causing further negative feelings for 

the recipient of the lateral violence. 

This specific yarn further demonstrates the circular process of negative reciprocity 

that appears to build following a lack of a positive exchange.  The worker’s experience of 

lateral violence and his perception of other’s greed, influence him to project further negative 

sentiment back out towards those he felt had perpetrated against him. The Kickett (2011) 

model of resilience discussed earlier supports this.  In that model there is representation of 

negative experiences such as that experienced discrimination or lateral violence leading to 

further negative output such as jealousy and blame. 

Conversely, there were several participants who despite their frequent experiences of 

negative reciprocity, and the ever–present threat of depletion and greed, appeared to maintain 

a highly positive perspective and ability to continuously give positively to others.  It was of 

great interest to this study to yarn out what allowed for such people to stay so psychologically 

strong and not become depleted of positive energy and filled with negativity.  The common 

theme among this group of participants was that they had learnt to sustain their positive 

energy by allowing themselves to practice connectivity with those domains of holistic 

wellbeing that they knew ‘charged them up’.  What they appeared to have in common was 

the ability to engage in reciprocity through relationships beyond human–to–human contexts.  

More specifically, these participants utilise the domains of holistic wellbeing such as 

connection to country, culture, and spirituality to remain positively energised.   

To this effect, an Aunty explained how she maintains her energy through connecting 

to the energy within the earth and within the air.  Additionally, a young woman spoke of the 

way she engages with her religion and how this kept her strong despite what was going on in 

her life.  Below, a young man who openly spoke of having limited understanding of his 

culture offers his process for dissipating negative energy.  I personally feel this young man 

was more connected to his culture than he was allowing himself to observe and experience – 

an apparent level of denial of self–knowledge or capacity 25.   

 

25 This process is very similar to that of one I use myself often and I was taught to do this by an Aboriginal 

healer. Demonstrating that the worker likely held more cultural knowledge than they allow themselves to 

recognise or understand themselves to have. 



“When I’m down, and I mean really down, Ya know when ya got that really heavy 

feeling, like everything is shit and everyone is out to get you? There is a certain place 

that I go down the coast where I just feel safe.  I don’t know what it is there but I just 

feel safe.  I go there and I just allow myself to cry and I’ll cry till literally nothing 

more will come out of me.  [pause] I can’t do that at home, I don’t want to look piss 

weak. I don’t want to upset my family, it’s hard.  After I’ve let all that shit out I then 

just sit and really focus on how beautiful that place is, the water, the trees.  Man, 

dolphins even seem to come help me in those times [slight laugh], they just seem to be 

there.  Then it spreads and I start to think of how fucking beautiful life actually is.  I 

tell ya, when I leave there, I’m ready for anything, I feel happy, I feel strong”. 

From the theory posed here, this is a process of engaging in reciprocity, through 

connectedness with Mother Nature that many commonly refer to as connection to country.  

The act of crying is a biological function that as humans we have developed to release 

negative energy, be it grief, be it frustration or disappointment or anything else (Gračanin, 

Bylsma, & Vingerhoets, 2017).  Emptying one’s self of stored negativity, through whatever 

responsible manner, crying, screaming, physical excursion, opens opportunities for one to 

refill on positive energy.  Connectivity is a process that many practice as a means of 

recharging or refilling on positive energy.  This process is largely accepted by Western 

science now and is generally spoken of in terms of meditation, mindfulness or grounding 

(Philo, Cadman, & Lea, 2015).  What this suggests is that we can give our positive energy as 

workers to others, largely our families, communities but also our organisations or workplaces 

and maintain our own energy levels by allowing ourselves to responsibly release negative 

energy and recharging on the positive energy available to us through other elements.  These 

may be different for person to person, yet none is more or less correct or useful.  An 

acceptance of positive reciprocity was necessary in both the processes mentioned, be it 

through opening one’s self to experience positivity for the duties they had performed or 

through engaging with other external sources to recharge.  

10.2.4 Gulagama–li Ngaarr (to strongly embrace) Acceptance 

Concepts and practices of acceptance are common throughout theology.  Notions of 

acceptance, borrowed from eastern traditions have been utilised within the fields of 

psychology and, more generally, mental health more frequently over the recent decade (Fung, 

2015).  In fact, an entire movement of theory and practice has developed over the past decade 



or so around utilising acceptance for coping and healing purposes (Gu, Strauss, Bond, & 

Cavanagh, 2015).  Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) for example is based on the 

foundation of individuals finding acceptance of circumstance, acknowledging their personal 

locus of control (or lack thereof) within those events, and to then implement committed 

action to changes based on their current locus of control, all with the purpose of improved 

wellness (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 2011). Fung (2015) provide a comprehensive review of 

the links and differences between ACT and Buddhist beliefs and practices of acceptance. 

Acceptance is also very much a part of Aboriginal peoples’ traditional ontologies and 

epistemologies.  Notions of acceptance can be found in many ‘Dreamtime’ stories as well as 

being expressed and passed on by many knowledgeable Elders.  In the current study, two 

major categories or sub– themes of acceptance were identified ‘acceptance practices’ and 

‘acceptance experiences.’  The anti–law of acceptance practice and experience is denial 

and/or rejection.   

Acceptance practices were identified as the episodes of acceptance practised by 

participants that allowed them to cope with, maintain resilience or to heal from stressful 

events.  These included the methods by which participants allowed themselves to process and 

‘move on’ from negative life events, such as the use of mindfulness to overcome work–based 

stress or positive reflection to cope with loss.  For example, an Elder who had worked as a 

health worker for a long time and appeared to manage well with all the stresses of his role, 

spoke of the importance of acceptance as fundamental to living.  He spoke of acceptance of 

responsibilities, of the impact we have on others and on the natural world, of law 

(Aboriginal), of place, of punishment and most importantly, of what has been and cannot be 

undone.   

“The most important thing I learnt through [lore] ceremony was acceptance.  I 

had to let go of everything that I had created as me as a boy and learn and accept the 

true me.  This allowed me to know and accept my responsibilities as a man” 

(Elder/Loreman) 

Furthermore, Uncle yarned of acceptance of reciprocity, of the importance of 

connectivity and of the beauty in accepting all one’s imperfections.  Uncle continued to 

explain how without such levels of acceptance we as human beings keep ourselves in a 

constant state of panic, anxiety and “sickness”.  



This state of panic, anxiety and sickness put forward by Uncle is a strong example 

from an Aboriginal perspective of the impact that anti-law denial and/or rejection can have on 

wellbeing.  In this scenario when a person chooses to deny the reality of imperfection as 

natural, normal and wonderful in all, they have created a mindset in which a false sense of 

perfection as synonymous with happiness exists. In accordance with this perspective, striving 

to fulfil perfection will lead to certain ongoing stress and unhappiness for the individual as it 

is an unobtainable objective (i.e., impossible standard).  This stress may exhibit itself as 

panic, anxiety or other ‘sickness’ in the words of this particular Uncle.  This supports the 

significant and pronounced connection evidenced within widespread research that connects 

stress to subsequent illness (Salleh, 2008).  Ongoing experiences of stress (chronic stress) are 

noted to result in changes in bodily chemistry and functioning that have more ongoing 

ramifications that are beyond the scope of the present thesis to detail. However, some of the 

more commonly investigated pathways suggest direct links between ongoing experiences of 

psychological distress leading to lowered immunity, formation of illness, leading onto 

chronic illness and ultimately lowered life expectancy (McEwen, 2017).  Within the context 

of mental health, ongoing psychological distress has been directly linked to the formation of 

clinical mental illness and negative coping, which frequently facilitates physical wellbeing 

ailments (Toussaint, Shields, Dorn, & Slavich, 2016). 

Humanistic psychology, which premises that all people are good and that many 

struggle because they don’t value their already good self, would suggest that despair is often 

experienced because of a lack of self–acceptance, personal flaws and all (Schneider, Pierson, 

& Bugental, 2014).  Freud himself spoke of natural human preoccupation for the ‘unreal’ as a 

means of filling the gaps to better set one’s own sense of reality (Casey, 1972).  At times this 

seems easier than accepting reality, particularly the reality of another.  For instance, many 

people find it easier to disregard Aboriginal spiritual healing as a practice of “metaphysics” 

(abstract theory or practice with no basis in reality) rather than accepting that for many 

people it works and works better than western medicine or therapy and present science is 

unable to explain why. While western science to a large extent continues to deny the possible 

benefits of Aboriginal notions of acceptance and other spiritual healing concepts as valid it 

does accept and incorporate very similar notions when offered from an Eastern perspective as 

can be seen in the vast increase of Eastern practices in Western practice over the past 20 

years (Atwood & Maltin, 1991; Chan, Ng, Ho, & Chow, 2006; Patterson, 1998). 



Within interview data acceptance experiences were defined as those experiences that 

appeared from the yarns to assist with the formation and maintenance of positive affect.  

Some of the experiences reported were feeling loved, being positively acknowledged, feeling 

respected and experiencing inclusivity.  A younger worker in the study who self–identified as 

gay spoke of feeling comfortable and supported at his workplace as his sexuality was 

accepted amongst his colleagues, and that this was an important reason for him continuing to 

work with the organisation, despite the stressors involved with the work at times.  When 

asked if he felt this experience of acceptance helped mediate his wellbeing at work at all, he 

replied, “Absolutely. If I had to do this (youth outreach work) and had to go back to the office 

and feel like I wasn’t accepted, I’d lose my shit completely. I’d probably have lasted a week”. 

In the yarns of this research it was suggestive that those who held an understanding of 

and actively practised acceptance were more resilient to the ongoing and cumulative stresses 

of being an Aboriginal Health and SEWB worker.  These same worker participants also 

appeared more likely to divulge common acceptance experiences such as those mentioned 

above.  Unsurprisingly these experiences are in strong alignment with broader attachment 

theories in which positive forms of acceptance such as love and respect are identified as 

fundamental for secure attachment to occur (Goldberg, Muir, & Kerr, 2013).  Such theories 

suggest that those with strong positive bonds to others (particularly children to parents or 

significant carers) are more likely to be resilient, while those with poor or insecure 

attachment experiences, largely driven by experiences of rejection rather than acceptance, are 

more likely to be impacted by daily stressors and to hold onto negative experiences.  Given 

Aboriginal peoples largely come from collectivist backgrounds it is plausible that experiences 

of acceptance at the collective level are also likely to influence wellbeing.  Similarly, current 

social and emotional wellbeing literature will consistently detail the need for a sense of 

connection to family and community to facilitate strong positive wellbeing (Gee et al, 2014; 

Sheehan, 2012).  Experiences of acceptance such as love, respect, acknowledgement, and 

appreciation from family and community is therefore likely associated with perceived 

connectedness and furthermore overall wellbeing.  This type of perception is an example of 

experiences of safety and security. A conclusion of this thesis is that practicing and 

experiencing acceptance assists to build a sense of safety and security and that a sense of 

safety and security can mediate connectedness and therefore wellbeing. 



One example of this was a conversation that occurred with a young woman who 

disclosed that she was more than capable of “putting up with” the stresses of her work until 

community seemed to “question and judge her”. This participant was experiencing perceived 

rejection from her community and denying herself the right to deflect lateral violence. Rather, 

she was actively absorbing it. The worker was also denying herself the satisfaction of 

knowing she was a ‘good worker’ by ingesting the negativity that others had to say about her.  

She was denying the fact that this negativity was the insecurity, pain or fear of the other and 

she allowed it to become hers.  Rejection along with denial are identified as the direct anti–

law of acceptance.  The experience of these negatives left the worker feeling insecure in her 

workplace and often in her community. Many other examples of such conflict were present 

within the yarns; however, these will be discussed in more detail in the chapter on sense of 

safety and security.  According to the teachings of one of the influential Elders interviewed in 

this study, we have the absolute choice and right to deny lateral violence and accept that our 

purpose is to simply be the best we know we can be, rather than the best we feel others want 

or expect us to be.  

Many, if not all of the workers involved in the yarns had complex histories of frequent 

exposure to negative life events (NLEs) such as loss and grief, abuse, removal, work place 

bullying, lateral violence, family incarceration and incidents of significant illness to name 

only a few.  It was indicative in the yarns that workers who practiced acceptance around their 

own NLEs were more resilient to NLEs occurrences related to their work.  The means 

acceptance was actively practised by varied individuals; however, it was not the method of 

practicing that appeared to be of importance in the workers stories but rather the undertaking 

of acceptance itself.  This was highlighted well in a conversation with a female worker from a 

regional area. 

Worker:  

“I used to get really down about all the things I saw in community and in my own 

family for that matter that I wanted to fix but couldn’t.  A lot of what I see now I saw 

as a kid too.  I’d get angry, upset, frustrated, ya know all those things and it left me 

feeling pretty sick at times but then you know I realised that there is a lot that I can 

do, but I can’t do everything.  Now I really concentrate on just doing what I can and 

not getting too caught up in all that other stuff that’s outta my hands.” 



Researcher:  

“Sounds like you’ve really got what works for you sorted out now, that’s awesome.  

You mentioned at the end there that you now just focus on what you can do and not on 

that you know you can’t, would you mind explaining a little more what you feel you 

can and cannot do? 

Worker:  

“Yeah no worries.  Well I guess you know I’ve learnt that I can only do so much as 

one person.  As one person in my family, my job, my community, all of that.  I’m not a 

superhero.  You know I know that the best thing I can do in my family is to be a good 

role model and lead by example.  In my job I know what I am capable of doing and 

that’s what I do, I don’t try and be the doctor, I just do my job good, I treat people 

with respect and I laugh a lot. Those simple things seem to make mob in here happy.” 

Researcher:  

 “And what about you, are you happy here?”  

Worker:  

“Bro, I wouldn’t be here if I wasn’t [laugh], yeah I love what I do.  No point being 

miserable bout having to work hey, it’s gotta be done.” 

A high level of acceptance appears to be practised by this worker.  In line with this 

perspective of acceptance, the worker understands her limits and strengths, knows what she 

can and cannot control at work, in family and in her community. Most importantly, the 

worker practices positivity.  While the worker did not discuss undertaking any formal 

practices of acceptance such as meditation or mindfulness, she was willingly practicing 

acceptance simply through her mindful insight into her locus of control and her projected 

positivity. 

In contrast, an Elder gentleman involved in the yarns who was obviously struggling 

with his work due to an apparent inability to practice acceptance, both in his personal and 

work situations, demonstrating strongly the damaging impact of denial and rejection as well 



as the impact of a sense of impaired safety and insecurity that has arrived through life 

experience. 

Researcher:  

“Before you mentioned that you’re struggling with a few things at the moment, would 

you mind if we had a bit of a yarn about those things?” 

Worker:  

“Mate, you haven’t got enough time I’m telling ya now.  I’ve had a rough trot.  You 

wouldn’t fucking believe some of the shit I’ve had to deal with.  I don’t really want to 

talk about it hey but what I will say is that those lot [non-indigenous people] don’t 

give a shit about us.  They never have and never will.” 

Researcher:  

“No worries, all good if ya don’t want to yarn about it.” 

Worker:  

“Na well it just makes me angry you know.  It’s not just those mob but [non-

indigenous people].  Things here [workplace] are pretty bad too and that’s our own 

mob.  Makes it hard to come to work, but what you gonna do, them bills aren’t gonna 

stop just because I’m having to put up with some arseholes and don’t want to be 

here.” 

Researcher:  

“That’s true, but have you thought of leaving and doing something else?” 

Worker:  

“I’m [age removed], what the bloody hell else am I gonna do? No one’s gonna give 

me a job on a construction site now are they? There’s no other work round here 

anyhow.” 



Despite being highly personable it was undeniable that this gentleman held a lot of 

anger and resentment due to things he had experienced both personally and through his 

connections across the course of his life and the previous generations.  He relayed many trust 

issues with other people, particularly non–indigenous people and was very suspicious of most 

organisations.  The ongoing experiences of rejection he has experienced and continues to 

perceive impact heavily on his wellbeing.  This participant re–creates and projects rejection 

onto others and presents as being in complete denial of his own internal locus of control.  As 

a consequence, he reports difficulty in controlling what he says, thinks and does and does not 

appear to take responsibility for consequences from such impulsive actions.  This was 

particularly evident within the workplace. 

It was noted that this particular worker was reported by another staff member to be 

difficult to work with, verbally abusive towards other staff, and failed to follow instruction 

from management.  Simultaneously the worker reported feeling “targeted” in the workplace 

by management and that he gets along with everyone most the time.  He admitted to 

becoming angry at times, however stated that it was, “not his fault”, followed by, “It’s them 

lot [management] I only lose it when they down here picking on me or the others 

[colleagues] for no bloody reason”. 

Through our connections and the constant flow of cause and effect present in 

interconnectedness this worker unknowingly perceives, experiences, re–creates and passes on 

negative law.  It is apparent that he perceives and experiences the negative law rejection, 

harbours this and denies himself the respect of releasing this negative energy in a positive 

way, and instead re–creates the same negative law and projects this onto others as disrespect 

for others, denying himself the opportunity to forge positive and protective connections. 

Consequently, he is left feeling an ongoing experience of disconnect and isolation, which 

impacts heavily upon his wellbeing. Conversely, following positive law (such as positivity 

towards others) and enabling a return to connectedness would likely be beneficial in assisting 

the wellbeing of this worker and many others connected to him. 

10.2.5 bil Maal (One with a lot or one with all) Connectedness; and Gawuban gunigal 

(Interconnection between land, water, air and people) Interconnectedness  

Connectedness was explained in detail in chapters seven and further in chapter eight 

regarding the notion of holistic wellbeing.  Further to this initial definition of connection, the 



law of interconnectedness and the difference between connectedness and interconnectedness 

are important to explain. Whilst connectedness largely refers to those things, we (as 

individuals or collectives, personally or organisationally) are directly connected to, 

interconnectedness refers to the flow out (output), in- and intertwining of relationships from 

this point.   Professor Michael McDaniels offers the following with regards to the principle of 

interconnectedness in a speech he gave for the launch of the reconciliation plan for Allen 

Arthur Robinson, a large legal firm in Australia. 

“Interconnectedness of country of people, of winds, of water, of constellations, of 

people past and people future, of the web of life. That to touch one element of the web of life 

is to affect all.  

 Thus, interconnectedness refers to the ever-constant flow of cause and effect.  This 

principle harbours the inherent understanding that in each and every way, everything we do 

has influence on everything else from individual, through family and community, beyond to 

nature and the continued abundance of the universe.  This is so in reverse also with 

everything from the farthest extremities of the universe flowing back through our galaxy, 

solar system, planet, country, community, family and to the individual.   

As Gamilaraay, it may be said, through dhiriya gamil (old lore) from gamilu bidi–wii 

(before the big light or from the beginning of consciousness) we learn and understand this as 

concepts of  gawuban gunigal (interconnectedness) and Gungurima (halo around moon) 

Baayangali (nature) to explain our physical and metaphysical  connections to Gamilaraay 

(from nothing to receiving/having).  Us as Gamilaraay, (known also as the ‘circle people’) in 

constant connection with the circle of life and universe. (Spearim, 2019; Waters, 2013). 

Explanations of connectedness and the larger interconnectedness are common 

throughout spiritual and religious systems, sometimes these notions are explained through the 

language of attachment. Commonly spiritual attachment or connectedness is associated with 

notions of wellness (Miner, Ghobary, Dowson, & Proctor, 2014).  Interconnectedness has 

also been a topic in wellbeing literature for many decades (Hungelmann, Kenkel-Rossi, 

Klassen, & Stollenwerk, 1985).  

To this effect participants of this study spoke of interconnectedness and its cause and 

effect’ in several of these microenvironments, as well as larger macro environments, as 



mentioned above with regards to global warming.  Below is related commentary from 

participants regarding the most common microenvironments that were yarned about. Those 

being the workplace, home and the community. First however a yarn demonstrating the 

impact through interconnectedness of global warming on a participant’s wellbeing is 

presented. 

Participant: 

“My mob are from here you know but I have mob all over the place. My South Sea 

mob are spread over half the Pacific.  I struggled most this year, when them cyclones 

went through the islands.  I had family there you know. I wanted to just throw work in 

the next day and go help them ones” 

Researcher: 

“Bra, that must have been real hard, did you feel like mob around you understood 

what was going on and did ya feel supported during that time?” 

Participant: 

“Yes and no, ya know.  Family knew what was going on but I didn’t really know how 

to explain it to my work.  There’s not a lot of South Sea mob here in this place 

(workplace) and I’m in an Aboriginal position so didn’t want to have to 

explain…Again… That I’m both Aboriginal and Islander, ya know how it is, you get 

sick and tired of having to explain and justify who you are all the time, never mind 

what’s important to you.” 

Researcher: 

“So, what happened with your wellbeing during this period?” 

Participant: 

“I ended up having some days off, I just had to think and talk to my family and stuff 

before I did anything silly like quit my job.  And when I went back to work I felt a little 

anxious ya know, like I was being judged for having some days off… Was probably 



just in my head but, but that’s even worse ya know when ya start questioning ya self, 

is this real, is this just in my head kinda stuff.” 

  The worker’s wellbeing in this situation was impacted by a natural disaster that 

happened well away from where he was born, lives and works.  It is widely suspected that the 

ferocity of this particular natural disaster was due to the increased sea surface temperatures in 

the area that it is implied by many, are a direct result of global warming.  Global warming is 

largely agreed upon as being driven by human activity (Urry, 2015), an issue that the theory 

offered here would explain as one of collective disrespect, irresponsibility, greed and denial.  

Our worker reported that he was left feeling isolated, stressed and anxious within his 

microenvironment of the workplace due to an event in the environment to which he feels 

most connected.  All a process of the principle of interconnectedness in action. 

The workplace can be very diverse for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers.  

The workers involved in yarns of this study came from differing geographical environments, 

different workplace environments and many had extensive outreach profiles, often working 

across various locations and communities.  For example, a worker may be based in a large 

structured service in a regional epicentre such as Cairns yet may also work across several 

remote communities in contexts ranging from small satellite clinics, mobile health vans 

through to other community service buildings with limited health resources. Logically, 

working across such varied work contexts brings challenges with it and as such is likely to 

cause some level of workplace stress.  Impacts of interconnectedness working across such a 

spectrum was also obvious in the yarns of workers in such situations as is explained below. 

“How am I supposed to know what the bloody hell I’m able to do out in (area 

removed) when the managers in the office don’t know when we’ll be funded to, or 

what is actually going on out here. And then you got pollies sitting down in Canberra 

deciding what will be drip fed down to (service removed) for us to go out and work 

with mob out in (area removed).  Frustrates the hell outta me.” 

In this situation the worker strongly appears to be experiencing work–based stress, 

frustration and confusion that has reportedly been facilitated from Federal politics through to 

his home service and management and down to him personally.  The worker further 

explained that he could tell his frustration was noticeable to mob in community at times and 

this likely impacted on the most effective service provision occurring.  He finished with,   



 “Mob out (area removed) have got enough shit going on, they don’t need our 

(referring to the service) shit too, they just want their health attended to.” 

The worker was asked what he perceived “the shit” community was facing originated 

from.  His reply was simple yet explanatory. He stated, “Everything here is changing and 

changing faster than these people or this place can keep up with and adapt with.” This 

statement epitomised the concept of interconnectedness and its impact on place, people and 

community.  The majority of “the changes” the worker is referring to are ones that have come 

about due to interconnectedness that exists between the people of his community and that of 

the larger Australian and global communities.  The politicians referred to have influence over 

the affairs of those living in the participants communities and the politicians are themselves 

influenced by global affairs.   

This same phenomenon was present in urban areas, not just regional and remote 

locations.  A worker based in Brisbane yarned about the impact he observed that decades of 

oppression and discrimination had on his clients in the present day and the toll that working 

with this negativity on a daily basis reportedly had upon his personal wellbeing and that his 

family. 

Researcher: 

“So ya were just yarning about how over worked and under resourced you are and 

how many mob you’re having to work with here.  I’m interested to hear your thoughts 

on what is driving the health disparities we see with mob and the so called ‘gaps’ we 

hear politicians yarning about so often that are making you so damn busy.” 

Participant: 

“Oh brotha where do I start [laugh].  You know how it is, when you have whole 

communities that have experienced nothing but racism and trauma for generation 

upon generation you gonna have issues.  Govie mob haven’t truly cared about our 

mobs wellbeing ever.  They either have had policies that caused trauma and disease 

or policies that wanna put band aids over the trauma and disease.  I can do a 

hundred health checks on mob but that doesn’t change the fact that they already got 



diabetes or heart disease or cancer, and it sure as hell don’t change the fact that they 

are going to go home to the same problems after the health check.” 

Researcher: 

“How’s that leave you feeling?” 

Participant: 

“Shattered bra, just shattered. Same as it probably does you when you gotta work 

with kids experiencing trauma from being removed but you know they ain’t going 

home when they leave you right? They still removed. That’s like me with chronic 

disease stuff. I know they still going home to crap food, darrii’s [cigarettes] and 

whatever coz it’s what they know and it’s all they have. So what have I done at the 

end of the day but tell them they’re sick and therefore probably feel worse about 

themselves”. 

Researcher: 

“I’m guessing ya can’t leave that shit at work either ha?” 

Participant: 

“Na brotha, can you? It ends up at home as much as you try not let it.  If I’m upset or 

tired or angry from work, as much as I try not to, it still goes home with me and 

impacts in some way on my household and family.” 

The worker is right, I do know the toll it takes working with young ones and knowing 

that often, what they need is to go home more than anything else, but for whatever reason, 

political climate, legislation, household dysfunction, loss, financial insecurity or many other 

factors, that is unlikely to happen.  While largely all those issues are out of your control as a 

worker, they still through interconnectedness take a toll on your personal wellbeing, and as 

mentioned by our participant, as much as you try to, “leave it at work”, to some extent it 

permeates work–life boundaries and has an impact on those close to you at home, work and 

your recreational groups.  This concern is particularly onerous when you forget to self–care, 



when you deny that you have taken an emotional load on and that you need to allow yourself 

to go and let that negative energy go in a safe way. 

I then asked this worker what they felt needed to change in order for them to feel 

better about the work they do. The worker replied, “I wanna see change. I wanna see 

problems being prevented not treated or hidden and I wanna be able to know that I’m helping 

people to change and become well not just telling them they need to and sending them on 

their way”. 

Researcher: 

“Why do you keep doing it then, your work?” 

Participant: 

“Couple reasons. One, I need the job. I gotta pay the bills and look after my family.  

And two, while it’s not perfect, it’s the only way at present that I can be doing 

something for community.” 

This worker is yearning for truth and alignment to exist in his work.  At present his 

truth of wanting to be a part of effective change and real preventative work does not align 

with that of policy, legislation, governance or service provision.  He is therefore stuck 

working from a place of dis–truth from which largely only negative expressions and 

experiences of lore can be created.  He does not feel he is fulfilling all his responsibilities to 

his clients, family or himself in a respectful manor.  He reported feeling drained and unable to 

engage in positive reciprocity as he does not feel his clients have anything to give.  He 

appears to be rejecting his own truth out of a socially imposed need for financial stability and 

is professing financial security as more of a mediator to his and his family’s wellbeing than 

the impact of workplace stressors.  These are selfless acts, and ones that many of our workers 

engage in daily, yet ones that will inevitably leave the self and those connected to that self, 

unwell through the principle of interconnectedness. Alternatively, returning to truths could be 

a key ingredient to facilitating wellness. 

Consistently whilst undertaking yarns for this work (and at other times in my life) 

Elders have said to me, “lore is the truth”.  This initially confused me, as it did not seem to 

have a great deal of explanatory substance.  After many yarns and a lot of processing, the 



conclusion I came to and that was reaffirmed as being, “on the right track”  by several Elders 

and Lawmen, was that what was actually being said and explained was that the positive and 

protective powers based in lore/law only function through the truth and that the constant of 

living well – ongoing survival – continued existence of all only occurs via this truth. 

Essentially, positive law/lore functions and exists through truth and negative law/lore 

functions and exists through ‘dis – truth’.  Each ‘truth’ as explained to me, requires creation 

from a place of deep inner truth or spirit.  It was explained that we often project a shallow 

truth to ‘mean well’ or to ‘not hurt no one”’ and often purposely we speak a false truth (a lie) 

for some kind of personal or professional gain.  Sometimes these lies become so entrenched 

that we start to believe them and to live our lives as if they are a truth, yet always knowing 

within our spirit that it is an dis–truth or personal incongruence. This then impacts on our 

overall being as we are now functioning completely from a place of dis–truth, permeating 

everything we say, think and do with this negativity and passing it on through negatively 

charged reciprocity to our connections, continuing to flow further through our inter–

connectedness. 

The above situation was typified by a young worker speaking of frustrations around 

their role. 

“I’m employed as an Aboriginal Community Health Worker and my role is 

supposedly about servicing community’s needs, yet I never seem to get approval to 

leave this clinic to do anything in community.  Community mob expect me to be out 

there (in community) and it’s me that cops a mouthful from them when I’m not out. 

It’s shit for me and shit for them but what do ya do about it? I just do what I’m told 

and try stay outta the shit here (at the organisation)?” 

Researcher: 

“Where do you think the confusion and frustration stems from?” 

Worker: 

“The big fat lie of being a so called ‘community worker’ and you know what? I can’t 

just blame this lot here (management) cos as I said I just do what I’m told, so I’m 

acting out the big fat lie really.” 



In accordance with this postulated theory, this specific worker is living a dis–truth of 

being a ‘Community Worker’ which reportedly impacts upon their personal and the 

community’s collective wellbeing.  The dis–truth is multi–levelled and may come from 

several sources.  While this dis–truth may seem harmless at face value, in this instance it is 

clearly having a negative impact on the stability of this worker, who then perceives it has an 

impact on others in community. To delineate this process further, the job title itself could be 

perceived as the original dis–truth. However, an external person, influenced by a governing 

system decided upon the title and the respective role description, so it possible to determine 

that this external person or entity is from which the dis–truth really stems.  Is it that the 

worker, due to simply being an Aboriginal community member is therefore automatically 

considered an Aboriginal Community Health Worker? We then however have systems and 

funding bodies that largely dictate what flows down to organisations, particularly those 

reliant on government funding.  It’s possible the funding for the position was stipulated for 

that of a ‘Community Health Worker’ yet the funding description for this role may not match 

the title.  When this flow down also contains elements of cross–cultural cross–over it is more 

likely that expectations, translations, definitions and descriptions are going to vary from 

culture to culture.   

This challenge is clearly apparent when we look at the concept of social and 

emotional wellbeing as earlier explained.  Social and emotional wellbeing funding from a 

government level is largely directed to Aboriginal mental health-based programs leading to 

assumptions that SEWB is synonym for Aboriginal mental health, and therefore organisations 

and even workers within SEWB programs in organisations develop and understanding and 

specific practice from this false truth.    

A further example of organisational based dis–truth is found in the objective of 

Aboriginal Community Controlled Services to increase access for Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander peoples. Yet for many in community there has been no factual increase to 

access to the particular services offered.  Whilst having buildings to facilitate services is a 

starting point, many people still face a multitude of access-based concerns, despite the extra 

buildings.  Several workers involved in this study spoke of the frustrations they experienced 

around this exact issue as exemplified within the following quote. 

“This place (community–controlled service) you know, they love to say they all about 

community and that but when it comes down to it, a lot of the time I see community 



members in real need sent away and told to come back another day coz we too busy 

today.  That’s one of the hardest things for me here is knowing that we aren’t always 

doing the best for, or by community.” 

At the core, this concern has been driven, not by services not caring about their 

communities, but more so from governmental pressures for health services to become more 

self–funded and sustainable without government funding.  Managers within services have had 

to try to determine how to do this and some of these practices have inevitably led to some in 

community having no greater access to services than previously available.  Those impacted in 

such ways then experience the negatives of perceived dis–truth of purported ‘increased access 

from such services. 

10.2.6 Conclusion 

The theory offered here was emergent from the yarns of those involved in the current 

study.  This theory has been labelled principles of lore (PoL).  It is argued that these 

foundational principles underpin much of the ways of knowing and being of Aboriginal 

societies and exposures to and experiences of these principles provide extensive explanation 

and rationale regarding the contemporary situations of many Aboriginal peoples, particularly 

Aboriginal health and community services workers today. 

It is suggested that positive experiences of principles of lore, being those of respect, 

responsibility, reciprocity, acceptance, connectedness and interconnectedness facilitate health 

and well-being.  Moreover, this cyclical process of experience and expression can lead to 

increased perceptions of stability and comfort in given environments.  Perceptions of security 

and stability are central to wellbeing, particularly in workspaces and for those working within 

these. 

Just as positive PoL is suggested to enable positive wellbeing it is further theorised 

that negative experiences, namely those of disrespect, irresponsibility, depletion and greed, 

denial and rejection, disconnect and isolation are strongly correlated to perceptions of 

instability and ultimately disturbed wellbeing.  The same cyclical process as suggested for 

positive PoL acts in reverse with experiences of negative PoL. These lead to negative health, 

instability and well-being.   



It must be noted however that there is no suggestion here of PoL theory being lore 

itself. Rather, it suggested that PoL is the underlying fabric from which lore may arise and 

function.  It is further proposed that examples of positive principles of lore can be found 

throughout spiritual teachings globally and that this may suggest a common humanistic desire 

for such. 

 

  



11 Dreamings of this thesis 

11.1 Introduction 

Aboriginal peoples have since the beginning of time gathered knowledge from observing and 

listening to nature intently.  From engaging in forms of meditation and connectedness and by 

allowing knowledge to be absorbed.  If you are fortunate to gather knowledge you are 

responsible for ensuring it is transferred and lives on.  Knowledge has therefore been carried 

and shared through story across millennia.  This is not a process that requires academic 

validation, it is a process that is known to be practiced by Aboriginal peoples all over 

Australia.  Our Dreaming stories are one mechanism that we have used for this, as is our art, 

song and dance.  In keeping with the decolonising standpoint of this work, many of the 

lessons learnt from this process and the knowledge gathered is offered as an anthology of 

Dreamings.   The following anthology of Dreamings are offered as a way of sharing much of 

the knowledge produced throughout the process of this thesis, in a way that is respectful to 

the ontologies and epistemologies of Aboriginal peoples.   

All these Dreamings came during the process of this thesis.  Many are a mix of 

dreaming that have been passed and shared for ever that have made sense to a particular topic 

of this thesis while others are simply things, I have been fortunate enough to observe and then 

allowed myself to ponder. While these didn’t happen in any ordered form, I have tried to 

arrange them in this chapter in a way that maps against the theory that emerged from this 

thesis and is fluid.  These Dreamings are not intended to be depictions of gamilu bidi–wii or 

dhiriya gamil, they are however my dreamings as Gamilaraay.   

The major themes (respect, responsibility, reciprocity, acceptance, connectedness, 

interconnectedness and truth) derived from the conversations with workers involved with this 

research, along with many of the opposing themes (disrespect, irresponsibility, greed, 

depletion, denial, rejection an disconnect) all feature prominently in these stories.  The first 

dreaming speaks of the perils of invasion, living in two worlds, of discrimination and asks for 

understanding and acceptance.  The next is a yarn of the damaging impact lateral violence is 

having in our communities.  The third dreaming offered is of appreciating and grasping 

opportunities and the dangers of putting things of importance off.  The story of the puffer fish 

and the tide, the fourth story, relates to the importance of taking time to consider situations, 

particularly when stressed or feeling provoked.  The fifth speaks to the importance of 

gratitude and acceptance of self.  The six, that of Gindjurra the frog, warns of the dangers of 



being in toxic environments and the need for respect, responsibility and positive reciprocity 

to nurture healthy environments, including work environments.  The yarn of Bawarra and 

Marayin is a conversation about positively coping with adversity, a topic very close to my 

heart.  This is followed by the story of the Kookaburra, a story that teaches of the importance 

of appreciating each new day, the protective nature of having a purpose to drive you and most 

of all, of the importance of laughter.  The ninth dreaming is one of a spider.  This dreaming 

speaks of the importance of being mindful of our own biases, of determination and most 

importantly of the strength in connectedness and the mechanisms of interconnectedness.  The 

yarn of Dhinawan is of role, responsibility and strong leadership.  This if followed by an 

explanation of the cyclical process of fire keeping, most importantly the importance of being 

able to transfer the fire, your skills, knowledge and your passion.  Last of all is the story of 

the imperfect tree, a lesson in truth and absolute acceptance.  Acceptance of self, of other, of 

place, time and of position within these.   

These Dreamings are written in a way that reflects my daily use of the English 

language as a Gamilaraay man speaking with other Aboriginal peoples and therefore may not 

be completely grammatically correct however ‘Aboriginal English’ is a recognised form of 

English in Australia suggesting that Aboriginal English should be considered appropriate for 

the presentation of Aboriginal knowledge in a thesis produced by an Aboriginal researcher. 

11.2 The Cane beetle, Cane Toad and the Crow: Learning how to live with invasion 

The Cane Beetle (Dermolepida albohirtum), is a native beetle found in many parts of 

sub and tropical Queensland.  They have an insatiable appetite for the sugars that can be 

found in many plants.  While the adults generally feed on plant matter, they lay their larvae to 

feed on the roots and core of the plant.  This causes severe damage to plants and often causes 

the plant to rot and die.  The adult beetles have always been a natural food source for many 

native birds and lizards but unfortunately the beetles don’t emerge from a plant until after the 

damage has been done. 

Sugar Cane was introduced to North Qld in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s.  The 

climate was ideal for sugar cane growth and the industry grew rapidly in the area.  The Cane 

Beetle could not have been happier.  After all, nothing supplies sweet sugar better than sugar 

cane.  Farmers immediately started seeing the damage that the Cane Beetle was doing to their 



crops and started looking for ways to control it, but the beetle was just getting on being a 

Cane Beetle! 

The Cane Toad is an introduced invasive species, introduced by an introduced and 

invasive people themselves. The Cane Toad was brought to Australia in 1935 from South 

America (via Hawaii) to assist with the control of Cane Beetles.  Those that brought the Cane 

Toads into Queensland were not concerned with environmental impacts nor did they consider 

the fragility of North Queensland’s ecology, but rather simply their own opportunity for 

profit.  After all, in Western thought of the time, humans were/are the masters of nature and 

nature is simply there for man’s will and progression.  Just over 100 toads were originally 

released, with the hope they would quickly decimate the populations of Cane Beetles.  While 

the Toads and the next few similar sized populations that were released over the coming two 

years did eat some Cane Beetles, they in no way managed to eradicate them from the cane 

fields.  In fact, the Toads showed much more interest in consuming other insects, grubs, small 

lizards and frogs.  The Beetles remained and the Cane Toads multiplied and spread rapidly, 

constantly evolving to new environments.  Now there are literally millions of Cane Toads 

spread across half the country.   

Cane Beetles are still prolific in North Qld.  Despite the introduction of the Toad the 

Beetles are just as numerous now as they were in 1935.  We as Aboriginal peoples are also 

almost back to the population levels that it is expected we were at prior to colonization.  So, 

whilst atrocious acts have occurred and many of our mobs live with despair and disease 

today, while we may not all ‘look like’ our Aboriginal forefathers, we must remind ourselves 

that we are still here and we are still here in considerable and growing numbers.  We still 

have genetic and spiritual connection to country.  We still have the opportunity to tap into the 

energy of this country through that genetic connection, to feed and thrive on it. 

Unfortunately, the Cane Toad is poisonous to most animals in Australia and 

collectively across the past 80 years has become responsible for exterminating many native 

species and for leading many others to be on the verge of extinction, highly endangered or 

vulnerable to extinction.  The Toad however is not evil. It is simply being a Cane Toad!  It 

did not ask to be brought to our shores and it is not doing anything that it doesn’t know. It 

doesn’t see itself as an invader, it simply exists in what is now home.  Unfortunately, the 

Toad doesn’t have the capacity to know any different. Humans do! 



Today people treat the Cane Toad with such hostility and hatred.  Kids smack them 

around with bats and lumps of wood while laughing.  People catch them and freeze them.  

Schools use them for science projects, getting children to catch and freeze them, then dissect 

them in class.  I have to admit that I was one of these kids. I didn’t KNOW any better. I had 

simply learnt that this is what you do.  I have even seen people poison them with chemicals 

and laugh at them while they burn.  Humans can be cruel and forgetful.  They often forget 

any form of compassion.  They often forget their own collective history.  They often forget 

we do have the capacity for compassion and to learn new ways of being.  Despite all this 

hatred towards the Cane Toad, they are here. Their numbers are growing, and they are not 

going away.  We need to learn to live with them, as do the animals that choose to feed on 

them and the animals that they the Toads feed on. 

For me the journey of the Toad reminds me of the impact invasion has had on us as 

Aboriginal peoples and of the anger that many Aboriginal people hold towards white people.  

I think sometimes we forget that like the cane toads, many white people were brought here 

against their will and many others out of a need to escape persecution, starvation or poverty.  

Many more have been born here since and are unfortunately living the only way they know 

how due to what is hidden away in their DNA, and what they have learnt from their 

forefathers and institutions established by such.  Change is definitely required; however, 

change is difficult without learning and learning comes from opening one’s self to new 

information. Stubbornness and ignorance are no excuses for poor attitudes and behavior. The 

Toad is a prolific survivor, it has adapted rapidly to environmental changes as did colonisers 

and others who have come here since. However, what that Toad unfortunately doesn’t have 

the capacity for is to consciously think about its impacts.  Regrettably many white people 

(and definitely not all) are the same.  They forget to consider the impacts of their ways on 

others or to allow any sense of collective responsibility to be present in their lives.  They act 

like the Cane Toad, on instinct alone, not allowing themselves to practice compassion, not 

allowing themselves to live with others rather than simply off others.  Many adapt rapidly 

with environmental and societal changes but do not practice mindfulness.  They act no more 

intelligently than the individualist Toad in their interactions with others and with nature. 

As Aboriginal peoples we are not mindless beings as white history would like to have 

us positioned. We have across millennia evolved our minds and spirits to be accepting and 

compassionate beyond the experience of many others, we are not the Toad.  We also should 



not be the young kid with the golf club mindlessly belting the Toad either.  The best club we 

can use is that of compassion.  We are in positions to influence the mentality of others, to 

help them to live better with each other and with nature and with themselves. 

Now, after many years, many species are learning how to live with the Toad.  Crows, 

Eagles and even Quolls have learnt to flip them over and eat them from the bottom.  

Crocodiles and Monitors have started to learn to only eat the legs of the Cane Toad too.  

These animals learning to now live with and thrive off an invasive species is absolute magic 

to see and it’s something I was very privileged to see very recently when driving home from 

Country. I had stopped on the side of the road to do some star jumps (it was a long drive and I 

was very tired and stiff).  I looked up the road a bit and could see 4 or 5 Crows feasting on 

something on the side of the road. The flock consisted of two large Crows and several 

younger ones.  I figured it was probably just some road–kill but was intrigued and drawn to 

where they were.  I walked towards the Crows and they hopped to the other side of the road. 

When I got to the place they were at there was no skittled Roo or bird carcass. There was a 

plump Cane Toad on its back with its inners pecked out.  I simply smiled, thanked the Crows 

for that experience and walked off.  As I got back to my car I looked back and the Crows had 

returned to finish their feed. 

We have been treated both like the Cane Beetle and the Cane Toad. We have suffered 

from the toxicity of an introduced society set on annihilating us as peoples and societies.  We 

can now be the Beetle or the Crow, the Crocodile and Quall. It was the intention of policies 

past to exterminate us, just like the Cane Beetle.  But we have survived.   

Now many Aboriginal peoples are returning to our old ways and finding the 

wellbeing benefits for themselves of doing so Like that Cane Beetle, they are continuing just 

being what they are in their natural environment and it is working wonderfully for them.  For 

many others, though the journey back to being the Beetle may not be so straight forward or 

even a possibility due to the harsh changes to their environment and the ongoing process of 

imposed enculturation to Western systems and practices. The natural sugar of the bush may 

not be available, and the lure of the cane field be perceived too strong and too easily 

accessible.  We don’t need to get greedy on all the introduced ‘sugar’, the glitz and glamour, 

the material possession beyond need.  As just like that Beetle this will lead to us losing sight 

of our own habitat and energy sources, to becoming addicted to and then ill from the greed 

and lead us to forget who we truly are.  Unfortunately for those Beetles that do choose to only 



ever feast in the cane filed, they will inevitably get burnt or left starving when the cane field 

is slashed, and all the sugar is gone. 

Despite all attempts past and issues present, our numbers are growing, and our 

collective spirit is regaining strength. Yet we are still very vulnerable, and we need to learn 

how to better avoid the toxins of Western ways and Western society if we are to thrive into 

the future.  The Crows I witnessed out on that outback road have learned how to thrive off the 

presence of the Toad.  They have figured out how to use the resource to their benefit while 

avoiding the poison.  There is so much we as Aboriginal peoples can learn from this.  We can 

also learn how to use the plentiful resources that now surrounds us while minimizing the 

dangers of the toxins we know are present in today’s society.  

As workers in the health and community services fields we can learn how to utilise 

the opportunities and resources in our workplaces and through our programs in ways that 

both allow us to ‘feed’ and to support others, be those our clients or our colleagues.  The 

adult Crows in the flock had obviously learnt how to eat the Toad safely and were now 

teaching the younger ones how to do the same.  With the prolific population and spread of the 

Toads these Crows will never be short of good sustenance again.  As with the Crows, once 

we learn how to best use the resources and opportunities available in organisations, systems 

and societies in ways that are safe for us, we can then teach newer workers and the next 

generations through our positive actions and engagements how to best use the same resources 

and opportunities in safe ways.  This is social capital and it is a powerful tool in 

organisational environments. This is being the clever Crow. 

What we can’t do is treat others in the ways we have historically been treated.  It 

doesn’t bring about any positive change.  It simply intensifies the negative energy swirling 

around us and others.  This makes both us, them and the environments that we all exist in 

more toxic and ill. 



11.3 The Great Murri Cod (Guduu) and the Carp: A Story of ‘Black on Black’ Lateral 

Violence 

Since the beginning of time, Guduu was the Master of our southern fresh waterways. 

Guduu lived successfully through periods of long drought that left many water ways dry, 

through ice-ages where his watery home was frozen and through epic floods that destroyed 

many of his ‘loggy’ creviced hangouts.  Throughout all of this he managed to survive and 

flourish.  Guduu always had food and always had place no matter what nature threw at him. 

Guduu knew both men and women are wise fish, they knew that it would be irresponsible to 

breed without first fully maturing themselves.  This would be the best way for them to be set 

to have all the knowledge needed for survival before having children to teach. Each year after 

maturing, Guduu would travel vast distances to mate and after the rituals of spawning and 

mating were complete, Father Guduu would stay to protect his young ones from predators.  

He was a strong protective father.  Only after the baby Guduu were able to fend for 

themselves would he swim back home often hundreds of kilometres away to the very same 

snag he had left months before. 

Despite being an apex hunter, Guduu lived in harmony with their environments, only 

taking what they needed to survive. The territory of Guduu was never large as they knew 

every Guduu needed room and resource.  Plentiful Guduu lived in the rivers. Each one knew 

his or her place and if place was encroached, they would defend their territories and move 

intruders on.  As water ways of the flood plains were rich with other fish, frogs, small crays, 

birds and molluscs Guduu had plenty of food.  They had no reason to eat their own, so while 

being protective of their place they did not need to hurt all who entered their places. 

After many, many years of tranquillity, a new hunter appeared.  This new hunter had 

been bought by boats from a long way away and discarded into the waterways further to the 

north.  Following a massive flood, the rich waterways of the Murri Cod changed as the flood 

allowed for the new hunter to swim downstream into the territories of Guduu.  Since the 

beginning of time, in the land from where he came, this hunter had also learnt to survive.  He 

was a fierce and relentless hunter who had also become the king of his waterways, he had 

done this by learning how to adapt fast, reproduce quickly and at a young age.  After being 

discarded and running on a need to survive he quickly learnt to take what was not his and to 

not let anything get in his way.  His name is the Carp.   



Carp showed little, if any, respect for his new environment or for those with whom 

now he lived.  He lived and thrived by taking from others and by building his numbers as 

quickly as possible.  He was a bottom dweller who ate voraciously.  He grew faster and larger 

and was more powerful than most. He soon infested every water way for as far as could be 

swim across this vast land, starving all the original inhabitants of resources on his way.   

Murri Cod was powerless to stop Carp’s trespass or influence over resources and as 

his means for survival, his food and his place became less and less, his kind quickly died also.  

In a last–ditch effort for survival and running on instinct alone Murri Cod turned to the only 

means of survival left for him, he had to learn to become the Carp. Remembering only the 

basics of his law being survival itself, he rapidly forgot the principles that allowed him to 

survive, he forgot that the law of survival was underpinned by concepts of respect, 

reciprocity, responsibility and connectedness. So Murri Cod started to attack his own more 

frequently and as a fish on his own he survived, the more he attacked his own the more he 

flourished alone but the more he became the Carp and attacked and ate his own the less of his 

children survived.  The more he forgot his law the more his crisis led him to wallow in the 

shallows of jealousy, insecurity and greed as a means of surviving alone but not being seen 

by the many. 

His brothers and sisters tried to challenge his new ways of thinking but to no avail.  

All those who challenged his ways were quickly cut down and therefore the rest learnt that 

for them to ‘survive’ they should remain silent.  This silence allowed for Murri Cod who had 

now become more Carp than Cod to maintain his domain and his individual status as all 

powerful. 

This is the story of ‘black on black’ lateral violence and how lateral violence has 

become such a significant but largely unspoken problem for Aboriginal peoples, particularly 

those working in health.  The Murri Cod is Aboriginal people, the Carp is the Colonisers and 

the resource pressures they brought with them from afar.  This story is intended to help our 

mob to understand the causalities behind lateral violence and the dangerous outcomes for our 

mob of lateral violence. ‘Black on Black’ lateral violence is the violence that occurs from one 

Aboriginal person to another out of fear, jealousy, insecurity or greed.  Fear reflects the 

violence perpetuated towards others out of a fear for resources or fear for a loss of status or 

power. Jealousy is common.  Many people experience jealousy due to the attention afforded 

to someone else over themselves or jealousy of the real skills and knowledge someone else 



possesses or is given credit for.  Jealousy also raises its ugly head over the assets (financial 

and other) and connectivity others may have. Insecurity is driven by fear, mainly fear for 

position, place and resource.  However, insecurity can also exist when someone is insecure 

within their own identity and therefore attacks others as a defence mechanism from having to 

deal with their own insecurities.  Some people when they get a little, become greedy and 

addicted to wanting more. Attacking others can be driven by the need to feed this addiction 

and the fear that others may take away some of the current resource of availability of ‘more’ 

used to feed the addiction. 

Aboriginal people have lived since the beginning of time in this beautiful country 

through intrinsic principles of survival, heavily influenced by concepts of sharing and 

interconnectedness, this was possible due to the lack of a need or want for ‘more’ and excess 

and an acceptance of what existed.  As natural resources have become scarcer due to the 

ongoing process of colonisation and the requirement for western resources more prominent, 

Aboriginal people have turned to attacking their own mob as a means of securing the limited 

natural or western resource they have access to.  This is a survival mechanism.  These people 

are not bad people, just people who have lost faith or sight of our old ways of survival due to 

the societal pressures lumped upon them from the outside.  Many have forgotten to share, to 

support and to respect each other; many have forgotten the underlying principles of our law 

and have become without even realising, the individualist, the oppressor, the invasive Carp.  

11.4 Dingo Man and Missed Opportunity 

I presented at a wellbeing conference on Aboriginal social and emotional wellbeing 

many years ago.  Following my presentation an old man approached me to thank me for my 

presentation.  He then explained to me that he was a Traditional Healer and that he felt I 

should come and spend some time with him.  He was offering to mentor me and teach me.  I 

kept in touch with that old man for a while and then with life being life, with having children 

and with me allowing myself to become excessively busy I forgot to keep in touch with that 

old man.     

One night I woke in the middle of the night and I could hear someone walking down 

my hallway.  It was after midnight and I thought maybe someone had broken in. I tried to get 

out of bed, but I couldn’t move. I tried to speak to wake my wife but couldn’t speak. The 

footsteps kept coming and even through our bedroom door which was closed the sound of 



those footsteps were as clear as if I was walking them myself.  When the sound reached the 

outside of our bedroom door it stopped, and although I still couldn’t move or talk, I thought I 

must have been imagining it.  

Then a figure of an old man came through my door. It was unrecognisable to me as 

someone I knew, but I felt like I knew them well. I wasn’t scared as I had been told all my 

life that spirits aren’t something to fear, and it wasn’t the first time I’d experienced ancestral 

visitation, but this was different. It didn’t feel like family but more like a close friend. That 

figure spoke one simple sentence in a language that I didn’t know, and couldn’t possibly 

recall, all the while I understood in my mind exactly what was said.  He simply said, “Get 

back to who you truly are”.  With that the figure turned into a dingo. As vivid as if it was in 

real form, it then turned, and left through our bedroom window.  Many dogs howled up our 

street for the next few minutes as it made its way. 

This was at a time when I was still drinking yet talking to others about the perils of 

drinking, when I was working in a job that I knew did not fit for me and was quite miserable. 

I was not being the best father or husband I could be and was living selfishly. I had become 

quite despondent with and disengaged from community and from friends. What I had most 

forgotten to do though was to make time for the opportunities to learn from all the special 

people that were offering to guide me regularly.  This, I realised was making me disgruntled 

with everything else in my life as I was blaming work, family, and community for me not 

having ‘time’.  This frustration meant I was not being the best version of myself for me, my 

family or those people who would come to see me for help. 

I didn’t sleep the remainder of that night as I was thinking a lot about all the things in 

my life that I knew I needed to change.  All I could think about was the ‘Kangaroo and 

Dingoes’ yarn that I share with people regularly.  In the morning I told my wife everything 

that had happened that night. That very next day I started to change.  I started by removing 

blame and excuse and inviting self-acceptance. 

I think why that old man turned into a dingo that night was for two reasons.  Firstly, to 

remind me of what I teach others in terms of Dingoes being pack hunters that gather when 

they see their prey weakened.  This leads to the second reason, that Dingoes are one of 

nature’s greatest opportunists.  Dingoes never let an opportunity to ‘feed’ pass them by as 

they know well that nourishment may not always be present. Unfortunately for Dingoes this 



means that they are at times easily baited and poisoned.  I hadn’t been allowing myself to 

feed on the knowledge that was offered me, I had passed the opportunity to nourish my mind 

and spirit and was instead poisoning myself both figuratively and literally. 

11.5 The Puffer Fish and the Tide 

Recently I was in a remote area of Far North Qld.  It was one of the most beautiful 

places I had ever been, and I was in complete awe of the natural surroundings.  It was while I 

was on this trip that I learnt an important lesson from observing a puffer fish. 

Puffer Fish are a funny but furious creature. They are poisonous and have the ability 

to ‘puff’ their bodies up to increase their size when threatened.  Many also have sharp beaks 

and some teeth too.  In fact, in the Great Barrier Reef at present, researchers have been 

recording events of Puffer Fish devouring Crown of Thorn Star Fish whole.  Crown of Thorn 

Star Fish are an invasive pest on the reef and scientists and marine conservation groups have 

been struggling to cull their numbers in meaningful numbers for years. 

Puffer Fish are known to ‘puff up’ and chase people too when feeling threatened, and 

this was something I witnessed while on my trip up North recently.  We were on the beach 

and a young lad that was with us had found a Puffer Fish swimming close to the shore.  He 

started harassing it with a stick trying to get it to puff up.  Now obviously this must have been 

annoying for the fish and soon, he did puff up.  What I wasn’t expecting was for that fish to 

start swimming after the boy once it puffed.  The boy wasn’t expecting this either and quickly 

retreated while we laughed intensely. 

Now unfortunately for that Puffer, a result of puffing meant it was far more buoyant 

and susceptible to the current and flow of the small waves of the incoming tide.  As that fish 

launched towards the boy, he got himself caught in the tidal movement and was quickly 

washed up onto the beach by a small wave.  The fish was unable, due to its enlarged size, to 

use the shallow water of the washback to swim back out.  It was stranded and all because it 

had let itself be provoked by the annoyances of the young lad, got all ‘puffy’ and then been 

unable to control the situation it was in. 

As I watched this I thought, ‘How often do we as humans allow ourselves to get all 

puffy, get washed away with the forces of the tide and find ourselves in situations we can no 

longer control, often becoming stranded?’.  As workers in fields where there is so much 



pressure and annoyances, how often do we allow ourselves to become provoked, to get 

enraged, get our ‘puff’ on and then do something that worsens the situations for ourselves? I 

know it has happened to me dozens of times.  Had that fish chosen simply to swim away into 

deeper water or even to have approached the boy without getting puffy it would not be in the 

situation it was currently in. For me this was a pure lesson in the importance of self–control, 

particularly in the face of adversity or stress.  A deeper lesson in acceptance is accepting that 

you, and only you, control what you say, think and do at any given moment, despite the 

influences that may be present. 

The health and community service setting is filled with stressors, be it workload, 

workplace attitudes, client/patient situations, poor management, experiences of later violence, 

meeting KPI’s or struggling to find resources.  Obviously, these are just a few and there are 

more types of stressors in the work we do.  These stressors can at times seem tidal. At times 

there may seem to be more of stressors occurring, more power or momentum behind them 

and then at times things appear to ease off, for the tides to turn per se and the waves of 

stressors to be less forceful.  Despite what is going on or what way the tide is flowing, it is 

important that we maintain self –control and acknowledge that we are wholly and solely 

responsible for everything that we say, think and do in the workplace.  Forgetting this will 

often lead us to making choices that are reactional, based on high emotion and not 

considered.  When we are emotionally reactive in our choices, we generally become more 

exposed to dangers and this is likely to lead to a more negative situation or circumstance. 

For example, if you are experiencing a lot of discrimination in the workplace and after 

a long period of the sustained abuse you decide to tell your manager.  The manager doesn’t 

respond in the way you were hoping, maybe you perceive they are even making out like you 

are imagining the abuse is occurring.  Being incensed, you turn to your Manager and tell 

them to, “Get fucked” or, “Stick your job up your ass” as an emotional reaction to the 

situation.  Chances are you won’t have a job anymore. You are probably going to struggle to 

get a reference (or a positive one) and may therefore have some difficulties in obtaining 

further employment.  Where does this now leave you, your family and your clients or 

patients? Had you taken the time to conjure up a thought-out response chances are things 

would turn out more positive.  This isn’t dismissing the fact that wrongs had and were 

continuing to occur, it simply is taking ownership of your side of the equation.  Maybe you 

decide to continue to undertake your current work while you find a new job.  Maybe you 



openly explain to potential employers the situation at your current employment and explain 

that this is why you are applying for new jobs.  Maybe you put a complaint into the fair work 

ombudsman. There are always multiple paths but if we don’t take the time to search for them 

and we are just reactional, we often don’t find these when we most needed to.  If we become 

the puffer fish and weary of the tidal push, we are likely to find ourselves stranded. 

If you are wondering what happened to our little puffer fish, it’s a happy ending. That 

young lad helped that fish get back in the water, he used a stick and gently pushed it back into 

the water and our fishy little friend swam away.  At first the boy was hesitant, not because he 

felt threatened but because he thought he might hurt the puffed–up fish if he poked it, but 

once that fish started to deflate the boy quickly assisted.  To me this highlighted that 

sometimes we can find support most closely from those we thought may have been the threat 

if we allow ourselves to see them for their true self rather than the perception we create of 

them based on situational circumstances and emotion.  Sometimes people may be scared to 

help, sometimes we are still too puffy to accept help.  It is up to us to regain composure and 

to allow help through. 

11.6 The Cray and the Cicada 

A while back I was sitting by a river in Far North Queensland meditating.  I was 

pondering the question of coping with change while I sat there. This was a concept that had 

come up time and time again in the yarns I had with participants of this PhD.  Also, at that 

time our consultancy business was engaged in a contract with a State Health Department to 

help navigate a significant organisational change process.  While I sat there silently all I 

could hear and what kept dragging my attention towards it was the noise of Cicada.  It was so 

loud that it felt like it was literally clicking away in my head.  I gave in to the noise and 

looked to see where it was.  The Cicada was on a tree directly to my right.  I was then drawn 

to look in a very shallow section of water on the edge of the river.  It was pretty much a 

puddle that was down to my left.  In that puddle was a small Blue Claw Cray.  When I 

concentrated on the Cray, I could hear the little creature also making a distinct clicking noise 

while sitting in the puddle.  It was like the Cray and the Cicada were having a conversation.  

This story is what I dreamt that night. 

One bright morning a little Blue Claw was hard at work trying to shed his shell.  This 

is a process he had to do often as he was rapidly growing and constantly filling out his shell.  



While he was sitting there, stuck half through the process, he noticed a Kookaburra sitting in 

the tree above eyeing him off hungrily. The little Cray felt very exposed but wasn’t quite 

finished his shelling, so couldn’t move.  He was terrified and exhausted.  The little Cray 

managed to relieve himself of his old shell and just before the Kookaburra decided to swoop, 

he swiftly jumped into the water and under a submerged branch.   

At the same time as this had been occurring a Cicada was stuck on a tree trunk going 

through its final shedding process. The Cicada as a nymph had been slowly developing under 

the ground for several years.  It had also shed its outer layers many times, however had done 

this in the complete protection of the ground.  The Cicada was unaware of the dangers of the 

world above and did not know what it would face. While the Cicada was there on the branch, 

it was undertaking its final shed.  This would bring the little nymph top its final complete 

form - the mature Cicada. This final transformation was more painful than those it had 

undertaken under the ground.   

After the Kookaburra missed the Cray, he turned his attention to the direction of the 

cicada.  Just as the Kookaburra struck, the Cicada had managed to complete its shed and 

managed to fly out of the way. The Cicada was terrified and exhausted. 

Late that day, when the Kookaburra had flown away, the Cray returned to the puddle 

to gain some needed warmth form the sun. The Cicada was sitting on a damp leaf beside the 

puddle having a drink.  The Cicada noticed the Cray seemed tired and asked, “What is it that 

had tired you so?” The Cray replied, “I am sick of having to shed my shell as I grow. It hurts 

and leaves me so tired.  It is even worse that I have to do this out here in the open where the 

kookaburra is always watching”.  The Cicada seemed confused.  It replied, “I don’t know 

what you are complaining about. You get to see the world. You know the Kookaburra is 

frequently there so you should know how to deal with it”.  This angered the little Cray, who 

returned, “What would you know about how it feels to have to shed a shell? You are just a 

moth”.  The Cicada replied, “I am not a moth, I am a Cicada.  I too have to shed every time I 

grow, but I have to do this under the ground for years.  I didn’t even know what a 

Kookaburra was until it tried to eat me while I was trying to undertake my final shed this 

morning.  Now having survived that I am faced with the fact that I will only live for a few 

days.  Are you going to die in a few days now you have shed?”  The Cray replied, “Well no, 

but I may die at any time living out here. The fish want to eat me, the birds want to eat me, 



and worst of all, the humans actively look for me and want to eat me too.  Do humans want to 

eat you? I don’t think so, so stop complaining”. 

The Cicada and the Cray started angrily fighting.  This was noticed by the great 

Creator Spirit who wasn’t impressed with the noise being made in anger.  The Creator Spirit 

came down to the puddle to intervene. He told the two little creatures to hush and then asked, 

“What is the problem here?” The Cray said the Cicada was ignorant and wouldn’t listen to 

reason. The Cicada said the Cray was arrogant and too stubborn to see the truth.  Both tried to 

argue that their situation was worse than the other, but both agreed that having to deal with 

the constant changes of growth were painful and unwanted.  The Creator asked them both, 

“What is it that each of you want then”.  

The Cicada said, “I do not want to live under the ground all my life while I grow. I 

want to be able to see the world above for longer before I must leave this world”.  The Cray 

said, “I do not want to be exposed to the world while I grow, I want to feel safe from the 

Kookaburra”. Both requested that they no longer be required to shed their shells as it was 

painful and exhausting. 

The Creator said he would grant their wishes but that there were some conditions.  He 

said they would need to go back in time first to when they were smaller.  He then told the 

Cray that he would not need to change nor worry about the perils of others wanting to eat him 

anymore.  He did however need to remain in a hole in the creek and was not to come out.  

Essentially, he was to live as the Cicada nymph had. The little Cray remarked, “That sounds 

very relaxing. I would very much appreciate that thank you”. So, off the little Cray went into 

his watery hole. 

To the Cicada, the Creator said, “You will have all the opportunity to see the above 

ground world that you could imagine. You will not be able to fly though. You will crawl like 

the little Cray has had to.” “Easy”, said the Cicada and so it was. 

Both little critters were content for a short period of time.  The Cray got some well 

needed rest and the Cicada crawled around exploring the world.  After a while though, both 

started to become uncomfortable.  The Cray was feeling more and more cramped to the point 

where he was struggling to breathe. He was also missing the scenery of the outside world. All 



he had seen for weeks was darkness.  He had not communicated with anything else. He felt 

physically and emotionally spent. 

The Cicada was realising that even though she had more time she was not seeing as 

much. She was becoming more and more slow, and the slower she became, the more she 

struggled to avoid danger and the less she got to see each day.  Her anxiety grew. After a 

while she could not move without excruciating pain, so she stayed still.  The Kookaburra 

noticed the plight of the Cicada and perched in a tree taunting the little Cicada.  The Cicada 

was scared more so than ever before and felt frozen both physically and emotionally. 

Both creatures screamed out for the Creator Spirit, who came to their calls.  He asked, 

“What is wrong my little friends?” The Blue Claw explained his experience, that he was 

feeling like he was struggling to breathe, that he was lonely beyond explanation and that he 

was emotionally drained.  The Cray then asked the Creator, “Why am I feeling like this?” 

The Cicada explained her situation, that she was scared constantly and unable to move, that 

she felt frozen, and she asked, “Why do I feel like this?” Both exclaimed that they did not 

wish to feel how they currently felt any longer and wanted to go back to the way they were 

before. 

The Creator explained that their pain and anguish was due to two things.  Firstly, not 

accepting that growth and change are constant processes of the entire being and that denying 

their bodies the right to shed had not halted their inner growth. He explained that they simply 

did not fit into the outer shells they had asked to remain in any longer due to the ongoing 

changes that were happening beneath.  He then further explained that the second reason for 

their discomfort and despair was through longing for what the other wanted rather than 

appreciating what they had.  The Cicada had had safety from the dangers of the world so was 

relaxed most her life. The Cray had had the opportunity to see the world around him so was 

generally well informed of the dangers present and knew how to best avoid these so had been 

more relaxed.  The Cicada, despite having to spend the majority of her life underground, had 

had wings and could fly around and see a lot in a brief time.  The Cray had freely been able to 

navigate both the land and the water and had enjoyed the joys of the warm sunlight. 

The Creator asked both the creatures what they had learned.  The Cicada replied, “I 

have learnt that I am more comfortable with being a Cicada than a Cray.” The Cray reported, 

“I have also learnt that being a Cray is quite fine indeed, and that being a Cicada is very 



difficult”. Both creatures agreed that while the process of changing shells was tiring and 

uncomfortable, not shedding their shells to allow for new growth was far worse and that far 

more positives came from adapting with the changes than trying to deny them. 

The Creator, being happy with their responses, agreed to change them back but as 

with before there were conditions for each. To the little Cray he said, “Since you have the 

opportunity to see all that is happening out here you will be in charge of informing the Cicada 

nymphs through your song so that they can be better prepared once they climb from their 

ground cocoons.”  The Cray agreed. 

To the Cicada the Creator said, “You my little friend will be in charge of flying 

around these water ways keeping an eye on the birds and will keep the little Cray informed of 

where they are hiding in the trees so he may better relax during his shedding”.  The little 

Cicada agreed and so it was. 

Both creatures would use their opportunities and strengths to assist the other through 

the stresses of the change processes.  The energy required by each to undertake changes of 

growth remained however each of the little creatures had now realised they were already 

strong enough and already had the coping strategies they required to deal with the forever 

constant of change. Acceptance of one’s ability to control their reactions to the situations of 

others is paramount to maintaining wellness of the self.  Jealousy, fear and greed quickly lead 

to the creation of negative energy that impacts on all those one is connected to.  Acceptance 

of the self as important and as of value despite position or circumstance allows for positivity 

to prosper. 

11.7 Gindjurra (frog) and Dis–eased Environments 

Gindjurra are great indicators of the wellness of the environment in which they live. 

When Gindjurra are plentiful in an area it confirms that the land and the water are well.  

When there are pollutants in the area, Gindjurra are the first to suffer as they absorb 

everything directly through their skin. 

Where I live in Tallebudgera Valley on the Gold Coast, Gindjurra used to be 

everywhere.  When I was a child it was easy to find them.  Every night you would hear their 

calls and you could easily find them sitting on or around ponds and creeks, hanging from 

tanks or pipes.  We often went into the Valley as kids as my family have long historical 



connections to the area.  There is a park far up the end of the Valley that was once a part of 

the property on which my family worked, played and lived. 

For the last 7 years my wife, my children and I have lived back in the ‘Valley’.  When 

we first moved into our house, we would often see Gindjurra.  This is a story of one 

Gindjurra that often visited us. 

I remember well my young boys rushing into the house one day saying, “Daddy, 

Daddy, come see the frog, he’s huge”.  It had been a long time since I had seen a large Green 

Tree Frog so I was quite excited and followed the kids straight out.  Sitting in an empty pot 

next to our BBQ area was a huge fat, shiny Green Tree Frog, Gindjurra.  He looked so 

healthy, his eyes were moist and glowing, his skin was shiny, and he was definitely well fed.  

The pot he was in was deep and given it was empty it was difficult to see how he could get 

out, so we decided to help him out and to put him back in the garden. 

Gindjurra was calm, he simply sat there while I gently picked him up. He then sat 

quiet on my hand and stared at me while my boys and I admired him.  We then placed him 

gently in a nearby garden. Gindjurra was stubborn though and the next day he was back in the 

pot.  For about two weeks each day we would fetch him out and place him in the garden and 

each day he was back in the pot.  Over this period, I noticed Gindjurra was starting to change.  

He was getting skinnier, he wasn’t as shiny, and he didn’t seem as alert.  My boys and I were 

starting to really worry about him.  We decided that he must want to be in the pot, so we 

decided to leave him there and to place some water (in a shallow container) in there for him 

to drink and swim in. 

At the same time as Gindjurra was getting unwell, a few things were happening in our 

lives.  We were renovating and there were delays.  We were not living in a very clean 

environment due to the renovations, having no kitchen, lounge or dining areas for three 

months. There was rubble everywhere, including scrapped asbestos (‘fire proofing’) from our 

demolished kitchen. The stress of renovation was high, I was also having difficulties in the 

workplace at the time and I was not coping well.  I was drinking heavily and had very limited 

patience. I wasn’t exercising much and when I did, I had little enthusiasm for it.  So not only 

was our surrounding environment not the best, the environment that I was creating in my 

mind and body that my spirit had to live in was pretty poor as well. People were noticing and 

were commenting on me, “not looking my best” and, “being constantly cynical”. 



I feel Gindjurra was unfortunately absorbing all the pollutants around him and despite 

trying to keep him well, because of our own agenda, to ‘improve’ the house, I now know that 

it was us that made him sick.  Looking back on it I think Gindjurra was coming back each 

day across that period to try and help me realise how sick I was and that I was passing that on 

to others.  Something clearly happened because it was when Gindjurra disappeared all of a 

sudden one day that I decided I wouldn’t drink in front of the kids anymore, and that I put 

plans in place to leave my toxic workplace. 

Exactly like Gindjurra we are completely reliant on the environment around us. 

Sometimes we forget this, sometimes we think we can control the environment around us but 

often much of our environment is out of our control. What we do have control over is to 

remain in particular environments or not.  Sometimes we need to make the decision to leave 

the environment for our own wellbeing. Sometimes we make the decision to stay and battle 

on, hoping we trigger a lesson for someone. 

Like that Gindjurra I was absorbing all the ‘toxicity’ that was around me. I was both 

letting the agendas of others impact negatively on me and allowing my own negative coping 

to impact negatively upon others I was connected to.  The stress I was under at work, largely 

driven by experiences of disrespect and lack of any positive reciprocity, was a major part of 

this.  Workplaces are environments that we exist in for good periods of our lives.  When 

things aren’t working well within them or when we feel we are having to work in ways that 

don’t match our values, we start to perceive and experience the workplace as polluted and 

toxic.  Sometimes those we work with seem to be very negative also. Often, we force 

ourselves to stay in these environments despite knowing they are not good for us. We absorb 

this toxicity with each breath we take and with every engagement we have and allow it to 

make us unwell.  Generally, we then become uncomfortable with our own dis–ease and 

project this towards others, thereby adding to the toxicity of the environment. 

We never saw that particular big Gindjurra again, but we have worked hard to create a 

healthier environment at our property over the years and we have been fortunate to still see 

the occasional small Gindjurra around.  Maybe if we make our workspaces healthier 

environments to be in, we will see wellbeing improvements for our workers and have 

worker’s more willing to stay in the workplace environment.  For me personally I stayed in 

the toxic environment as long as I could withstand. Consequently, I got sick.  I had to learn 

and accept that it was ok to let go of the battle in the workplace that I was in and to move on. 



That I was no lesser for doing so but could easily become lesser by denying myself the right 

to do so.  Even though I’m not in that environment now, I hope my struggles there and the 

battles I fought triggered something for someone in a position of influence and power, and 

that positive changes occurred to start making it a safer environment to exist in. 

11.8 Bawurra (Red Kangaroo) and Marayin (Dingoes) 

All animals on this planet experience stressors in life, whether the stress of being 

hunted, the stress of acquiring food, water, shelter from storms, the stress of procreation, of 

offspring surviving and therefore, of the species surviving.  We as humans are part of this 

animal kingdom and also experience these stressors.  This story is about the stressors the 

great red kangaroo experiences and the positive coping mechanisms he uses to survive these 

stressors. 

Bawurra abound in this great land and largely go on just going on with survival.  

However, throughout their lives they face many challenges to maintaining survival. For many 

this will be a daily battle, but largely they will assess the natural dangers that their DNA 

holds memory of, that has been recorded over eons of time and across countless generations 

of learning.  They will then react accordingly. However, it is the dangers that are new, such 

as fast–moving traffic, super bright lights and men with guns that have been brought about 

more recently that generally confound them and lead to death, as these dangers are not 

encoded in their DNA memory yet.  

When Bawurra is faced with these, he becomes confused, and in his confusion, he 

forgets to stop, to access the knowledge he inherently holds, and then react. He simply reacts 

with his natural stress responses of freeze, flight or fight and this often leads to injury or 

death.  This is also what happens to our mob. Faced with new challenges that have been 

introduced recently we forget to stop, think, assess, process, and then react. Instead, we react 

as a defence mechanism for survival. However, this often produces poor choices that lead to 

further disturbances in wellbeing, be that in our physical, mental or spiritual wellbeing. This 

is because surviving well through these new introduced challenges is not encoded in our 

long–held DNA memory of how to survive on our country. 

When Bawurra is faced with challenges he does know, he stops, assesses, then reacts 

in a way that is more likely to maintain survival.  For instance, when Bawurra is faced with 



the challenge of being attacked and eaten by dingoes or wild dogs he will stop and assess the 

risk. How many dingoes? What size? Which are the weak and strong? How can I get to my 

safe place? Then how will I fight? Bawurra, if not overly threatened will stand his ground. If 

he assesses the risk of standing as too great, he will head for his safe place.  Often Bawurra 

will turn to water as his safe place, as he is a great swimmer and can fight most threats from 

dingoes from in the water. He has massive paddle like feet attached to long muscular legs that 

act as powerful motors and a strong rudder like tail all of which give him great buoyance and 

stability in the water.  His eyes, nose and mouth are well above water allowing him to breath 

well and to sense exactly what is going on around him. In the water he then has time to assess 

how to fight back. Which is the most vulnerable dingo? Bawurra reacts by attacking that 

particular challenge first rather than the larger, seemingly overwhelming problem of the 

strongest dingo.   

With Bawurra in the water, the dingo has two choices. Either hang round on the banks 

and remain hungry as Bawurra is not coming out, eventually leading to dingo having to move 

on. Or he can attempt to enter the water and continue the hunt. However, Bawurra is the far 

superior swimmer and if that dingo decides to enter the water, Bawurra will simply push its 

head under the water repeatedly, leaving dingo with another two choices. Continue and 

drown or retreat. 

After Bawurra has defeated the first dingo he becomes re–charged and more 

confident. He will then size up his next challenge and act accordingly. This process continues 

until the threat has been defeated or leaves.  

We can learn from Bawurra and in times of challenges we can choose to become 

stunned and therefore have our wellbeing impacted immensely. Or we can choose to act in a 

way that we always have with challenges that our land presented to us across time. We can 

choose to find our strengths and supports (water), assess the challenges and fight them off 

one by one in a manner that builds confidence, motivation and better ensures our wellbeing 

and survival.  Find your water, use what you already have, find the weakest dingo and force it 

to retreat. 



11.9 Gugurrgaagaa (Kookaburra) and the New Day 

Long time ago during burruguu ngali–li, before the time of light there was just 

darkness and cold.  Buwdurra wasn’t happy with this and wanted there to be light on the 

wonderful world he had created.  He had decided though that the animal ancestors needed to 

start taking responsibility for their new home and that they should be the ones to bring 

warmth and light by starting a great fire.  He charged one of his friends to go and gather 

wood for the great fire and told him that they would then wait and see what the animals chose 

to do.   After a long time of waiting something happened.  A fight had broken out between 

Kangaroo and Emu over food in which Kangaroo stole one of Emu’s eggs thinking he might 

eat this.  Kangaroo though did not know how to open the egg and in frustration he tossed it 

high into the sky. Forgetting his own strength, he threw it so hard that it flew all the way to 

the Sky-world where Buwadjar had been getting [Friend/ Being26] to stack wood.  The egg 

crashed into the wood exploding and the wood immediately set light.  The fire was so big and 

bright that it lit the entire world beneath and brought heat to everything everywhere. For the 

first time the world of  Buwadjarr was there for all to see.  Buwadjarr, being a being of the 

greatest intelligence, knew that this light would be too much for the animals and plants of his 

world to experience all day, so he decided that time should be split into both day (the light) 

and night (the dark).  The day would be warm and lit as he would now light the fire each 

morning so the animals could all do their work with ease and comfort and that they may 

enjoy the beauty of the world that had been given them.  At dusk Buwadjaar would put out 

the day fire and it would slowly fade until gone.  The night was to be cool and dark allowing 

the animals to more easily sleep to rest and repair their weary bodies and minds, so they 

could be ready to work again the following day. 

Quickly Buwadjaar and [Friend/ Being] noticed that the animals were not waking 

each morning as he had planned, they were missing the wonders of his world and were not 

getting their work done.  He decided to charge [Friend/ Being] with a new task. His task was 

to find a way of waking the animals each day so as they would achieve their duties and also, 

get the most opportunity to enjoy the world around them. [Friend/ Being] ventured to the 

Earth world each night to search for an answer.  Then one night he heard the Kookaburra 

make a fantastic noise, a noise so great that it startled many of the animals in the camp. 

 

26 Name intentionally omitted from this story 



Kookaburra had been laughing. [Friend/ Being] asked Kookaburra, “Do you think you could 

do that again, but louder?”, he continued, “I want you to laugh again as loud as you possibly 

can”.  Kookaburra, quite proud with himself and the approval he had received from 

[Friend/Being], obliged.  Kookaburra took a deep breath and quivered his beak as hard as he 

could as he breathed out, laughing hard.  The noise was so great that it woke all the animals 

of the sky world. [Friend/ Being] had found his noise. He said to Kookaburra, “You must rest 

well each night because you are now in charge of waking all the animals each day by 

laughing as hard you can”. [Friend/ Being] then returned to the sky world. Buwadjarr, seeing 

[Friend/ Being] on his return, asked him if he had completed his task.  [Friend/ Being] 

replied, “You will see, wait till tomorrow when you light your great fire. We will see”.  The 

next morning Buwadjarr lit his fire as he promised he would.  All of a sudden Buwadjarr 

heard such a loud laugh coming from the world below that it even shook him.  “What was 

that?” he asked. That was Kookaburra’s laugh.  Buwadjarr looked at the world below to see 

all the animals wide awake and he turned and congratulated [Friend/ Being] for completing 

his task well.   

Ever since that time Kookaburra has laughed as loud as he possibly can each morning 

at the very first light that comes from the great fire and has woken all the animals around him 

so they may start their day and enjoy it all.  Kookaburra’s reward for his work is happiness. 

Despite getting cold some nights and sometimes having a sore belly from not enough food he 

is always happy as he starts every day with laughter and purpose. Sometimes when he is 

woken by something at night, he still laughs it off and sometimes he even laughs in his sleep. 

Personally, this story is helpful in understanding the importance of starting each day 

with positivity and a purpose or goal, particularly in our work in the health and social 

services sectors.  Sometimes the work we do can leave us feeling cold and at times we 

struggle to ‘fill our bellies’ with appreciation as we don’t seem to receive much positive 

feedback.  But we return home at night and have the opportunity to sleep, rest and restore.  It 

is up to us to ensure we allow ourselves to do so.  When we wake each morning, it is a new 

morning, and whilst many of the same problems will be present and sometimes more will 

present, however we have been afforded the wonderful opportunity to have light, to see, too 

experience and to be in positions where we can bring a bit of light to others when they may 

be struggling.  Laughter is important and humour has always been a part of our natural ways 



of healing.  Gratitude for what we have is also important and sometimes we just need to 

refocus on what we have rather than what is missing. 

11.10  Golden Orb and staying strong 

I’ve always been fascinated with the Golden Web Spider.  Such a beautiful yet mis–

understood creature.  Many people are fearful of them because they are a large spider and 

look like they must be very dangerous.  In fact they are relatively harmless.  We have a big 

old girl in our yard at the moment.  My boys and I call her Charlotte (original, yeah?).  Each 

night she goes hard to work building her web, strategically forming it to best her chances of 

catching her prey.  I watched her for hours one night as I wanted to see the masterful 

construction of her web in action.  That spider knows exactly what it is doing, from what I 

watched there was very little chance involved in her processes.  Each morning we wake to 

see it in all its splendour. The golden webs gleam in the light helped by the nights dew.  

Many people who visit our house are scared of Charlotte and encourage us to, “Kill it” and 

get rid of the web.  At our home though Charlotte is safe, my boys know they aren’t to 

disturb her, not to walk into her web and not to touch her.   

That web of hers attracts insects because of its gleam. Once they fly into it there is 

little chance of escape.  Charlotte will then give them a lethal injection and wrap them in a 

golden cacoon to be consumed when she is ready.  This is her sustenance.  She gets 

everything she needs for survival from that web of connected and interconnected strands.  

When that web is damaged or broken Charlotte needs to expend a lot of energy to repair it. 

She doesn’t get the opportunity to store her food and can’t drink the fresh dew and mists that 

generally run down the web to her.  I’ve seen her shrink in size several times recently when 

we have had days of bad weather or when someone has accidently walked into and broken 

her web.  She expends her last energy though rebuilding each time and keeps moving 

forward.  What an inspiration. 

There are so many things we can learn from that spider.  Firstly, the fact that she is 

misunderstood and therefore feared.  It is much the same for our mobs much of the time.  

Most Australians have very little understanding of who we are, what our ways are really like.  

They are left with the scary images that media and government hysteria leave them with that 

drives fear.  Now that spider, she isn’t concerned with the impression we have of her, she just 

continues doing what she knows she needs to do to be well. She never strays from being what 



she truly is, a beautiful, intelligent, calculated, crafty Golden Orb.  Many times, as people, we 

aren’t as strong as that spider. We get stuck thinking too much about impressing others and 

the perceptions of others and we stray from being our true selves.   

Now sometimes that spider makes mistakes. Maybe one day she makes her web too 

low and it gets walked into by one of us accidently or she hasn’t used enough strands in a 

particular direction to allow for the strength to stand a stormy gust.  But I’ve never seen that 

spider repeat the same mistakes in her craft.  She learns every time and does things 

differently. Sometimes the new strategy doesn’t work as well as was probably hoped, but she 

then tries again and again and so on until things are how she intended. Only then does she 

relax.  Even after all these efforts though, things can and do still happen that interfere with 

her web. That spider is determined though and never defeated. She doesn’t become 

overwhelmed with disappointment, she doesn’t give up and exclaim, “Stuff it! I’ll just go live 

in tree trunk or on the ground like other types of spiders”.  She doesn’t lash out and waste her 

energy on things she can’t control.  She simply gets back to work repairing her web so it can 

be as strong as possible and continue maintaining her sustenance and existence as a Golden 

Orb. 

The web is like our strands of connectedness and interconnectedness.  When we 

weave them strong and put efforts into maintaining them, they help to provide us with 

‘nourishment’ and sustenance. When we have the people in our lives that bring us a positive 

sense of self, when we maintain connections with our cultures, countries, spirit, families our 

web is strong.  Sometimes we weave them wrong and sometimes they get damaged by things 

out of our control.  We sometimes forget to learn from what has happened that damaged our 

web or forget to look at what strands we may have woven in the wrong place.  Instead of 

learning from these things at times we simply do the same again, and generally the same 

outcome occurs.  This is a dangerous pattern to become stuck in and quickly becomes self–

defeating.  When damage occurs, we can become so fixed on the damage or loss that we 

struggle to return to and continue on working on our web, and it becomes weaker and prone 

to further damage. Sometimes we think everything is too difficult and we give up and think 

things will be easier if we try to live like other people, instead of sticking to who we truly are: 

beautiful, intelligent, crafty beings in our own right. Most importantly we forget that we are 

the masters of our own creation. Our web will be what we intend it to be as long as we learn 

lessons, put in the efforts and keep working. 



11.11 Dhinawan and Strong Leadership 

A lot of Dhiriya Gamil (Gamilaraay lore) is held, passed and learnt from Dhinawan – 

the emu, particularly for our boys and men.  Dhinawan males are the main provider, protector 

and educator for their young.  This is an interlinked process of which all three elements 

impact on and influence the others. After the eggs are laid the female leaves and the male 

incubates the eggs, without any further contribution from the female.  During incubation 

Dhinawan will try to stay on the nest as much as possible often going without eating, 

drinking and even defecating for long periods of time providing the eggs the best possible 

environment for growth.  After the chicks are born, the male Dhinawan will keep them very 

close, providing them constant protection and as they grow teaches them everything they 

need to know to thrive in the world around them.  Dhinawan protects its young ones from the 

dangers that exist while still introducing them to and teaching them about them about such 

dangers.  This might include such dangers as those presented by dingoes or wild dogs, 

hunters or wedge tail eagles or the dangers of eating the wrong foods or drinking from tainted 

places.  Not until these chicks have learnt and matured enough to thrive on their own does 

Dhinawan let them stray from his protective guise. From this we learn that our role as 

Gamilaraay men is to provide, protect and educate our young ones.  Three vital roles that 

increase the chances for our young ones, our families and communities. 

Providing warmth and shelter, food and water, love and encouragement, protecting 

from dangers of the big world around and teaching the young ones everything they will need 

to know to increase their chances in life requires a lot of commitment and self–control. This 

is a choice made by Dhinawan, a choice made based on what he knows will best improve the 

chances of his mob’s ongoing opportunity to live well, thrive in and with their environment, 

and continue to exist into the future.  The importance of choices is another part of Dhiriya 

Gamil we learn from Dhinawan.  Dhinawan is one of only a few birds that has two feathers 

coming from each quill.  These feathers remind us that at every point there is multiple paths 

and that you must to learn to take control of the choices you make at each point and to own 

these choices regardless of where the path it leads. 

These are clearly powerful, positive and protective lessons for young people to learn, 

however they are also equally useful in an organisational context, particularly with regards to 

leadership.  Dhinawan is a strong leader driven by a desire to see the next generation improve 

their ongoing opportunity to live well, thrive in and with their environment, and continue to 



exist into the future.  Leadership and/or management shares such objectives.   As strong 

managers, team leaders or well–established professionals we likely want to see our next 

generation of professionals to have the opportunities mentioned above.  We can do this the 

same way Dhinawan does for his young.   

We can ensure that the environments that workers are coming into are ‘incubated’, 

that they are warm, positive environments that promote growth.  We can provide this by 

creating opportunities for workers to feed and thrive on new knowledge, new skills and 

experiences.  We can provide work environments that are supportive and that workers who 

are feeling challenged or threatened feel safe in facing such challenges.  We have a wonderful 

opportunity to create and provide positivity in workspaces and this is then present for workers 

to receive also. 

Protection is vital for prosperity.  Dhinawan protects by ensuring his young ones’ 

environment is as safe as possible whilst still ensuring his young ones aren’t entirely 

sheltered from the realities of the world around them. As leaders we can facilitate the same 

by ensuring work environments and practices are as safe as possible, whilst ensuring our 

workers are still well aware of the challenges that exist outside in the ‘world’ that surrounds 

their workspace or role.  For instance, we can work to ensure workplaces are free from threats 

such as work place bullying and lateral violence or other work placed biases whilst still 

educating workers of the existence of these issues and their inherent consequences. We can 

further educate regarding appropriate strategies should workers be confronted by such 

challenges, increasing likelihood that they will know both how to identify the ‘threat’, along 

with how to ‘retreat to safety’ or ‘escape it’s grasp’. As Dhinawan demonstrates, a big part of 

providing and protecting is through educating. 

Education can come in many forms in the workplace.  Unfortunately, negative lessons 

are often learnt just as quickly or as easily as positive ones.  When we as leaders fail to lead 

by positive example, we are teaching the next generation that negative ways are best practice.  

This could be evidenced by a leader who is an active perpetrator of lateral violence, which 

teaches younger or newer workers that this is how you effectively become a leader and 

maintain that role.  Professional development opportunities are also important for worker 

development. If we as leaders in organisations or professions fail to provide meaningful and 

safe professional development opportunities that assist with personal and professional 

growth, we are not genuinely fulfilling our role as providers, protectors or educators.  As 



Aboriginal Health and Community Service Workers in leadership positions, if we don’t 

support and promote the value of and access to our ways of knowing and being for our 

workers then we are not fulfilling our role as professional or cultural leaders. I say this as 

doing so limits the opportunity for our next generation of ‘workers’ and leaders, our current 

youth, those still studying or learning on the job, the opportunity to learn what it is to be 

Dhinawan, to be a strong leader.  To provide, protect and educate proper way. 

11.12 Wamba–li Wii: To carry fire 

Often people will go to Aboriginal cultural demonstrations and will be shown the 

process for wiima–li (lighting fire).  It is a process that Aboriginal peoples Australia wide 

have learned, known and shared for thousands of years. This process requires drilling a soft 

wood shaft into another piece of wood by holding the shaft between your two hands and 

rubbing forward and backwards rapidly, producing friction, heat and ash. The ash can then be 

used to spark a flame on easily flammable material such as dried palm husk, dry stripped 

paperbark, dry grass or even tumbleweed.  It is a process that requires co–operation, 

coordination and stamina.  It requires the practice of perseverance, to be consistent in action 

and to be considerate in choosing your materials.  If any of these actions are not practised the 

process doesn’t work, or at least doesn’t work as easily as it can.  There is obviously a lot we 

can learn from this process and it is a process that I personally use to instruct young ones on 

these concepts.  Remember the concepts, follow the process and enjoy the rewards – the 

warmth of the fire and what it can then do. 

There is another way to start fire that as Gamilaraay we have used for thousands of 

years also. That is to wamba–li wii, to carry the fire. A long time ago we discovered that hard 

wood coals remain very hot for quite long periods of time if kept insulated. We had 

understood that possum skin leather pouches were great insulators and that if you placed hot 

coals in these pouches, they would stay red hot for significant times but that the pouch would 

successfully hold the heat inside and not heat the outside too much.  This makes it possible to 

carry these coals around during the day ready to quickly start a fire when needed.  

This process of wiima–li consists of grabbing a bunch of the same dry flammable 

material as mentioned above, placing a few hot coals inside it, add oxygen by blowing gently 

until the spark takes then simply use a medium speed windmill action of the arm holding the 

baby flame until it fully lights.  This is much more efficient than the original process 



mentioned above yet it contains no less lore or lessons for life.  This process requires 

understanding and practising many of the same concepts as mentioned earlier. It then requires 

the further concepts of responsibility and mindfulness or awareness to be enacted.  If the coal 

is left to go too cold before use it becomes useless. The carrier of the coal therefore needs to 

be forever mindful of the state of the coal and ensure that it is used before cooling or all on 

the journey may go cold and hungry with no fire.  Having to make fire the more laborious 

way while on the move may not be seen in the most positive way by those impacted. The 

carrier of the coal holds the responsibility for lighting the next fire at the right time and no 

one else.   

The day’s work must go on though so the carrier also needs to be mindful that 

stopping too soon to light the fire may lead to a missed catch, limited harvest or missed 

opportunity to reach a destination before the dark.  Constant analysis of situation and material 

is hence required to get the timing for all right.   

Hot coals can be dangerous, particularly in the bush.  The carrier needs to be 

responsible for the safe carrying of the coals.  If they happened to trip and the coals spilt out 

of their pouch disaster could occur, particularly if not noticed.  The bush can take fire fast and 

much damage could occur.  Disaster is a negative consequence of epic proportions though 

negative consequences aren’t always disastrous.  Sometimes they just make tasks more 

difficult or get in the way of processes being completed as planned.  For instance, even if the 

coals are dropped and don’t light what they land on, they are likely to cool in the process and 

may become useless, impacting on the journey and those involved in some shape or form.   

I use these processes to help people to understand how to light and carry ‘their fire’ 

their spirit energy.  As Health and Community Service Workers we need to first find the 

‘materials’ to start our fire, to light our passion. Often this is achieved through unpacking to 

whom and what you truly have responsibilities.  Starting the fire often requires hard work.  It 

requires all the concepts mentioned earlier, effort and perseverance, consistency, co–

operation and coordination, and most importantly mindful consideration.  If we don’t find the 

right materials, put in the required efforts consistently, utilise our team in a cooperative and 

coordinated way, and are not constantly considerate of both situation and material then we 

are likely to struggle with wiima–li or to get our fire started. 



Once our fire is blazing, we need to learn to carry it and keep it lit.  The only person 

responsible for this is you.  The work done by Health and Community Service Workers is 

often draining.  Sometimes the environments we are working in seem to just bring our energy 

levels down. This is like the heat being sapped from the coal by the cool air around.  It is our 

own responsibility to keep our ‘hot coal’ insulated, to ensure it isn’t overly exposed to the 

cool air, the surrounding environment.  We need to ensure we have our pouch with us at all 

times, so the coal remains hot longer and at the same time, we don’t get ‘burnt’.   

Sometimes we overly expose ourselves in situations be it physically, mentally or 

spiritually.  We are often left feeling burnt.  This isn’t to suggest we need to live in a pouch or 

that we need to keep all our ‘fuel’ locked away and be fearful of putting ourselves out there. 

Rather, we should always be mindful of what it is we put out and to what extent we do that.  

We need to be forever mindful that what we do put out we are actually responsible for.  If it 

starts a fire, it is our fault. If damage is caused to self, we are solely responsible for repairing 

the self.  If damage is caused to other, to environment or to connections, we are responsible 

for acknowledging our part in that and to process what it may be that we can do to assist or 

influence with the regeneration.  We need to accept also as part of this that we can’t control 

the regeneration of other though.   

Often when involved in Health and Community Work, we allow ourselves to give 

beyond the limits of our capacity at that time.  We forget to be mindful of the state of our coal 

and our internal fire, of our energy and spirit driven by this.  If a fire is left to burn down and 

the fuel runs out and if the coals aren’t insulated, the place previously containing the fire will 

inevitably cool and there is little available to relight it at our next destination. At times it feels 

like our coal cools and we feel left unable to continue the fire.  We need to be mindful of the 

state of the coal and allow ourselves to renew the fire when required.  It is ok to take the time 

out we need and to do the things we need to do to refuel the fire. This allows us to recharge 

and to produce further hot coals that we can then carry with us to the next point in time or 

destination at which we feel we need to recharge again. And so it goes on.   

We need to accept that it is ok for us to switch off, to take time–out, to enjoy 

ourselves, to connect, to switch paths, to change trajectories or to just sit and rest if this is 

what we need to keep our internal fire burning, to produce further hot coal that we can then 

carry on doing what we do to add to the overall benefit of the collective, whatever that may 

be.  This is how we wamba–li wii, carry the fire and keep it burning for self and other. 



11.13 Imperfect Tree 

Much of what I’ve learnt in my life has been from allowing myself to learn from 

nature.  This is a practice that as Gamilaraay we have always involved ourselves in.  Much of 

what we know we have learnt from the environment that surrounds us and we are a part of.  I 

find it problematic that many people find it difficult in today’s societies to accept that they 

are nothing more and nothing less than that around them, be it plants and animals or natural 

elements such as the seas, rivers, rocks, mountains, wind or light.  I haven’t always reflected 

on my existence this way as deeply as I do now. It was something that I had to allow myself 

to learn and that required many positive people to help me discover. I am so grateful to all 

those that have assisted with my ongoing journey of learning.  One of the most important 

lessons I have learnt came to me from a group of trees. 

A long time ago I was struggling with issues of lateral violence and identity.  Not so 

much cultural identity but more so the constant negative rhetoric of being an Aboriginal man 

in a suburban area where the place of men was challenged.  Of being an Aboriginal 

professional passionate about Aboriginal values and ways of working in a profession where I 

didn’t feel lore and culture were valued.  And, of being an Aboriginal man trying to do 

positive things and being constantly derided by other Aboriginal people and other 

professionals. The negative thoughts I was having become so entrenched that I was becoming 

unwell mentally, physically and spiritually and to a point where I was thinking, “What the 

fuck is the point?”  I was also struggling with the loss of two friends and of a family member. 

Both my friends that passed worked in the health and community service space. I was 

drinking a lot which I thought was ‘killing the pain’ but I knew when my wife found me in 

the foetal position in the bottom of the shower one morning balling my eyes out 

uncontrollably that things were definitely not ok. I knew I needed help so went to see a 

mentor and Elder that I trusted and felt would be able to give me some guidance.   

Uncle took me for a long drive and sat me down in what appeared to be the middle of 

nowhere.  I was told to sit, to not speak and just listen. He turned to me and said, “Boy I want 

you to allow yourself to learn from these trees here. I want you to ask them, ‘What can I learn 

from you about living?”  He then started to walk away. I was very restless and despite having 

practiced meditation over many years, struggled to be silent and to sit.  I asked, “How long 

have I got to sit here? It’s hot”. He told me to be silent and sit, so I did.  I sat for a long time 



until Uncle returned.  He asked, “You finished learning yet boy?” I said, “I think so Unc”. He 

asked what I felt I had learnt.   

I thought I had learnt a lot from them old trees.  I started rattling off a bunch of things 

including the importance of having strong grounded and positive roots, the importance of 

connections, of being flexible, of being mindful of my choices and decisions, of the different 

pathways that can lead to the same place and that are of the same value, of being strong and 

supportive for others and many other things.  I thought I was deadly.  Uncle simply smirked 

and said, “That’s not what you’re here for and that’s not what you need to learn”.  He 

furthered, “That’s Tommy’s stuff that you have been reminded of. You already had the 

opportunity to learn that from him”.  At first, I was a little taken aback. I then very quickly I 

realised Uncle was right.  I had simply regurgitated what I had learnt from Uncle Tommy 

Powell and his Red Dirt processes.  These are all valid and important lessons, but Uncle was 

right, I already had had the opportunity to learn and know these.  Uncle said, “You keep 

learning, I’ll come back”.  I sat again.  This time a lot more still and able to find silence in my 

mind so I could actually hear what those trees wanted me to know. 

When Uncle returned, he again asked, “You reckon you have learnt what you need 

now?”  I replied humbly, “I think so Uncle”.  He said, “Well go on then”.  I replied, “I learnt 

there is no such thing as a perfect fucking tree but man it’s beautiful”.  Uncle smiled and said, 

“What’s that mean boy?” I said “There’s no such thing as perfect, no perfect me, perfect 

family, community, job, or anything else.  It’s all fake and chasing it will just continue to 

stress me out and make me sick”.  Accepting that it can still all be beautiful though despite 

the imperfection was the most freeing moment of my life. 

Sitting there for that second stint, I realised that all the trees were covered in 

‘imperfections’.  All had twists and knots, some had peeling bark and broken branches, some 

had lots of leaves some not as many, one had a big old shield scar, and another fully exposed 

slightly rotting roots.  I started to laugh to myself because all I could think about was that 

none of them trees were wasting their time worrying about what the next tree might be 

thinking about their imperfection.  None of them was trying to be a different tree, they were 

just being what they were. They were just getting on being the best tree that they could be 

given their own circumstance.  In fact, those trees could only ‘live’ because they were just 

being. 



Too often we get caught up worrying about what others think of us or trying to shape 

ourselves to other’s expectations, particularly when in western society and in the work 

environment.  Often, we thereby fail to match up to our true self. For me this had led to 

distress, a disrespect for self, a significant negative shift in my wellness and the projection of 

the negative energy I was both allowing myself to swallow and was producing onto other.  

Reflecting back, I could see this had also played a large role in the untimely passing 

of my two friends and family member closely before this experience.  With regards to my 

friends and colleagues they had faced much of the same issues as myself.  We were all very 

much working in a system that did not accommodate our needs or desires or those of the 

people we were trying to help; it completely disregarded our and their own ways of knowing, 

thinking and doing.  Positions in our area were short and the competition meant lateral 

violence was high.  We had all become sick in different ways but we had all definitely 

become sick in part due to the stressors of the work and the stressors of trying to be a 

different tree, a ‘perfect’ tree in a very imperfect forest.  

Workplaces are often unfriendly, detached, morally void, unaccepting and unnatural 

environments where people are often not supported or even allowed to be themselves.  

Workers may often feel negatively challenged in such environments.  I often wonder if we 

have forgot the ‘human being’ element of work in work environments. For Aboriginal 

Workers in the health and social services sectors we are often working under high stress, low 

reward conditions.  We are involved in systems that often don’t accommodate our own or our 

communities needs or expectations.  We can find ourselves in situations where we feel that 

we need to be what others tell us to be.  We lose sight of who we are at the core, humble, 

loving, caring, sharing, connected beings. 

With our family member it was very similar too. He was ‘alternative’. He struggled to 

find his place in the individualistic, productivity first driven society and the work 

environments that this creates. He could not hold down a job, he struggled with relationships 

that were built on being what the other wanted him to be. He fought with himself constantly 

as he wanted to be accepted by all but couldn’t be what all wanted. As was with one of my 

friend and colleague mentioned above, he unfortunately never found acceptance of himself 

and his place in the world around him in his own mind.  I truly hope both their spirits are at 

peace now.  



In my case, the time I spent with that cluster of connected trees was the most freeing 

in my life and probably the start of my long journey of healing.  It started when I allowed 

myself to accept there was no such thing as perfect, that I would never be a perfect husband, 

father, worker, community member, or anything else and that that was ok.  This didn’t mean I 

had an excuse to stop trying in fact quite the opposite.  I understood clearly that I had an 

opportunity to continue to grow and become the best damned version of me that I knew I 

could be.  I understood that this may require me to be flexible, that things may not always go 

the way I thought they should, that I needed to remain strongly grounded in my true values 

and in my lore.  I was no longer concerned with the perceptions of others as a means of self–

assessment but focussed on constant self–improvement knowing that the better I was in mind, 

body and spirit, the better I could be for those I am connected to.   

I often spend time just being with trees now and I have learnt more from old ancient 

trees in the bush and rainforests about living than I ever have from a book that once was a 

beautiful tree. I encourage you to go try it some time.  Sit, find your question, be silent and 

allow yourself to learn. 



 

 

 

 



12 Warran garaay (Final Word) 

12.1 The birth of this research 

The current research came about at the request of several community Elders following 

the loss of some special workers.  Each of these workers had incurred stressors from the work 

they undertook as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health and community service 

workers.  I hope this work helps explain in part the stressors these workers and many, many 

others are under, and that it may help guide those who continue to work in this space in better 

managing their wellbeing.  Furthermore, it is envisaged that this work may help as a 

reflection for organisations and systems producers so that they may better work to protect the 

wellbeing of the good people who work in organisations and under systems. 

12.2 My Dreamings 

Since the beginning of time, Aboriginal peoples have shared knowledge through story.  

Despite having no written word, the lessons of Aboriginal lore and culture have been 

successfully carried across thousands of generations.  Much of what is known came from the 

observance of what nature had to teach.  This thesis wished to honour this process and has 

therefore presented the learnings from this process as an anthology of Dreamings. 

All these Dreamings came to me during the period of this thesis when contemplating 

the different lessons that the bricolage method allowed to emerge.  None of these are 

presented as ‘new knowledge’ but rather an ancient and ongoing way of presenting 

knowledge that is likely quite new to academia.  These Dreamings are a culmination of all the 

input that was present regarding each of the lessons at particular times.  Some of this is from 

books I’ve read, stories I’ve been told, lessons of lore and culture I’ve been fortunate enough 

to learn in different places, meditational experiences, exposures to and experiences in certain 

environments with certain plants or animals, and even from my ancestors who guide me each 

and every day.  Largely though these Dreamings have come from the inspiration I’ve drawn 

from those who have participated in this study, who have shared their journeys and lived 

experiences with me.  

It is intended by ‘giving back’ these lessons to all those from whom it has come in a 

culturally inspired story–based way that workers will be able to better relate and therefore 

utilise any of these lessons at a time and situation of need to them. 



12.3 Contributions of this research 

The qualitative approach of this research allowed for the voices of the target audience 

(Aboriginal health and community service workers) to be captured and brought to the 

forefront.  It must be noted that my voice is part of this narrative as I am a part of this 

workforce. A solid grounding in lore and culture has reminded us of the positive and 

protective knowledge that exists in our own learnings and teachings.  Four pieces of 

knowledge that are distinct from that understood by the academic literature are offered.  

These were achieved through undertaking an Aboriginal bricolage methodology.   

12.4 The method – Critical Aboriginal Bricolage: A bricolage grounded theory 

approach 

For the purposes of the current study a qualitative methodology incorporating 

elements of Indigenous standpoint theory, grounded theory, critical theory, autobiographical 

ethnicity and yarning was used to form a bricolage.  This bricolage was developed after 

acknowledging that none of the above-mentioned approaches on their own quite fit the 

purposes of the current study however elements of each were considered integral.  For the 

purposes of this study, this bricolage was labelled: Critical Aboriginal Bricolage (CAB). 

Critical Aboriginal Bricolage (CAB) offers a culturally responsive research 

methodology that fits with the need to protect Aboriginal knowledge production and to meet 

academic rigour.  It is an approach that promotes the active search for pieces of methodology 

that most fit the situation under investigation and for those for whom the investigation is 

occurring.  The aim of CAB is to empower the voice of the subject from the culturally 

informed and involved perspective of the investigator. 

CAB was integral to the success of this research as it allowed for the theory to emerge 

naturally and without dominant western academic bias.  Through CAB information was 

gathered and processed in ways that actively promoted the voice of Aboriginal health and 

community service workers including myself.  The methodological process further enabled 

the theory to live and adapt as it matured, a process through which the outcome was the 

Principles of Lore (POL).  



12.5 An Expanded Model of Social and Emotional Wellbeing: Holistic being 

The model is grounded in Aboriginal ontologies and epistemologies.  The Holistic 

Being model builds on the SEWB model offered by Gee et. al (2014).  The holistic being 

model was presented through an analogy of the earth. Four main differences between existing 

SEWB theories and the holistic being theory proposed here were revealed from the data 

analysis. Each is discussed in turn.  

12.5.1 Maal (First) 

The separation of what was explained as inner (Spirit) and outer (mind, body and soul 

as genetic memory) core elements of being, from other connections of importance (e.g. 

connections to country/nature, family, community, spirituality). The Gee et. al. model 

essentially gives equal weighting to these inner and outer core elements as well as to other 

connections of importance.  The yarns in the current research suggested participants 

considered the inner (spirit) and outer (mind, body soul) core elements as having a different 

place within the model with spirit as absolute central yet attached to and flowing through all 

else.  Spirit is suggested to influence either positively or negatively the mind, body and soul. 

While the outer core elements of mind, body and soul were more the skeleton as such 

surrounding the spirit that were also then connected to all further mediating elements (crust) 

with influence coming from the crust (Connection of importance), Atmosphere (principles of 

lore), and the spirit (inner energy/true self).   

Mind was spoken of in terms of all cognitive experience (memory, cognition, as well 

as emotions) and that of the sub-conscious (necessary functioning, immediate reactional 

responses) as is it is in the Gee et. al model. Other experiences of the mind were also 

mentioned including, ancestral visitation and dreaming (Aboriginal). 

Body or physical self was largely described as is in Gee et al also, however there was 

a clear indication that it was the experience and perception of the body rather than physical 

form itself that was largely important in determining physical wellness per se for participants. 

There was a clear difference identifiable between spirit as core energy and what we 

have labelled the soul (as genetic/epigenetic memory) in the current research.  The soul 

memory was yarned about in ways that equated it being an ever–constant story of experience, 

passed from generation to generation across the eternity of time.  This understanding fits well 



with Aboriginal understandings of the ongoing time period of ‘the dreaming’ and the 

influence of this on wellness and ‘Being’.  Understandings of soul as genetic and epigenetic 

memory were unique to this study.  These align with contemporary work in the space of 

epigenetics and cell biology such as that of Bruce Lipton. Given that some of this information 

came from life-long Aboriginal healers it suggests that notions of epigenetics while not 

spoken of in such terms have been understood by Aboriginal people, particularly healers for a 

long-time pre-dating western scientific understanding of these fields. 

12.5.2 Bulaa (Second) 

A delineation of spirit (being energy/energies or essence) and soul (genetic/epigenetic 

memory) from the practice of, belief in or experiences of spirituality.  Spirituality was 

explained in terms of the ways in which one understands, connects to or practices their belief 

system.  Particularly their beliefs around spirit (energy or true self), creation and existence, as 

well as beliefs, practices and engagement with ancestors.   

Having the ability to freely practice whatever one’s spirituality consisted of appeared 

important to participants of this study.  This further suggested the experiences and 

expressions of connections of importance were what were of most influence upon wellbeing 

rather than merely the existence of an element e.g. merely the existence of spirituality. 

12.5.3 Gulibaa (Third) 

 Risk and protective factors are viewed as multi–dimensional and are explained 

through a culturally rooted notion of sense of safety and security, influenced by experiences 

of and expressions of (or creation of) ‘principles of lore’ rather than from a Western 

knowledge influenced social determinants perspective. With these experiences and 

expressions playing a role in what is stored in the soul, happens with mind and body and 

further, with influencing the energy of the spirit.   

Principles of lore is a framework of common values that appeared to underpin much 

of the experiences and expressions of the participants.  Both positive and negative principles 

were identified.   

The practice of these principles were spoken of in ways suggesting they positively 

influence wellbeing when experienced as positive.  Assisting with the ever–constant flow of 



Living well/thriving – ongoing survival – continued existence and vice versa.  This same 

flow exists for individuals, groups, place, societies and cultures. On the other hand, practice 

and creation of the negative principles is suggested to aid the flow of living unwell – dying – 

non–existence.  As with the positive thread above, this can be used to explain circumstances 

and presentations among individuals, groups of peoples, for place, societies and cultures.   

12.5.3.1 Positive principles: 

I think these need links to your table of contents Respect – A positive energy we 

produce based on what we perceive we can receive from an exchange.  It requires an 

acknowledgement that someone has done something to assist and an allowance of a positive 

experience by self of that effort. For example, allowing oneself to produce respect (positive 

energy) for elders through the understanding that one has the opportunity to learn and grow 

through the lived experience and gathered knowledge (positive and negative) of elders. 

Responsibility – Understanding responsibility requires knowing to whom and what 

one has a responsibility first and foremost.  This then allows for one to assess what they are 

required to do to fulfil a responsibility.  Fulfilling responsibilities respectfully (full of positive 

energy) is a means of providing positive experience for other, increasing the likelihood that in 

turn they will produce respect for you. For example,  understanding one’s complete 

responsibility to family allows one to consider what opportunities and resources are needed to 

fulfil that responsibility in its entirety. Fulfilling that responsibility is likely to increase the 

chances that members of that family group produce respect for you, allowing you the 

opportunity to be energised by that experience. 

Reciprocity – is explained here as a multiple directional, often described as ‘two-way’ 

exchange of energy.  This energy is noted to take many different forms.  This may be 

material such as through financial reward or gifts or non-material such as effort-based or 

experience-focused such as the energising experience that is often described by people when 

they are in the bush.  Positive reciprocity requires an acceptance that there is positive energy 

of some form to be experienced from a situation or exchange i.e., the feeling of positivity that 

is experienced by ‘selflessly’ giving to others is a form of positive reciprocity in play.  

Through the act of giving, be it of material possession or non–material exchanges such as 

time, compassion, support, encouragement one can literally feel more positively charged than 



if they choose to not give.  However, if one perceives they have already given enough and 

they are being taken advantage of, then the experience is quite different. 

Acceptance - In the current study, two major categories or sub– themes of acceptance 

were identified.  These are ‘acceptance practices’ and ‘acceptance experiences.’ Acceptance 

practices were identified as the episodes of acceptance practised by participants that allowed 

them to cope, maintain resilience or to heal from stressful events.  These included the 

methods by which participants allowed themselves to process and ‘move on’ from negative 

life events, such as the use of mindfulness to overcome work–based stress or positive 

reflection to cope with loss. It also included the ways in which relational bonds were formed 

(the production of love for instance). Importantly, practicing acceptance required an 

acknowledgement of one’s own locus of control and acceptance that outside of what one 

says, thinks or does they have no control, just influence. 

 Acceptance experiences were defined as those experiences that appeared to assist 

with the formation and maintenance of positive affect.  Some of the experiences reported 

were feeling loved, being positively acknowledged, feeling respected and experiencing 

inclusivity.  As can be seen these are all based on feelings or experiences.  Feelings in 

themselves are reflective of experiences of energy exchanges through reciprocity.  The 

positive vs negative experience is mediated through one’s own choice of perception and the 

experience of loss of one’s locus of control such as may be the case with unprovoked abuse 

for instance. 

Connectedness – Largely refers to those elements of importance to us directly.  For 

instance: Family, Friends, Country, Culture etc.  Connections are largely based on the 

relational ties one perceives with certain elements. Connections appear to be important to the 

understanding of self and to overall wellbeing.  Connections further influence the identities 

that we present, experience or perceive.  The type of connections held appear less important 

than the opportunity to know and to maintain connections of importance.  For instance, some 

people may hold family as really important to a sense of self and to wellbeing where others 

may not hold such an understanding, maybe strong friendships are of more importance.  For 

each though the opportunity to know (family or friendships) and to maintain these 

connections or relationships in ways that are meaningful to the self, appear more important to 

wellbeing than the simple existence of family or friends.  Connections allow for reciprocity to 



be practised and experienced.  Considering the influence on connections in our choices may 

positively influence experiences of wellbeing for the self. 

Interconnectedness – is the understanding that everything has an impact positively or 

negatively on everything else due to the interconnection of connections.  A person’s 

connections of importance for instance will always be further connected to something else 

through an intersection with the connections of importance to others.  Interconnectedness 

requires reflecting on the cause and effect of everything on everything.  Often this is referred 

to as “the butterfly effect”.  Interconnection can be seen in many natural forms also.  For 

instance, Australia was colonised, the colonisers brought the cane toad, the cane toad is 

killing native wildlife yet many are employed in “managing the cane toad problem” which in 

turn allows these workers to earn a wage and support their families…and so on.  Being 

mindful of our potential influences and impacts of these due to the acceptance of the presence 

of interconnectedness, encourages more thoughtful self-control and the production of 

positivity. This may assist with the wellbeing of all we are connected to. 

Truth – Each of the above are underpinned by the virtue of deep inner truth.  Truth is 

reflected on as abiding by one’s true self (Spirit) in intention and action.  For instance, 

undertaking a job in which the values of the workplace were aligned with those of the worker 

appeared to be protective for the workers wellbeing while continuing to work in a role “for 

the money” that did not align with the values of the worker appeared to negatively impact on 

experiences of wellbeing. 

12.5.3.2 Negative principles 

Negative principles of lore are the polar opposite of each of the positive principles 

described above. They consist of: 

Link to table of contents Disrespect – producing negative energy through thought, 

word and action based on the inability to perceive a positive gain from an exchange or 

situation.  For instance, a worker who becomes intolerant towards others and the role due to 

an inability to perceive any form of positive reciprocity in the work context. This drives them 

to produce disrespect towards their colleagues, employers and inevitably themselves. 



Irresponsibility – The inability to identify or fulfil responsibilities in a respectful way 

leading to a limitation in the positive energy available to be experienced or shared. 

Greed and Depletion – Greed is the selfish desire or craving for something more.  

Mostly wealth, power, stature and resource.  Depletion is the consumption of a resource at a 

rate faster than replenishment or renewal can occur.  Human energy for instance is often 

spent faster than it can be restored leaving one feeling depleted.  Often it is greed of some 

that leads to experiences of depletion for others.  

Denial and rejection – Denial can be the act of refusing acceptance or the claim that 

something is untrue.  Denial also appears as a refusal of a request, desire or need.  A worker 

engaged in denial may be refusing to accept that a problem is present that is impacting on 

their wellbeing. Rejection is the negative experience of feeling like distance is being placed 

between oneself and another. Experiences of rejection may lead a worker to feel distanced 

from their colleagues, workplace, family or community, as if they have been shrugged aside 

or discarded. 

Disconnection – Is the experience of being detached from something that once a bond 

was present or perceived to have should be present.  Someone growing up off country for 

instance who has not had the opportunity to connect to country may experience disconnection 

from country despite not physically having experienced a bond to country in the first place.  

A worker who feels unable to undertake the work they are passionate for due to issues in the 

workplace may experience disconnection from the work and those they worked with. 

Isolation – Is an extreme form of disconnection in which one feels completely alone 

and disconnected from everything.  A worker who has got to the point of burnout and is 

experiencing suicidal ideation for instance may not be in a state to feel themselves as 

connected to anything or to process the impact that their passing may have on their 

immediate connections and the further interconnections that exist in their lives.  

Dis-truth – Each of the above is invoked or generated from a place of dis–truth. 

Interestingly, this is often with dis–truths being unintentional or sub-consciously driven.  For 

instance, the experienced dis–truth of a health worker who is told that health checks will lead 

to improved health outcomes for their community, yet their experience is that many 

community members experiencing ill–health struggle to get an appointment due to the time 



being booked out for health assessments.  There is no purposeful malice in the assertion that 

“Health assessments will lead to improved health outcomes” however there may be an 

incongruence with the lived experience of the worker which may impact on their wellbeing in 

that space. 

12.5.4 Buligaa (Fourth) 

 The entire ‘being’ equating to identity in its experienced, visual or perceivable 

form.  

 Identity is a powerful figment of reality perceived or constructed from all its elements 

and experiences across time. For instance, I am Clinton Schultz, Gamilaraay man, husband, 

father, son, brother, psychologist, business owner, fitness fanatic and kfc tragic.  All of this is 

part of who I am, yet it is all a construction that has developed over time past, present and 

continually into the future from experiences and expressions.  While important, particularly 

to my health and wellbeing, none of it is a representation of the true spiritual self, being 

simple positive energy intrinsically linked to all other energies’ past–present–future in this 

universe. 

The Holistic Being (HB) model is explained through an analogy with the Earth, with 

the inner core being ‘spirit’, outer core made of mind, body and soul, the crust being other 

elements of importance or connection to the person, and experiences of principles of positive 

and negative lore being the atmosphere.  Identity (perceived, presented, experienced, viewed) 

in its complete visible state is as Earth is to us as humans from space at any given time.  I 

have chosen to explain it this way as when I was explaining the overall model presented here 

to an Elder who participated in this thesis, the Elder remarked, “I get it. It’s just like Mother 

Earth hey, and what’s going on for her now”. 

Our presented and/or perceived self is only ever a snapshot of everything that is 

actually happening at that moment and of what has come before that particular moment.  

What may happen in the future also has influence as it is driven by peoples and societies 

previous experiences and expected (not actual) outcomes at some given point in time in this 

dimension of space. 



This snapshot as such is a culmination of all the memory stored and passed. Some 

genetically, some through experience, some by story, and much by what we are influenced to 

believe.  This is the identity that is experienced and witnessed at any moment. Often this 

identity seems stable, yet much is going on below the surface and change is forever constant.  

Sometimes the identity is in obvious disharmony, for instance, identity crisis or conflict of 

any form is in itself a created, experienced and perceived identity in that given moment.  It is 

however a disharmonious identity. 

12.6 Limitations 

The current research intended to investigated the wellbeing factors of the Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander health and community workforce.  As it turned out all participants 

of the research identified as Aboriginal and not Torres Strait Islander.  Several did share 

South Sea Islander heritage.  To check the theory for relevance for those of Torres Strait 

Islander heritage it would be necessary for research participation to extend to include Torres 

Strait Islander health and community workers. 

Research originated in Queensland and all individual participants were working in 

Queensland at the time of research participation.  Although the emergent theory was 

presented and checked with workers from New South Wales and has been further utilised 

with workers in other states, individual participation could have been extended to include 

workers from other states.  This may have brought further information to the research that 

may have led to the emergent theory being different to that presented.  Given the diversity 

that exists in Aboriginal society and culture further research regarding the theory is warranted 

in further areas and communities. 

12.7 Moving forward 

Aboriginal and Torres strait Islander peoples are collectivist-based peoples having to 

live and work in a very individualistic and dominant society.  One in which it is further 

argued a process of ongoing colonization is persistent and pervasive. Issues arising from this 

include high levels of health and social service need for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples. It has been argued throughout this research that there is an absolute need to build 

and maintain a strong Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander health and community service 

workforce to meet the community need. 



Currently what is happening is not working.  Not for community members nor 

Aboriginal workers in these communities.  The current research hopes to bring a new light to 

the explanations of both burdens of work and resiliency and wellness at work by utilsing a 

lore and cultural–based lens. 

Aboriginal knowledge and practice is ancient yet arguably more relevant to Australian 

society today than it has been considered during contact history.  In an era where 

reconciliation is a politically and socially charged topic and with the understanding that the 

current research views true reconciliation as the acceptance and inclusion of Aboriginal 

knowledge and practice by the majority, the current research may be of value at the systems 

and organisational level.  Reconciliation requires cultural voice, the voice of those that have 

been silenced.  The current work has attempted to build on a strong, recent history of 

Aboriginal academics giving voice to a gambit of Aboriginal cultures.   Where the current 

research may vary in position from some others is in its fear of a loss of an ongoing 

connection to and practice of the oldest living cultures on earth.  The theory offered by this 

research and the frameworks produced from it are an attempt to bolster the presence of ‘old 

lore’, for the current researcher, dhiriya gamil, in the academic literature. 

The frameworks offered in the current research may be of value in informing new 

means of understanding, measuring and working with wellbeing, particularly for Aboriginal 

peoples working in the health and community services fields.    Most importantly, the current 

work may be an opportunity for Aboriginal people who have not had positive experiences of 

‘being’ Aboriginal to discover a beautiful and protective side to ‘being’ Aboriginal with each 

other and with place, including the workplace. 

Aboriginal knowledge is barely considered for Aboriginal peoples by mainstream 

systems and organisations despite what it has to offer.  Given the grand diversity of 

Aboriginal societies and the backgrounds of the participants’ of the current work, the current 

researcher argues the offered framework and theory are likely relevant at some level for all 

people and societies. Further research may look at the relevance of the current theory to other 

populations, particularly the majority population.   For Aboriginal knowledge to even be 

considered would be a great act of reconciliation. 

The current work produced a theory directly relevant to the Aboriginal health and 

community services workforce, further work is warranted to investigate the relevance of the 



theory with other work groups that include significant numbers of Aboriginal workers such as 

construction and warehousing and Education.  Further work may also investigate the 

relevance of the presented theory with other cultural groups and other demographics such as 

with youth.   

Winagali–gu guuwaali–gu marumali–gu 
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14 Appendix 

14.1 Gamilaraay Creation Story 

As told by Uncle Paul Spearim (to be embargoed at the request of Uncle Paul 

Spearim due to sensitive cultural and family knowledge contained within)  

All great cultures have a story of how life began. In the Gamilaraay Nation’s story of 

creation BUWADJARR is the creator. This is the story of BUWADJARR.   

The story begins with BUWADJARR travelling throughout and within CREATION. As 

my father and his father and so on had passed down to me, BUWADJARR came from a place 

that was called “GAMILU -BIDI WII, BURRUGUU"(Before the big light, Creation), or the 

centre of the universe. 

BUWADJARR also passed on to us that, traditionally in Gamilaraay, we were not 

allowed to mention him by name (BAAYAMI). So we called him BUWADJARR which 

means the biggest or first Father or fathers’ fathers’ father. Only those who were fully 

initiated could mention his name. 

Gamilaraay was created in a time when there was nothing - it was completely empty. 

Then BUWADJARR created our wonderful nation and called it GAMILARAAY. GAMIL 

which means (NO/NOT) and ARAAY which means (HAVING) because now we have 

something and that is Gamilaraay. 

He also passed onto us that storytelling, or more importantly, Binanggal Gaayaa Wana–gi 

(listening to LORE and throwing words from the creator BUWADJARR), is how we as 

descendants of OLD GAMIL, have always maintained a spiritual connection to our 

CREATION. OLD GAMIL is a word used to describe Gamilaraay lore. 

After travelling through the universe BUWADJARR created BIRRAYBIRRAAY 

(ORIENS BELT), so there would be a resting place within the centre of the celestial plane for 

the lost spirits of any young boys and men. 

BUWADJARR’S five wives also travelled with him and were also very powerful.  

BUWADJARR’S five wives came from BARIYAN NGAMA, the Pleiades Constellation. 

Even though BUWADJARR had five wives, BIRRANGULU was the oldest and the carrier 



of all women’s knowledge. GANHANBILI, who was a few years younger, was the carrier of 

all women’s business and lore/law. They were the older and wiser of the wives and had all 

the power and control. 

Of the three younger wives, Ngaliir was the holder of all umbilical cords, Mubalyaal was 

the carrier of all births, and the youngest Ngamu, was the carrier of all breast milk, 

nourishment and food.  

They all listened and learnt about creation from BIRRANGULU, GANHANBILI and 

more importantly from BUWADJARR. 

These five wives also created a resting place called MIYAYMIYAAY (Pleiades), which 

was in the centre of the Pleiades Constellation and was a resting place for the spirits of young 

girls and women. 

After BUWADJARR had found a place that was suitable, he began creating us, the 

animals, plants, rivers, mountains and everything else that is found within Gamilaraay. This 

allowed all living things in Gamilaraay to live within the earthly plane - OLD GAMIL.  

BUWADJAAR then placed all of the Gamilaraay people into two main blood groups. The 

first, being GUWAYMADHAN, the dark blood group, was created from the ground, low 

down and high up. 

The second, Guwaygaliyarr the light blood group, contained the YARUDHAGAA (the 

matrineal line of descent), which all Gamilaraay people must follow and which had been 

created by BUWADJAAR’S five wives.  

After creating the dreaming, earth and the people of the blood groups, BUWADJAAR 

sent his son DHURRAMALAN, to ensure all Gamilaraay people understood DHIRIYA 

GAMIL, lore, customs and Burraa Ceremonies. 

My father Dave Spearim, Uncle Jim Spearim, Uncle Ben Wright, Uncle Burt Draper, 

Uncle Arty Pitt, Uncle Ronny Macintosh, Uncle Nugget Wightman, were all fully initiated 

men of Gamilaraay, who taught me of BUWADJARR and took me through several stages of 

my initiation. 



They explained to me the stories of OLD GAMIL, through the unique art of sand painting 

and designs, wood carving, tree carving and rock paintings, and showed me how all things 

connect.  

BUWADJARR had created the dreaming, the earth and people of the blood groups. He 

had also sent his son DHURRAMALAN to ensure everyone understood lore. 

BUWADJARR split the people of Gamilaraay into two separate groups by a single name 

– CAWUBUWAN GUNIGAL – the Light.

BUWADJARR bestowed on his son DHURRAMALAN the knowledge of lore, custom 

and ceremony. DHARRAMALAN chose his first son, Gindhayndaamuwi, to carry the light 

or lore, Cawubuwan Gunigal, to all the people of the nation. He travelled down to the bottom 

of Gamilaraay, spreading the light from Coonabarabran to the Isis River, which became 

known as Little Cawubuwan Gunigal.  DHARRAMALAN then asked his younger son, 

Nhurraay, to take the light to the top half of Gamilaraay, up to St-George and Surat, which 

became known as Big Cawubuwan Gunigal. 

BUWADJAAR then designed a social system to show all Gamilaraay people their 

connection to the Kinship and marriage systems. 

BUWADJAAR decreed that all children must follow the mother’s line of descent. At the 

same time BUWADJARR proclaimed that all children must remain tied to their father’s 

Ngurrambaa (traditional land/birthplace). However, BUWADJARR also ruled that all 

children must belong within a specific marriage/social class, to which their parents did not. 

BUWADJARR did this to ensure the ongoing strength of the Gamilaraay bloodlines. 

BUWADJARR placed the people into two blood groups, Guwaymadhan and 

Guwaygaliyarr. After being put into blood groups Gamilaraay was split into Moieties 

(Yanguru and Wudhurruu), Sub-Moieties (Kaputhin and Dilby), Totems/meat (Dhii) and 

Marriage/Social classes.  

A final division was made between Giinbaligal, the ‘scaly tribe’ (reptiles & fish), 

Dhurrun.gal the ‘furry tribe’, Dhigayaa the ‘bird tribe’ and Gunidjaa/Guraarr the 

‘little/tall/mari person tribe’. This extended the notion of kinship beyond mankind to further 

include all living and mythical beings. This guaranteed that Gamilaraay people adhered to the 



teachings of Dhirriya Gamil (Creation) and understood that each and every living thing was 

different yet inter-related. 

The overarching kinship lores are as follows. 

BLOOD GROUPS GUWAYMADHAN (Dark) GUWAYGALIYARR 

(Light) 

MOIETY WUDHURRUU YANGURU 

SUB–MOIETY KAPUTHIN (Wedge–tail 

Eagle) 

DILBY (Crow) 

The sub–moieties, define descent line and both the totem and marriage classes to which you 

belong. While an individual can only belong to one descent line, either Kaputhin or Dilby, 

they may belong to many animal Dhii’s (totems/meat) within that group.  

BUWADJARR divided the people into the following animal totems/meat. 

(A). Kaputhin Sub-Moiety – (Yibaay/Gambuu marriage classes) 

Ringtail possum, red kangaroo, quoll, wallaroo, platypus, quail, barking owl, emu, 

brolga, plains turkey, galah, swan, curlew, magpie, bearded dragon, carpet snake, bubbar 

snake, death adder, black snake, frog, bream, murray cod, reddish butterfly, fly, native bee, 

centipede, box tree, belar (casuarina tree), gum tree, brigalow, wattle tree, coolabah, Garriya, 

rainbow, goonhur. 

(B). Dilby Sub-Moiety – (Marrii/Gabii marriage classes) 

Brush–tailed possum, bandicoot, echidna, pademelon, eastern grey kangaroo, pelican, 

white cockatoo, eaglehawk, sparrow–hawk (nankeen kestrel), black duck, wood duck (maned 

duck), crow, bowerbird, kookaburra, tibi bird, peewee, scrub turkey, fish hawk, ground 

goanna, jewfish, yellowbelly, bony fish (bony bream), white butterfly, grasshopper, ant, 

saltbush, sandalwood, bumble tree, carbeen (moreton bay ash), pine tree, sun, moon, 

Pleiades, water. 

With reference to marriage, there are four social classes. In respect to the male line, the 

breakdown is as follows: 



• Yibaay & Gambuu belong to KAPUTHIN the Wedge-tailed Eagle

• Marrii & Gabii belong to DILBY the Crow.

The opposite applies to the female line, however they are known by different names: 

• Yibadhaa & Buudhaa belong to DILBY the Crow

• Maadhaa & Gabudhaa belong to KAPUTHIN the Wedge-tailed Eagle.

The sub–moieties and related marriage/social classes provide Gamilaraay people with the 

system of marriage, descent and relationship. The union of Gamilaraay men and women and 

their resultant family is as follows:  

Sub-Moiety Marriage/Social classes The male can 

only marry 

these female 

classes 

Children – Social classes 

Male Female Male Female 

Kaputhin 

Yibaay 

Gambuu 

Yibadhaa 

Buudhaa 

Gabudhaa 

Maadhaa 

Marrii 

Gabii 

Maadhaa 

Gabudhaa 

Dilby 

Marrii 

Gabii 

Maadhaa 

Gabudhaa 

Buudhaa 

Yibadhaa 

Yibaay 

Gambuu 

Yibadhaa 

Budhaa 

BUWADJAARR declared three rules of marriage for DHIRRIYA GAMIL (old Gamil) to 

obey and passed them down to all peoples of Gamilaraay.  

• Do not marry inside your own blood group, moiety or sub-moiety.

• Do not marry inside your own totem.

• Do not marry within your own marriage/social class.

It is important to note that while Blood Group, Moiety and Sub-Moiety are linear in 

relationship to one another, Totem and Marriage classes are not linear, but rather parallel, 

sitting side by side under the sub-moieties. 

This brings me to my mother’s line of descent, which is through the GUWAYMADHAN 

dark blood group of the WUDHURRUU moiety, Kaputhin sub–moiety of the 



Yibadhaa/Buudhaa, marriage/social classes. Yibadhaa/Buudhaa is the female descent line of 

Yibaay/Gambuu. Specifically, my mum was a Yibadhaa woman. As such she could only 

marry someone of the GUWAYGALIYARR (Light blood group), YANGURU moiety, Dilby 

sub-moiety and Marrii/Gabii marriage/social classes. 

Lucky for me my Father was a Gabii man. As their son, I am therefore a Gambuu which 

follows my mother’s line of descent (Yibaay/Gambuu) yet differs from both my Mother’s 

and father’s marriage/social class, as dictated by lore. As is tradition, like my Father, my 

traditional land is Guda (koala/bear eater).  

As Gambuu, I can only marry a Maadhaa/Gabudhaa woman. Growing up on the Mission 

it was common knowledge to know who your mob were and who you could marry. Cousins 

would often joke “Hey Brother Paul you better stay away from sister girl there, because she 

might be your mob”. “Nar bro I think her mob, are from the gate (Walgett)”, “I’m from 

Moree”. “But Nan Ettie said that her Great Grandmother was from Collie (Collarenebri) and 

that they are mob through the descent lines of Yibadhaa/Buudhaa”. People who did not live a 

traditional lifestyle would not understand the significance of this system.  

Because of the multifaceted nature of this amazing marriage system, the interrelationship 

between the Moiety, Totem and Marriage/Social Classes were constantly reinforced from the 

simplest to the most complex.  

BUWADJAAR enabled us to live in a society that always maintained a spiritual and 

physical connection to our past and future, and guaranteed that all people of Gamilaraay 

followed and honoured his Creation. 

This allowed us to not only embrace our Creation but also take part in ceremonies in other 

nations sacred lands which has led our people on a journey of discovery, not only within our 

sacred lands but more importantly within other First Nations lands.  



14.2 Mind mapping examples 

14.2.1 Single participant raw data map 



14.2.2 Same participant coded to categories/themes 



14.3 PoL used for work based professional development – specifically targeting the 

issue of Lateral Violence 

  

Facing ‘our’ problems 
‘our’ ways

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 2 Acknowledgements

• I would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land 
upon which we meet today

• Thanks is given to Elders past and present, for with out their 
knowledge, teachings, suffering and  achievements; and endeavour 
for recognition and equality for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples this program could not have eventuated.  

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 3 
Work our ways….Principles of Lore 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

 



Slide 4 
Negative Principles of Lore – leads to many concerns
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 5 
Respect

• How do I understand respect?

• What have my experiences of respect been?

• How do I intend to produce and practice respect?

• Link respect back into responsibilities…

• What does a Respect-full workplace look like?

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 6 
Responsibility

• What are the responsibilities held by the organisation? 

• To whom does the organisation hold these responsibilities?

• What are your responsibilities? 

• To whom do you have responsibilities?

• Have I been fulfilling these (honestly)?

• How do I fulfil these?

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 7 
Reciprocity

• Requires a “two-way” or more exchange

• What are my exchanges of energy based on, negativity or positivity?

• How can I ensure I’m involved in more positive exchanges?

• Link back through your responsibilities and commitments to respect

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 8 
Working with Acceptance
What is and is not in your control ?
Concentrate on what is in your control….accept what is not

• In all this universe you ONLY control

• What you say   so… say, think,

What you think &   & act positive 

What you do

• Therefore you are completely responsible for this space and its 
impact on family, community & place

• Blame and excuse are just escape mechanisms

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 9 
Connectedness and interconnectedness

• Who are you connected to through your work?

• Focus on how you are similar to those you work with rather than 
differences….

• How does everything you do impact on everyone and everything you 
are connected to through your work?

Think twice…say, think and do based on your connections and the 
impacts these can have on those your connected to.

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 10 
Team Connectedness 
• Teams require shared values – constructed from the values of all individual 

members

• Teams are built on connectedness, 

• Connectedness is an important form of structure based on relationships

• Relationships form from strong communication, respect, responsibility, 
reciprocity and a sense of connectedness

• Structure increases stability

• Stability increases job satisfaction – job satisfaction increases 
organisational commitment

• Workplace wellbeing is largely determined by job satisfaction and 
organisational commitment

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 11 
What are your values as a team member 
working at …?

• Why do you choose to work for …?

• What does the team and program mean to you?

• How do you enact and uphold these values?

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 12 
Principles of Lore Communication

• What are my expectations of communication?

• What are my colleagues expectations of communication?

• What are our clients expectations of communication?

• Have I been practicing these?

• How do I practice these?

• What have I created through my communication?

 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 13 
The basic ethics of communication

•Truthfulness and honesty

• Integrity (positive purpose)

•Fairness (not sameness)

•Respectful

•Responsible

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 14 
Poor communication

(Images and youtube link removed due to sensitivity)

• What happens when things go wrong ?

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 15 
What happens when things go wrong ?

• Offence

• Embarrassment

• Anger

• Relationship breakdown

• Disengagement

•What does this mean to 
you and your work?

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 16 
Wellbeing Circle 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 17 
Wellbeing Circle Questions:

• What is important to you? Break the circle up to represent what is 
important to you and your wellbeing

• How satisfied are you in these areas? Shade each area to represent 
how satisfied you feel in these areas

• What do you feel has allowed you to feel the levels of satisfaction that 
you have indicated in each area?

• What do you feel is currently stopping you from feeling more satisfied 
in each of these areas?

• What would you like to see change?

• How would you like to see this change occur?

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 18 Kangaroo and Dingoes – a story of coping, 
surviving and thriving

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 19 

Lateral Violence to Lateral 
Kindness

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 20 
Lateral violence is…

The Murray Cod who forgot who he was

Winanga-li this story Guwaa-li your thoughts

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 21 
What is it?

• Commonly termed horizontal violence, peer hostility, collegial 
aggression

• In community we here it referred to as crab-in-the-bucket; tall or
black poppy syndrome; Black-on-Black violence

• Defined as direct and indirect behaviours or purposeful sabotage of 
co‐workers at the same level,  in the same organisation or 
professional stream or from a particular in-group with intent to 
individually gain through disrespecting, harming or controlling others.

• Is driven historically by experiences of oppression

• Is driven daily by Jealousy, Greed, Fear and Insecurity

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 22 Lateral violence feeds on the creation and sharing 
of Negative Principles of Lore
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 23 
What about in an organisation?

•Why is it present?

•How does it breed and spread?

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 24 
What’s it look like?

•Dream what it looks like and draw it?

• Yarn us through it!

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 25 
Covert vs Overt expression of lateral violence

Covert Overt 

Ignoring or dismissing requests from others Openly refusing requests from others 

Appearing cold and inapproachable Being rude and disrespectful when approached 

Withholding information Purposefully giving false information 

Negative body language and non- verbals 

(rolling eyes, shrugging off, crossed arms) 

Name calling, screaming or yelling, pointing 

finger, threatening, invading personal space 

Physical behaviours – intentional 

disengagement,  setting traps, “accidentally” 

bumping or pushing repeatedly 

Unjustified, unwanted or inappropriate physical 

contact of any sort 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 26 
What’s it feel like?

•Dream what it feel’s like when it attack’s you
and draw it?

• Yarn us through it!

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 27 
Impacts of lateral violence

Personal Professional Organisational

Lowered self esteem Loss of job satisfaction Lowered productivity

Increased psychological stress Lowered work commitment Can become toxic environment

Physical illness Increased absenteism Limited faith in workplace

Feelings of hoplessness Decreased productivity Impact on reputation

Relationship concerns Breach of codes-of-conduct Inter-agency strain

Anxiety/depression Disciplinary action at work Less partnering opportunities

Loss of regard for others Professional burn-out High turn-over of staff

increased levels of anger Loss of job Higher ongoing costs

self harming or worse Ongoing impact on career Weaker team = weaker org

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 28 
Lightening the load…

•What can you do to lighten the load of lateral 
violence someone may be carrying?
•We can all start by being positive and kind 
more often

• Think of and tell a colleague in your group something you appreciate 
about them and how it has helped you in your day or on your journey

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 29 
Gratitude…valuing other

• Expressing gratitude for one another is a key to positive team work

• What do you value in others?

• What do your team members bring to the team?

• How do you benefit from their involvement in the team?

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 30 
How do you want to feel at work?

• Draw how you want to feel in the work place and with the work that 
you do?

• Yarn up – How we going to get from picture A to picture B

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 31 Taming the beast – strategies for removing the 
occurrence of lateral violence & 
building lateral kindness

• Be responsible and accountable

• Question your thoughts before (re)acting them out

• Strengthen relationships

• Build growth opportunities

• Improve communication

• Strengthen coping capacity

• Create a supportive environment & supportive networks

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 32 Taming the beast – strategies for removing the 
occurrence of lateral violence & 
building lateral kindness

• Be responsible and accountable

• Create an oath and bring it into fruition

• Thought leads to Intention leads to Creation leads to Experience

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 33 Lateral Kindness thrives on Positive Principles 
of Lore 
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___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



Slide 34 Trees can teach us a lot...
allow yourself to ngama-li gu … see deeper

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Slide 35 
Marumali Consultations Contacts

Clinton Schultz

clinton@marumaliconsult.com

0449 250 719

Stacey Vervoort

stacey@marumaliconsult.com

0412 930 348

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 



14.4 Example of holistic being and PoL tools developed for screening purposes 

14.4.1 Experience tracker 



14.4.2 Influence Tracker 



14.4.3 Wellbeing ‘Wheel’ – Developed for use with high school residential youth 



14.5 Participant information and consent forms 

14.5.1 Participant information 

Participant Information Sheet 

Title of Project:   

Risk and Protective factors of Social and Emotional Wellbeing for Social and Emotional 

Wellbeing Workers (including community service workers). 

(Formally titled) Risk and Protective factors of Social and Emotional Wellbeing for Social 

and Emotional Wellbeing Practitioners. 

Researcher:      Clinton Schultz   B.Psych Science (hons)    

Tel: (07) 55 527877 

Email: c.schultz@griffith.edu.au 

Registered Psychologist 

Lecturer Indigenous Health 

School of Public Health 

Griffith University Gold Coast 

Primary supervisor:      Professor Roslyn Sorensen    

Tel: (07) 55 527867 

Email: r.sorensen@griffith.edu.au 

Head of School 

School of Public Health 

Griffith University 

Cultural Supervisor:   Professor Pat Dudgeon 



Tel: (08) 64 883 743 

Email: pat_dudgeon@optusnet.au 

The School of Indigenous Studies, 

University of Western Australia 

Information about this Research 

The content of this research project requests Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander SEWB 

practitioners to discuss issues concerning their social and emotional wellbeing.  This may 

distress some people.  If you feel that you may become distressed by discussing these issues, 

please do not feel that you are obliged to participate. If you participate and experience any 

distress, debriefing services will be available to you.  . There is little risk anticipated for 

participants which could be associated to this research 

Aims of Research Project 

The aim of this project is to gain information about the risk and protective factors to social 

emotional wellbeing perceived by Social Emotional Wellbeing practitioners.  Currently there 

is very little empirical work looking into the wellbeing of this population.  It is expected that 

the results from the project will help with the construction of resilience and self-protection 

training for social and emotional wellbeing practitioners which is both culturally appropriate 

and relevant to the needs of this population. 

What we are asking you to do 

You will be requested to engage in one-on-one open interviews in which the interviewer will 

be asking questions regarding your understandings of social emotional wellbeing; what you 

feel are the risk and protective factors for your social and emotional wellbeing; and what the 

barriers and enablers to maintaining social emotional wellbeing are ?  

Interviews will occur at a place nominated by the participant to ensure they feel comfortable 

and safe.  If you have concerns about being seen participating, please notify the Researcher 

prior to commencement of the interview. 



These interviews will be audio recorded for the purposes of coding and analysis. On 

completion of analysis all audio data held as digital data will be deleted by the Student 

Researcher. 

To take part 

In order to take part in this project, you need to give your informed consent on the page that 

is attached to this information sheet.  You must be 18 years of age or over.  You must 

currently be working in the area of social emotional wellbeing (including community services 

work). Finally, you must identify as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander. 

Debriefing and Support 

Debriefing will be available by phone from Aboriginal Psychologist Stacey Vervoort if 

desired. Contact details for Stacey can be accessed from the researcher on request.  

Ethical Guidelines 

Your participation in this project is entirely voluntary.  You may withdraw from the project at 

any time, without providing an explanation.  Participation or withdrawal in this project will in 

no way affect your relationship with the Research team, Griffith University, or your 

employer.  All information supplied will be subject to strict confidential guidelines and any 

reports or findings from this project will only describe information at the group level; it will 

not identify any participant at an individual level.  Individually identifiable data will only be 

held by the Primary Investigator and may be used for the purposes of contacting participants 

to request further information and to collate data from any potential multiple interviews with 

participants. 

Griffith University requires that all participants be informed that if they have any complaints 

concerning the manner in which this research project is conducted they may be brought to the 

attention of the researcher, Project Supervisor’s, or if preferred, an independent person from 

the University’s research ethics office.   

Griffith University conducts research in accordance with the National Statement on Ethical 

Conduct in Human Research.  If potential participants or participants have any concerns or 



complaints about the ethical conduct of the research project they should contact the Senior 

Manager, Research Ethics and Integrity on 3735 5585 or research-ethics@griffith.edu.au. 

Confidentiality and privacy 

The information gathered from you will be confidential – no identifiable information will be 

available to anyone except the Principle Researcher.  This identifiable information may be 

used for the purposes of contacting participants to request further information and to collate 

data from any potential multiple interviews with participants.  All data will be reported in an 

aggregate manner – that means no individual participant’s information will be reported, but 

rather all responses will be reported as a group (for example, 45% of participants were 

female…..).  All surveys will be stored in a locked cupboard in the Reseaercher’s office or 

securely stored electronically by the Primary Researcher. Audio recordings held as digital 

recordings will be deleted upon completion of analysis.  

Although the research team will not be releasing or publishing any directly identifiable data, 

some de-identified participant quotes are likely to be published, participants acknowledge 

that by discussing their participation with others this may lead to them being identifiable in 

any publication of this research.  

Where no ordinary disclosure is anticipated: The conduct of this research involves the 

collection, access and / or use of your identified personal information. The information 

collected is confidential and will not be disclosed to third parties without your consent, 

except to meet government, legal or other regulatory authority requirements.  A de-identified 

copy of this data may be used for other research purposes.  However, your anonymity will at 

all times be safeguarded.  For further information consult the University’s Privacy Plan at 

http://www.griffith.edu.au/about-griffith/plans-publications/griffith-university-privacy-plan 

or telephone (07) 3735 5585. 

For further Information 

If you have any further questions or concerns about this project, please feel free to contact 

any of the researchers’ listed above on the provided numbers.  

Results and Feedback 



Results of this study will not be available until completion of the Primary Investigator’s PhD.  

Before results are officially released members of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

community will have an opportunity to view and comment on the research findings and to 

have any concerns addressed. Preliminary results and a summary of the research will be 

accessible from the researcher on request. 



14.5.2 Consent form 

Participant Consent Sheet 

Title of Project:   

 Risk and Protective factors of Social and Emotional Wellbeing for Social and Emotional 

Wellbeing Workers (including community service workers). 

Researcher: Clinton Schultz   B.Psych Science (hons)    

Tel: (07) 321821019 

Email: c.schultz@griffith.edu.au 

Registered Psychologist 

Lecturer Indigenous Health 

School of Public Health 

Griffith University Gold Coast 

Primary supervisor:      Professor Roslyn Sorensen    

Tel: (07) 338 21487 

Email: r.sorensen@griffith.edu.au 

Head of School 

School of Public Health 

Griffith University 

Cultural Supervisor:   Professor Pat Dudgeon 

         Tel: (08)  64 883 743 

Email: pat_dudgeon@optusnet.com.au



The School of Indigenous Studies, 

University of Western Australia 

Information about this Research 

The content of this research project requests Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social 

Emotional Wellbeing (SEWB) workers to discuss issues concerning their social and 

emotional wellbeing.  This may distress some people.  If you feel that you may become 

distressed by discussing these issues, please do not feel that you are obliged to participate.  If 

you participate and experience any distress, debriefing services will be available to you. 

There is little risk anticipated for participants which could be associated to this research. 

Your informed consent 

I have read the information sheet and consent form.  I agree to participate in the research. 

Risk and Protective factors of Social and Emotional Wellbeing for Social and Emotional 

Wellbeing workers (including community service workers). I understand that the project will 

be carried out as described in the information sheet, a copy of which I have retained.  I realise 

that whether to participate or not is entirely my decision and that this decision will in no way 

affect my relationship with Griffith University, my employer or the researchers of this 

project.  I also understand that I may withdraw at any time and that no explanation is required 

if I choose to withdraw.  I have had all questions answered to my satisfaction. 

Information collected for, used in, or generated by, this project may be used for another 

purpose by the researcher for which ethical approval will be sought.  This may include 

research for journal submission or conferences.  Data may also be used by the student 

investigator only in research investigating similar issues as the present study. 

Participant’s Signature         _____________________________     Date:  _________ 



14.6 Ethics approval 

GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 

01-May-2012

Dear Mr Schultz 

I write further to the additional information provided in relation to the conditional approval 

granted to your application for ethical clearance for your project "Full Review: Risk and 

protective factors of social and emotional wellbeing for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

SEWB Practitioners." (GU Ref No: PBH/47/11/HREC). 

This is to confirm receipt of the remaining required information, assurances or amendments 

to this protocol. 

Consequently, I reconfirm my earlier advice that you are authorised to immediately 

commence this research on this basis. 

The standard conditions of approval attached to our previous correspondence about this 

protocol continue to apply. 

Regards 

Chris Rose'Meyer 

Policy Officer, Research Ethics and Governance 

Office for Research 

G39 3.56 Gold Coast Campus 

Griffith University 

ph: +61 (0)7 5552 7227 

fax: +61 (0)7 5552 9058 



email: c.rosemeyer@griffith.edu.au 

web: 

Cc: 

At this time all researchers are reminded that the Griffith University Code for the Responsible 

Conduct of Research provides guidance to researchers in areas such as conflict of interest, 

authorship, storage of data, & the training of research students. 

You can find further information, resources and a link to the University's Code by visiting 

http://www62.gu.edu.au/policylibrary.nsf/xupdatemonth/e7852d226231d2b44a25750c0062f4

57?opendocument 
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